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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve in Saskatchewan, the 
resulting treaty land entitlement (TLE) for Witchekan Lake First Nation, and the 1992 
Framework Agreement for Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlenzent (TLEFA). The history of the 
Witchekan Lake Reserve between 19 13 and 19 19 is reconstructed and reveals a unique situation 
within TLE. The creation of a Reserve some thirty-seven years prior to adherence to Treaty Six 
presents a challenge to the interpretation of TL,E. It also points to the importance of the historical 
context of Reserve creation within TLE. 
A study of land use and occupancy of Witchekan Lake First Nation and the area occupied by 
Settlers was facilitated by the use of Department of Indian Affairs files, map biographies, oral 
interviews, transcripts of earlier interviews with deceased elders, records and correspondence 
from Saskatchewan Environment and Resource Mangement (SERM) and the Department of the 
Interior Homestead Files. The analysis employs a non-traditional definition of the ethnicity of 
Settlers. That defmition is based on their birthplace, their land use and their life experiences 
before arriving at Witchekan Lake. Employing theoretical concepts of colonization and 
underlying ideologies of racial inferiority, the work proposes that the existence of two opposing 
types of land use and occupancy and their respective value systems led to a TLE for Witchekan 
Lake First Nation. It is argued here that these ideologies were present in the homestead period 
and have persisted into the present due to the late timing of settlement and the pluralistic 
composition of Settlers. 
A review of the events around the acquisition of the Bapaume Community Pasture by 
Witchekan Lake First Nation demonstrates the continuance of conflict with Settlers. This conflict 
first arose in the homestead era. A critique of the TLEFA, specific to the case of Witchekan Lake 
First Nation, proposes that lack of attention to their unique circumstances has left the community 
with unresolved claims. The community hoped that these unresolved claims would be settled in 
the TLEFA. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Witchekan Lake First Nation celebrated an historical and long-awaited event on May 15, 
1998. Ths  date marked the official attainment of the community's shortfall acres under the 
terms of the I992 Framework Agreement for Treaty Land Entitlement in Saskatchewan 
(hereinafter TLEFA).' The land acquired under shortfall terms, locally known as the Bapaume 
Community Pasture, marked the return of a portion of Witchekan Lake First Nation's traditional 
lands to their care and use. Government policy, settlement pressures and resource competition 
between the Canadian state, the province of Saskatchewan and the Settler community formerly 
alienated these lands. * 
Witchekan Lake First Nation is one of twenty-five signatory First Nations to the TLEFA 
that settled outstanding claims for land under treaty provisions. This community is located 
within the Treaty Six area, in the north central area of   ask at chew an.^ During the course of this 
thesis project, research was designed to involve the community of Witchekan Lake First Nation 
and to produce research that would be meaningful and useful to the community. It was 
important to the community of Witchekan Lake First Nation to uncover the reasons for the 
alienation of lands originally contained within the 19 13 Original Reserve Survey (hereinafter 
ORS). Addressing this concern became the primary focus for this thesis project by illuminating 
the historical creation of the Reserve in more detail than has been previously attempted. 
A study of land use and occupancy by Witchekan Lake First Nation and area Settlers was 
contained to all of the land once selected for Indian Reserves. An historical approach to this 
study of land use and occupancy sets the scene for contemporary treaty land entitlement 
(hereinafter TLE). The history of the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve is a unique event, 
' 1992 Framework Agreement for Treaty Land Entitlement in Saskatchewan (Saskatoon, Sk.: Office of 
the Treaty Commissioner (hereinafter OTC), 1992). 
2 The terms Reserve and Band are all capitalized throughout this thesis in an attempt to decolonize 
these terms. Reserves are the remaining homelands of Indian peoples in Canada and were allocated to 
groups of Indian peoples recognized as Bands under the Indian Act; both terms are distinct outcomes of 
defined processes and as such, are proper nouns. The writing of the words Bands and Reserves with 
lower case letters has allowed for their treatment as somewhat less significant than social groups and 
lands in the rest of Canada, reflecting ethnocentric perceptions about Bands and Reserves. As well, this 
thesis refers to a specific Reserve and a specific Band. The term "Band" is used in the historical context 
while "First Nation" is used for contemporary time. 
See Figure 1.1 for location of study in Saskatchewan. 
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Figure 1.1 Partial Map of Saskatchewan and Location of Study Area 
The names of rivers and lakes are printed in italics. Major cities in 
the province are provided for the purposes of location. The names of 
towns and villages are provided as these are mentioned in various 
thesis chapters. Smaller communities present in the early 
homestead era are not shown. 
The community of Witchekan Lake First Nation is located in north- 
central Saskatchewan, on the northeast side of Witchekan Lake, 
near the town of Spiritwood. 
given the time period in which it was created and the lack of treaty adhesion by each of the 
individual Bands who made up the Saulteaux Band (Tribe) in the Battleford District. 
1.1 THE SAULTEAUX TRIBE OF THE BATTLEFORDS DISTRICT 
Members of the Saulteaux Tribe included the Witchekan Lake Band, the Pelican Lake 
Band (historically known as the Chitek Lake Band) and the Saulteaux Band (historically known 
as the Jackfish Lake Band). The Sunchild Band may have part of the Saulteaux Tribe but is not 
covered under the TLEFA as this Band has a Reserve in Alberta. Historically and within the 
TLEFA negotiations, the Witchekan Lake, Pelican Lake and Saulteaux Bands were all treated 
as separate Bands. In the interests of living peaceably, the various factions spread themselves 
throughout the Saulteaux Tribe's traditional lands. Each faction had a particular area of its own 
while at the same time, sharing some of it with other factions to harvest reso~rces.~ The 
factionalization of the Saulteaux people may have been due to their independent and 
autonomous spirit. In 19 14, Battleford Indian Agent, J.A. Rowland characterized Saulteaux 
Indians as "ignorant, contrary and independent.'" While hardly a flattering characterization, 
Rowland's description points to a possible explanation for the disburse~nent of the larger 
Saulteaux Band (Tribe) amongst its traditional lands. 
The Department of Indian Affairs (hereinafter DIA) created a separate file and unique 
identification number for the Witchekan Lake ~and,6 as it did for the Pelican Lake and Jackfish 
Lake Bands. However, when it came to allocation of Reserve lands, these Bands were treated 
as a collective unit as the DIA requested Reserve lands for the Saulteaux Tribe, rather than for 
individual Bands. The first of these Reserve lands was allocated at Jackfish Lake for 14.13 
sections (9045 acres), sometime around 1909.~ Settlement demands for land in this area led to 
the surrender of the Moosomin Reserve; a new Reserve was awarded to Moosomin, a treaty 
4 Report, W. J. Chisholm, Inspector of Indian Agencies, Prince Albert to J.D. McLean, Assistant 
Deputy Minister and Secretary, DIA, Ottawa, October 30, 19 14 and W. B. Crombie, Inspector of Indian 
Agencies, Battleford to McLean, November 1, 19 16. Both in National Archives of Canada (hereinafter 
NAC), RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. Both documents mention the exchange of fish and hay 
between the various factions. 
Report, 1, J.A. Rowland, Indian Agent, Battleford to McLean, October 26, 1914. NAC, RG10, 
Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. Correspondence begins in 1908. 
NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 271 07- 1 1. This file has no formal title but the face page reads 
"Carlton, Surveys and Reserves, Witchekan Lake Reserve." Saskatchewan Archives Board (hereinafter 
SAB), S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. This file has some 
information about Witchekan Lake which filled in correspondence gaps in NAC file, but is mainly about 
the Jackfish Lake Band and its Reserve creation. 
7 Letter, McLean to P.G. Keyes, Secretary, Department of the Interior, Ottawa, February 2, 1912. 
NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
Band, out of lands previously selected for the Jackfish Lake Band. Understandably, the 
Saulteaux Indians at Jackfish Lake became nervous and requested the rest of their entitlement, 
choosing Witchekan Lake as the location. By 191 1, the Saulteaux Tribe numbered 293 
individuals; by early 1912, the DL4 determined that they were entitled to a Reserve balance of 
44.47 sections (28,460.8 acres).' 
In October, 19 12, Chief Kawkaykeesick, of the Witchekan Lake Band, wrote to James 
McKay, Member of Parliament for the Prince Albert constituency, to request McKay's 
assistance in procuring a Reserve for his Band. He gave the following description of the Band: 
We are a band of hunting Indians who have lived in this part of the country for about forty 
years. We have made our living entirely by hunting. We have never taken treaty or scrip 
and have not as yet got a reserve. The homesteaders are coming in here now and we think 
it is about time we got a re~erve.~ 
The DIA assured the Chief that a decision had already been made to survey a Reserve at 
Witchekan Lake for the Saulteaux Indians who lived there. The Chief was told to expect the 
surveyor in the summer and that he was "expected to render him all the assistance within your 
power to lay out a reserve of the size he will be in~tructed."'~ 
The Original Reserve Survey (ORS) was carried out in October, 1913 by DIA Surveyor 
Steele. Within weeks of its completion, the size and location of the ORS was challenged by the 
Deputy Minister of the Interior, Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area and the local Member of 
parliament." It is at this point that the DL4 became concerned about actual population of one 
Band, the Witchekan Lake Band, as the basis for the size of the Reserve at Witchekan Lake. In 
the context of prolonged protest to the location and size of the Reserve, a number of efforts 
were made to determine the population of the Witchekan Lake Band, resulting in a severe 
reduction to the ORS. 
1.2 OFUGINS OF WITCHEKAN LAKE FIRST NATION 
Oral interviews with Witchekan Lake elders name Kawkaykeesick as one of four sons of 
an old Saulteaux man named Osawahpisk (also referred to as Old Brass) who is said to have 
Ibid. 
9 Letter, Chief Kawkaykeesick to James McKay, October 20, 19 12. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-11. 
'O McLean to Chief Kawkaykeesick, c/o Messrs. Anderson & McArthur, Duck Lake, February 20, 
1913. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
I 1  See Chapter Four for details around the survey, protest and eventual recognition of the Witchekan 
Lake Reserve. 
traveled with his family by horseback &om the east to the Witchekan Lake area.I2 Early 
surveyors who came to the area made references to the presence of Indian peoples at Witchekan 
Lake. There is a reference to an Indian encampment on 20-52-1 1 in September, 191 1." A 
member of a survey crew located Indian shacks on 3 1-5 1 - 1 1 in October, 19 1 1 and a small field 
was traversed on North East20-52- 1 1 . I 4  By 19 12, the DIA believed the Witchekan Lake Band 
to have been in the area for over twenty years before the Band requested a Reserve at 
Witchekan ~ a k e . "  Records in the Hudson's Bay Company Archives list the names of Old 
Brass, Kawkaykeesick and some of his family members on the Indian Debt Lists for the Shell 
River Post as early 1890 and for the years 1893, 1894 and 1896.16 These records indicate that 
Band members were engaged in trading with the HBC and places the Band in the area at just 
over twenty years before requesting a Reserve at Witchekan Lake in 1912. 
However, interviews with elders in the mid-1970s relate instances of Band members and 
their relatives attending Treaty Six talks at Fort carlton.17 This event places the Band at 
Witchekan Lake in the 1870s, supporting Chief Kawkaykeesick's claim to have been in the area 
around forty years before the request for the Reserve. However, the DIA was well aware that 
the people of the Witchekan Lake Band had not yet signed any treaty when the DL4 decided to 
grant the Band a Reserve in 1912.'~ At this time, the Witchekan Lake Band had social and 
cultural ties with the Saulteaux Band at Jackfish Lake. As a self-defmed hunting and trapping 
Band of Indians, independent of treaty or scrip, the Witchekan Lake Band occupied traditional 
lands in and around the geographical area of Witchekan Lake that acted as a gathering place 
during the winter and summer haying season as well as lands of a considerable area north, 
- - - 
'* Respondent # l  1 . Interview with Harry Nicotine. November 24, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
j3 SAB, R190.6, Department of the Interior, Surveyor Diary, E.W. Hubbell, (April 17 to April 30, 
19 1 l), File 123 17. The expression 20-52- 1 1 refers to Section 20 of Township 52 in Range 1 1. The 
Dominion Land Survey system placed lands within a grid system so that quarter sections could be easily 
located according to markers left on the land after the survey was completed. This system facilitated the 
tracking of entry on quarter sections homesteaded by Settlers and later patented to them. 
l4 SAB, R190.6, Department of the Interior, Surveyor R.C. Laurie, (May 22 to October 27, 191 l), File 
13068. 
'* Letter, McLean to Keyes, February 2, 19 12. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 11. 
l6 Public Archives of Manitoba (PAM), Hudson's Bay Company Archives (HBCA), B345ld113, 
English River District, Shell River Post, Account Books. A search for trading records before 1890 and 
after 1896, between the HBC and the Band could not locate any transactions at either Green Lake or Ile a 
la Crosse. It is possible that local traders were at work in the area; McArthur and Anderson were 
merchants based in Duck Lake who were known to come out to the Witchekan Lake area to trade goods 
for furs. (Respondent #lo. Interview with Hany Nicotine, December 3, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band 
Files). 
17 Respondent # 12. Interview with Hany Nicotine, November 30,1975 and Respondent # 14. 
Interview with Harry Nicotine, February 19, 1976. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
l 8  Letter, Chief Kawkaykeesick to James McKay, October 20, 1912. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-1 1. 
south, east and west of Witchekan Lake. Chief Osahwahpisk, as the Band's Chief, began the 
quest for a Reserve for the Saulteaux at Witchekan Lake. Kawkaykeesick became Chief before 
his father's death in 1916,'~ but he himself died during the 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic that 
severely depopulated his   and.^' 
At some point, the Band's cultural identity became a mixture of Cree and Saulteaux. In 
1949, a DIA Superintendent described the Band's origins as " a mixture of Saulteaux and Cree 
and are descendants of Big Bear's Band that became scattered following the Rebellion of 
1885."~' Given the fact that Big Bear was himself a mixture of Ojibwa and ~ r e e ~ ~  and was 
known to have spent time at Jackfish Lake amongst the Saulteaux  and:^ the possibility of 
some Witchekan Lake Band members originating from Big Bear's Band is not far-fetched. 
Furthermore, after the imprisonment of Big Bear, his Band was scattered and their whereabouts 
remain unknown.24 Witchekan Lake First Nation refused to sign Treaty Six until 1950, 
preferring instead to remain independent, self-sufficient and autonomous as a political unit. 25 
Presently, Witchekan Lake First Nation is located in north central Saskatchewan; the 1996 
Census Canada record, indicate a Reserve population of 254, very few of whom are elders. The 
people who are members of this Aboriginal community are a mixture of Cree and Saulteaux 
peoples who have cultural and social ties to other First Nations in the area. In the early history 
of the Witchekan Lake Band, and more recently in the 1992 TLE process, the legitimacy of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation, as a unique entity, has never been questioned. 
1.3 TBE SUNCHILD BAND 
Scant information was available about the Sunchild Band who were likely another faction 
of the Saulteaux Tribe in the Battleford ~ i s t r i c t . ~ ~  The DIA assumed that the Sunchild Band as 
- - 
l9 Letter, Agent S.A. Milligan, Carlton Agency to DIA, Ottawa, October 23, 1916. NAC, RG10, 
Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
20 Letter, Crombie to DIA, January 15, 1919. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 1 1. See also 
Respondent #12. Interview with Hany Nicotine, November 20, 1975; Respondent #12. Interview with 
Harry Nicotine, June 1 1, 1976 and Respondent #11. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 24, 1975. 
21  Letter, Superintendent N.J. McLeod, Superintendent, Duck Lake Agency to DIA, Ottawa, July 21, 
1949. This document was obtained from the Office of the Treaty Commission, Saskatoon, Sk. (1995) 
The document is labeled File 674123-16-015, Volume 1. 
22 Hugh Dempsey, Big Bear: The End ofFreedom (Vancouver: Greystone Books, 1984), 1 1. 
23 Dempsey, 57 and 63. 
24 Ibid, 196 and 20 1. 
25 NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 1 1. A number of letters from Witchekan Lake Chiefs state 
their refusal to sign treaty and a desire to remain autonomous; these letters are discussed in later chapters. 
26 A request was sent to the Sunchild Band in Alberta but no reply was forthcoming; without a Band 
Council Resolution (BCR), access to restricted files was denied at institutions with archival holdings. 
Range 12 - Range 11 Range 10 
Figure 1.2 Area of Study Showing Reserve Selections in the Witchekan Lake Area 
Legend: 
Witchekan Lake Original Survey, 1913 
Recommended Addition to Witchekan Lake by Surveyor Steele, 1913 
Sunchild Selection, 1915 
Overlap of Selections for Witchekan Lake and Sunchild 
Witchekan Lake Reserve, Order-in-Council, 1919 
Withdrawn from Original Reserve Survey. 191 3 
well as Jackfish Lake and Witchekan Lake could share a Reserve within the Saulteaux 
traditional lands as the DIA proposed that these Bands be amalgamated in 1915.~' A Reserve 
selection was made for the Sunchild Band by the DIA, within the lands selected for the 
Witchekan Lake Reserve in the 19 13 Original Reserve Survey; this area of overlap would later 
form part of the Bapaume Community This Reserve selection was abandoned a short 
time later as the DL4 experienced difficulty in actually being able to meet with "certain roving 
Indians known as Sunchild's s and."'^ Eventually, the Sunchild Band received a Reserve near 
Rocky Mountain House, Alberta after adhering to Treaty Six in 1944.~' 
1.4 TLE IN SASKATCHEWAN 
The historical basis of treaty land entitlement in Saskatchewan lies in the treaties that were 
signed between the Crown and First Nations, beginning in the 1870s. These treaties were 
carried out on the Crown's behalf by Treaty Commissioners appointed by the Dominion of 
Canada. The introductory language of Treaty Six states that the treaty was made between "Her 
Most gracious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, by her Commissioners . . . and 
the Plain and Wood Cree Tribes of Indians, and other Tribes of Indians, inhabitants of the 
country within the limits hereinafter defined."31 It is the understanding of some Elders within 
Treaty Six that treaties were agreements between colonial Britain and First Nations in which the 
Crown provided gifts, annuities and Reserve lands to First Nations in exchange for the rights to 
"live in peace and share the lands of the Indigenous peoples."32 As well, these Elders 
27 Letter, Chisholm to McLean, July 8, 1915. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
28 Figure 1.2 that illustrates the study area. The overlapping area is indicated in green on the DIA 
map' Letter, McLean to Dr. E. Deville, Surveyor General, Department of the Interior, January 19, 19 16. 
NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
30 Office of the Treaty Commissioner (Saskatchewan), Statement of Treaty Issues: Treaties As A 
Bridge to the Future (Saskatoon, Sk.,:OTC,1998), Appendix G, 113 lists the Sunchild Band as Cree. The 
Band may have been Saulteawc or a mixture of Cree and Saulteaux. 
3' Although Treaty Commissioners were appointed by the Dominion of Canada, the words of Treaty 
Six clearly state that the treaty is between the Queen of Great Britain and the Indians of the territory of 
Treaty Six, with the commissioners acting on the Queen's behalf. Furthermore, it is the Queen who 
promised to provide Reserves while the Chief Superintendent of Indian Affairs was to send someone out 
to determine and set out the Reserve, in consultation with the Indians. See Alexander Morris, The 
Treaties of Canada With the Indians of Manitoba and the North- West Territories (Saskatoon, Sk.: Fifth 
House Publishers, 1991; Original, 1880), 351-367 for a copy of Treaty Six. 
32 Sharon Venne, "Understanding Treaty Six: An Aboriginal Perspective" in Aboriginal and Treaty 
Rights in Canada: Essays on Law, Equitv, and Respect for Dzfference ed. Michael Asch (Vancouver: 
UBC Press, 1997), 193 . For a theoretical perspective on the relationship of Britain to the Dominion of 
Canada, see James S. Frideres and Rene R. Gadacz, Aboriginal Peoples in Canada: Contemporary 
Conflicts, 6Ih ed. (Toronto: Prentice Hall, 2000), 4-7. This theory of colonization proposes that during the 
understand it to be Britain, and not the colony of Canada, who had the authority to enter into 
treaties with First Nations peoples?3 Treaties were the favoured method by which Britain chose 
to cany out the stipulations of the Royal Proclamation o f  1763, a document that recognized the 
existence of Aboriginal title to North American lands that Britain wished to colonize. 
The Roj7al PI-oclumation gave the British Crown the exclusive right to acquire lands 
occupied by First Nations through a treaty-making process that included the payment of 
compensation in exchange for the right to enter and occupy Indian lands specified in signed 
treaties.34 Lands that were occupied and used by Aboriginal peoples were desired by colonial 
Britain for settlement of agricultural immigrants that would populate and secure the western 
frontier of present-day Canada. Settlement of these lands facilitated the security of this tenitory 
for the new Dominion of Canada and fed the dreams of its statesmen for a nation fiom sea to 
sea. 
In the process of negotiating various treaties with Indian Bands, the Crown agreed to 
provide, among other things, Reserves of land for each Band who signed a treaty. These 
Reserves were calculated on the basis of a specified number of acres per Band member; a 
census of Band members was to be taken after the treaty was signed in order to determine the 
size of the Reserve allocation. Under the terms of Treaty Six, Indian Bands were allocated 640 
acres per five Band members; the TLEFA has broken down individual Band member allocation 
to 128 acres.35 For various reasons, these land allocations were not always fulfilled; inaccurate 
census records of Band members, survey errors and conflicts with Settler demands and 
government departments were common reasons for the creation of outstanding land 
 entitlement^.^^ However, reasons aside, it is important to recognize treaty land entitlements not 
as largesse, gifts or handouts on the part of the Canadian state but as outstanding debts to 
selected First Nations who had signed or adhered to a treaty in Canada. 
time period when treaties were made to obtain access to Indian lands and resources, Britain acted as an 
agent of external political control to the lands it was colonizing; the Dominion of Canada was one of 
those colonies and the predominance of the Queen of Great Britain in the wording of Treaty Six supports 
the notion that the new Dominion of Canada was not acting independently but with the guidance of 
Britain. 
33 Venne, 189. 
34 Ibid, 185. 
35 See Moms, 353 for the terms of Treaty Six and Cliff Wright, Report and Recommendations on 
Treaty Land Entitlement (Saskatoon, Sk.: OTC, 1990), 45 for acreage calculation per Band member. 
36 The term Settler is capitalized throughout this thesis to be consistent as the terms First Nation, 
Aboriginal and Native are all capitalized; respect for the significance of all groups is also ensured. 
1.4.1 TLE For Witchekan Lake First Nation 
Witchekan Lake First Nation is located within the Treaty Six area but did not adhere to 
Treaty Six until 1950. In 19 12, the Witchekan Lake Band requested a Reserve allocation of one 
square mile (640 acres) for every man, woman and child in his Band which he estimated to be 
around fifty." The Chief was requesting a Reserve of 32,000 acres. The DIA's response to the 
Chief was an offer of 640 acres per five Band members, according to the terms of Treaty 
A decision was made by the Department of hdian Affairs (DIA) to survey a Reserve of 
approximately 28,160 acres at Witchekan Lake; this Reserve was the remaining allocation for 
the Saulteaux ~ r i b e . ~ ~  In his report to the DIA, Surveyor Steele indicated the possible adhesion 
of the Witchekan Lake  and.* The ORS followed in October 1913 and consisted of 20,480 
acres. Settlement pressures and political influence contributed to a much reduced Reserve, 
formalized in 19 19 by Order-in-Council, that measured a mere 4,237 acres. 
However, between the years of 1913 and 1919, this tiny Reserve was the subject of 
extensive correspondence exchanged between officials fiom the DIA, the Department of the 
Interior, the Witchekan Lake Band and Settlers fi-om the Witchekan Lake area. A number of 
events occurred around the creation of the Reserve; during a five and one-half year period, the 
status of the Reserve remained in limbo while the Department of the Interior, DIA and Settlers 
disputed the size and location of the Witchekan Lake Reserve. At the centre of the dispute was 
access to the sizeable tract of haylands that surrounded the lake. After years of delay, the size 
of the Reserve was eventually accepted by the Department of the Interior and confinned in 
19 19, as determined by dubious recommendations of local DL9  official^.^' 
The end result was a significantly reduced Reserve size which left the haylands under 
government control and the benefit of access ending up in the hands of area Settlers. Although 
the Witchekan Lake Band received a portion of the haylands in their small Reserve, an 
37 Letter, Chief Kawkaykeesick, to McKay, October 20, 1912. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-1 1. 
38 Letter, McLean to Chief Kawkaykeesick, February 20, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-11 
39 Letter, S. Bray, Chief Surveyor, DIA to W.W. Cory, Deputy Minister of the Interior, February 17, 
19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. Bray commented that the decision to survey the 
Reserve had been made and communicated to the Department of the Interior in a letter dated February 2, 
1912. 
40 Letter, I.J. Steele, Surveyor, DIA to McLean. November 8, 1913. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 
27 107- 1 1. The anticipated adhesion is evident in this later correspondence between the DIA and 
Surveyor Steele as to the likelihood of having the Witchekan Lake Band sign Treaty Six. 
4 1 Report, Chisholm to McLean, October 30, 19 14. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. Agent 
Roland and Inspector Chisholm clearly stated their estimate of the Witchekan Lake Band population 
obtained from a visit to the area was not reliable but was the best they could do. 
American rancher in the area who led the Settler's protest and petition against the ORS of 19 13 
accessed even these haylands for his personal use.42 Since the 1913 survey, Witchekan Lake 
First Nation has consistently regarded lands within the ORS tract as part of their traditional 
lands, some of which are included in the Bapaume Community Pasture. In 198 1, the Band 
endeavoured to reclaim this land tract under the 1976 Saskatchewan Formula, a prior attempt to 
settle TLE in Saskatchewan. Failing to achieve success under this formula, the Band took 
action towards filing a specific claim, which was suspended with the emergence of TLE 
negotiations in 1990. The Band hoped to have their outstanding claims to lands and resources 
settled in the TLEFA. 
1.4.2 The 1992 Framework Agreement for Treaty Land Entitlement in 
Saskatchewan (TLEFA) 
Differences existed amongst the various Saskatchewan First Nations who were recognized 
to have outstanding treaty land entitlement claims in Saskatchewan. These differences were 
experiential, geographic, economic and political. There was no distinction made between the 
times when Bands signed or adhered to treaty; differences in economic orientation and 
geography do not appear to have been allowed for within the TLEFA and all of the Bands were 
treated as one homogenous political entity. This approach appears to have been supported by 
the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations (hereinafter FSICN) who negotiated on behalf of 
the entitlement Bands. The end result has had significant effects on Witchekan Lake First 
Nation and has left the community with no alternatives to have their unique experience 
recognized within the TLEFA. 
The position of Witchekan Lake First Nation at the conclusion of the TLEFA was that their 
land claim was only partially settled. Based on the ORS, the Bapaume Community Pasture, an 
additional land quantum andlor compensation for lost lands and resources, especially the 
haylands, remained outstanding. Under the terms stated in the negotiations of the TLEFA, 
Witchekan Lake First Nation could not make a claim for the years between 1913 and 1950 as 
the Band was outside of a treaty during these years. Although the Witchekan Lake Reserve was 
first surveyed in 1913, the TLEFA lists the Date of First Survey (DOFS) for the Reserve as 
42 Report, pp. 2-3, Chisholm to McLean, October 29, 1915. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107- 1. 
In May, 19 15, the Dominion Lands Office in Battleford issued a permit to cut 60 tons of hay on Sections 
17 and 20 to E.R. Coldiron. an American rancher resident on SW 28-52- 1 1 since 19 12. 
1950, the year that the Band signed the adhesion to Treaty In the TLEFA, a Band's 
DOFS determines the point at which they begin to incur land entitlement because it is assumed 
that a treaty has been signed and the DOFS is the survey of the Band's Reserve land under the 
terms of the treaty. 
However, the selection of the Witchekan Lake Reserve in 1913 was based on the 
provisions of Treaty Six while the lands and resources administered under the provisions of the 
Indian Act between 19 13 and 1950 when the Band was not in treaty. Until 19 19, the status of 
the Reserve lands were not clear, leaving these lands and resources vulnerable to alienation and 
in the case of the haylands, permanent depletion in some areas. Between 1913 and 1950, the 
status of the Band as a treaty Band is not clear. Some of the decisions about the resources were 
made without the consultation of the Band while compliance under the Indian Act appears to 
have been somewhat sporadic and selective.44 The legal implications of this treatment of the 
Band remain unanswered and are outside the main task of this thesis. 
Some progress has been made in satisfying Witchekan Lake First Nation's issues under the 
implementation of the TLEFA. The recent acquisition of Reserve lands within the Bapaume 
Community Pasture is under a five-year co-management agreement with Saskatchewan 
Agriculture and Foods; at the close of this agreement, the Band will assume h l l  control over 
these lands. The process that Witchekan Lake First Nation underwent to finally acquire the 
lands within the Bapaume Community Pasture was somewhat lengthy and arduous as 
negotiations with individual pasture patrons spanned a period of approximately three years. 
Mediation services and intense one-on-one negotiations between Band members and 
Bapaume Pasture patrons yielded the required eighty percent favorable consent on the third 
vote. Under the conditions of the TLEFA, failure to procure the required favorable consent 
meant the Band would have been forced to risk appearing before an arbitrator to settle the 
matter of acquiring the Bapaume Community Pasture for shortfall acres.45 The fact that 
Witchekan Lake First Nation had to undergo such arduous conditions to acquire its shortfall 
acres - acres that are outstanding under the terms of Treaty Six - speaks to the continued 
differences between the Band and the Settler community in terms of values towards land use 
and occupancy.46 As well, the resistance of pasture patrons, many who are local, suggests that 
43 TLEFA, Schedule 1, 1. 
44 Letter, Dominion Land Agent, Battleford to N.O. Cote, Controller of Lands Patent Branch, 
Department of the Interior, December 27, 1916. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
45 TLEFA, Article 19, 1 16- 12 1. 
46 TLEFA, Schedule I .  The Witchekan Lake Band is listed as having a shortfall of 65.15% to its 
entitled acres in 1950 when the Band adhered to Treaty Six. Under the terms of the TLEFA, the Band 
relations between the Settler community and Witchekan Lake First Nation have not 
substantially improved with regards to access and control of the latter's traditional lands. 
The creation of the TLEFA provided an opportunity to have Witchekan Lake's unique 
situation resolved but the political agendas of the negotiating parties did not allow time for the 
creation of a satisfactory process to deal with these outstanding and unusual issues. All of the 
negotiating parties - the federal and provincial governments as well as FSIN - began the 
negotiations with looming elections for each party. During the course of negotiations, pressure 
began to mount to fmd resolution to the outstanding issue of TLE before political opportunities 
were lost as well as any chance of a final settlement. Each party in the negotiations had much to 
lose if the negotiations failed. 
Furthermore, the TLEFA, while satisfying land quantum and setting out compensation 
packages for the loss of use of lands and resources, failed to compensate Witchekan Lake First 
Nation for their losses between 1913 and 1950. While the Band was not technically under 
Treaty Six during these years, lands and resources were granted and administered under the 
conditions of Treaty Six and administered as Reserve lands and resources, by the DIA, albeit 
somewhat sporadically. Thus, since the TLEFA was negotiated with the intent of settling 
unfblfilled TLE and not any other condition of treaties, it is logical to assume that all Reserve 
lands granted accorded to Treaty Six would be covered under the TLEFA.~~ Recent fmdings by 
the Indian Claims Commission (hereinafter ICC) on TLE claims have upheld the six principles 
around treaty interpretation, frst articulated in the Report and Recommendations on Treaty 
Land Entitlement. Based on those principles, the ICC determined that calculation of a First 
Nation's TLE would be based on DOFS approach ''unless there are unusual circumstances 
which would otherwise result in manifest ~nfaimess.''~ It follows that the lands and resources 
of Witchekan Lake First Nation would be included from the time of their selection and survey 
in 19 1 3 and not fiom the date of adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950. 
However, because of unclear policy positions of the DM and a lack of exposure of the 
circumstances around the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve and events until 1950, some 
of the outstanding issues for Witchekan Lake First Nation do not qualify under the current terrns 
of either Specific or Comprehensive land claims policies. The end result of the TLEFA has 
been that the claims of Witchekan Lake First Nation for the loss of lands and resources between 
had to acquire 3686 acres to cover this shortfall to its Reserve lands. Only when this deficit in acres was 
covered could the Band gain access to equity acre funds that are the substantive part of their 
compensation package. 
47 TLEFA, 5. 
48 Indian Claims Commission (hereinafter ICC), "Gamblers First Nation Inquiry Treaty Land 
the years of 19 13 to 1950 remain outstanding, with no clear path to pursue to have these claims 
satisfied. 
Witchekan Lake First Nation's claims for these remaining issues are outside the scope of 
this thesis but the explanations for the overall creation of land entitlement since 1913 are the 
main task of this project. An examination of land use and occupancy by the Band and Settler 
community explains the creation of land entitlement for the Band beginning in 19 13 and the 
continued existence of some of the Band's outstanding claims. The use of a multi-disciplinary 
approach and varied sources of information including oral history and interviews, archival 
documents as well as theoretical literature allows for a confident explanation of how and why 
the lands in the 19 13 Reserve survey were alienated fi-om Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
A secondary issue within the land use and occupancy of Witchekan Lake First Nation is 
that of the M-61 trapping block, assigned to the Band in the 1940s, approximately five years 
before their adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950.~~ An examination of fur harvest statistics and 
specific policy demonstrates the importance of trapping block M-61 to Witchekan Lake First 
Nation However, Witchekan Lake First Nation experienced restricted access to this area for a 
twenty-year period, beginning in the early 1970s and continuing until 1992 when a lease 
agreement between the province of Saskatchewan and grazing lessees was reached. The lease 
agreement still restricts the Band's access to M-61 as both the Band and lessees are granted 
access to this area for specified months of each year and for specified activities. Any violation 
of these terms by either party will cause the lease agreement to be null and void. As well, the 
agreement expires in 2024 leaving this land vulnerable to, once again, alienation fiom 
Witchekan Lake First   at ion.^' 
1.5 THESIS OBJECTJXF,S 
A main objective of this thesis project is to delve into the detailed history of land 
allocation, use and occupancy by Witchekan Lake First Nation and the Settler community in the 
Witchekan Lake area. The historical relationship between these two parties has had a 
compelling effect on events leading up to the TLE negotiations that culminated in the creation 
Entitlement Claim," ICC Report, October, 1998,68. 
49 Witchekan Lake ~ i r s t  Nation signed an adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950. Saskatchewan Environment 
and Resource Management (SERM) files show that the M-6 1 trapping block was assigned to the 
Witchekan Lake Band in 1945 or 1946. Respondents #4 and #8. Elders Gathering, February 20,1997. 
Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan. Witchekan Lake Band Files. These two elders 
expressed the view that the Band was forced to accept the trapping block or risk having no trapping area. 
50 Saskatchewan Rural Development, Agricultural Lease, January I ,  1992 to December 3 1,2024. 
of the TLEFA. Indeed, competition and polarized political positioning characterize the tone of 
the agreement between entitlement First Nations and the rest of the province. The players 
opposite entitlement First Nations in this relationship are themselves cut across many lines - 
politicians, Settlers, urban, rural, Native and non-Native. 
An anticipated outcome of this thesis project is to contribute to the empowerment of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation and the Settler community in the Witchekan Lake area. It is 
hoped that both groups may learn something about themselves and about each other and in 
doing so, bring about understandings that lead to changed approaches to polarized issues. In 
this way, each group becomes an agent of a healing process towards a full and meaningful life. 
This healing process on both sides is crucial to the successful implementation of the TLEFA. 
1.6 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The research problem for this thesis project is to explore how early conflict arose between 
Witchekan Lake First Nation and the surrounding Settler community contributing to the 
creation of a shortfall of treaty land for Witchekan Lake First Nation; the degree to which that 
conflict continued to exist and how it affects the implementation of the TLEFA. 
Within the contents of this thesis, Witchekan Lake First Nation and the Settler community 
will be analyzed to explain two phenomena. The first is that of a conflicting difference in land 
use and occupancy between these two groups that led to the land entitlement as well as the loss 
of land use and occupancy and resources, especially hay, for the Band. The second item of 
analysis will be to explain how this conflict continued to persist and impinges upon the 
implementation of the TLEFA. An examination of the Band's acquisition of the Bapaume 
Community Pasture will be used to illustrate the effects on implementation. Further discussion 
and a critique of TLE and the TLEFA is contained in Appendix V 
The DIA and the Department of the Interior, acting as agents of the Canadian state, made 
decisions about the best interests of Witchekan Lake First Nation with regards to land and 
resources. It is significant that at the time that decisions were being made about the creation of 
the Witchekan Lake Reserve, its size, location and the abundant haylands around and within it 
were technically the jurisdiction of the Department of Indian Affairs. However, the location of 
the Department of Indian Affairs within the Department of the Interior, and the ultimate power 
of decision lying with the Minister of the Interior, placed the best interests of Witchekan Lake 
First Nation at considerable risk. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
The roles of the Canadian state and the province of Saskatchewan were significant in 
contributing to the past creation of the land entitlement for Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
Presently, these roles continue to be significant in how the TLEFA is implemented. The best 
interests of Witchekan Lake First Nation continue to be balanced with those of the Canadian 
state, the province of Saskatchewan and the Settler community. An examination of the TLEFA 
is necessary as it is the means by which Saskatchewan First Nations, the Saskatchewan 
government, the Canadian state and Settler communities continue their relationships around 
land and resources. 
1.7 THESIS STATEMENT 
The profound difference in land use and occupancy, as practiced by Witchekan Lake First 
Nation and the Settler community in the area, led to an outstanding land entitlement as well as 
the loss of land use and occupancy and resources, especially hay, for Witchekan Lake First 
Nation. This difference has led to conflict between the two communities that persisted over 
time, surfacing during the negotiations to settle TLE in Saskatchewan. This conflict continues to 
be reflected in the implementation of the TLEFA and impinges on the recognition and timely 
settlement of Witchekan Lake First Nation's outstanding claims. 
1.8 CONTEXT OF THE THESIS PROJECT 
Some readers may view the context for this research project as a case study; however, this 
project was never undertaken in a case study format. Case studies imply that there is an object 
of study; that the object is a passive participant while the researcher is busy collecting 
information, learning, observing, inferring and drawing conclusions. On the contrary, 
Witchekan Lake First Nation actively participated in this research project, consulting, 
supporting, guiding and directing the research process. The community's input was sought in 
searching for a theoretical framework in which to place the thesis. 
Although I provided the written interpretation and technical knowledge for the research, 
neither Witchekan Lake First Nation nor myself were an object of a case study. Many months 
have been spent building a relationship; trust is the basis of this relationship while time is an 
essential ingredient to building that trust. This thesis is the culmination of close to seven years 
of cooperative learning and building a working relationship with each other so that vital 
information could be shared with people who read this document. 
Out of respect for the people of Witchekan Lake First Nation and in the interests of 
continuing to build this relationship, some of the research information, particularly around the 
agreement reached for the acquisition of the Bapaurne Community Pasture has not been shared 
in this thesis. Some details are so sensitive that they would have a profoundly negative effect 
on the future well being of the community. It would be unethical to place the people of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation in such an unfair position for the sake of research. 
CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND, SOURCES AND THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 
INTRODUCTION 
In relation to the research question for this thesis project, four sources of information were 
consulted. The f ~ s t  are primary sources that pertain to Witchekan Lake First Nation itself 
including archival documents and Band files containing research reports as well as previous 
transcripts of oral history and interviews about Witchekan Lake First Nation and surrounding 
Bands in the area, with whom Witchekan Lake First Nation has had a past connection. These 
sources cover historical data about the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve and some of its 
occupancy and land use. 
While these sources set the background for TLE for Witchekan Lake First Nation and the 
source of conflict between the Band and the Settler community in the Witchekan Lake area, 
they do not reveal a complete picture of the lands used and occupied by the Band. A second set 
of sources around previous land use and occupancy studies, as well as other resource studies, 
were examined in order to design a methodological approach to uncovering land use and 
occupancy by Witchekan Lake First Nation and the Settler community. Data collected in 
subsequent map biographies provided information about land use and occupancy by Witchekan 
Lake First Nation would have been crucial to the settlement of the Band's TLE if it had been 
gathered and presented to the TLE negotiating parties. Thus, the land use and occupancy study 
of this thesis project seeks to fill this void and to demonstrate the need for such research before 
settling outstanding entitlements. In addition, archival documents around homestead activities 
were used to determine Settler land use and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake area. 
As Saskatchewan and Manitoba are presently the only provinces to have reached 
settlements for TLE, it is hoped that those areas where outstanding entitlements still exist may 
benefit from the methodology used here and the discussion of this First Nation's experience. 
Becoming aware of the importance of recognizing Aboriginal land use and occupancy in 
achieving a fair and equitable settlement for First Nations. Primary and secondary sources 
around the topic of TLE are scarce. The TLEFA, Band files, and Bowerman Papers have 
limited utility in critiquing TLE as does the body of secondary literature. 
With regards to the fourth set of sources, finding an appropriate theoretical framework for 
this thesis proved difficult. Native Studies, as a discipline, has yet to create its own concrete 
theoretical frameworks in the same fashion as other social sciences. However, scholars within 
Native Studies are seeking other ways to create theory that gives voice to Aboriginal 
experiences that inform theoretical perspectives. Colonization proved to be the most acceptable 
framework at this point; only two such theories exist at present and are examined along with 
political economy and the feminist approaches of moral economy and historical context. Other 
relevant concepts that are examined include the American ideology of manifest destiny, the 
frontier cultural complex in Canada, ethnicity, pluralism and institutional completeness. 
2.1 TLE SOURCES 
Although somewhat limited in quantity, these sources provide a general understanding of 
the origin and nature of the concept of TLE. An outline of this concept can be drawn fiom 
documents and articles pertaining to the settlement of TLE in Saskatchewan in 1992.' In 
addition, James ~itsula offered an explanation of the efforts to settle outstanding TLE in 
Saskatchewan, under the 1976 Saskatchewan Formula (hereinafter the Saskatchewan formula), 
while providing a basic fiamework for the emergence of the concept of TLE.~ Pitsula covered 
the contentious issue of community pastures as TLE selections but ignored the larger question 
of the historical significance of pastures as part of traditional land bases. Richard Bartlett offers 
a summary of conditions and events around Saskatchewan TLE during the 1980s, while 
pointing to the hiatus between the federal and provincial governments of the day as the cause 
for the delay in ~ettlement.~ 
Pitsula accessed the Boweman Papers to study provincial policy and interaction between 
Saskatchewan, Canada, FSIN and some First Nations in regards to settling TLE between 1975 
and 1982.~ Most of this collection covers the years surrounding the Saskatchewan Formula and 
the efforts of a number of entitlement Bands to have their claims settled. By the time 
I Primary documents include the Report and Recommendations of the Treaty Commissioner, 
(May, 1990) and The 1992 Framework Agreement for Treaty Land Entitlement in Saskatchewan , (1992). 
A secondary source, David C. Knoll's "Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement: 
A Summary," Native Studies Review, Volume 8, No. 1, 1992, 75-87 provides an excellent outline of the 
agreement. 
James M. Pitsula, "The Blakeney Government and the Settlement of Treaty Indian Land Entitlements 
in Saskatchewan, 1975- 1982." Historic Papers (Regina: University of Regina, 1989). 
Richard Bartlett, " Native Land Claims: Outstanding Treaty Land Entitlement in Saskatchewan, 
1982-89, in Devine Rule in Saskatchewan: A Decade of Hope and Hardship, ed. Lesley Biggs and Mark 
Stobbe, (Saskatoon, Sk.: Fifth House Publishers, 1991), 137-148. 
negotiations that led to the 1992 TLEFA were underway, Saskatchewan had a different political 
party in power who, upon assuming power, stalled all efforts for selections under the 
Saskatchewan  orm mu la.^ As well, the Report and Recommendations on l'reaty Land 
Entitlement issued by the Office of the Treaty Commissioner in May, 1990, clearly articulates 
the positions of the negotiating parties, principles and guidelines for future negotiations that led 
to the TLEFA in 1992. As a primary source, the TLEFA provides the actual terms of what the 
parties agreed to; written as a volume of legalise, it is somewhat limited in its usefulness. 
Other secondary literature about TLE in Saskatchewan consists of two articles. The first 
article, "Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement: A Summary" is written 
by David Knoll, the same author of the TLEFA.~ This article is helpful in understanding the 
TLEFA as the summary deals with main headings in the TLEFA, covering the terns of 
settlement, the execution of the agreement and Band Specific Agreements. In addition, land 
acquisition and third party interests, mineral and water rights, urban Reserves and settlement of 
disputes are all summarized in terminology easily understood by readers without legal training. 
Peggy Martin-McGuire's article deals with the experiences of entitlement First Nations up 
to 1998, focusing on the importance of land acquisition as an economic opportunity for these 
First ~ a t i o n s . ~  Martin-McGuire states that the process of TLE, while separate fiom self- 
government, is connected due to the economic strengthening of Aboriginal economies.' She 
notes that there are a total of twenty-eight First Nations now involved in TLE and land 
acquisition but fails to address the slow process at least half of those First Nations are 
experiencing in reaching Shortfall which gives First Nations access to equity monies? 
Although it has been nine years since the TLEFA was signed, little interest has been shown by 
scholars in analyzing the potential results for TLE First Nations or assessing their TLE 
experiences to date. This thesis project, through its methodology and theoretical framework, 
hopes to make a contribution to this body of literature. 
SAB, R1103, Bowerman Papers. 
Pitsula, 207. The Saskatchewan Formula is not dealt with largely because it did not figure into the 
OTC Report except as background information. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, the Saskatchewan Formula is 
discussed in relation to the acrimony between Band members and pasture patrons. 
David C. Knoll, "Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement Framework Agreement: A Summary," 
Native Studies Review, 8, no. 1 (1992), 76-87. 
' Peggy Martin-McGuire, "The Importance of Land: Treaty Land Entitlement and Self-Goverrunent in 
Saskatchewan," in Aboriginal Self Government in Canada: Current Trends and Issues, 2nd ed., ed. John 
H. Hylton (Saskatoon, Sk.: Purich Publishing Ltd., 1999): 274-288. 
Ibid, 280. 
2.2 MAPPING LAND USE AND OCCUPANCY 
A body of literature was consulted to determine previous efforts of mapping land use and 
occupancy by Aboriginal peoples. In Canada, mapping has not extensively been used to 
demonstrate this concept while other Aboriginal peoples in Central and South America have 
begun to explore its potential in telling their history of land use and occupancy. Mapping can 
effectively illustrate conflicts and shared interests through the collection of data, based on 
interviews and questionnaires from Native communities and records of land use by non-Native 
peoples. 
Maps are the means by whch spatial information and change over time are communicated. 
Maps effectively demonstrate land tenure, especially different types of land tenure systems; 
changes to land tenure and other aspects of First Nations societies may be illustrated. For 
example, changes to the physical landscape as well as the spiritual, political, social, economic 
and cultural impact on Native peoples may be inferred from the effects of the imposition of the 
township survey system of North American colonizers on existing Native land tenure. The 
effects of this imposition are due to the differences between land use and occupancy by Native 
peoples and various forms of colonial government, continued to be reflected into the present. 
While maps do not explain changes, they may lead researchers to search out explanations 
for causes. These effects may, in turn, serve to explain other changes within a First Nation 
society. Mapping methodologies have a role to play in illustrating the degree to which First 
Nations experienced losses of land and resources and the impact of such losses on their societies 
by providing a solid basis on which compensation may be awarded to claimant First Nations. 
First Nations such as Witchekan Lake who experienced the loss of traditional lands and the 
accompanying resources before signing treaty are left outside the parameters of the current 
specific and comprehensive claims processes. At the same time, some First Nations may appear 
to have a claim fitting under both processes as it is not clear if, when and to what extent they 
lost their Aboriginal rights, especially where neither consultation, negotiation, or compensation 
was evident in the process of incurring such losses. 
The ambiguous situation of some Aboriginal claims calls for a new claims process or at the 
very least, expanded terms of interpretation of the existing processes. Mapping can provide 
expansion to interpretations in current claims processes by providing a forum for presenting an 




be gained for the geographical needs for that traditional land use and occupancy which 
encompasses technology and activities, both the old and modem. 
Mapping provides Aboriginal communities with an opportunity to give voice to their 
perspectives, values and histories regarding lands and resources, in a credible format while 
challenging outsiders' versions of Aboriginal histories. Mapping, for First Nations, is an 
effective resistance strategy. As Bernard Nietschmann has stated: 
On a day-to-day basis, intrusions, invasions and occupations of indigenous peoples' land 
and sea temtories are nationally and internationally justified by making and remaking and 
then conditioning people to accept them." 
Maps of traditional territories, constructed by First Nation communities, are powerful and 
reinforce group cohesion while challenging maps made by cartographers outside of the 
community. Maps of traditional temtories can effectively demonstrate the colonization of 
Aboriginal peoples in a way that written words are unable to convey. Maps present a dramatic 
picture of invasion and loss of use of lands and resources. This drama is particularly powehl  
where it is evident that invasions were accomplished outside of the appropriate understandings, 
protocols and rituals that surround the use of lands and resources. 
2.3 MAPPING METHODOLOGIES 
The idea of mapping land use and occupancy amongst Aboriginal peoples in not new but 
neither is it a widespread or highly developed area of research. Studies of the use of the land 
and its resources fall into various categories which include land use and occupancy studies, 
harvest studies and map biographies. Each category of study is designed to measure specific 
types of use but unfortunately, have not been consistent in methodology to become 
standardized. The methodology for these studies is still developing, falling prey to problems of 
validity and reliability. These studies are briefly discussed, detailing which parts of each one 
were borrowed to compose a methodology for this thesis project. 
2.3.1 Map Biographies 
Map biographies contain valuable traditional knowledge transmitted by individuals within 
Native communities. The collection of this knowledge may be approached in a number of ways 
'O  Bernard Nietschmann, "Defending the Miskito Reefs with Maps and GPS," Cultural Survival 
Quarteriv, (Winter 1995), 37. 
that range from hand recording on paper maps, tracing paper or mylar plastic to computer 
technology. The nlethodology of data collection for land use and occupancy studies of First 
Nations in Canada has been developed and continues to develop out of the recognition of the 
land claims of First Nations. The purpose of gathering map biographies is two-fold; first, they 
can provide a regional or areal picture of land use and occupancy of a First Nation group. This 
picture is compiled from a number of "map biography" interviews." Second, map biographies 
may also be used to demonstrate the intensity with which specific areas are used and occupied 
within the regional area. Map biographies are a primary component of land use and occupancy 
studies. 
2.3.2 Land Use And Occupancy Studies 
In researching mapping methodology for Native land use and occupancy, two sources have 
been heavily consulted. The first is M.M.R. Freeman's Inuit Land Use and Occupancy Project, 
conducted during the mid-1970s. This study looked at Inuit land use and occupancy in the 
Canadian Arctic and utilized a map biography approach.12 Freeman's comprehensive study took 
just over two years to complete and provided a methodological b e w o r k  for the second 
source, Peter Usher's 1990 land use and occupancy study of three northern Saskatchewan Dene 
Bands in the Northwest ~erritories.'~ Usher, due to time and budget constraints, used map 
biographies in a limited manner and conducted less complex interviews so as to document the 
extent of land use rather than intensity.14 
Advances in computer technology improved the presentation in Usher's study but data 
collection technique differed very little. Freeman used paper maps and tracing paper over base 
maps15 whereas Usher used mylar plastic over base maps to collect the field data.16 The 
advantage of Usher's method is that the data is stored on computer files, making it easier to 
access for fbture analysis and manipulation as well as easier generation of additional maps. 
This data management was accomplished with the use of computer cartography. 
" Peter J. Usher, Recent and Current Land Use in the Northwest Territories by Chipweyan-Denesuline 
Bands (Saskatchewan Athabaska Region), Research Report No. 1 (Prince Albert, Sask.: Ofice of the 
Prince Albert Tribal Council, November, 1990), 1. 
12 M.M.R. Freeman, Inuit Land Use and Occupancy, Report (3  vols.) (Ottawa: Department of Indian 
and Northern Affairs, 1976). 
l 3  Usher, Recent and Current Land Use. 
l 4  hid, 2. 
l 5  Freeman, (vol. 2), 50. 
l6 Usher Recent and Current Land Use, 7 .  
In his book, Computers in Geography, Macguire asserted that computer cartography sets 
geographers apart from other sciences and social sciences.I7 However, cartography, once the 
domain of geographers, is becoming more accessible to others through the development of 
integrated computer systems and the widespread use of con~puters. Land claims research 
requires the communication of forms of land use and occupancy by First Nations that do not 
conform to legally codified models of Canadian or Western land use and occupancy. The 
communication of this spatial information is a vital component to claims research and lends 
itself to computer cartography through the use of interviews and oral history with graphic 
presentation in maps. This method represents one way that may increase the validity of oral 
history as continuity of land use and occupancy patterns may be demonstrated as well as 
changes that occurred with colonialism and government policy. According to Macguire, 
computer cartography has led to faster and less expensive production of maps, a reduced time 
for compiling maps, less storage space required and less cost and time for updating. It has also 
allowed users to create maps tailored to their needs at a meaningful scale.'' Computer 
technology has a valuable place in any data collection about land use and occupancy. 
Unfortunately, present costs prohibit more extensive use of this method, particularly by non- 
h d e d  or underhnded studies. 
The scale of the base map used to collect respondent data depends upon the type of 
information being collected and the degree to which accuracy and detail are needed. The scale 
of the map that Freeman used in his study varied somewhat. For the most part, the study 
gathered map biographies on topographical sheets at a scale of 1 :500,000 or about eight miles to 
the inch, that were familiar to the re~~ondents. '~ A scale of lesser proportions would have made 
data collection more cumbersome in the field as each interview would require more maps to 
cover the same area. Awkward data collection can lead to respondent fatigue and confusion, all 
of which impinge on the accuracy of the data collected. 
Freeman's study plotted traplines according to major topographical features and areal 
use.20 The concept of areal use affords the opportunity to examine land use and occupancy 
based on the actual temtory used by a hunter or trapper rather than a specified temtory with a 
set quantity (as in acres, sections, etc.). This concept is usehl since hunting often takes place 
l7  David J. Macguire, Computers in Geography (New York: Longman Scientific and Technical, 1989), 
66. 
l8  Macguire, 78. 
j9 Freeman (vo1.2), 50. 
20 Ibid. The term areal refers specifically to the actual area a hunter covers in the search for animals 
outside of fixed boundaries as the tracking of animals is not determined by boundaries but 
rather by how animals use the land for survival (sites for food, water and shelter). 
Topographical sheets of a 1:250,000 scale were used for the Mackenzie Delta area for 
Freeman's study in order to demonstrate the intricate channels and lakes of the area and to 
provide a less compact area to illustrate more intense land use.2' Even at this scale, some 
respondents noted a lack of detail and were not able to accurately trace their traplines. This 
problem was solved by using topographical sheets scaled 1 :50,000 on which trappers were able 
to be accurate about the location of their traplines within fifty yards.22 By the time Usher's 
study took place, maps with a scale of 1:500,000 were no longer available. As his project 
concerned recent and current land use and occupancy before 1990, he chose to use maps at a 
scale of 1: 1,000,000 in the interests of economy, respondent understanding and field limitations 
of handling maps. As well, the area and focus of his study differed somewhat as he was 
covering the Athabaska region in the Northwest Territories with a focus on habitation and 
hunting travel routes for three Dene First ~a t ions .2~ 
One area of concern that reflects on data quality is that of transferring concepts between 
the languages of First Nations and that of the researchers, not only in terms of mother tongue 
but also from the everyday to the academic and between respondents and translators. Life 
experiences in relation to the land may vary between respondent and translator and will be 
reflected in the data set?4 Usher and Freeman both faced this effect on their data sets. 
Both Usher and Freeman selected only male respondents and a few widowed heads of 
household. Usher selected "the most active or senior male in the household, on the assumption 
that he would have maximum knowledge and experience of the territory utilized by the 
members of the household (widowed elders excepted)."25 Usher's selected sample excluded 
older and inactive hunters, in keeping with his focus on current land use and occupancy.26 This 
omission introduced bias into his research results as the only land use and occupancy recorded 
is that which the actively-hunting male respondents use in their activities of hunting and 
trapping and only those activities which have enough prestige assigned to them by the 
respondents. Current land use and occupancy studies need to include foraging as large areas are 
covered in this activity and sometimes along side of hunting. As well, mapping selected 
rather than a territory measured in miles, acres, sections, etc. 
2' Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Usher, Recent and Current Land Use, 6. 
24 Hugh Brody, "Land Occupancy: Inuit Perceptions'' in Inuit Land Use and Occupant-v Project, 
Report (vol. 1), (Ottawa: INAC, 1976), 185. 
25 Usher, Recent and Current Land Use, 3. 
activities of land use and occupancy imports outside value judgments about the importance of 
some activities over others. The community is being studied but has limited opportunity to 
voice their entire land use and occupancy; the true extent of their land use may be under- 
represented. 
Researchers in Freeman's study realized the creation of a methodological error by 
excluding women and children as these population groups foraged for berries and plants in the 
Arctic and assisted the elderly with fishing. Foraging activities were done in conjunction with 
summer hunting travels while fishing occurred when the hunters left to pursue larger game.27 
As the hunters did not usually participate in these activities and assigned them a lower prestige 
level, they were inclined to understate the extent to which these activities occurred and the 
amount harvested or to not report them nor the land area involved in foraging. Usher does not 
acknowledge the exclusion of all but a selected group of community members as a potential 
error in data collection for his study. Freeman determined that understating land use area 
carried over into the men's hunting and trapping activities as they tended to note kill areas where 
they were more consistently successful rather than occasional kill sites or areas that they had 
hunted in without success. This approach was tied to cultural understandings and values about 
telling the truth and being accurate.28 Some species were also understated because of ranging 
habits and prestige associated with the taking of that particular species. The exclusion of 
foraging area and sites of unsuccessful harvests led to a serious understatement of land and 
resource use as foraging is a measure of the extent of land use as well as the intensity.29 It is 
impossible to tell from Usher's report if he considered that his data set may not show the true 
extent of land use by the three communities by excluding foraging. 
Usher's study, although limited to current land use, may not have been the most useful to 
the First Nations he studied in terms of the full extent to which land was used by the 
communities. Many of the problems that Freeman mentions would have been encountered in 
Usher's study, yet Usher does not acknowledge any of these methodological problems 
encountered by Freeman even though they would have affected his data set. With the exception 
of burial sites, Usher's interviewers sought designated activities of trapping, fishing and 
hunting; foraging, even if mentioned, is not reflected as valid in measuring the extent of land 
26 Usher, Recent and Current Land Use, 5 .  
27 Hugh Brody, "Inuit Land Use in North Baffin Island and Northern Foxe Basin" in Inuit Land Use 
and Occupancy Project, Report , vol. 1, (Ottawa: INAC), 17 1. 
28 Freeman, (vol. 1), 56. 
29 Ibid. 
use. This omission is due to the exclusion of significant population groups from the First 
Nations he was surveying; it is an error, regardless of the time period being sumeyed. 
In addition, Usher, because of h ~ s  focus on extent and not intensity of land use and 
occupancy, cannot provide readers with a list of the types of land use that resulted from his 
research; such a list may be found in the Freeman study." While Freeman's list does not 
indicate harvest quantities, it is a starting point for a group of studies that may be attempted 
from the results of land use and occupancy studies or may be done in conjunction with them. 
These studies are called Native harvest studies and offer a basis for the calculation of resource 
use and loss in the land claims of First Nations. 
2.3.3 Harvest Studies 
Harvest studies have sought to quantify resource use. In 1985, Usher et al., undertook an 
evaluation of the methodologies for these studies in northern ~anada .~ '  Four basic models have 
been used in these studies including 1) the documentation of aggregate levels of harvest; 2) 
obtaining additional information such as harvester effort, harvest location and biological data 
for resource management; 3) gathering socio-economic data on harvesters for economic 
planning and development, and 4) the collection of harvest data for impact assessment and 
compensation.32 Separate methodologies have been used for each of these approaches but each 
lacked individual documentation and needed to attend to harvester effort so that "traditional" did 
not become static as the impacts of wage-labour participation became reflected in changes in 
harvester effort and method.33 
Government records were designed to collect statistics mainly for administrative purposes 
rather than for resource management or impact assessment purposes. As policy shifted, 
methodologies were developed and modified, based on field experience rather than adherence to 
social scientific methods of data collection; such statistics should be used with caution.34 
Recall surveys were also attempted as social science entered into the research methodologies. 
However, improperly trained researchers, assumptions made about the homogeneity of Native 
30 Freeman (vo1.2), 49. 
3 1  Peter J. Usher et al., An Evaluation of Native Harvest Survey Methodologies in Northern Canada 
(Ottawa: Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, Environmental Studies Revolving Funds, No. 004, 
April, 1985), 7. 
32 Usher et al., 2. 
33 Usher et al., 3. 
34 Usher et al., 25. 
harvesters, the inappropriate transfer of cross-cultural survey techniques and the longevity of 
Native harvest in the annual cycle all created problems with the findings.35 
A more significant problem is the differing objectives in defining Native harvest; resource 
management and socio-economic analysis sit in opposition to each other with important 
differences in who and what is being surveyed. Wildlife management focuses on the biological 
aspects of harvesting, such as quantity of kills and the method of harvest, rather than on total 
consumption as part of total economic production.36 A study done by Tobias and Kay in 1983- 
84 of the bush harvest in Pinehouse, Saskatchewan, attempted to address the issue of the 
significant contribution of land and its resources to Native economies.37 Included in the results 
were fish, small and large game, waterfowl, berries, fbelwood, potatoes and construction logs 
which indicate a sensitivity to actual economic activities of significance to the residents of 
Pinehouse and not just what is of significance to the market economy.38 A further indication of 
attentiveness to community characteristics is the inclusion of women in reporting berry harvest 
and the household wood, consumption as well as including those women who were heads of 
 household^?^ 
The most interesting result of this study is that it demonstrated the coexistence of income- 
in-kind and cash sectors of a Native economy. 40 The inclusion of income-in-kind is useful in 
land claims, particularly in explaining the impacts of introduced and forced changes which led 
to adaptations and accommodation on the part of Native peoples while at the same time 
acknowledging the value and persistence of the "traditional" without presenting it as a static 
concept. The loss of resources as well as reduced or denied access to them led to significant 
changes in economic activity and socioeconomic status for Native peoples. Mapping such 
changes demonstrates the shrinking effect of changes in land use and occupancy while speaking 
to the loss of land use and resources. This pursuit speaks to the importance of hunting and 
trapping, not only for supplementary income but also as an important source of food and 
clothing. It is this important measurement that harvest studies neglect. 
Usher et al., found Native harvest statistics to be of limited value as s w e y s  were 
inconsistent in time and location and involved a small number of people while assuming no 
35 Usher et al., 36. Of particular note here is a reference made to early researchers being mainly 
anthropologists and geographers rather than sociologists, the latter tending to have more training in 
statistical technique than the other two. 
36 Usher et al., 39-40. 
37 Terry N. Tobias and James J. Kay, "The Bush Harvest in Pinehouse, Saskatchewan, Canada,"Arctic 
47, no.3 (September 1993), 207. 
38 Tobias and Kay, 2 13. 
39 Tobias and Kay, 209. 
40 Tobias and Kay, 220. 
need for resource management in areas predominantly inhabited by Native peoples. No 
distinctions were made between these numbers and those collected under commercial and sport 
 harvest^.^' In addition, many species harvested were excluded fiom the collected data. With 
the exception of the Northwest Territories, government statistics on Native harvests are lacking 
in quality and availability, necessitating a search through HBC records and annual game reports 
which provide sporadic data.42 
Communal use and occupancy of lands reflects a value system that asserts the notion of 
autonomy within that community.43 Mapping should not only reflect non-Native forms of land 
use and occupancy but also engage in writing or communicating revisionist history. Map 
biographies can accomplish these goals as they record toponomy (place names), resource use, 
noting geographical features as well as significant gathering places, ceremonial sites and burial 
sites that are known and of importance to First Nations. 
2.4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 
According to Doyle P. Johnson, theory interprets the meaning of a set of facts in terms of 
understanding, explaining and evaluating them. Theory may used to understand experiences 
and contemporary issues as well as make predictions.44 Therefore, any theory applied to 
research fmdings must meet the criteria of understanding, explaining and evaluating the facts 
produced by research. Conversely, if existing theories are unable to adequately effect an 
accurate evaluation of facts to produce a satisfactory understanding and explanation of 
experiences andlor contemporary situations, it follows that it is inappropriate to use such 
theories. Within the context of community-based research, consideration of accurate 
evaluation, explanation and understanding must be given to the perspective of the community to 
which theory is being applied. For Aboriginal communities in Canada, such theory must seek 
to give voice to the experiences of those communities as a useful tool in breaking down the 
devastating isolation of the experiences of col~nization.~~ 
In searching for applicable frameworks to explain the existence and persistence of conflict 
between the two value systems towards land use and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake area, 
4' Usher et al., 7. 
42 Usher et al., 22-23. 
43 Nietschmann, 37. 
44 Doyle P. Johnson, Sociological Theory: Classical Founders and Contemporaiy Perspectives (New 
York: Macmillan Publishing company, 1986), 3-4. 
45 Erica-Irene Daes, "Prologue: The Experience of Colonization Around the World" in Reclaiming 
Indigenous Voice and Vision ed. Marie Battiste, (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2000), 7. 
two models around the theory of colonization were chosen. James S. Frideres has proposed a 
seven step model that is intended for application to the colonization experiences of Aboriginal 
peoples around the world and is useful in analyzing the experience of Aboriginal peoples in 
Canada. 46 This theory examines the colonization process and its effects on Aboriginal peoples. 
Winona Wheeler proposes "The Five Stages of the Colonial Encounter" as another model 
focusing on colonization as an experience of Aboriginal peoples.47 As a work in progress and a 
model being developed for teaching, it meshes well with Frideres model but the added concept 
of decolonization offers Aboriginal peoples a way out of the dismal legacy that colonization has 
left them. 
Frideres' model begins with the first arrival of Europeans in Aboriginal homelands with 
the colonizer acting out of self-interest. The next step is the colonizer's destruction of the social 
and cultural structures of Aboriginal peoples by ignoring or violating the norms of their 
societies and developing policy and programs that undermine traditional lifestyles. Such action 
was demonstrated in Canada by policies of social change that were aimed at "civilizing" and 
"Christianizing" Aboriginal peoples. 
The practice of political external control over colonized peoples and the creation of their 
economic dependency are two steps that work simultaneously to subdue and control colonized 
peoples. The confinement of First Nations peoples to Reserves and the powerlid administration 
of the DIA over Band members served to erode communal bonds and self-identification that led 
to a lack of political unity. Once colonized peoples were economically dependent, they were 
forced to rely on the state and become subordinated in the economic system that translated into 
poor economic development on Reserves and exclusion from meaningkl participation in the 
labour force. Aboriginal peoples found themselves in a marginalized socio-economic position 
that left them dependent on social services to meet their basic needs. In the fifth step of 
Frideres' colonization model, the state responded to the needs of colonized peoples with low- 
quality social services, particularly in the areas of health and education. Frideres uses health 
and education indicators to demonstrate the present effects of colonization on Aboriginal 
peoples while pointing out the social problems that continue to characterize many of their 
communities. 
46 Frideres and Gadacz, 4-7. This theory of colonization appears in earlier editions of this book, 
written by Frideres. 
47 This theory was presented in a class lecture by Winona Wheeler in Native Studies 305 at the 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sk. in 1996. This unpublished model is copyrighted by Winona 
Wheeler and is used here with her permission. 
The final two steps in Frideres' model refer to the social interactions between Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal peoples; these are racism and the establishment of a colour line. The 
existence of racism towards Aboriginal peoples in Canada is well documented and stems from a 
belief in the superiority of "whites" and the inferiority of colonized Aboriginal peoples. This 
belief keeps the two groups separate in their interactions, for the most part and contributes to the 
maintenance of a colour line which, in turn, determines the life chances of individuals who are 
sorted by skin colour, into superior and inferior groups. For Frideres: 
The ultimate consequence of colonization is to weaken the resistance of Aboriginal people 
to the point at which they can be controlled. Whether the motives for colonization are 
religious, economic, or political, the rewards are clearly economic. White Canada has 
gained far more than it has lost in colonizing its Aboriginal peoples.48 
Frideres admits that his model has limitations because it cannot accommodate change over time 
but proposes that it is useful to explain how historical colonialism has placed Aborigmal 
peoples at the margins of Canadian society.49 Frideres' model is somewhat limited in that it 
offers no way for Aboriginal peoples to recover from colonization and as such, does not 
ackowledge the changes Aboriginal peoples are beginning to undertake in their individual lives 
and in their communities. Wheeler's model does not contain these limitations but as it 
accommodates change over time in Aboriginal communities and offers a stage of recovery. 
Wheeler's model begins with "the steady state," a phase that Aboriginal peoples were in 
before any contact with Europeans. Aboriginal societies were autonomous, self-sufficient, 
healthy and balanced with traditional world-views, philosophies and spirituality intact. Laws 
and customs maintained social cohesion in families and communities; land and resources were 
held in common with equal access to resources. Aboriginal communities participated in 
international relations; territories were negotiated and there was no contact with Europeans in 
this stage. 
The second stage began once European influence occurred; contact may not necessarily 
have been face-to-face but influence occurred as a result of Aboriginal international trade 
networks or offshore trade between some Aboriginal peoples and Europeans. Colonizers sought 
economic profit and Aboriginal peoples were drawn in as the producers of profitable resources 
that led to resource depletion and eventually, an increased dependency on foreign commodities. 
Adjustment occurred to the spiritual and philosophical relationship between Aboriginal peoples 
and theanimals they exploited for profit. Inter-tribal relations deteriorated and became 
confrontational as a result of competition for resources. Trade, prolonged contact and 
48 Ibid, 7. 
intermarriage led Aboriginal peoples into social relations with their colonizers; some of the 
ideas, practices and values of colonizers such as hierarchical power structures, patriarchal 
family structures, material accumulation, individualism and alcohol, were adopted by 
Aboriginal peoples. Foreign disease epidemics, introduced by Europeans, caused Aboriginal 
populations to become severely depopulated, demoralized and lacking faith in traditional 
medicine and healing. 
The third stage of Wheeler's model, the "imposition of colonial relations" was marked by a 
dorninant/subordinate relationship between the colonizer and the colonized peoples as the 
colonizer's presence and the demand for Aboriginal lands increased. As the colonial economy 
shifted &om trade to agriculture, the labour and skills of Aboriginal peoples became redundant. 
Aboriginal peoples were viewed as obstacles to progress and settlement; the "Indian problem" 
was solved by removing First Nations peoples to Reserves where colonial administration and 
missionaries imposed policies and legislation such as the Indian Act, and residential schools to 
"civilize" and "Christianize7' them. Racialization theories were developed and used to justify 
colonial theft of Aboriginal lands; these theories became structurally entrenched to deny 
Aboriginal peoples equal access and opportunity within larger society. Aboriginal peoples were 
kept dependent, subordinated and demoralized. 
The fourth stage, " manifestations of internalized colonialism," is focused on the effects of 
the lengthy colonization experience on Aboriginal peoples. Economic marginalization is 
evident in high unemployment rates along with marked socio-cultural chaos that manifests itself 
in high rates of crime and incarceration, suicide, chemical dependency, social assistance 
dependency and low levels of education. The internalization of the negative perceptions of 
"others" about Aboriginal peoples contributes to further dehumanization and alienation that 
leads to isolation and family dyshnction as well as estrangement and generational cycles of 
abuse and feelings of isolation. As a result, people experience low self-esteem, feelings of self- 
hate, inferiority, helplessness, and increased health problems. A targeted social service 
industry, created by the colonizer, maintains the dehumanization and alienation of Aboriginal 
peoples by institutionalizing their dependency and making them objects of charity to satisfy a 
false sense of generosity and paternalism in the rest of society. 
The final stage of Wheeler's theory is "decolonization" and offers Aboriginal peoples a 
sense of hope; this stage is one of recovery for individuals, families and communities. It is a 
stage of individual empowerment and is often accompanied by anger at being victimized; 
individuals often direct anger outward to keep from hurting themselves, leading to their 
49 Ibid, 8. 
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politicization. The goal of this stage is to bring Aboriginal peoples back to the healthy and 
hnctional "steady state" they were in before European contact. Individuals begin this journey 
by becoming aware of their oppression and rejecting their victimization by the colonizer 
through resistance. Efforts are directed at reclaiming a sense of humanity and connecting with 
Aboriginal language, culture, spirituality, ceremonies and communities. A cycle of well-being 
is empowered through healthy individuals who empower healthy families; healthy families lead 
to the creation of healthy communities that nurture healthy individuals. 
The strength of this particular theory is the circle it forms as it offers a way for Aboriginal 
peoples to find hope and relief ffom the despair that is visited upon them from the generational 
experiences of colonization. As well, it provides a mechanism for accommodating the changes 
that are going on in individuals, families and communities and explains why Aboriginal peoples 
fmd themselves politically weakened, economically marginalized and culturally stigmatized 
within their own homelands.50 This condition is a shared outcome of all Indigenous peoples 
who have shared similar experiences with colonizers. In Canada, the colonization of Aboriginal 
peoples is located amidst immigration policy that led to the establishment of Settler 
communities of pronouncedly diverse ethnic groups.51 As a result, Canadian society is 
characterized as highly pluralistic;52 this pluralism is reflected in Canada's approach to public 
However, there is no literature that explores the relationship between pluralist 
communities, their degree of institutional completeness and their ability to advance the interests 
and maintain the autonomy of any particular ethnic group. 
2.4.1 Pluralist Communities and Institutional Completeness 
The study of Canada's immigration history has revealed a number of characteristics about 
the people who immigrated to North America as well as their descendants. Settler communities 
were diverse on many levels - socially, politically, economically, culturally and spiritually. The 
purpose and intent of Settlers relocating was varied, as was their experience with the geography 
of the area.54 Some Settlers came to improve their economic standing, some were fleeing from 
50 The last part of this sentence comes from a definition of Indigenous peoples presented by Winona 
Wheeler and Rodolfo Pino in Native Studies 305 at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sk., 
1996. 
Martin N. Marger, Race and Ethnic Relations: American and Global Perspectives, 2nd ed., 
(Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 199 l), 448. 
S2 Ibid, 433-434. 
53 Ibid, 436. 
54 Jean R. Burnett and Howard S. Palmer, "Coming Canadians ": An Introduction to A History of 
Canada's Peoples. (Canada: Supply and Services and McClelland and Stewart, 1988), 27. 
political persecution and others came on an adventure.55 The immediate needs of settlement 
were focused around ecollomic activitie~.~~ United as a group by their economic challenges, 
Settlers collectively employed specific types of land use and occupancy. The differences in 
perceptions and experiences Settlers had as immigrants contributed to the formation of a group 
held together by loose associations with each other. To recreate a sense of community, 
institutions had to be recreated to provide replacement support Settlers left behind in 
communities and homelands; communities and social institutions had to be reconstructed out of 
these loose  association^.^' Because of the demands of rural life, the Settler community in the 
early homesteading days lacked institutional completeness until the emergence of community 
centres, halls, churches and schools.58 
The concept of institutional completeness is attributed to Raymond Breton and is applied to 
ethnic groups and their development of organizations for their members.59 Herberg discussed 
this concept in relation to rural populations who, because of the nature of the farming 
occupation, tended to rely more on family resources than those of the larger community. 
Farmers had only occasional exchanges with the business community to meet their needs and 
required few resources for themselves and their families. Thus in urban areas, immigrants 
created more of the institutions to meet the needs of their ethnic group than rural people did.60 
The establishment of ethnic organizations such as churches, schools, community halls and 
centres served to strengthen e w c  cohesion through increased interaction and self-identity. 
Furthermore, Herberg sees institutional completeness as critical to survival of any c~lture.~'  
In particular, First Nations, with North America as their homeland, were armed with a 
complete set of societal institutions; their communities were not pluralist or formed on 
competing interests of diverse groups of people. First Nations possessed a firmer foundation 
upon which to assert their right to autonomy than Settler communities that were highly pluralist 
and lacked institutional completeness. The basis of institutional completeness and autonomy 
55 Ibid, 57. 
" Wilfred Eggleston, "The Old Homestead: Romance and Reality" in The Settlement of the Vest, 
Howard Palmer, ed. (Calgary: University of Calgary Comprint Publishing, 1977), 120. Eggleston talks 
about the assembling of his homestead community in Alberta in 1912, where people were thrown 
together ". . . by pure chance: we were diverse peoples but shared a common challenge . . . There was 
lending and bo~~owing and pooling of useful information." In the early days of the community, 
"Everyone was friendly and helpful. Barriers of race and sect had not yet emerged." 
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for First Nations is grounded in long history of traditional land use and occupancy tied to that 
land. North America was not the homeland for Settlers due to the relatively short historical 
attachment to the use and occupancy of the lands and resources, even for those Settlers born in 
the USA or Canada. Settler communities have not been studied in terms of their attachment to 
the land but rather in terms of their ethnic identity. 
2.4.2 The Concept Of Ethnicity 
Traditional theoretical frameworks of pluralism have treated Aboriginal peoples as an 
ethnic group, ranking Aboriginal peoples within a hierarchy of ethnic stratification. However, 
some scholars of race relations have begun to treat Aboriginal peoples as a group within their 
own right recognizing that Aboriginal peoples are not ethnic groups for a number of reasons. 
First of all, Aborigml peoples did not immigrate to their traditional lands from an ancestral 
homeland.62 Secondly, the term ethnic, upon closer examination, is not applicable to North 
American Indigenous groups. Winona Stevenson addressed the issue of deconstructing the term 
ethnic and provides a rationale for the inappropriateness of applying the term "ethnic" to 
Indigenous North Americans. Stevenson stated that classifLing Indigenous peoples as an ethnic 
minority "is colonialist because it totally disregards and undermines our legal political 
uniqueness, our histories, our relationship to the land and our This inclusivity 
minimizes and displaces the different experiences due to the practice of racial discrimination 
against Native peoples, a significant basis for social stratification in North America.64 
Stevenson asserted that Indigenous North Americans are determined to remain "citizens plus" 
due to their distinctiveness which is defined by federal laws, the Reserve system and treaties.65 
According to Stevenson, the experiences of Indigenous peoples in North America differs 
from other North Americans in that Indigenous peoples were subjected to racial domination and 
exploitation through colonization of their homelands. The result of these experiences 
marginalized Indigenous peoples; marginalization continues through the existence of 
neocolonialism found in the forms of bureaucracy and state control over the lives and lands of 
66 North American Indigenous peoples. Europeans and other immigrants, on the other hand, are 
referred to as ethnic groups and minorities as an indication that their presence in North America 
62 Herberg, 1. 
63 Winona Stevenson, "'Ethnic' Assimilates 'Indigenous': A Study in Intellectual Neocolonialism," 
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was accomplished by voluntary movement; North America is not their homeland. Stevenson 
defines "ethnic" as a term that belongs to all immigrant groups outside of the colonizing 
Martin N. Marger, a scholar of race and ethnic relations, also treats Native peoples as a 
distinct group, separate from other ethnic groups and a unique component of Canadian society.68 
Marger defined Native peoples in Canada as a separate dimension, unique in that while 
composing a small proportion of the Canadian population, Native peoples have an official 
status, cultural systems and relations with other ethnic groups that set them apart from the rest 
of society.69 Marger7s work is a departure from other race and ethnic relations theory as 
historically Indigenous peoples have been treated as a marginalized ethnic group by 
acade~nics.~~ 
Marger distilled the nature of relations in Canadian society into three levels.71 First, he 
classifies the Canadian population as split between Anglophones and Francophones, explained 
by the legal protection of the languages and cultures of the British and French colonizers.72 
Further fragmentation of Canadian society yields a split between Anglophones and 
Francophones as a collective of "founding nations" and the collective of non-British and non- 
French origin ethnic groups whose ancestors or members immigrated to Canada fiom other 
homelands. The latter collective is arranged in an ethnic hierarchy in relation to the British and 
French-origin colonizing A final split in the layers of relations can be discerned 
between Indigenous peoples in Canada (including Indian, Inuit and Metis) and all other ethnic 
groups, including the French and British-origin groups. By nature, the term "ethnic" is an 
inclusive term that, when applied to Indigenous North Americans and all other North Americans 
at once, minimizes the differences between these groups of peoples. 
Herberg has stated that in rural areas, Settlers established few ethnic organizations because 
the very nature of farming encouraged more reliance on family resources rather than social 
intera~tion.~~ Ethnicity needs to be expanded when analyzing the pluralist nature of Settler 
homestead communities to include a more appropriate basis of the geographic location of a 
66 Ibid, 34. 
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Settler's birthplace. Settlers brought with them experiences, attitudes and values towards land 
use and occupancy, based on collective experiences with geographical features of the land, the 
climate and interaction with other peoples in a particular place and time. People who settled and 
homesteaded in a given place were located there by chance and faced the daunting task of 
constructing a cohesive social unit out of the pluralism of their geographic experiences. 
Ethnicity, as traditionally defined on the basis of cultural group, needs to be qualified with 
respect to the geographic locations that Settlers came from. Economic concerns, centered in the 
land and resources, were the most common ground on which Settlers began to build social units. 
This common ground was not easily created due to the diversity of Settler political 
backgrounds. In describing the political mindset of immigrants, Burnett and Palmer have stated: 
Even though . . . politically motivated immigrants constituted only a small portion of those 
who came to Canada, many of those who came for other reasons also brought with them 
political ideas and experiences that affected their adjustment to the Canadian political 
process. The political perspectives of their children and grandchildren were often colored 
by the immigrant experience and by the socio-economic conditions of the ethnic group in 
which they grew 
Thus, it is possible to argue that Settlers brought particular political orientations towards 
Aboriginal peoples with them; the attitudes and values attached to these political orientations 
were transplanted into the areas they homesteaded. Settler attitudes and values are generational 
products of their individual experiences within the colonization process and are reproduced 
generationally among their descendants. The descendants of remaining Settlers raised their 
children who continued with the same or similar political orientations. In this way, ideologies 
that arose in earlier eras continue to be demonstrated in contemporary times. The perpetuation 
of these attitudes and values is part of the legacy of colonization experienced by Aboriginal 
peoples. In the context of land claims settlements for Aboriginal peoples, the perpetuation of 
immigrant ideologies over time becomes important in examining the concept of ethnicity as it is 
applied to Aboriginal peoples, original Settlers and their descendents who now reside in these 
areas. An examination of the attitudes and values of colonizers is helpful in understanding the 
legacy of colonization; one method is to look at the political economy of social relations, 
particularly, power relations, between the colonizer and colonized peoples. 
74 Herberg, 209-2 10. 
2.4.3 Political Economy 
Power relationships are the domain of political economy that has its origins in British 
social theory that adopted a laissez-faire attitude towards the negative outcomes for people 
caught in the system of free enterprise. This approach was based on the belief that an "invisible 
hand" regulated the tension between greed and the greater good for society, as governed by 
natural law. 76 Marx was critical of this approach, believing such theories to be individualistic 
assumptions and nayve about the long-range benefits of capitalism.77 He opposed the notion that 
the negative conditions experienced by workers were "inevitable components of capitalism."78 
Marx argued that the capitalist system was not part of natural law but was a particular historical 
stage that reflected the social relations of the For Marx, the supporting ideology of 
capitalism would fade with a change in social relations and he sought to point out the 
shortcomings of the capitalist system for workers so they could bring about that change." 
Other scholars followed Marx's position and became focused on the power relationships 
between the political and economic institutions that gave rise to social tensions. 
As a modern theoretical h e w o r k ,  political economy is particularly concerned with the 
study of differential power relationships, based on the social relations between political and 
economic sectors of societies. However, the analytical framework of political economy tends to 
focus heavily on generalized political and economic structures as contributors to these 
relationships, leading some scholars to propose a uniquely Canadian perspective.81 A unique 
approach includes the analysis of Aboriginal land tenure and rights to lands alienated by treaties 
as legal rights.82 It is important to remember that historically, the legal rights of Aboriginal 
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peoples have not been treated consistently over time but are significant when considering 
historical and contemporary issues of land use and occupancy. Legal documents such as the 
Deed of Surrender contained provisions for the settlement of land claims of Indian peoples but 
did not provide the mechanism for implementation of those provisions.83 This treatment of 
Aboriginal peoples' legal rights is seated in the differential power relationship that exists 
between Aboriginal peoples and the rest of Canada - the state and non-Aboriginal peoples. 
Legal issues are important in the study of the history of relationships between Aboriginal 
peoples and the rest of Canada. 
A limitation to the approach of political economy is that its study of differential power 
relationships pays little attention to the historical context of events that created the 
differentiation of power, particularly at a community level. An examination of work done by 
Ken Coates around land claims in Canada points to the appropriateness of a political economy 
approach which includes analysis at the community level, particularly the historical events. 84 
Coates asserted that there are many land claims that contain conflicts and demands; few become 
highly publicized, giving non-Aboriginal peoples the impression that only a few claims exist.85 
At the same time, Coates called for changes in perspectives towards land claim issues that will 
accommodate regional and cultural differences, as each claim comes with its own "history, 
culture and political agenda."86 While regional differences and unique histories may be implicit 
in land claims, government policies towards lands claims are not able to accommodate all types 
of claims that communities may have. 
Furthermore, Coates advocated for an Aboriginal perspective so as to allow for unique 
concepts of land occupancy, ownership and transfer of control that differ fiom the legal system 
that constrains present claims processes, Most importantly, Coates observed that while many 
Canadians support the settlement of claims, the majority are reluctant to make the drastic 
changes necessary to settle claims, particularly when a fiscal crisis arises.87 Meanwhile, First 
Nations continue to bear the negative effects of a lack of control over their lands and 
compensation for lands and resources they have already lost and continue to lose while 
settlement delays continue. It is the marginalization of First Nations in the political and 
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economic sectors that allow these negative effects to continue; the lack of control and the 
continued delays are an indication of a differential power relationship between First Nations and 
the rest of Canada. 
As well, Douglas Daniels, in his analysis of the vulnerability of peoples in "bad times" 
reviewed the conditions under "Reaganomics" of the 1980s and subsequent policies in Canada 
that led to a dismantling of the welfare state. Specifically, social services including health, 
education and job creation all received drastic cutbacks. The most vulnerable groups in the 
dismantling of the welfare state are Aboriginal peoples, because of their lack of economic and 
political security.89 Again, the conditions of Aboriginal peoples, as articulated by Daniels, point 
to differential power relations between Aboriginal peoples and the rest of Canada. The current 
approach of political economy requires expansion if it is to accommodate the unique situation of 
Aboriginal peoples in Canada. An expanded approach would have to include the history of 
relations between the state, non-Aboriginal peoples and Aboriginal peoples involved as players 
in any land claim situation. 
The work of Jane Jenson, in particular, looked at how the addition of the historical 
perspective has broadened the political economy approach?0 Jenson emphasized the 
importance of paying attention to the variety of actors in any historical relationship in terms of 
shaping the politics that are played out. She explored three issues around the political economy 
approach?' The first was the analysis of how groups present their identity and its attached 
politics and second, the historical reconstruction of that relationship which gives importance to 
time and space. In other words who was situated where and at what time - did someone gain an 
advantage or were they at a disadvantage? Was that situation created, manipulated or did it 
occur by chance? Jenson's third issue concerned the struggle for the ideals of equality, the 
respect for difference and empowerment. Jenson connected politics to identities and the 
struggles of the actors in a relationship to create a preferred collective identity and to capitalize 
their interests on the support garnered for that identity. Jenson noted that there is a constant 
struggle among actors to create living conditions based on equality, dignity and 
empowerment.92 
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Actors require an identity to be recognized by others; competition arises over who has the 
right to make claims and where the conflict occurs. Those actors who are marginalized are 
sometimes able to incur changes by making demands on the future, engaging in redefinition and 
carving out political space for themselves. However, Jenson noted that historical time is not 
always welcoming or accommodating of change. At times, some actors asserting claims may 
face challenges to their rights to make political claims based on their identity due to the 
intensity of the conflict between themselves and the rest of society.93 The reality of the state of 
relations between marginalized or excluded groups and the rest of society will be defined by 
each group's definition of the situation. Dorothy Smith also pointed out the necessity of 
allowing the language of the political economy discourse to accommodate peoples' own 
definition of their reality. In particular, Smith identified a need to explore political economy 
from hidden perspectives such as race. 
Out of an historical political economy perspective, feminist theory has sought to create a 
more holistic analytical approach within political economy?4 Heather Maroney and Meg 
Luxton stated that feminist theory argued that "no single dimension, whether biological, sexual, 
economic, psychological, political or historicist is adequate to explain the origins and 
persistence of gender hierar~hies."~~ A range of differences exists amongst women; paying 
attention to these differences prevents the creation of generalizations that the experiences are 
the same for all women, particularly when the speakers are from a select class and race.96 This 
approach is especially applicable to the situation of Aboriginal peoples in Canada, given their 
diversity not only in terms of social, political, economic, cultural, and spiritual aspects but also 
due to differences in climate, geography and hence, historical experiences of lands and 
resources. In order to expose and examine these differences, feminist theory attempts to recover 
the story hidden from historical accounts; deconstruct assumptions that have arisen over time, 
based on incomplete information; reconstruct the knowledge base and empower the image of 
women and contribute to theory construction with a unique perspective.97 Finally, the authors 
advocated, "political economy must realize that 'gender' is not just a fancy word for 'women' 
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but a fundamental social st~ucture."~~ By the same token, Aboriginal peoples do not constitute 
another ethnic group but are unique social structures. 
Other feminist theorists have suggested that in order to be a more complete analytical 
approach towards diverse and complex issues, political economy also requires the addition of 
moral economy. Moral economy refers to the shared assumptions about the underlying norms of 
a society. Members of a society agree upon underlying norms that form the basis of social 
organization. Shared assumptions about these norms provide a means of regulating social 
behaviour and maintaining order within a society, governing the distribution of goods and 
resources so that balance and equity is maintained within the society. The approach of moral 
economy analyzes how members of a society treat each other within structures of differential 
power, status and access to resources. 
The work of Meredith Minkler and Carol Estes provides insights into this framework as 
they apply the concern of moral economy with the context of popular norms and beliefs to 
aging.99 Minkler and Estes examined the differing value systems or moral economy towards 
those persons, in a given society, who are outside of active participation in the labour market. 
One ideal type of moral economy focuses on the "use value" of individuals where societies 
create social structure so that every member is able to maximize their life chances. A second 
ideal type of moral economy, that of "exchange value," concerns itself with individuals and 
their productivity in the labour market; individuals without active participation in the labour 
market are di~counted. '~~ The approach of moral economy may be applied to analysis of Settler 
ideology around land use and occupancy; ranching and agriculture were judged to be morally 
good uses of land as opposed to Aboriginal peoples who chose amoral activities of hunting and 
gathering. This ideology found voice in American expansionism of the 1840s as "manifest 
destiny" that justified increased Settler access to Aboriginal lands and reso~rces.'~' 
2.4.4 Manifest Destiny and The Frontier Cultural Complex 
According to Reginald Horsman, the phrase "manifest destiny" was first coined in the 
1840s by John O'Sullivan, an American Democratic politician.'02 However, its origins lay in 
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earlier theories of racial superiority of American peoples who believed they were "a chosen 
people," based on their British Anglo-Saxon racial origin and their historical circumstances in 
America. Theories were developed to explain the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race - 
especially Americans - and the inferiority of other races.lO"acial inferiority was extended to 
include nationalism as by the mid- 1820s, as chosen people, Americans were entitled not only to 
special privileges but also were chosen for special duties.lo4 
While the philosophy of nationalism, as espoused by Europeans, condemned conquest and 
aggressive expansionism because of the threat to the right of peoples to self-determination, the 
rights and welfare of humanity could only be accomplished by diversity of peoples in 
homogenous states.'05 According to Albert K. Weinberg, Americans emphasized the rights of 
natural law more than its duties, declaring the rights of Americans to liberty and personal safety. 
In their struggle for independence from Britain, this sentiment translated into the right to a 
government of their own. The success of their revolution led Americans to regard liberty, the 
foundation of their political system, as predestined and protected by the Creator. American 
independence, due to "manifest destiny" was also accompanied by a doctrine of national 
mission. American independence, due to "manifest destiny" was also accompanied by a 
doctrine of national mission. 
The ideology of manifest destiny supported and rationalized American expansionism as a 
natural and God-given right of American people, as part of their doctrine of nationalism. Racial 
ideology and nationalism were combined and put into practice, particularly during the 1830s 
and 1840s when the United States was experiencing rapid growth and change. President 
Andrew Jackson introduced his Indian Removal Policy in 1830 to facilitate the removal of 
Indian peoples from their lands near the southern states in order to open up more of the 
American fiontier for settlement. lo6 Americans perceived themselves to be the "chosen people" 
who possessed the right "to regulate the future destiny of North Ameri~a." '~~ This right was 
due to "geographical predestination" of the earth's configuration and extended into Mexico and 
canada.lo8 By the 1840s, American Indian tribes east of the Mississippi had been forcibly 
removed from their lands by the southern states. Jackson's policy was highly controversial 
because of the opposition from some members of Congress as well as Indian peoples 
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themselves to the use of force in removing Indian peoples from their lands.Iw Objections to 
forcible removal defined it as immoral and a violation of Indian legal rights. However, forcible 
removal was justified by the principle of the right of the superior white race to cultivate the soil 
as God intended. Indians were labeled as inferior because they did not use the soil in the same 
manner and had no natural right to the soil.'10 Treaties were used to acquire Indian lands 
without bloodshed and place these lands in the possession of civilized peoples who had a divine 
right to them."' The doctrine of territorial utilization arose out of this ideology to justify large- 
scale expansionism. Eventually, it was not just Indian peoples who were excluded from the 
principle of cultivation as this principle was applied to contest the land tenure of all other 
peoples in North America."* 
The principle of political interference followed the principle of cultivation and justified 
external political control by Americans over peoples in other areas who were deemed to be 
incapable of developing the rich resources of their lands. Political interference extended to 
people of color and some largely white populations that were considered inferior in terms of 
their degree of civilization and economic eff i~ienc~. ' '~  Political interference gradually moved 
towards intervention to be able to fulfill the economic agenda of expansionism. The American- 
Mexican War was a test of these principles in the 1840s; American defeat in 1848 cooled the 
push for e~~ansionism."~ Americans still believed they had a racial destiny to fulfill - it was 
just a matter of time.' l5 
Expansionism was lost for a time but reared its head in the 1890s during the Spanish- 
American War. Merk argued that American expansionism at this time was akin to imperialism 
rather than the continentalism of previous nationalism. He cited the Spanish-American War as 
the opposite of manifest destiny because this type of nationalism "involved the reduction of a 
distant peoples to a state of ~olonialism.""~ However, David Wrobel argued that American 
expansionists in the 1890s mourned for the closing of the domestic frontier viewed as "the 
greatest most benign force in American life - the source and lifeblood of qualities such as 
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independence, self-reliance and man~iness.""~ Expansionists looked to the annexation of 
Canada to provide a place to "nurture the manly ~irtues.""~ However, the election of a Tory 
government in Canada in 1891 dashed hopes for annexation but not a desire for the frontier 
space offered there. Increasing prices for homestead lands in the USA also drove Americans to 
immigrate to Canada where land was still available at less cost. Immigration officials in 
Canada, anxious to settle the vast tracts in the Canadian Northwest, encouraged the immigration 
The disappearance of territory for expansion is picked up by Roger Nichols in his 
comparison of Indian policy in the USA and canada.120 By the 1860s, the territory of Omaha, 
the only remaining Indian territory, was soon engulfed in American settlement. Nichols 
attributes the violence and conflict that followed as due to the attitudes of American Settlers; 
Indians were living on lands desired for agriculture, resided close to trails fi-equented by Settlers 
and their lands contained timber and minerals - valuable resources Indians were not entitled to 
monopolize. In particular, Nichols noted that: 
Few [Settlers] accepted the Indians' right to continue living a traditional lifestyle. 
Although only a small proportion openly called for destroying the tribes, many western 
Americans wanted the government to push the tribal people out of their way. On that issue 
they shared values with the canadians.I2' 
Government policy in both countries moved towards facilitating this issue for Settlers. In 187 1, 
the USA ended its policy of making treaties with Indian peoples and began to dictate unilateral 
executive agreements; Canada entered into an era of making treaties with Indian peoples in the 
~orthwest.'~' Government policy continued to develop towards assimilation and acculturation 
of Indians peoples as well as freeing up Indian land base for sale to Settlers, resulting in 
embittered relations between government officials and Indian peoples during the early years of 
the twentieth century.123 In Canada, Indian Commissioner Graham's "Greater Production 
Scheme" of 1918 pushed the remaining Indian land base into use while amendments to the 
Indian Act permitted large scale leasing of these lands for grazing and ranching, resulting in 
overgrazing and reduced crop reduction on some ~ e s e r v e s . ' ~ ~  The 1917 Soldier Settlement Act 
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also placed pressure on Indian lands as by 19 18, "the government . . . authorized the Settlement 
Board to buy private lands for [returning] veterans, through compulsion if nece~sary."'~~ 
Government policy intended Indians lands to be exempted but perceptions of Indian Bands 
monopolizing "large amounts of unused lands" prompted complaints from Members of 
Parliament which led to the DIA frequently encouraging the sale of Reserve lands, especially 
lands close to the railroads, for non-Indian veterans.'26 
Both Canada and the USA became preoccupied with recovering from World War I but 
little changed in their attitudes towards Indian peoples. Diamond Jemess, a Canadian 
anthropologist visited Reserves across Canada, observing the state of Indian and Settler 
relations in the 1920s and 1930s: 
In every region, I found a deep-rooted prejudice against them [Indians], a prejudice that 
was stronger in some places than in others, but one which was noticeable everywhere from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific. It was strongest on the western frontier settlements where the 
Indian population outnumbered the white and the latter was struggling to uphold its 
prestige . . . 
In the interior of British Columbia one or two villages actually enforced a Jim Crow law; 
thus at Hazelton (which in 1926 counted some 30 white inhabitants to perhaps 400 
Indians), no Indian might walk beside a white man or woman, or sit on the same side in the 
village church. Still further north, on the upper waters of the Peace River, white trappers 
by threats of violence sometimes expelled Indian families from their traditional trapping 
grounds; and the Indians had no protection or redress. 
The prairie farmers during that same time period shared prejudices of their countrymen 
beyond the Rockies. In 1921 those around Calgary were paying $4 a day to immigrant 
harvesters of Polish and Ukrainian nationalities, but to Indians working in the same fields 
only $2.50.'~~ 
These attitudes are manifestations of what Elizabeth Furniss describes as "the frontier cultural 
complex," a concept akin to the concept of manifest destiny in the USA, but distinct in its 
character.128 
Her analysis of popular historical literature, high school history textbooks and city museum 
displays in Williams Lake, British Columbia uncover differences between perceptions about the 
American and Canadian frontiers. While the myth of the American frontier is one of conquest 
through violence accompanied by the discovery of free and abundant resources and untamed 
12' Ibid, 260. 
12' Ibid, 26 1. 
127 Diamond Jemess, " Canada's Indians Yesterday. What of Today?" The Canadian Journal of 
Economics and Political Science, 20, no. 4 (February) 1954: 96-96. 
Elizabeth Furniss, The Burden of Histor?,: Colonialism and the Frontier Myth in a Rural Canadian 
Community (Vancouver; UBC Press, 1999), 62. 
wilderness, the Canadian frontier myth presents Settler colonization of savage and primitive 
Aboriginal peoples and their lands as paternal benevolence and a moral process.'29 In Canada, 
expansionism and settlement by Europeans is justified by these taken-for-granted conviction^.'^^ 
These convictions are based on ideology that upholds the racial inferiority of Aboriginal 
peoples.'31 The frontier myth ignores and silences the history of Aboriginal peoples within 
expansionism and settlement, allowing the public to "forget' about conflicts within Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal past relations. Out of the myth of the Canadian frontier, Furniss extracts 
the concept of the frontier cultural complex, describing it as: 
. . . a diverse yet interrelated set of values, beliefs, attitudes, identities, and understandings 
about society, history and AboriginaVnon-Aboriginal relations that appear repeatedly in 
multiple domains of Euro-Canadian everyday life, ranging fi-om casual conversations to 
public history to political discourse on contentious issues.13* 
Because of the continued tendency of official histories that emphasize discovery and conquest 
themes as well as the racial inferiority of Aboriginal peoples, contemporary relations between 
the two groups are significantly affected, as seen in discourse around land claims and related 
issues.133 Thus, the Canadian fi-ontier cultural complex, like its American counterpart, manifest 
destiny, has its roots in the ideology of racial superiority of colonizers and the inferiority of 
colonized Aboriginal peoples. 
Furniss contends that the fi-ontier cultural complex has carried over from early settlement 
days, evolved over time and is pervasive throughout Canadian society today: 
Although community leaders do not always use the term "fi-ontier' to describe their city, 
their understandings of regional culture and identity and their orientations to both the urban 
world and the surrounding wilderness, can be considered expressions of contemporary 
fi-ontier identity. The central features include the values of individualism and self- 
sufficiency, the idea of the self-made man, the sense of existing on the periphery of urban 
society and being surrounded by a wilderness rich in resources for the taking, and a 
resistance to outside (urban) controls and regulations.'34 
In Canada, the purpose of the frontier has remained to uphold a particular set of values carved 
out of the early days of colonization of Aboriginal peoples and their lands. In spite of the lack 
of lands available for colonization today, non-Aboriginal communities and individuals continue 
to subject Aboriginal peoples to the same colonial constraints based on the "moral discourse of 
Ibid, 68-69. 
I3O Ibid, 68-69. 
13' Ibid, 57 
'" Ibid, 17. 
'33 Ibid, 77; 138. 
134 Ibid, 86. 
equality."'35 This discourse is a tool that is used to deny Aboriginal interests and history to 
protect the Canadian economy from the perceived destruction by Aboriginal peoples when they 
negotiate land claims settlements. The frontier cultural complex manifests itself in economic 
and political control of First Nations lands and resources through prolonged failure to settle land 
claims as well as through the terms of negotiated settlements where the DIA maintains ultimate 
power over First Nation lands and resources. 
SUMMARY 
The use of theoretical models of colonization help to understand the past experiences of 
Aboriginal peoples as well as the context in which they are trying to decolonize. An expanded 
political economy framework that allows for Aboriginal perspectives and social structures must 
also consider the socio-economic status of Aboriginal peoples. This status has an historical 
context as demonstrated by the concepts of manifest destiny and the frontier cultural complex, 
both of which were founded on racist ideology that treated Aboriginal peoples as inferior to 
their colonizers. Any theoretical framework needs to accommodate the identity struggles of 
Aboriginal peoples as unique entities by including their historical contexts and acknowledging 
differing values around land use and occupancy, between Aboriginal peoples and Settlers. Such 
a framework of analysis provides the best opportunity for an holistic explanation of the conflict 
in land use and occupancy. 
'35 Ibid, 145. 
CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter sets out the methodology used to undertake the study of the land use and 
occupancy in the Witchekan Lake by Settlers and Witchekan Lake First Nation. The events 
around the creation of Witchekan Lake Reserve and the homesteading of the geographical area 
of Witchekan Lake have a connection to the present in the more recent developments under the 
TLEFA. Central in these time periods is the jockey for space and access to land and resources 
between the Settler community and the Witchekan Lake Band. 
The research for this thesis project involved primarily the Witchekan Lake Bandmirst 
Nation and the Settler community in the immediate area of the geographical feature, Witchekan 
Lake. This lake is a central geographical feature in the study area as its abundant surrounding 
haylands were the focal point of conflict between the Band and area Settlers during the 
extended period of Reserve creation. A portion of the haylands around Witchekan Lake 
eventually became the Bapaume Community Pasture during the 1950s. 
3.1 WITCHEKAN LAKE FIRST NATION 
A combination of interviews transcripts, oral interviews, map biographies and some 
archival information provided a picture of the land use and occupancy of Witchekan Lake First 
Nation. Archival collections in Ottawa, Saskatoon, Regina and Edmonton along with files from 
FSIN in Regina yielded scant information; Band files and oral sources provided the majority of 
the information. Archival records yielded a starting point from which to begin to study the 
traditional land use and occupancy of the Witchekan Lake Band. Oral history about the 
Witchekan Lake area and the Band were gathered from Band files that contained transcripts of 
previous interviews conducted with five Band elders during 1975 to 1976. The interviews 
resulted when the Witchekan Lake Band and FSIN hired a researcher to gather information 
from the elders with regards to the signing of Treaty Six and the creation of the Band's Reserve 
that led to a land entitlement for the   and.' These transcripts provided information primarily 
about the depopulation of the Witchekan Lake Band during the 19 18 Spanish Flu epidemic, the 
loss of the Reserve lands, the signing of Treaty Six and the Band's adhesion to Treaty Six. 
Some of the transcripts also covered traditional activities and the Band's participation in 
wage labour before and after the signing of the Treaty Six Adhesion in 1950. Only one of the 
elders interviewed during this time period was alive and available for interviews during this 
thesis project. Content analysis was attempted on these transcripts but could not be completed 
as there was no standard set of questions asked of respondents. There were no repeated 
interviews carried out for map biographies as all but one of the respondents had passed away 
and the surviving respondent declined a map biography interview. A list of map biography 
respondents and respondents fiom the 1975 interviews; some biographical information about 
respondents is provided in Appendix I. 
Other archival sources included RGlO files (Department of Indian Affairs) at the NAC in 
Ottawa and SERM files at the Fish and Wildlife Branch Office in Prince Albert (formerly the 
Department of Natural Resources or DNR). The study of Witchekan Lake First Nation's land 
use and occupancy on Northern Fur Conservation Area (hereinafter NFCA) M-61 relied on 
Annual Reports, 1956 to 1996 fkom SERM; these reports listed individual and compiled 
trapping statistics. Research about trapping focused on NFCA M-6 1, a trapping block assigned 
to the Witchekan Lake Band in 1946.~ There were no records available prior to 1956 although 
the HBCA had a few references to names of specific Indian peoples known to be residing at 
Witchekan Lake in the 1890s. From these sources, topographical maps were chosen as base 
maps on which to collect data that would demonstrate the use and occupancy of the larger 
traditional lands by Witchekan Lake First Nation as well as those in the immediate area of 
Witchekan Lake, the site of the 19 13 ORS. 
3.1.2 Design for Map Biography 
Topographical sheets at a scale of 1 :250,000 were used to examine regional land use and 
occupancy. Topographical sheets at a scale of 1:50,000 were used in the immediate area of 
' Transcripts of these interviews are available from the Witchekan Lake First Nation office files. 
Interviews were carried out by Harry Nicotine, a Cree speaker, but transcribing was done by other 
individuals. One of the elders lived on the Saulteaux Reserve but was related to people on the Witchekan 
Lake Reserve. 
Letter, M. Cheryl Crane, Crown Solicitor, Saskatchewan Justice, Legal Services Division, 
Constitutional Branch to Ruth Montgomery, Senior Policy Analyst, Saskatchewan Indian and Metis 
Affairs Secretariat (SIMAS), June 4, 1984,3. SERM, Fish and Wildlife Office, Prince Albert Ofice. 
Witchekan Lake as archival research and interview transcripts from 1975 and 1976 indicated 
intense use of the immediate lake area by the Band. During the course of this thesis project, 
fourteen interviews were conducted between July, 1995 and February, 1997 with eleven 
community members; respondents consisted of seven male and four female, who are considered 
to be elders within the Witchekan Lake First Nation community. While the number of elders 
interviewed is not large, the Reserve population structure did not allow for a larger sampling; 
the population structure is a result of the Band's depopulation in 19 18 
For the purpose of this study, the focus of data collection was on each individual's 
experience rather than on what is "traditional" for the community, although this information 
was offered in the context of the interviews. There was an attempt to gather experiences within 
the "living memory" of respondents as opposed to strictly oral history and oral tradition; 
however, oral history and oral tradition, when offered, were not excluded. To keep the 
interviews focused, a questionnaire composed of general, open-ended questions was used. 
Attention was paid to land uses, the types, location and periods of occupancy and the presence, 
location and uses by other Bands in the area.3 
After all of the individual map biography interviews were completed, a group session was 
held with seven of the respondents attending. Two other individuals asked to be interviewed 
after the group session; their infomation was included in the composite maps. In preliminary 
interviews, there appeared to be a significant line between the past and present land use and 
occupancy that coincided with the signing of the adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950. This division 
of time periods was discovered to be a significant boundary in the minds of the people 
interviewed in terms of marking changes to the annual patterns of the Band's seasonal cycle. 
The study was designed as an attempt to define the traditional territory that Witchekan 
Lake First Nation used and occupied while the Band remained in a self-sufficient mode. Ten 
map biographies were undertaken, attempting to trace the traditional seasonal and mixed 
economy of the Band and its intensity of land use and occupancy of the area. The purpose of 
using map biographies in this project was to identify the traditional land use and occupancy of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation in relation to the surrounding Settler community that began to 
homestead in the area of the Band's traditional lands in the early 1900s. 
Base maps were marked with reference points that could be transferred to individual sheets 
of tracing paper. Each individual sheet of tracing paper also contained reference marks to 
facilitate the correct transfer of information to from the respective base map. As well, each 
sheet was labeled with the map scale, name of respondent, date and the names of the interpreter 
and researcher. Each respondent identified activities he or she participated in during the past 
and at present and marked the locations where each activity took place on a sheet of tracing 
paper placed over the base maps and positioned according to reference marks. This 
identification was completed for the immediate area of Witchekan Lake on a 1 :50,000 scale and 
at a regional level at a scale of 1 :250,000. Land use and occupancy activities were color coded; 
respondents marked areas or specific points to indicate location. Each respondent's information 
was then transferred to the corresponding base map to produce two composite maps; one which 
showed use and occupancy in the immediate lake area and the other demonstrating the extent of 
the Band's traditional tenitory; see Figures 5.6 and 5.7. The results of the map biographies are 
discussed in detail in Chapter Five. 
Attention was paid to the importance of the area of NFCA M-61 to Witchekan Lake First 
Nation, both in the past before its creation in the 1940s and in the present time. A summary of 
the pelt harvest and the dollars earned in pelt harvest are found in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 and 
Figures 5.2 to 5.5. These tables were compiled from the Annual Reports of the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch of SERM. These reports began to appear with the 1955-56 trapping season and 
were available up to the date of research - the 1995-96 trapping season. Reports that were 
prepared before the 1955-56 season are sporadic and incomplete, even though NFCAs began to 
be designated and administered in the late 1940s. 
Permission was obtained from SERM to access this information from individual trapper 
reports. In using the raw data from individual trapper reports, steps could be taken to ensure 
that the information gathered was about all of the registered trappers in M-61; members of 
Witchekan Lake Nation were found to be the only registered trappers in M-61. Unfortunately 
this data source lists very personal information such as names and income earned about each 
trapper that, under access conditions, cannot be divulged. Thus the summary tables provided 
are a compilation of the pelt harvests and dollar values for M-61 for the trapping seasons 1955- 
56 to 1995-96, inclusive. 
3.2 SETTLER LAND USE AND OCCUPANCY 
The criteria used to select lands in the Witchekan Lake area for this study was made on the 
basis of their selection for Reserves. The only Reserve actually created was the Witchekan 
Lake Reserve that measured 4237 acres in 19 19, a fraction of the 19 13 ORS of approximately 
20,480 acres. Another 5,120 acres were recommended as an addition to the ORS but were 
See Appendix I11 for a copy of the questionnaire used in this thesis project. 
never surveyed. Approximately two years later, a Reserve selection was made for the Sunchild 
Band. Figure 1.1 shows the study area of lands selected for Reserves in the Witchekan Lake 
area; these quarter sections were analyzed for Settler land use and occupancy. 
A variety of written records and archival sources provided much of the information about 
the Settler community, including homestead records, RGlO files, surveyor's records and local 
history books. In particular, homestead and grant files as well as Township Registers provided 
data for the reconstruction of land use and occupancy within the Settler community. This 
information is not complete as the SAB asserts that only ten percent of all of the homestead files 
were acquired intact from the Department of the Interi~r .~ The remaining ninety percent of the 
homestead files have varying degrees of information missing; the Township Registers were 
consulted to attempt to fill in the gaps of occupancy and land use. 
The Rural Municipality (R.M.) of Spiritwood provided tax records for the years 1956 to 1989; 
these records provided information about land use and occupancy for Townships 51 and 52, 
Ranges 10, 1 1 and 12, W3M. Records before 1956 were not available as they could not be 
located. The cutoff date of 1989 was used as records after this date were on a computer system 
at the R.M. office and posed a problem with access. The 1989 date was close to the time that 
negotiations began towards settling TLE in Saskatchewan in 1990. These records showed 
changes in the status of the lands during these decades that filled in missing information from 
the Township Registers. 
The two main townships involved in the project were Townships 51 and 52, Range 11, 
W3M, as they comprised the land area fi-om which a Reserve was surveyed for the Witchekan 
Lake Band in 19 13; portions of these townships in Ranges 10 and 12 were also included in the 
study area. Other map information came from the SAB and included homestead records, grant 
files, township registers and three local history books. Surveyor's records and Department of 
the Interior files as well as various maps came from the SAB and the NAC. 
In total, 3 19 quarter sections (5 1,040 acres) of land are involved in the lands considered for 
Reserve selections in the Witchekan Lake area; of this number, no information was found for 
thirteen quarters (2080 acres) of land. Information about the 306 quarters (48960 acres) of land 
came fi-om the Department of the Interior Homestead Files, Saskatchewan Department of 
Agriculture Grant Files, Post-1930 Files and the Township Registers. Three local history 
books, written during three different time periods, were utilized as corroborating sources but do 
not form the basis of any of the statistical data. 
D'arcy Hande, Reference Archivist, SAB, "Homestead Records" Conference Presentation, 
Association of Canadian Map Libraries and Archives, Universily of Saskatchewan, 25-3 1 May 1997. 
3.2.1 Homestead Files, Grant Files, Post-1930 Files and Township Registers 
The Department of the Interior Homestead Files cover 103 (16,480 acres) of the total 319 
quarters while twenty-seven (4,320 acres) are from the "Grant" files and thirty-four (5,440 
acres) are from the "Post-1930" files of the Saskatchewan Department of Agriculture. 
Homestead records that were intact generated a wealth of information about each homesteader, 
their family and some information about the two witnesses required on the application for 
patent. Upon receipt of the issue of patent from the Department of the Interior, the homesteader 
became the titled owner of the homestead. The information provided included full name, 
birthplace, last residence, age, marital status, occupation, farnily size, date of homestead entry, 
date of patent application, the date patent or grant was issued, length and periods of residency 
on the homestead, buildings and improvements including broken and cropped acres as well as 
livestock and grazing. There were, at times, information links to other file numbers and 
previous occupants. 
Wormation for 145 quarters (23,200 acres) came fiom the Township Registers which 
record all interested parties for any given quarter from the time the land was surveyed until it 
was patented for the first time. However, the Township Registers only provide the entrant's 
name, date of entry, cancellation or abandonment and date of patent and accompanying 
reference or file numbers. As well, once a quarter section of land became successfully patented 
for the first time, there were no further entries within the Township Register with regards to 
change of ownership or occupancy. Proof of this lies in the fact that entries were made in 
Township Registers for Townships 5 1 and 52, Range 11, W3M as late as 1987, on lands that 
had previously not been patented. See Figure 3.1 for an indication of lands (3,520 acres) having 
never been patented in the study area, at the time of the research in March, 1997. 
3.2.2 Data Manipulation 
Data was gathered and compiled by quarter section f?om township registers, homestead, 
grant and Post-1930 files and entered, first of all, into a master spreadsheet as raw data. Raw 
data was coded and categorized; sections of this coded data were entered into subsequent 
spreadsheets that were easier to manage and did not overtax the capabilities of the Excel 5.0 
spreadsheet program and the supporting computer platform. This spreadsheet program also 
Range 12 b-, Range 11 Range 10 
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Figure 3.1 Bapaume Community Pasture, 1993 and Unpatented Lands 
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aided in the in the creation of a map series in Figures 5.8 to 5.15 that demonstrate Settler land 
use and occupancy between 19 1 1 and 1989. 
3.2.2.1 Settler Raw Data.ID Number - Master Spreadsheet (Appendix IV, Spreadsheet I) 
The master spreadsheet, labeled "Settler Raw Data.ID Number" holds the raw data as it 
appeared in the archival records, with each quarter section having a unique identification 
number (ID Number). There are two additional columns within the master spreadsheet, one to 
collect additional information from the archival sources and another column to collect 
information fi-om three secondary sources. The secondary sources were three local history 
books written about the Witchekan Lake area; each on three different occasions and by three 
different organizations. 
Each quarter section of land is listed in a Township Register as NW, SW, SE or SW. As 
part of the ID Number on the spreadsheets, the number one was given to the NW; two to the 
NE, three to the SE and four to the SW. The master spreadsheet separated each quarter 
section's transaction by ID Number and each land description into separate categories of the 
quarter, section, township and range. Each entry is a transaction on that quarter section; each 
transaction is assigned a chronological number. In categorizing the land uses, each separate 
transaction was given a number; thus transactions are listed in chronological order and not by 
category or preference. For example, Alexandre Arcand's ID number is 075 110-2-1 and Earl 
Thomas' ID number is 0751 10-2-2. Both individuals entered on Section 7 of Township 5 1 in 
Range 10 as indicated in 0751 10; "0751 10-2" denotes the NE quarter and "075 110-2-1" 
indicates Mr. Arcand was the first entrant onto the quarter while "075 110-2-2" identifies Mr. 
Thomas as the second entrant on the same quarter section. This system worked the best as some 
of the quarter sections selected as Reserve selections were later reserved for grazing lands; as 
Witchekan Lake changed shape and boundaries, some of the grazing lands were categorized as 
water, only to be reinstated as land when the lake receded and sometimes opened for homestead 
entry. This categorization was helpful in sorting and manipulating the data set in subsequent 
spreadsheets. 
3.2.2.2 Subsequent Spreadsheets 
Subsequent spreadsheets were generated from the master spreadsheet. Throughout various 
spreadsheets, the categories of "Count" and "Missing" frequently appear as quality control 
mechanisms. The "Count" category was included so that each individual was only counted 
once as some entered on more than one quarter section over the study period of 191 1 to 1989. 
Raw data from the master spreadsheet was coded and categorized in a series of spreadsheets for 
making statistical calculations. The first spreadsheet included all entries ever made on the lands 
in the study area. Categorization of the data began by defining nine categories of ethnicity; 
these were American, British, French, East Canadian, West Canadian, Scandinavian, East 
European and unknown. These categories were later collapsed into American, European and 
Canadian. Ethnicity was determined by the geographical location of each Settler's birthplace. 
This decision was based on the fact that the Settler community was unified in a common form 
of land use and occupancy. Each Settler brought to the Witchekan Lake area, individual and 
collective knowledge and experiences with ranching and agriculture. At the same time, the 
depth of knowledge and experience with these activities varied between the ethnic groups of 
Settlers due to geography, location and climate fkom which they emigrated. 
Marital status was categorized as single, married, married and family and widowed and 
family; these were later collapsed into single and married. A column was added to list the year 
that an individual entered a homestead in order to find a common year (mode) in which most of 
the homesteaders arrived in the Witchekan Lake area. Residency information was supplied on 
the "Application for Patent" form submitted before the homesteader could receive title to his 
quarter section. A wealth of information was provided on this document, not only about the 
homesteader and his family but also about the neighbours who acted as witnesses for the 
homesteader. Residency was given in specific time periods, dated and broken into actual dates 
of residency and absence from the homestead. 
From this detailed information, four categories for residency were set up as continuous, 
seasonal, vicinity and absent. All were measured in months to allow for a more accurate 
assessment of the time spent on the homestead. As well, months fit well when comparing time 
that the Witchekan Lake Band spent at their land and resource use as an annual (twelve month) 
cycle determined the Band's location and timing of various activities. Nine categories of land 
use were determined out of the entire time period of entries from 191 1 to 1989. These 
categories included abandoned homesteads, soldier grants, hay reserves, public service, railroad, 
Indian Reserve, Ducks Unlimited and patents. A "Missing" category was set up for quarters 
without this information. The category "Year of Patent" was added to be able to find the 
average and modal years of patent. 
"Count" categories appear for land, entries, individuals, age, resident, house, buildings, 
acres broken (1 9 1 1-1 9 19, 1920-1929, 1930-1 939), acres cropped (19 1 1-19 19, 1920-1 929, 1930- 
1939), acres hay, fencing, cattle (1 9 1 1 - 19 19, 1920-1929, 1930-1 939), horses (19 1 1-1 9 19, 1920- 
1929, 1930-1939), hogs (191 1-1 9 19, 1920-1 929, 1930-1 939) and grazing (winter, summer, 
winter & summer). "Missing" categories appear for age, land use and residency of Settlers. 
From this expanded version of the raw data, two additional spreadsheets were created by 
dividing all of the Settlers by marital status - single and married. This breakdown was done for 
easier handling of the data as well as determining the effect of marital status on land use, 
improvements, residency and livestock. A series of spreadsheets were created for each of these 
two categories by sorting those with single marital status into ethnic groups of European, 
Canadian or American. The process was repeated for married marital Settlers. These 
breakdowns were used to analyze the relationship between ethnicity and land use, 
improvements, residency and livestock. The spreadsheet data were then subjected to statistical 
analysis to determine total numbers for each category and the calculation of averages and 
modes, as appropriate. 
Summary tables were created to compile the results and provide the basis of the discussion 
about land use and occupancy found in Chapter Five. Summary tables by ethnicity and marital 
status were compiled to show average age of Settlers at entry, the number of entries, the average 
year of a Settler's arrival to the Witchekan Lake area and nine types of land use - abandoned 
homesteads, soldier grants, hay reserves, public service, railroad, Indian Reserve, Ducks 
Unlimited and patents. Other calculations include average year of patent, averages of four 
residency types, (continuous, seasonal, vicinity and absent), the number of Settlers with 
buildings, houses, grazing and hay, the total number and averages of broken acres and cropped 
acres ever reported and the total number and averages of broken and cropped acres during the 
time periods of 19 1 1-1 91 9, 1920-1 929 and 1930-1 939. Finally, the most and average cattle, 
horses, hogs and sheep reported by Settlers were calculated for the time periods 191 1-19 19, 
1920-1929 and 1930-1939. These time periods were chosen for convenience and on the basis of 
availability of the data. 
3.3 Statistical Analysis Of The Data 
The available data for the study area provides sufficient information for about 145 quarters 
of land on which a data analysis could be attempted. It is these parcels of information that were 
used to make summary tables and set up the theoretical model for the Settler community. It is 
emphasized here that there was no selected sample as the information available for the missing 
quarters is not retrievable due to the incompleteness on some of the homestead files. All of the 
available information was used in the analysis; missing information is not due to decisions of 
exclusion in the course of the research process. 
The data collected about the study area was analyzed using non-parametric techniques 
where no assumptions are made about the population distribution of the Settler population. 
Although the Township Registers list every land use and occupant for each quarter section, 
other information at the nominal and ordinal level that would allow for analysis of ethnicity, 
marital status, age, etc. are not provided for every occupant. Thus the analytical conclusions 
and theoretical proposal made from this analysis are specific to the Settler population in the 
Witchekan Lake and cannot be applied to any other Settler population. This limitation, 
however, does not mean that certain conclusions cannot be stated about the Settler population in 
the Witchekan Lake area. 
The data was analyzed to determine if there were relationships or associations between the 
variables of ethnicity, marital status, age, the type of land use and land status. It is important to 
apply statistical techniques to test for significant relationships and to eliminate insignificant 
relationships. The chi-square test is suited to non-parametric samples and does not require a 
specified population distribution. According to Loether and McTavish, chi-square "...help[s] 
the researcher decide whether sample fmdings can be generalized to the population from which 
the sample was 
Settlers and Witchekan Lake First Nation have left their mark on the land and resources 
over time. State policy is easy to access and analyze as is Settler land use and occupancy 
through the sorting out of government files, local histories (what Settlers say about themselves 
and what others say about them) as well as the homestead records that trace land use and 
occupancy by the Settlers. As previously stated, these records are incomplete and somewhat 
sparse; however, what evidence is available is presented in a form that lends itself to 
constructive analysis, leading to certain assumptions about this particular group of Settlers. The 
data allows a descriptive set of statistics to be presented but the use of chi-square allows for a 
higher level of analysis that leads to a plausible explanation for the loss of land use and 
resources for Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
All of the information gathered about Settler land use and occupancy within the study area 
is illustrated in a set of maps that appear as a series of figures in Chapter Five. Each map covers 
a decade, beginning with 191 1 to 1919 and ending with 1980 to 1989. A consistent set of 
categories and corresponding patterns were used to demonstrate changes on each quarter 
Herman J. Loether and Donald G. McTavish, Descriptive and Inferential Statistics: An Introduction., 
4th ed. (Toronto: Allyn and Bacon, 1993), 586. 
section, over the time period 191 1 to 1989. Some quarter sections contain more than one 
pattern, indicating that land use changed within that decade. 
SUMMARY 
Mapping the land use and occupancy of Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers was 
done to determine two things; first, the extent of the traditional lands of Witchekan Lake First 
Nation and the intensity with which these lands were used. Most of the conflict between the 
Settlers and the Band seemed to be centred around the lake itself and the haylands. Mapping the 
extent of use as well as some degree of intensity of use could perhaps lead to clues about other 
sources of conflict aside from the haylands. Of particular concern was the area near the river, at 
the north end of the lake where early surveyors noted the presence of Indian dwellings. What 
happened to all of the lands in the Witchekan Lake area that were selected for Reserve lands? 
The second task of the land use and occupancy study was to determine the degree to which 
Settlers alienated Reserve lands once they were selected by survey. As well, with the presence 
of vast haylands and competition over them, the types of land use were of special interest - 
ranching, grazing and cultivation. The intensity of homestead activity was also of interest since 
this area consisted of later survey activity and Settlers demanded access to haylands in their 
protest over the ORS in 1913. In particular, who were the homesteaders that came to 
Witchekan Lake and why? 
A limitation in uncovering Settler land use and occupancy was the lack of complete 
information about all of the homestead activity in this area. Out of 3 19 quarters of land, only 
145 quarters could provide information for analysis; the loss of just over fiRy percent of the data 
limited any conclusions about land use in this area to be specific to the study area. Predictions 
about Settler populations and Reserve lands could not be attempted because of the small data 
set. As well, some of the conclusions around ethnicity and marital status are also based on 
relatively small numbers. 
However, Settler land use and occupancy was influenced by ethnicity and marital status 
due to the nature of agriculture and ranchng. These activities required some control over the 
lands and resources in order for a new system of land tenure to become established. The new 
system of land tenure conflicted with the already established land tenure of Witchekan Lake 
First Nation. The historical events around the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve provide 
insight into the establishment of the new system of land tenure and are the subject of the next 
chapter. 
CHAPTER FOUR: RESERVE CREATION ERA, 1913 TO 1919 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses the historical events around the creation of the Witchekan Lake 
Reserve for Witchekan Lake First Nation, also known as the Witchekan Lake Band. From the 
first request for Reserve lands in the Witchekan Lake area in 191 1 until the Order-in-Council in 
19 19, it took almost a decade for the Witchekan Lake Indian Reserve #I17 to be officially 
recognized.' The first recorded request for a Reserve at Witchekan Lake originated fiom the 
Jackfish Lake Band, also known as the Saulteaux  and.^ In 1913, the Reserve at Witchekan 
Lake was awarded to Chief Kaykaykeesick of the Witchekan Lake   and.^ 
The events that precede the Reserve selection at Witchekan Lake are important as they 
demonstrate the confusion between the Department of the Interior and the DL4 as well as a 
power struggle for control of the lands in the Witchekan Lake area. Local Settlers and the 
Witchekan Lake Band joined in this power struggle while the Jackfish Lake Band was involved 
as the initial party requesting a Reserve at Witchekan Lake as fulfillment of the remainder of 
their land entitlement. Within this multi-layered power struggle, Indian peoples of both Bands 
involved in the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve were treated as pawns in their relations 
with both government departments and Settlers. 
-- 
1 Letter, J.P.G. Day, Indian Agent, Battleford to McLean, June 7, 191 1 and Letter, McLean to W.B. 
Crombie, Inspector of Indian Agencies, Regina, April 25, 1919. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 
11. The official date of the Order-in-Council is April 9, 1919. 
* Today the Jackfish Lake Band is known as Saulteaux First Nation. Before the signing of the 
TLEFA, this Band was sometimes referred to as the Saulteaux Band, a factions of the tribal group 
labelled the Saulteaux Band /Indians of the Battleford District. 
Letter, McLean to Chief Kawkaykeesick, February 20, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-1 1. 
4.1 THE SAULTEAUX BAND'S REQUEST FOR A RESERVE 
In 1906, the earliest record of a request for a Reserve asked for land in the vicinity of 
Jackfish Lake for the "Saulteaux Indians living in the Battleford ~istrict." The Jackfish Lake 
Band, a faction of the Saulteaux Band was known to have resided mainly at Jackfish Lake for 
some time. DL4 Secretary J.D. McLean requested the Department of the Interior to reserve 
lands for: 
A number of the Saulteaux Indians living in the Battleford District, who have hitherto been 
roaming fi-om place to place, and who have never entered Treaty are now desirous to have 
a reserve where it is hoped the greater number of them will settle. These Indians have 
never been provided land elsewhere; they number about two hundred. They have made 
Jackfish Lake their headquarters for a number of years . . . 5 
McLean's request represented the efforts of the Jackfish Lake Band to obtain Reserve land 
within their traditional lands in the area of Jackfish Lake. These efforts were thwarted by the 
desire of the Department of the Interior to keep the land around the Jackfish Lake area open for 
homesteading. 
In 1906, a departmental memorandum read that "Special attention should be drawn to the 
condition of settlement and the Indian Department should be asked if they can select sufficient 
unappropriated land that would be satisfactory for the purpose intended.6 The DIA persisted on 
behalf of the Saulteaux Band to have land selections in the area accepted for a Reserve. In 
1908, the DIA noted that Jackfish Lake had been the main camping grounds of the Saulteaux 
Band who had been in the vicinity for years.7 The Department of the Interior remained steadfast 
in its practice to favour homestead entries over Reserve selections. A memo in mid-December 
of 1908 stated that " . . . several of the quarter sections applied for by the Indian Department 
have been homesteaded, and I am of the opinion that the entries should not be disturbed 
[emphasis added] .* 
4 Letter, McLean to Keyes, June 13, 1906. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, 
File 12 150 19, Reel 827. 
Ibid. 
Memo, Cory to N.O. Cote, July 23, 1906. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
' Letter, McLean to Keyes, June 4,1908. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, 
File 12 150 19, Reel 827. It is not clear if McLean was referring specifically to the Jackfish Lake Band or 
the Saulteaux Band (Tribe) in the Battlefords district. 
Memo, N.O. Cote to J.W. Greenway, Commissioner of Dominion Lands, December 14, 1908. SAB, 
S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, File 12 150 19, Reel 827. 
Further delays resulted from uncertainty as to the number of persons in the Saulteaux 
  and.^ Competition arose between the Jackfish Lake Band and the Moosomin Band as the 
latter was searching for a Reserve to replace the one they had just surrendered to the DL4 in 
entirety.'' Eventually, the disputed Reserve selection at Jackfish Lake was awarded to the 
Moosomin Band, owing to the favoured position of the Moosomin Band as signatory to Treaty 
six." Some time after this dispute, a small Reserve of about fourteen sections was allocated to 
the Saulteaux Indians in the Jackfish Lake area which partially fulfilled the Band's Reserve 
Land entitlement. l2  
In 1909, a request was made by the DL4 for a Reserve at Witchekan Lake to satisfy the 
outstanding allocation of land for the Saulteaux Indians.I3 By June, 19 1 1, the Saulteaux Bands 
of the Battleford District had become increasingly nervous that Settlers would crowd them out 
of the Witchekan Lake area before they would receive the rest of their Reserve lands. In 191 1, 
Battleford Indian Agent Day requested the DIA to select the balance of the Reserve lands for 
the Saulteaux Band near Witchekan Lake in an area not yet subdivided or settled, giving the 
location of Witchekan Lake in Townships 52 and 53, Ranges 12 and 13, West of the Third 
Meridian; the location should have read Townships 50 and 5 1, range 1 1, West of the Third 
~e r id ian . '~  The location error for Witchekan Lake, made by the DIA, led to further delays in 
the Reserve selection at Witchekan Lake. 
The Agent sent another letter in January, 1912, stating that the Saulteaux were insisting 
upon the Reserve at Witchekan Lake as Settlers were moving into that area. The agent noted 
that some of the Indians had been living near Witchekan Lake for over twenty years.15 In 
anticipation of adhesion to Treaty Six of both the Witchekan Lake Band and the Saulteaux 
 and,'^ the DIA calculated a Reserve entitlement of 58.6 square miles (37,504 acres) for the 
Saulteaux Bands in the Battleford District. This allocation was based on a 1911 census 
population of the Saulteaux Band in the Battleford District that numbered 293 persons.'7 As the 
Letter, McLean to Keyes, June 4, 1908. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, 
File 1215019, Reel 827. 
10 The Saskatchewan Herald Pattleford), Volume XXXL, No. 18, Whole Number 1360, 8 May 1909, 
p. 1. SAB, Newspaper Index, Reel 255. 
1 I Letter, Keyes to McLean, September 29, 1909. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, 
Homestead Files, File 12 15019, Reel 827. 
l 2  Letter, Day to McLean, January 23,1912. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
l 3  Letter, McLean to Keyes, April 6, 1909. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
l 4  Letter, J.P.G. Day, Indian Agent at Battleford to McLean, June 7, 191 1. NAC, RG 10, Volume 
7767, File 27107- 1 1. Witchekan Lake is located in Townships 5 1 and 52 in Range 1 1, W3M. 
l5 Letter, McLean to Keyes, February 2, 19 12. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
l6 Letter, McLean to Keyes, June 13, 1906. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
17 Letter, Day to McLean, January 23, 19 12. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. The source 
Saulteaux Band had received a Reserve of 14.13 square miles (9043 acres) near Jackfish Lake; 
the remaining entitlement of 44.47 square miles (28,460 acres) was requested at Witchekan 
~ake ."  
The Department of the Interior maintained silence towards the DL4 request to hold lands 
for the selection at Witchekan Lake until October, 1912 when Deputy Minister Cory instructed 
Controller Cote that the application papers for this Reserve selection were being held for 
submission to the Minister of the Interior. In the interim, "no decisive action can be taken on 
the case without special reference here."19 Cory fkrther instructed Cote, "If anythmg occurs in 
connection with the case that in your opinion warrants prompt consideration, you might return 
the file with a mernorand~m."~~ On a memo that noted that Township 53, Range 12 was 
surveyed, Cory penned a note to Surveyor-General Deville, asking which of the selected 
townships had been surveyed in 19 12.~' Upon learning that a number of the townships were 
under survey within the selected eight t o ~ n s h i ~ s , 2 ~  Cory asked the DIA for a more definite 
(legal) description of the desired lands before the Department of the Interior would hold them 
for selection.23 
4.2 THE WITCHEKAN LAKE BAND'S REQUEST FOR A RESERVE 
On October 20, 1912, Chief Kawkaykeesick of the Witchekan Lake Band requested a 
Reserve as Settlers were moving into the area. He requested one square mile of land for each 
individual in the Band, while indicating that his Band had not yet signed Treaty or taken scrip 
and had lived in the area of Witchekan Lake for about forty years. The Chief specifically stated 
the Band did not want treaty money.24 
of this census was likely the official Census undertaken by the Department of Agriculture. The DIA may 
have done the actual census for the Department of Agriculture. 
Is  Ibid. 
l9 Memo, Cory to N.O. Cote, October 12, 1912. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 12 15019, Reel 827. 
20 Ibid. 
2 1 Memo, N.O. Cote to Cory, November 22, 1912. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, 
Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
22~etter, Dr. E. Deville, Surveyor General, Department of the Interior, Ottawa to Cory, November 22, 
1912. SAB, 5-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
23 Memo, Cory to N.O. Cote, November 15, 1912. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, 
Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
24 Letter, Chief Kawkaykeesick to James McKay, M.P. for the Prince Albert constituency, October 20, 
19 12. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. The Chief estimated the size of his Band to be about 
50 people. There has been some speculation by other researchers as to whether this number represented 
the number of individuals or families. Given that the Saulteaux Band were factionalized and spread 
between Jackfish Lake and Witchekan Lake, this number could well represent the number of individuals 
The DIA refused the land allocation of the Chiefs request, reasoning that under the terms 
of Treaty Six, the Band was only entitled to one square mile for every five persons.25 This 
reasoning ignored the fact that the Witchekan Lake Band had not yet signed a treaty or any 
other agreement that would have limited their land rights. The DIA did not consider that the size 
of Reserve the Chief requested may have been in lieu of the treaty money that the Chief 
specifically declined. Given the perpetual nature of treaty annuities, the request for a larger 
Reserve represented the same degree of perpetuity. Instead, the DIA asked Battleford Agent 
Rowland to consult with the Chief at Witchekan Lake at the earliest convenience to select the 
desired lands in Townships 5 1 and 52, but to be mindful of the advancing sett~ement.'~ It was 
November before the Department of the Interior replied, requesting the DL4 to "submit a 
definite description of the lands you desire to select in townships 52 to 55, Ranges 12 and 13, 
west of the 3rd meridian.'"7 
In February, 191 3, DL4 Deputy Superintendent D.C. Scott asked the DM Surveys Branch 
for a full report.28 The ensuing report confirmed the Reserve size to be forty-four sections based 
on one section per five people and noted that the decision to survey this Reserve had been made 
in February, 19 1 2.29 Chief Kawkaykeesick was then notified on February 20,19 13, by the Dm,  
that a surveyor would be sent out to survey his Reserve in the summer of 1913, providing one 
section for every five persons. The Chiefs assistance to the surveyor was requested in laying 
out the predetermined size of the ~eserve.~ '  
In April, 1913, McLean informed the Department of the Interior that a DL4 surveyor 
would survey the Reserve. He requested that subdivision plans of the selected townships not be 
confirmed until after the Reserve selection had been made.31 Two weeks later, the DIA realized 
its error in locating Witchekan Lake and asked the Department of the Interior to withhold 
confirmation of the surveys of Townships 5 1 and 52, Range 11, W-3-M, until the Reserve had 
of the faction led by Kawkaykeesick. This number may not reflect the total number of people living in 
the Witchekan Lake area as  other factions may have lived there at that time. The letter was written on the 
Chiefs behalf by a storekeeper in the Witchekan Lake area. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Letter, McLean to Keyes, February 2, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
27 Letter, L. Pereira, Assistant Secretary, Department of the Interior, to McLean, November 28, 1912. 
NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
28 Memo, D.C. Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs (D.S.G.I.A.) To Surveys 
Branch, DIA, February 10, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
29 Memo, S. Bray, Chief Surveyor, DIA to Scott, February 17, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-1 1. 
30 Letter, McLean to Chief Kawkaykeesick, February 20, 19 13. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27107-1 1. 
" Letter, McLean to Secretary, Department of the Interior, April 2, 1913. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, 
File 27 107- 1 1. 
been selected." However, the request came too late as the township plans were confirmed in 
early 19 13 and had already been let out for homestead entry; the Reserve selection would have 
to be made according to available sections.j3 
Additional lands outside these two townships were needed to make up "possibly about 
forty-four sections [that] may be required for the Witchekan Lake Reserve [emphasis added]. "34 
In mid July, the DM asked the Department of the Interior to " be good enough to reserve as 
long as possible the sale, occupation or alienation of any of the lands in Townships 5 1 and 52, 
Range 11, w ~ M . " ~ ~  The DIA informed the Land Patents Branch of the Department of the 
Interior of the delay in the Reserve selection and asked for the lands in Townships 5 1 and 52, 
Range 11, W3M to be held as long as possible36 and informed the Surveyor General of this 
comm~nication.~~ At the same time, Agent Rowland was urged to select the Reserve at 
Witchekan Lake as soon as possible?8 
At the beginning of July, Surveyor Steele communicated with the DLA in anticipation of 
the upcoming survey at Witchekan ~ a k e ? ~  Steele was instructed to select the Reserve 
according to guidelines received regarding other Reserve surveys he was engaged in and to 
communicate with the Indian Agent at ~attleford.~' Steele wired the DIA to request the 
Department of the Interior to withdraw Townships 50 to 53, Ranges 10 to 12, W-3-M from 
homestead entry until the Reserve selection was made, as he was ready to begin the selection.41 
Two days later, the DIA complied with this request and asked that the District Land Agent be 
notified of the with~lrawal.~~ The DIA notified Steele that the Department of the Interior had 
been contacted and he was urged to select the Reserve as soon as possible, but not to include 
lands already disposed of or h~rnesteaded.~~ 
A check by the Department of the Interior on the status of the lands in Townships 5 1 and 
52, Range 1 1 on October 1 1, 19 13 revealed one homestead in Township 5 1 and twenty-nine 
32 Letter, McLean to the Secretary, Department of the Interior, April 22, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 
7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
33 Letter, Cote to McLean, June 6, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
34 Letter, McLean to Rowland, Battleford, June 17, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 1 1. 
35 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, July 16, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Letter, McLean to Deville, July 16, 1913. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
38 Letter, McLean to Rowland, July 16, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
39 Letter, I.J. Steele, Dominion Land Surveyor, DIA to McLean, July 8, 1913. NAC, RGIO, Volume 
7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
40 Letter, McLean to Steele, August 9, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. Steele had 
received instructions for laying out Reserves at Wabiscan and Heart Lake. 
4' Telegram, Steele to McLean, October 7, 1913. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
42 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, October 9, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
43 Telegram, McLean to Steele, October 9, 1913. NAC, RGl 0, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
homesteads in Township 52.44 A memo followed to Assistant Deputy Minister J.A. Cote of the 
Department of the Interior with a notation by Controller N.O.Cote of the Lands Patent Branch 
to advise the DL4 of the standing of these lands.45 The Department of the Interior informed the 
DIA of these disposed lands46 and asked if these lands were still desired as the total requested 
larids of 44.47 square miles were not available within these two townships.47 The Department 
of the Interior was also under the impression that the Saulteaux had taken treaty, with these 
lands being provided accordingly.48 
On October 14, 1913, Controller Cote issued a memo to Cory which related events of the 
Witchekan Lake selection since February 2, 1913, drawing particular attention to the repeated 
requests of the DL4 to have lands in Townships 51 and 52, Range 11 held for Reserve 
selection.49 Cote closed by requesting instructions on whether or not the Battleford Land Agent 
should be advised to withhold homestead entries on the remaining lands until the DL4 selection 
was completed.50 There is no evidence in the files to suggest that Cory answered Cote's memo. 
On October 15, 1913, the DL4 wrote to the Lands Patent Branch to inform them that the 
Reserve s w e y  was underway at Witchekan Lake with the surveyor instructed "not to include 
lands for Indians . . . already homesteaded or disposed of."51 The DL4 once again requested the 
temporary withdrawal of Townships 50 to 53, Ranges 10 to 12, W-3-M fiom "homestead entry 
or alienation, "52 noting that the Reserve selection was in progress, with the understanding that 
homesteaded land would not be included in the Reserve 
The DL4 was anxious that the matter of this Reserve selection and survey would be 
completed before the year's end. The Department of the Interior took the matter of reserving 
the requested land under considerati~n.~~ Evidently, the DL4 decided to continue with the 
survey as planned, with the view that the withdrawal of the requested lands from homesteading 
or alienation would be forthcoming fiom the Department of the Interior. Cote sent another 
44 Memo, M.B. Sheppard, Lands Patent Branch, Department of the Interior to J. Johnston, Land 
Patents Branch, Department of the Interior, October 1 1, 19 13. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, 
Homestead Files, File 12150 19, Reel 827. 
45 Memo, N.O. Cote to J.A. Cote, Assistant Deputy Minister of the Interior, October 1 1, 1913. SAB, 
S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
46 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, October 13, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
47 %id. 
4s Ibid. 
49 Memo, N.O. Cote to Cory, October 14, 1913. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
50 Ibid. 
" Letter, S. Stewart, Assistant Secretary, DIA to Cote, October 15, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, 
File 21707-11. 
'* Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, October 15, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
53 Ibid. 
memo to Cory on October 16, 19 13 that repeated the DIA's request to withdraw the selected 
lands from hrther homestead entries; the memo appears to have been forwarded to Cory's 
assistant but remained officially ~nanswered.~~ 
4.3 SELECTION OF THE ORIGINAL RESERVE AT WITCHEKAN LAKE 
The ORS at Witchekan Lake was embroiled in conflict as soon as the surveyor notified the 
DL4 of the completion of h s  survey. On October 22, 1913, Surveyor Steele wired the DIA that 
the Reserve survey and selection at Witchekan Lake was completed.56 In his report to DIA 
Deputy Superintendent, Steele reported "The work of running the necessary lines and posting 
the boundaries required two and one half days and was finished Oct. 18th."~~ Steele reported to 
McLean that the Battleford Dominion Land Agent still had not received instructions to 
withdraw lands fi-om homestead entry and that he had selected the following lands for the 
Reserve, "All Township fifty-one, sections one to twelve inclusive, sections seventeen, 
eighteen, nineteen, twenty, south half twenty-nine, south half thuty, south-west quarter twenty- 
one in township fifty-two, all in range eleven, west third [meridian]."58 
On the same day, the Dr. Roche, Minister of the Interior received two memos, one fi-om Deputy 
Minister Cory and the other from D.S.G.I.A. Scott. The fmt memo expressed Cory's concern 
over the withdrawal of twelve recently surveyed townships, for the Reserve selection. He 
wrote: 
It is important no doubt, that the Department of Indian Affairs should have an opportunity 
of selecting the lands that are coming to them, but it seems to me that it is rather dangerous 
to go and close up 12 whole townships against actual settlers who may have made 
arrangements to take up lands and at any rate if any reservation is made it should be for 
only a very little time . . . for your consideration and decision [emphasis added].59 
The Department of the Interior was advised of the selection the next day by the DLA who 
requested that the Battleford Dominion Land Agent be advised to reserve this selection fi-om 
sale or settlement; it was noted this had not yet been done, as previously requested.60 Scott's 
memo to the Minister of the Interior indicated that the DL4 surveyor had selected the Witchekan 
54 Ibid. 
55 Memo, N.O. Cote to Cory, October 16, 19 13. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 12 15019, Reel 827. 
56 Telegram, Steele to McLean, October 22, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
57 Report, Steele to Scott, January 8, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
58 Telegram, Steele to McLean, October 22, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
59 Memo, Cory to Dr. Roche, Minister of the Interior, October 22, 1913. SAB, S-6.17, File 1215019, 
Reel 827. This was an error on Cory's part as the selected townships numbered only eight. 
60 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, October 23, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Lake Reserve for the Saulteaux ~ndians.~' As the information was being forwarded to the 
Controller of the Land Patents Branch, Scott commented that this would "enable the 
Department of the Interior to deal with the matter at once."62 It is not clear just what matter 
Scott was referring to here. It is possible that Cory had already raised his objections to the 
Reserve selection or that Scott was refemng to the ongoing matter of this Reserve selection 
finally being settled. 
Controller Cote in the Land Patents Branch also informed the DL4 that their application to 
reserve the selection was under consideration and further ad~isement.~~ Cote submitted a memo 
to Cory on October 29, 1913, indicating the 44.47 square mile (28460 acre) entitlement for the 
Saulteaux Band and the subsequent selection of only 32.52 square miles (20,810 acres) at 
Witchekan Lake. This memo was likely forwarded to Roche, as a notation initialed by Cory 
stated, "Dr. Roche, Do you think it advisable to grant the Indians complete control of this lake? 
Would it not be better to confine them to one side of the lake only?& There is no filed record 
of Roche's reply. However, the final outcome for the Reserve location was confinement to one 
side of the lake and a Reserve of only seven sections at the ORS. The Witchekan Lake Reserve 
assumed this size and location within a few months of the ORS and remained so until the 1919 
Order-in-Council. The concerns raised by Cory at this early date appear to have prevailed over 
the years it took to pass the Reserve Order-in-Council by April, 1919 .~~  No questions or 
objections were raised about the entitlement of the Saulteaux Bands (Tribe) of the Battleford 
District to a Reserve in the absence of treaty. As well, the DL4 used the 191 1 census to 
determine the size of the Reserve for the Saulteaux Tribe, splitting the Reserve between the 
Jackfish Lake and Witchekan Lake locations. 66 
6' Memo, Scott, to Roche, NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Letter, N.O.Cote to Stewart, October 28,1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
@ Memo, N.O. Cote to Cory, October 29, 1913. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead 
Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
65 Cory joined the Department of the Interior in 1901. He was appointed Deputy Minister of the 
Interior in 1905 and remained in this capacity until 1930 when the lands were transferred to provincial 
jurisdiction. Although the Minister of the Interior shifted at the will of the Prime Minister, Mr. Cory 
remained in a position to have continued control over the Witchekan Lake Reserve for not only the six 
years it took to pass the Order-in-Council for its official creation but also in the succeeding years when 
the haylands were under the administration of the Department of the Interior. 
66 Letter, Day to McLean, January 23,19 12; Letter, McLean to Keyes, February 2, 19 12 and Letter, 
McLean to Chief Kawkaykeesick, February 20, 19 13. All in NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
4.4 ORIGINAL RESERVE SURVEY AT WITCHEKAN LAKE 
As indicated by earlier correspondence between the DIA, its Surveys Branch and the 
Department of the Interior, the basis of the Reserve selection at Witchekan Lake, for the 
Saulteaux Bands, was made on the numbers counted in a 191 1 Census that indicated this 
population to be 293 persons.67 This number determined that the Saulteaux Indians were 
entitled to forty-four sections to settle their outstanding land entitlement at 128 acres per Band 
member, according to the provisions of Treaty Six. 
Surveyor Steele provided a handwritten report to the DL4 in November, 19 13 which listed 
the selected lands; sections sixteen and twenty were listed in addition to those on his previous 
telegram.68 Steele described the selection as "about thirty-two square ~lliles exclusive of 
Witchekan Lake and almost entirely surrounds Steele explained that he did not select the 
forty-four square miles as instructed because there were " only about 80 Indians permanently 
living there at present - although a number of others stated that they intended to live there in the 
In spite of his decision at the time of the survey, Steele recommended an additional 
eight sections to be taken if the DIA wanted to make the Witchekan Lake selection larger.71 
Steele also felt that the Indians could be tactfully persuaded to sign the treaty." 
It is not clear why Steele recommended to the DIA that if they desired extra land for the 
Reserve, an additional eight sections (5,120 acres) could be added, allowing land for forty 
people. Perhaps Steele was estimating an additional forty people who had indicated at the time 
of survey that they intended to live at Witchekan Lake or perhaps he was having second 
thoughts about reducing the survey from the Dm's original instructions. Were the DIA's 
instructions ambiguous or was he motivated to cover an error of judgment he made in the field? 
However, in making his recommendation, Steele raised the size of the Reserve to forty sections 
but was still four sections short of the forty-four section entitlement for the ORS, as determined 
by the D I A ~ ~  Steele appears to have surveyed the size of the Reserve based on actual numbers 
67 The actual source of this census has never been located in archival records or alluded to by DIA 
correspondence. Given the date, I am assuming here it is the decennial National Census whose access is 
sealed after 1906. 
Letter, Steele to McLean, November 8, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 Ibid. The recommended sections were in Township 5 1, Range 10, Sections 6,7,18,19,30 and 3 1 and 
in Township 52, Range 10, Sections 6 and 7, all W-3-M. 
72 Ibid. 
73 AS events unfolded, Steele's recommendation for the additional eight sections was not carried out; 
combined with the four sections he was short, the Reserve lands that were still owed after the Original 
Reserve Survey total twelve sections. 
of the Band who resided in the area of the proposed Reserve and not on actual Band 
membership, as required by the terms of Treaty Six. 
Steele's report indicated that he consulted with the Indian Agent at Battleford with regards 
to the Band population. In setting aside the allocation for the Reserve at Witchekan Lake, the 
DL4 appears to have been relying on the 191 1 census figure of 293 Saulteaux in the Battleford 
District. Steele surveyed approximately 20,480 acres (thirty-two sections) in the ORS; at 128 
acres per Band member, the surveyed Reserve set out land for 160 people. It is likely that the 
19 11 Census represented all of the known Saulteaux people in the various factions and that 160 
of this total were determined to be at Witchekan Lake. Given the previous DIA confusion 
around actual population numbers and suspicions that there may have been other Saulteaux 
people at Witchekan Lake, the ORS may have been allocated for all of those Saulteaux at 
Witchekan Lake. There is no other reasonable explanation for why the surveyor would survey 
land for 160 people when he estimated only eighty people to be living at Witchekan Lake. 
Steele may have been somewhat skeptical of the numbers of Band members and did not 
take in to account that possibly, not all of the Band members were in the area or returned to 
Witchekan Lake when he arrived for the survey. It is also possible that Steele consulted with 
only some of the Saulteaux at Witchekan Lake, believing them to be the only ones there. 
Perhaps the other factions were absent at the time of survey or did not know that the impending 
survey intended to provide land for them as well. Archival records indicated only Chief 
Kawkaykeesick at Witchekan Lake requested a Reserve and it was to this Chief that the DIA 
gave assurance of a Reserve. However, the Chief estimated his Band members to be about fifty 
- well short of the 160 that Steele surveyed land for; the actual survey was for double the 
number of Indians that Steele estimated to be living at Witchekan Lake Steele's report to DIA 
Deputy Superintendent Scott indicated that upon his arrival at Witchekan Lake on October 13, 
19 13, the Indians were all at Pelican Lake, attending a dance.74 The surveyor had to wait until 
the Band returned from a gathering at Pelican Lake, before beginning the survey. Surveyor 
Steele likely assumed that all of the Saulteaux returned to Witchekan Lake to await his bidding 
with regards to the survey. Steele stated that upon their return from Pelican Lake, "a council 
meeting was held at once and after a discussion for about an hour I came to a general 
understanding with them."75 Steele's report does not indicate if the council meeting consisted 
of a number of leaders from different factions or only from Kawkaykeesick's Band. 
74 Surveyor's Report, Steele to Scott, January, 8, 1914. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
75 Ibid. 
The degree to which Steele acted in an authoritarian manner with at least two other Indian 
Bands in Alberta is evident in his report to the DM. Surveyor Steele's report for his 1913 
survey work indicates that previous to the survey of the Witchekan Lake Reserve, he surveyed a 
Reserve for the Indians at Wabiskaw Lake in Alberta. He noted that he had difficulty getting 
Inen to assist with that survey. He stated: 
There was an excellent catch of h r  the preceding winter, and most of the Indians felt very 
prosperous and considered it beneath their dignity to work. However, by threatening not to 
give them a reserve unless they cut the line, I was able to secure a number; but the party 
was short-handed some of the time [emphasis added].76 
Steele did not have the authority to threaten the Band with the loss of the Reserve under any 
circumstances. Decisions regarding the survey of Reserves, their size and location appear to 
have been the domain of upper level officials in the DIA and the Department of the Interior, not 
surveyors. 
Steele does not appear to have been a man who allowed the Indians much tinre to make 
their decisions as he indicated by his account of the events around the survey he conducted at 
Heart Lake. The local Indian Agent from the Saddle Lake Agency was in a hurry to return 
home so, 
[W]e held a meeting that evening and within a fav minutes obtained a general idea of what 
the Indians desired. The next day I spent travelling around with the chief and his advisors, 
giving them an opportunity of showing me the land they most desired . . . and proceeded 
immediately to stake out the reserve (along subdivision lines) . . . requir[ing] two days 
[emphasis added] .77 
Steele then made his way to Battleford, picked up supplies and anived at Witchekan Lake on 
October 13th. As Band members were away at a dance at Pelican Lake, it was October 15th 
before Steele and the Witchekan Lake Band could confer on the Reserve selection. Steele made 
up for lost time as indicated in the following: 
A council meeting was held at once, and after a discussion for about an hour I came to a 
general understanding with them. The rest of the afternoon and the next morning was 
spent in driving over the proposed reserve to see that it included the land they most wished 
for. . . running the necessary lines and posting the boundaries required two days and a half, 
and was finished on October 18 [emphasis added].78 
The Reserve selection was not particularly troublesome to Steele even though some of the land 
selected by the Witchekan Lake Band was not available. Steele reported: 
As all the land in this vicinity had been thrown open for homestead entry, I took the 
precaution, while in Battleford, of finding out exactly what quarter-sections had been filed 
76 Canadian Sessional Papers (hereinafter CSP), 1915, no. 23, 85. 
77 bid. 
78 Ibid. 
on. . . the Indians wanted some of the land which had already been homesteaded but. . . 
were satisfied to take other land instead.79 
All things considered - travel by horses and carts, along trails through bush and muskeg - Steele 
accomplished considerable travel distances in relatively short time periods. His efficiency in 
Reserve surveys is also a point of admiration as he appeared to reach agreements in record time 
as to which lands the Witchekan Lake Band and the Indian peoples at Heart Lake desired in 
both instances. It is doubtful that a man with Steele's penchant for speed and efficiency would 
have been in a gracious frame of mind after having been kept waiting for two days. The 
question that remains is whether Steele allowed the Indians from both the Heart Lake and 
Witchekan Lake Bands to fully express their wishes about the selection of their Reserves or did 
he make their decisions for them? 
4.4.1 Reductions and Protest To The Original Reserve Survey 
The selection, as per Steele's earlier report to the DIA, was amended by McLean to exclude 
the North West quarter of section 16 in Township 52 and the North West quarter of section 18 
in Township 5 1, both in Range 1 1, as these homesteads were entered before the ORS.~' The 
amended selection was then submitted to the Department of the Interior to be conf i ied  as a 
Reserve "for the Witchekan Band of ~ndians."~~ At the same time, the DL4 requested that the 
additional eight sections that Steele recommended be reserved, until further advisement, "as it 
appears that it is not fully ascertained whether certain other Indians will finally decide to settle 
at Witchekan Lake."82 These "other Indians" remained nameless at this point but Agent 
Rowland was instructed to get a list of the names of the Indians at Witchekan Lake so land 
grants would not be duplicated in the future.83 
Agent Rowland, at Battleford, was advised of the selected lands, (excluding NE 16-52-1 l), 
W3M, which " have been applied for to be set apart as a reserve for the said Indians. It will not 
79 Ibid. 
80 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, November 18, 19 13. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. This 
was confirmed in homestead files. The NE 16-52-1 1 W3 was filed as a homestead on July 17, 19 13. 
SAB, G. l l ,  Department of Agriculture (Saskatchewan), Volume I, File 2971561; the NW 18-5 1-1 1 W3 
was filed as a homestead on January 16, 1912. SAB, Township Register, Range 1 1 W3M, File 436889. 
'' Ibid. 
82 Ibid. The rest of the lands in the Witchekan Lake area that the Department of the Interior may have 
temporarily reserved were relieved of reservation by the DIA with this letter. 
83 Letter, McLean to Rowland, November 18, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. From 
this correspondence, it is clear that the DIA intended for the Witchekan Lake Reserve to consist of the 32 
sections as surveyed and the additional 8 sections would be added only if the other Indians settled at 
Witchekan Lake. 
be constituted a reserve until finally confirmed by order-in-council."84 On his next visit, 
Rowland was instructed to discuss entry into treaty with the Indians at Witchekan Lake. On the 
same day, McLean wrote to Steele and informed him that all the lands selected by Steele except 
for NE 16-52-1 1 and NW 18-51-1 1 were " applied for to constitute a Reserve for the said 
Indians at Witchekan ~ake."*' 
A local newspaper in the Battlefords reported the completion of the Witchekan Lake 
Reserve survey in its social column.86 There appears to have been considerable interest in the 
selection of this Reserve. Interest may have been keen due to the fact that the lands contained 
within the Reserve selection had been opened to homesteading a mere ten months earlier. As 
well, the same newspaper had previously reported the Witchekan Lake area to be fine ranching 
country; it was expected that entries would be substantial once the area was thrown open for 
homesteading.87 
Within weeks of the completion of the Reserve survey and selection, protests arose h m  
the Department of the Interior, the local Member of Parliament and Settlers in the Witchekan 
Lake area. The first of these protests came from the Deputy Minister of the Interior on 
December 12, 1913 who requested that the head of the DIA amend the Reserve selection to 
"leave a larger part of the lake front available for white sett~ement."~~ Cory raised the issue 
based on anticipated "considerable objection to blocking up the lake in the manner 
proposed."89 On December 22, 1913, Scott responded that the Reserve selection would be 
reconsidered so as to leave " a considerable portion of the lake shore not in the ~eserve."~' 
However, Scott mentioned that the inclusion of the lake in the Reserve presented no hardship 
for Settlers because of its shallow depth and because it was of no value for fish as it contained 
neither whitefish or trout?' Agent Rowland was also instructed to look into the matter, make the 
change to the selection and choose other lands adjacent to the ~eserve.9~ The second source of 
protest came from James McKay, the Member of Parliament from Prince Albert, who 
represented the interests of the Settlers from the Witchekan Lake area?3 Scott infonned McKay 
84 Ibid. 
85 Letter, McLean to Steele, November 18, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
86 The Saskatchewan Herald (Battleford), Volume XXXV, No. 44, Whole Number 1573,24 October 
19 13,8. SAB, Newspaper Index, Reel 256. 
87 The Saskatchewan Herald (Battleford), Volume XXXIII, No. 44, Whole Number 1469,4 November 
191 1, 10. SAB, Newspaper Index, Reel 257. 
Letter, Cory to Scott, December 2, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
89 hid. This information came from Steele's survey report to Scott on January 8, 1914. 
90 Letter, Scott to Cory, December 22, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
9' Ibid. This came from Steele's survey report to Scott on January 8, 1914. 
92 Letter, McLean to Rowland, December 22, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
93 Letter, McKay, to Scott, December 3 1,19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1. Chief 
that others had objected to the Reserve location; Scott assured McKay that he had "no doubt 
that some arrangements satisfactory to all will be reached."94 
Chief Kawkaykeesick also wrote to the DM, expressing concern over Settlers telling him 
he would not get a Reserve and inquiring about the title papers he was to be sent once the 
Reserve was surveyed.95 The DIA issued an evasive response to the Chief and told him "it is 
hoped this matter will be settled at an early date and you and your band will be well satisfied 
with the lands which the Department is able to secure for you."96 The DIA was under 
considerable political pressure to adjust the Reserve; pressure that interfered with the DIA's 
ability to act in the best interests of the Band. 
A third form of protest came fiom a group of well-organized Settlers in the Witchekan 
Lake area who sent a petition to the Minister of the Interior through a land and financial broker 
fiom North ~attleford.9~ The petition, dated December 20, 19 1 3, was received by the Minister 
on January 10, 1914, then forwarded to D.C. Scott on January 21, 1914.9' The petitioners did 
not desire access to the lakefiont, only the haylands in the area; oddly enough, the petitioners 
had no objection to the Reserve, but made a request that the Reserve be in a block and not take 
in all of the hay.99 This petition and letter are the first official opposition by area Settlers, 
although Cory was suggesting opposition to the survey as early as December 2, 1913. The lake 
itself does not appear to be an issue for the Settlers, although the expressed desire for the block 
Reserve selection is puzzling. This phrase is almost identical to the one that Cory used in a 
memo he sent to Cote regarding the Jackfish Lake selection in 1909. '~~ The unanswered 
question here is why the petitioners would feel the need to express their desire for a block of 
Reserve land to constitute the Reserve lands for the Witchekan Lake Band? 
The value of the hay to the petitioners is a significant fact; it would appear that Settlers 
may have counted on the hay as a resource, free for the taking, which was a false assumption as 
Kawkaykeesick had written to McKay in October, 1912 to request a Reserve for his Band at Witchekan 
Lake. 
94 Letter, Scott to McKay, January 7, 1914. NAC, RGlO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Letter, McLean to Chief Kawkaykeesick, January 22, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 
1 1. This letter was sent to Agent Rowland for delivery to Chief Kawkayseesick. 
97 Letter, M.J.Howel1, Land Broker, North Battleford to Roche, January 6, 19 14 and Letter and 
Petition, Witchekan Lake area Settlers to Roche, December 2, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 
27 107-1 1. For full text of the petition and signatures, see Appendix V. 
98 Memo, Roche to Scott, January 2 1, 19 14. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Memo, Cory to N.O. Cote, March 3, 1909. SAB, S-6.17, File 1215019, Reel 827. In response to 
an earlier Reserve selection submitted for the Saulteaux Band at Jackfish Lake, Cory stated that the 
Minister of the Interior had decided that "the block (Reserve selection) must be a compact one. " 
pennits for hay and grazing were issued by the government for a fee."' Settlers also reported 
that they would bring in stock and make use of the hay - better use than the Indians appeared to 
be making of it. Research of the homestead records and secondary sources demonstrate a 
significant presence of livestock in the area at the time of the ORS in 1913.'02 
Some Settlers engaged solely in horticulture while others had small mixed farming 
operations with insignificant numbers of stock. Other Settlers had large numbers of cattle and 
horses, suggesting the establishment of ranching in the area. The availability of hay would not 
have been a major issue to mixed farmers as they tended to graze their stock on their homestead 
and grow grain to supplement stock grazing. However, ranchers in the area did have stock of 
significant proportions and depended on the abundant hay to assist their ranching enterprises. 
As well, the Indians clearly made use of and intended future use of the hay through sale or 
lease.lo3 Chief Kawkaykeesick was explicit in his intended use; Settlers and Indians would have 
had access to the haylands but Settlers would have had to pay for the hay they used. The Chief 
clearly intended that proceeds fkom lease or sale of hay would replace hunting as a main means 
of economic support for his Band. Perhaps Settlers were never made aware of this fact or if 
they were, they may have had objections to doing so. Settlers may not have been aware of the 
custom of paying the Band directly for hay gathered in the area; one early rancher reported 
haying with his sons in the area in 1908 when he paid the Indians twenty-five cents per ton of 
haY.lo4 
The issue of the Settler petition bears some scrutiny as well. The petition's handwritten text 
appears to strongly resemble other letters written by P.R. Cox, a Justice of the Peace located at 
Belbutte and one of the signatures on the petition itself.Io5 Of the thirty-seven signatures, three 
lo' Letter, Agent Weir, Leask to W.M. Graham, Indian Commissioner, Regina, November 22, 1919. 
NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
Io2 A compliation of the data extracted from homestead files can be found in Appendix IV. 
'03 Report, W.J. Chisholm, to McLean, October 30, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'" Idylwild Women's Institute, Pioneers and Followers of Idylwild and Witchekan Districts (North 
Battleford, Canada: Turner-Warwick Printers Ltd., 1983), 74. Hany Diehl ranched in the Witchekan 
Lake area between 1908 and 1913. He came from Marcelin, a community southeast of Witchekan Lake, 
in search of hay for his ranching operation. For two to three years, Diehl and his sons drove cattle from 
the Marcelin area to Witchekan Lake for winter grazing north of the lake along the river and then drove 
the cattle back to Marcelin for summer grazing. Diehl and his family wintered on the east side of 
Witchekan Lake in 19 12 until the death of the youngest son, aged 2 years. Diehl's wife returned to 
Marcelin while Diehl and his sons left in the Spring, 19 13 after a fire, set to bum off the meadows, went 
out of control and burned the area all the way to Big River. In 1913, surveyors moved in to survey 
homesteads. 
'05 Letter, Howell to Roche, January 6, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. The other 
letters referred to here are those written on Tepowewe's behalf on September 19, 1919 WAC, RGIO, 
Volume 7767, File 27107- 1 1) and one written March 17, 1920 WAC, RG10, Volume 16 19). Belbutte is 
a small hamlet located in Township 5 1, Range 13 and was a post office location. 
(including Cox's) cannot be established as homesteaders within Townships 5 1,52 and 53, range 
1 l,W3M while an additional four have homesteads outside of these parameters. Of the 
remaining thirty signatures, all except one are outside of the ORS. Thus, eighteen percent of the 
signatures on the petition may be called into question as legitimate Settlers with a legitimate 
right to voice their concerns about the Reserve selection in relation to lands they were 
homesteading with a view to permanent settlement. There does not appear to be evidence that 
any of the thirty Settlers had leases for hay or grazing before 19 14Io6 while the only homestead 
within the Reserve selection was later excluded &om the Reserve.'07 
There can be no doubt that the Settler group was well organized in its protest as it had 
enlisted the help of local M.P. James McKay, who had also been entrusted with Chief 
Kawkaykeesick's request for a Reserve in 1912.'08 McKay was therefore in a position to 
provide Settlers with this information and direct them as to the most effective route for their 
petition - to the Minister of the Interior, rather than to the DIA first. A petition sent to the DL4 
first would have led to delays as it made its way around the bureaucratic trail, taking 
considerable time before the concerns of Settlers would have been addressed, perhaps long 
enough to have placed the Witchekan Lake Reserve safely in the hands of Band members. 
The Minister of the Interior forwarded the Settler's petition and a memo to the DL4 with a 
request that the matter be dealt with, in the interests of the ~e t t l e r s . '~  Roche instructed the DL4 
that "the claims of actual settlers in that vicinity (Witchekan Lake) may not be overlooked 
[emphasis added~.""~ The DL4 assured North Battleford land broker Howell that the petition 
was received and the matter was under investigation."' Cote updated Cory on this latest 
condition to be imposed on the Witchekan Lake Reserve ~e1ection.l'~ By September of 1914, 
Agent Rowland, at Battleford had received two inquiries fiom his DIA superiors as to the 
'06 Letter, E.R. Coldiron to McLean, July 21, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1 . 
According to this letter, Mr. Coldiron had been obtaining permits to cut hay for the past three years and 
had allowed the Indians to cut on his permits. However, the hay was getting thin and he was unable to 
continue to do this so he wrote the DIA asking for their assistance in sorting out his differences with the 
Indians about cutting hay in the Reserve area. 
Io7 Letter, McLean to Rowland, November 18, 19 13. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
log Frank Tough and Leah Dorion, "the claims of the Half-breeds. . . havefinally been closed'? A 
Study of Treaty Ten and Treaty Five Adhesion Scrip ( Unpublished Research Report for The Royal 
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1993). This report identifies McKay as a partner in the Prince Albert 
law firm of McKay and Adam who were closely linked to land speculation schemes involving 
MetisIHalfbreed Scrip and South African Volunteer Scrip. 
'09 Memo, Roche to Scott, January 2 1, 19 14. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
"O Ibid. 
' I '  Letter, McLean to Howell, January 26, 1914. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
I I2 Memo, N.O. Cote to Cory, January 14, 19 14. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1 .  
progress of the elimination of part of the Witchekan Lake ~eserve ."~  It appears that Rowland 
had some difficulty locating the Indians at Witchekan Lake during the summer and he indicated 
the possibility of Inspector Chisholm accompanying him to meet with the 1ndians.'I4 
4.4.2 Further Reduction to the Original Reserve Survey 
By enlisting the assistance of Inspector Chisholm, Agent Rowland met with the Witchekan 
Lake Indians at the end of September, 1914; during their visit, the two DIA officials, alone, 
drove around "the Reserve" as the Indians were away visiting at Pelican Lake and refused to 
come back to Witchekan Lake to meet with them."' The surveyed Reserve contained plenty of 
good hayland with a number of ranchers squatting on the selected Reserve lands; Rowland felt 
that the ranchers were making better use of the land and that a Reserve would deprive them of 
its use.'16 Rowland did not give consideration to leasing the Reserve land to the ranchers that 
would have given the Witchekan Lake Band a source of revenue. Instead, Rowland's solution 
to the dilemma, as he saw it, was to recommend that the size of the Reserve be reduced to 4121 
acres (seven sections), all of which were in Township 52, Range 11 and on the northwest shore 
of Witchekan ~ a k e . " ~  His parting comment was, "For all the use that will be made of this land 
by the Indians, there will be ample for their 
Inspector Chisholm's report proposed to the DIA that the Indians at Jackfish Lake and 
Witchekan Lake be regarded as one Band, holding both Reserves in common for the entire 
  and."^ His reasons for the proposal were that the lakes and land provided complementary 
resources for each of the Bands to share; that is, Jackfish Lake lacked abundant hay that 
Witchekan Lake had and Witchekan Lake lacked the fish of which Jackfish Lake had plenty. 
As well, the different locations allowed the various factions of the Band a choice of where they 
wished to live, an accommodation of the differences that also maintained the factions.120 
Chisholm noted that Chief Kawkaykeesick "counted upon [the abundant hay] to make a 
living from. . . by sale or leasing."12' Chisholm was fully aware of the economic potential of the 
Letter, McLean to Rowland, September 4, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'I4 Letter, Rowland to McLean, August 26,19 14. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
' I S  Report, Rowland to McLean, October 26, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'I6 Ibid. 
'I7 Ibid. The recommended selection consisted of Sections 6,7, 17, 18, 19, 20 and the South half of 
Sections 29 and 30, all in Township 52, Range 11, W-3-M. 
Ibid. 
119 Report, 2, Chisholm, to McLean, October 30, 19 14. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
Iz0 Ibid. 
I*' Ibid, 2. According to Inspector Chisholm, the haylands were a distance of one-half to one mile 
vast haylands around Witchekan Lake as he estimated these haylands to yield about 10,000 tons 
of hay annually. The Inspector also noted that the soil in the area was "of the finest quality for 
agricultural purposes [and] . . . will be all the land to which all the Saulteaux of this district are 
entit~ed.'"~' He concurred with Rowland's recommendation for a reduced Reserve that included 
the acres of the Reserve at Jackfish Lake. Attached to this report was a list of twenty-two 
Witchekan Lake Indians that was obtained from the Lafleur brothers who were Metis ranchers 
in the area and squatters on the selected Reserve lands.'23 The list was somewhat suspect as 
Rowland commented, "I will not guarantee that this is reliable, but it was the best we could 
procure on our trip."'24 Band members had been reluctant to give their names to DIA personnel 
in a census as they had provided this information to the surveyor and a local storekeeper on 
previous occasions. 
At this point, the DIA accepted the recommendations of these two reports, requesting the 
lands for the Witchekan Lake Indian Reserve #I17 to consist of Sections 6,7, 18,19,20,30 and 
fractional 5 , 8 ,  and 17 in Township 52, Range 11, W3M and for these lands to be confirmed by 
an order-in-~ouncil. '~~ While the lands of the ORS "were relieved of said re~ervation,"'~~ 
neither the Saulteaux Band nor the Witchekan Lake Band were advised of the reduction to the 
Reserve size.'27 In addition, the original request by the Jackfish Lake Band was set aside, 
without their knowledge. In the ensuing correspondence between the DIA and the Department 
of the Interior to finalize the land description, the North East quarter of 30-52-1 1 was removed 
from the Reserve selection as a h0rne~tead.I~~ 
back from the lakeshore and almost entirely surrounded the lake. 
'22 Ibid. 
'23 Report, 2, Rowland to McLean, October 26, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Rowland would not guarantee the list to be reliable, but said it was the best they could get at the time as 
the Indians refused to provide them with their names as they had already given this on two other 
occasions - one occasion being to Surveyor Steele and the other to the local storekeepers at Witchekan 
Lake. A local history book, A Tapestry of Time: A History of Spiritwood, Mildred and Norbury Districts 
(North Battleford, Sk.: Turner Warwick Publications, Inc, 1984), 534-542 reports the Lafleur family as 
having origins in St. Boniface, Manitoba. The Lafleurs were also related to the family of Louis Riel. 
Some members of the family came to the Witchekan Lake area from lle a la Crosse where they had been 
employees of the HBC. 
'24 Ibid. 
Letter, McLean to the Department of the Interior, Land Patents Branch, November 10, 19 14. NAC, 
RG10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
'26 Ibid. 
12' Letter, Tepowewe to the DIA, September 19, 1919. Tepowewe complained of encroachment on his 
Reserve and the rumour about the removal of NE 20-52- 1 1 from the Reserve as this land was where he 
claimed to have lived for the past seven years and to have built five houses. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, 
File 27 107- 1 1. 
lZ8 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, March 18, 1915. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. This 
homestead was granted on July 3, 19 14, after the recommendation to reduce the Reserve in October, 
1914. 
After further prompts from the DIA, Inspector Chisholm indicated that he had no further 
information as to the population of the Saulteaux at Witchekan Lake and recommended a 
selection be made to replace the alienated quarter section, but only after he had visited the 
Indians to make the selection in person.'29 In the meantime, the Chief from Witchekan Lake 
called on the Indian Agent at Carlton Agency. In his written notice to Inspector Chisholm, the 
Agent said that the Chief informed him he had " applied for the authority to use the land which I 
(the Agent) understand was surveyed for their benefit."'30 
A notation in the Indian Agent's daily journal indicated that Chief Kawkaykeesick had 
requested that the Agent notify the white people to get off of the Band's lands before haying 
started.13' The Chief wanted to know which land was set aside for his band as "He states there 
are 100 Indians ready to go and live on the Reserve and he wishes the white people at present 
living on the reserve to be removed if possible, before the haying season c~rnmences."'~~ The 
Chief also complained about being chased away by white people in the area and of the burning 
of some of the Indian residences and the removal of doors and windows from the Band's 
houses.'33 
4.5 RESERVE SELECTION FOR THE SUNCHILD BAND 
Chisholm's report to the DIA alluded to the presence of the Sunchild Band at Witchekan 
Lake - likely the Band referred to in previous correspondence as the "other ~ndians." '~~ 
Chisholm was awaiting information from Inspector Graham about the Sunchild Band so their 
Reserve selection and the alternate selections for Witchekan Lake could be made at the same 
time.'35 It is not clear whether Chisholm was saving an extra trip to the same area or if the DIA 
was still considering the previously proposed "Reserve to be held in common" for Jackfish Lake 
and Witchekan Lake Bands with a view to include the Sunchild Band. In this regard, Chisholm 
assumed "that the Department would prefer that this Band (Sunchild) should be incorporated 
129 Letter, McLean to Chisholm, June 9, 1915. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. It appears 
from the correspondence addresses that Chisholm moved from Battleford to Prince Albert during this 
time that may explain the delay in his reply. 
130 Letter, Agent at Mistawassis to Chisholm, Prince Albert, June 18, 1915. NAC, RG10, Volume 
7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
1 3 '  Daily Journal, Mistawassis Indian Agent, June 1 1, 19 15. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 
11. 
13* Ibid. 
'33 Ibid. The Indian Agent at Mistawassis treated the Chiefs report seriously, soliciting the DIA's 
assistance in investigating the situation. 
134 Letter, McLean to Rowland, November 18, 19 13. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
j3' Letter, Chisholm to McLean, July 8, 19 15. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. NAC, 
with the Saulteaux of Jackfish and Witchekan Lakes and that there should be but one Reserve at 
each of these two points, all to be owned in common by the amalgamated bands"'36 As 
Inspector Graham had been unable to meet with Sunchild's Band to determine where Sunchild 
wished to accept lands, Chisholm himself went to Witchekan Lake. For the Witchekan Lake 
Reserve, he recommended the South East quarter of 1-52-12 in lieu of the North East quarter of 
30-5 1 - 1 1; as a second choice, the North West and fractional North East quarters of 3 1-5 1 - 1 1 
were recommended. At this time, the North East quarter of 20-52-1 1 also appeared as a 
homestead, so Chisholm's second choice of selections were ~ti1ized.l~~ 
In view of the mounting pressure from increased levels of settlement in the Witchekan 
Lake area, Chisholm recommended the "temporary reservation" of lands for the Sunchild Band, 
listing the selection as: 
Fractional Sections 18, 19, 30 and 3 1 in Township 51, Range 1 1, Sections 13, 14, 23, 24 , 
25, 26, 35 and 36 in township 51, Range 12 and Sections 1, 2, 12, 13, 14,23, 24, 25, and 
26 in Township 52, Range 12, all West of the Third ~ e r i d i a n . ' ~ ~  
This selection is shown in Figure 1.2 that illustrates the Reserve selections in the study area. 
This map shows the ORS for Witchekan Lake Reserve in 19 13 and the temporary selection for 
the Sunchild Band. There is an area of overlap within Township 5 1, Range 11 that is located 
directly south of the present Reserve. This area of overlap comprises a sizeable potion of what 
later became the Bapaurne Community The Sunchild Reserve selection is important 
in the Witchekan Lake history as according to oral history and elder interviews, lands within the 
pasture are considered by members of the Witchekan Lake Band to be their traditional lands.'40 
There is no evidence to suggest any of the three Bands involved had been consulted about 
the proposed amalgamation and sharing of the Reserve lands. In fact, the proposed 
amalgamation was not anticipated as an easy task; Chisholm noted, " as it may take some time 
to bring the Indians of Sunchild's Band to a decision in the matter, it may not be desirable to 
delay the formal setting apart of the Reserve already decided upon [emphasis added]."141 Later 
correspondence dealt with the selection for the Sunchild Band in the Witchekan Lake area: 
RG10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
'36 Ibid, 2. 
13' Ibid. 
13' Ibid, 3-4. 
13' See Figure 3.1 for Reserve selections in the Witchekan Lake Area which shows the location of the 
Bapaume Community Pasture. 
Copies of transcripts of these interviews are available from the Witchekan Lake Band Office. 
141 Letter, Chisholm to McLean, July 8, 1915. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1, 2. 
You will be informed in a separate letter of another tract of land which has been applied 
.for to be set apart temporarily as a possible reserve for certain roving Indians known as 
Sunchild's Band [emphasis added].'42 
These passages, together with a map, indicating a selection matching Chisholm's recommended 
temporary Reserve selection, reflect amalgamation as a strong position of the DIA. '43 Sunchild 
may or may not have actually been in the area of Witchekan Lake at the time the Reserve 
selection was made for his Band. Eventually, the Sunchild Band left the Witchekan Lake area; 
when and why the Band left remains unanswered. 
4.6 ADJUSTMENTS TO WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE LANDS 
While the DIA was casting about for a solution to the dilemma at Witchekan Lake, the 
Department of the Interior continued to seek confirmation of the lands selected for the 
Witchekan Lake Reserve. Between the date of the 1913 ORS and the final Order-in-Council in 
1919, many changes occurred to the boundaries of the Witchekan Lake Reserve. At no time 
was the Witchekan Lake Band ever consulted about or informed of the plans of either 
government department or the proposed changes to the Reserve boundaries. The changes, 
which occurred between October, 19 13 and April, 19 19, are demonstrated in Figure 4.1. 
The Witchekan Lake Band did not wait passively for instructions; instead the Band 
adopted a proactive approach towards the status of their Reserve. The son of the now deceased 
Chief Osahwapisk paid a visit to Agent Milligan at Leask to inform him of the Reserve survey 
and continued encroachment of Settlers to cut hay and graze cattle on the ~ e s e r v e . ' ~ ~  As 
Chisholm's replacement, Inspector Crombie fiom Battleford, was asked to investigate the 
matter; the DIA determined that the Indians were entitled to sixteen square miles, based on a 
population of eighty Band members. This proposed Reserve size differed from Chisholm's 
previous recommendation of seven square 1ni1es.l~~ Even though the DIA noted the Witchekan 
Lake Band was not under treaty, land was being secured for them, including additional land if 
142 Letter, McLean to Deville, January 19, 19 1 6. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
'43 SAB, Map Collection, Map A281129. Note overlap in Township 5 1, Range 1 1 in Figure 1.2. 
Letter, Agent S.A. Milligan, Leask (Carlton Agency) to the Secretary, DIA, October 23, 1916. 
AC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. The son's name is given as Kaykaykawkaykweeick, later 
regarded as the Band's Chief by the DIA (November, 19 16). However, on April 14, 19 17, Inspector 
Crombie related remarks made by Chief Kawkaykeesick (Long Pipe) of the Witchekan Lake Band, 
during Crombie's visit to Pelican Lake. 
14' Letter, Stewart to Crombie, November 1, 19 16. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
a) Original Reserve Survey, October i8.1913 
" 
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Figure 4.1 Changes to Witchekan Lake Reserve #I17 Boundaries, 1913 to 1919 
their numbers warranted it.146 It was about this time that the Witchekan Lake file was removed 
from the Lands Branch of the Department of the Interior and became misplaced.147 
4.6.1 Loss of NE 20-52-1 1 from the Reserve 
In December, 19 16, the Department of the Interior, for the first time, decided to reserve the 
lands requested by the DIA for the Witchekan Lake Reserve until the numbers for the Band 
could be confirmed, at which time the Order-in-Council would be con~idered. '~~ The DIA 
protested the exclusion of the South East quarter of 6-52-1 1, the East half of 20-52-1 1, the 
South East quarter of 1-52-1 1 and the North East quarter of 30-52-1 1; Steele's survey notes had 
indicated five Indian houses on 21-52-1 1.'49 The East half of 20-52-1 1 was seen by the DLA as 
valuable hay land for the Indians, of which they now had very little, with the reduced size of the 
Reserve. The concern was that the Indians should be treated favourably so they would be more 
amenable to signing the treaty.''' 
More jockeying for land occurred between the two Departments as errors had been made in 
the recording of the selected  land^.'^' These errors resulted in communication between Cote 
and the Dominion Land Agent in Battleford to reserve the South East of 6 and all of 20-52- 
1 1 .Is2 Just weeks previous to this date, the Dominion Lands Agent from Battleford had written 
to the Department of the Interior about whether or not he should continue to issue hay permits 
on Witchekan Lake Indian Reserve for the coming year, given that "the lands carry considerable 
hay."lS3 In an intradepartmental memo, Cote recommended " that no hay permits be issued to 
the settlers in that tract, until it has been definitely decided what lands are to be set apart for the 
~ndians."''~ Due to "some misunderstanding" (Cote's words to McLean), the South East 
'46 Ibid. At this time, a plan of the Reserve was made available for the Chief of the Band through the 
Indian agent at Battleford. 
14' Memo, N.O. Cote to Cory, December 11 1916. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, 
Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
148 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, December 21, 1916. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
149 Memo, H.W. Fairchild, DIA to Bray, Surveys Branch, DM. January 3, 1917. NAC, RGIO, 
Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
I5O Ibid. 
Is' Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, January4, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
15' Letter, N.O. Cote to Dominion Land Agent, Battleford, January 15, 19 17. SAB, S-6.17, 
Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
153 Letter, Battleford Land Agent to N.O. Cote, December 27, 1916. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the 
Interior, Homestead Files, File 12 15019, Reel 827. 
154 Letter, N.O. Cote to Dominion Land Agent, Battleford, February 16, 19 18. NAC, RG 10, Volume 
7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
quarters of 20 and 2 1-52-1 1 were inadvertently excluded, from the reservation of lands but were 
still available at this point.'55 
In addition, the Department of the Interior continued to exclude the South West quarter of 
21-52-1 1. This quarter section in particular, was the subject of a number of communications 
between the DIA and the Department of the Interior due to the location of Indian houses on it.'56 
McLean wrote to the Department of the Interior, informing them that an error had been 
committed in granting this homestead: 
You state that the S.W. 114 of Sec. 21, Tp. 52, R.11, W.3.M., cannot be included in the 
reserve as it is already under homestead entry. . . We have been informed there have been 
for many years some Indian houses on this quarter section. If this is the case it would 
appear that your Lands Agent, was not fully informed of this fact and consequently made 
the homestead entry in error.I5' 
Four weeks later, McLean wrote again on April 13th asking, "what action has been taken 
towards protecting the Indian improvements on this quarter section."'58 
On the same day, McLean received a reply that informed him that the North East quarter of 
30-52-1 1 became unavailable as it was homesteaded on July 3, 1914, again, well before the 
decision had been made to reduce the ~eserve."~ In February, 191 8, in spite of the continued 
efforts of the DIA to keep the North East quarter of 20-52-1 1 in the Reserve selection, the effort 
was lost when the Department of the Interior informed the DL4 that a homestead had been 
issued on June 23, 19 15 for that parcel.'60 
However, the South West quarter of 21-52-1 1 was also under homestead entry, later 
determined by the Lands Patent Branch to be the homestead of an enlisted soldier.16' Inspector 
Crombie was once again called upon to investigate the situation; his lengthy report refers to the 
letters of instruction he received from the ~ L 4 . l ~ ~  Crombie was to consult with the Indians at 
'55 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, January 15, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'56 Letters, McLean to N.O. Cote, January 29, 1917, March 8, 1917 and April 13, 1917. NAC, RG10, 
Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
157 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, March 8, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Is* Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, April 13, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'59 Idylwild Women's Institute, Pioneers and Followers of Idylwild and Witchekan Districts (North 
Battleford, Sk.: Turner-Warwick Printers Ltd., 1983), 62. Although the North East quarter was patented 
in 1922, it was homesteaded in 19 14, according to a map at the end of this book. The Township Register 
in the records of the SAB (Regina) listed a date of homestead entry as July 3, 19 14. 
'60 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, February 18, 1918. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
16' Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, April 11, 1917. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. Time 
spent on actual service as a soldier was counted as residence on a homestead. Thus the soldier's entry 
was protected until his return. 
'62 Report, Crombie to Mckan,  April 14, 19 17. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Witchekan Lake about which land was to be set aside for a Reserve and to look into a complaint 
fi-om the Indians about Settler encroachment on lands already selected for the ~ e s e r v e . ' ~ ~  
Crombie's report contained a memo of the remarks made by Chief Kawkaykeesick (Long 
Pipe) of the Witchekan Lake Band. The Chief spoke of wanting a Reserve when Settlers first 
moved into the area. He talked of the value of the Reserve land and its exploitation by Settlers 
with no gain for the Band. The Chief stated that with the receipt of the Reserve, he still did not 
want treaty but wanted to hunt at will. In addition, he protested against the pass system but 
stated the Band had stayed close to the Reserve out of fear of being forced to fight in World 
War He concluded by saying that there were twenty people at Witchekan Lake and the rest 
of the Band was at Pelican Lake. According to Inspector Crombie, the Witchekan Lake Band 
spent a good deal of time fishing at Pelican Lake.'65 
There is also the issue of confusion around the Band's population at the time of the ORS in 
1913. Crombie noted that the Chief reported to Agent Milligan that his Band was about 80 
people;166 but Crombie was told there were about 65 people "when the first survey was made 
around Witchekan ~ a k e . " ' ~ ~  There are at least three possible explanations for the discrepancy 
in population; first of all, Milligan reported, "Kawkaykweeick is of the opinion that there are 
about 80  inhabitant^."'^^ It is not clear here if the Chief was giving just the population of his 
Band or stating the number of Indians living at Witchekan Lake. We know fi-om previous 
correspondence that other Indians, possibly the Sunchild Band, were in the area in 1913 and 
possibly, in 1916. '~~ 
The second possibility is that the Chief may have been referring to the actual number of 
people present at Witchekan Lake at the time of the ORS, not the actual number of Band 
members or even all of the people who lived at Witchekan Lake; recall that when Steele arrived 
at Witchekan Lake, he had to wait a couple of days as the Indians had been away to a dance at 
Pelican Lake. The third explanation could be that the Chief was referring, not to the ORS, but 
to the first Dominion Lands Survey of Townships 51 and 52, Range 11, W-3-M which took 
'63 Ibid, 1. 
Ibid, 2. 
'" Ibid, 3. 
16' Letter, Milligan to McLean, October 23, 1916. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'67 Report, p.3, Crombie to McLean, April 14, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Letter, Milligan to McLean, October 23, 19 16. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1. 
'69 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, November 18, 1913. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
This letter mentions the possible presence of other Indians in the Witchekan Lake area while Crombie's 
report of October 29, 19 15 lists a temporary Reserve selection,adjoining the Witchekan Lake Reserve,for 
the Sunchild Band. 
place somewhere between 19 10 and 19 1 1 .I7' Each possibility would yield a different number of 
people. It is not clear if the numbers being expressed are Band members or residents at 
Witchekan Lake at the time. 
The greatest confusion for the DL4 centered around the actual population of Witchekan 
Lake; as late as 191 7, the DIA was unable to say confidently how many people belonged to the 
Witchekan Lake  and.'^' The confusion was largely due to the fact that members of the 
Witchekan Lake Band migrated to and from Jackfish Lake and Pelican Lake to fish and gather 
for  celebration^.'^^ Crombie recommended, in his report of April 4, 1917, that no additional 
lands be selected at Witchekan Lake, except for the NE 20-52-1 1 "which should be included if 
possible as some of the Indians are reported to have dwellings on this quarter."'73 He suggested 
that a larger territory be selected for the Pelican Lake Reserve in order to accommodate any 
other stragglers claiming membership in the area. Then a portion of the Witchekan Lake 
Reserve could be surrendered for settlement if a census determined that the Witchekan Lake 
numbers and those of the stragglers showed that "they had been too liberally provided for."174 
In other words, Crombie was suggesting a way around the dilemma that had arisen between the 
Witchekan Lake Reserve selection and the Settlers of the area, while at the same time settling 
the matter in favour of the Settlers. 
In July of the same year, E.R. Coldiron, a Witchekan Lake Settler wrote to the DIA 
complaining that he could no longer let the Indians cut hay on his permits as the hay was getting 
thin and he had "trouble every fall with them (the Indians) about the hay."175 McLean provided 
to Coldiron a list of the lands "reserved for Indian purpose . . . [which did not include his 
homestead] but may include some of the lands on which you have been accustomed to cut hay, 
if so, kindly advise me."'76 It is evident from this communication that the Band still regarded 
the land as theirs; their position was that they were allowing Coldiron to cut and use the hay 
SAB, R183.1 Individual Surveyors, E.W. Hubbell (191 l), File 240. This survey was referred to in 
a letter from the Surveyor General to E.W. Hubbell, Inspector of Surveys, Prince Albert, dated June 10, 
1911. 
17' There are four documents that indicate various numbers for the Band's population. Refer to Letter, 
Steele to McLean, November 8, 19 13; Report, W.J. Chisholm, Inspector, DIA, Prince Albert to McLean, 
October 30, 1914; Letter, Chisholm to McLean, July 8,1915 and Report, Crombie to McLean, April 14, 
1917. All in NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'72 Letter. Steele to McLean, November 8, 19 13 and Report, Crombie to McLean, April 14, 19 17. Both 
in NAC, RGI 0, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
'73 Report, p.4, Crombie to McLean, April 14, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'" Ibid. 
'75 Letter, Coldiron to the DIA, July 2 1, 19 17. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. It is 
apparent from the letter that the Indians thought they were allowing Coldiron and others to cut on their 
land. They obviously expected payment for the hay that was cut and used. 
'76 Letter, McLean to Coldiron, August 4, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
from it. It is also evident that they expected payment for the hay that he took or used. 
In reply to Coldiron's letter of August 4, 1918 McLean replied that the homestead on NE 
20-52-1 1 would not be included in the ~ e s e r v e . ' ~ ~  However, homesteader Raoul Lavigne, by 
this point, had not been fulfilling his homestead requirements on NE 20-52-1 land knew that his 
entry would be cancelled. It is not known if the Band protested this entry but an oral interview 
with an elder in 1975 tells of Lavigne putting up hay on the Reserve and wintering cattle over 
two winters, undisturbed, without making payment to the  and.'^^ 
The lines of communication and concern for the best interests of the Band failed when 
Lavigne abandoned his homestead on N E  20-52-1 1 on December 2, 191 8. The Battlefords 
Land Branch cancelled Lavigne's entry on January 7, 1919; another entry was received at 
Battleford on the land on January 13, 1919. '~~ Both the DIA and the Department of the Interior 
continued to include this land in the Order in Council drafts until January 16, 1919 when 
Controller Cote noted that it could not be included because it was a homestead.'80 The 
Department of the Interior in Ottawa did not officially cancel Lavigne's entry until January 22, 
19 19. Since there were no improvements declared at the second entry, it would not have caused 
undue hardship to relocate the entrant and allow this land back into the Reserve. 
In November, 1918, Chief Kawkaykeesick of Witchekan Lake died in the influenza 
epidemic that severely depopulated his w and.'" Evidence of the effects of this depopulation lie 
in a 1946 census of the Band that are discussed at greater length in Chapter ~ i v e . " ~  This 
sudden depopulation left the Band vulnerable to the strategies being used to alienate as much of 
their land base as possible. The sale and lease of the vast haylands around Witchekan Lake and 
within the ORS would have contributed to the Band's recovery. The Band recognized this 
opportunity and on numerous occasions, asked to be allowed to cut and sell hay for their 
livelihood. Their requests went unacknowledged or were denied by the DIA. 
The Minister of the Interior submitted an Order-in-Council for the creation of Witchekan 
Lake Reserve #117, on September 30, 19 18.ls3 An accompanying map showed a Reserve area 
17' Letter, McLean to Coldiron, February 22, 19 18. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Respondent #16. Interview with Harry Nicotine, December 4,1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
This elder was still alive at the time of research in 1995-97. 
179 SAB, AG. 11, Department of Agriculture, Volume I, File 2696842. 
Letter, Cote to McLean, January 16, 19 19. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
"I Respondant # 12. Interview with Hany Nicotine, November 20, 1975. Respondent # 12. 
Interview with Harry Nicotine, June 1 1, 1976. Respondent # 1 1. Interview with Harry Nicotine, 
November 24, 1975. All in Witchekan Lake Band Files. Another source that speaks of the toll on the 
Band is Idylwild Women's Institute, Pioneers and Followers of ldvlwild and Witchekan Districts (North 
Battleford, Sk.: Turner-Warwick Printers Ltd.), 227. 
182 Duck Lake Agency, Census Report, 1949. NAC, RG 10, Volume 1 1562, File 63c, Part 15. 
Order-in-Council. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27107- 1 1. 
of 4086 acres.Is4 McLean wrote to Cote in November, 1918, noting various errors and 
omissions in the Order-in-Council; of importance was the boundary of the Reserve lying next to 
the west shore of Witchekan Lake itself.'85 Cote, after communicating with the Surveyor 
~ e n e r a l , " ~  responded to McLean in January, 1919 stating the need to amend the Order-in- 
Council. with reference to the bank of the lake so as to avoid ambiguity of the Reserve 
boundarie~. '~~ As well, the North East 20-52-1 1 and North East 30-52-1 1 were wi thd ra~n . . ' ~~  
Within days, McLean notified Cote of amendments to the Order-in-Council that limited the 
Reserve so that the land that became exposed, by the drying up of the lake, could not be claimed 
by the  and."^ Cote replied with suggested amendments, enclosing a map to illustrate a 
Reserve of 4237 acres. In addition, he stated, "If at a later date the water of this lake further 
receded the question of extending the reserve to meet the situation will then be con~idered."'~~ 
Cote replied that the Order-in-Council had been amended to include the South East 20-52-1 1 .I9' 
After a few months of debate over wording and shore boundaries, the order-in-~ouncil '~~ to 
c o n f m  the Witchekan Lake Indian Reserve #117, at just over 4000 acres, was passed on April 
9, 1919. '~~ 
SUMMARY 
Archival documents show that the Department of the Interior treated the Witchekan Lake 
Band as part of the Saulteaux Band in the Battlefords District, for the period of 1906 to 1918. 
There is considerable confusion on the part of the Department of the Interior as to the identity 
and composition of the Witchekan Lake Band. There appears to be more concern with the 
location of the Reserve selection rather than the Band for whom the lands were being chosen. 
However, the DIA did not appear as confused about the existence and identity of the 
Witchekan Lake Band, creating a separate file and unique identification number for the 
Witchekan Lake Band, as it did for the Pelican Lake and Jackfish Lake Bands. The D M  also 
Is4 Map, undated. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
Is' Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, November 23, 1918. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Letter, Deville to N.O. Cote, December 26, 1918. SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, 
Homestead Files, File 12 150 19, Reel 827. 
Is' Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, January 16, 19 19. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
Ig8 Ibid. 
Is9 Letter, McLean to N.O. Cote, January 20, 19 19. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
190 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, February 5, 1919. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. No 
map was found with this letter. 
19' Letter,N.O. Cote to McLean, February 28, 1919. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
19' Order-in-Council, Privy Council #790. Office of the Treaty Commissioner, Saskatoon, Sk. (1995) 
'93 Letter, McLean to Crornbie, April 25, 19 19. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. Figure 
knew that the origins of the Witchekan Lake Band were Saulteaux and that they, along with the 
Jackfish Lake and Pelican Lake Bands, comprised the factions of the Saulteaux Indians in the 
Battleford District. In 1915, it was proposed by a DIA Inspector that the Bands of Saulteaux at 
Jackfish Lake and Witchekan Lake be amalgamated with the Sunchild Band and have two 
Reserves amongst them, to be held in common. This amalgamation proposal does not appear to 
have involved any of the Bands' consent or consultation. The proposal was not acted upon and 
the Reserve selection for the Sunchild Band was withdrawn. 
The DIA was well aware that the Witchekan Lake Band had not signed treaty when the 
DL4 and the Department of the Interior decided to grant the Band a Reserve in 1912 as per the 
request of Chief Kawkaykeesick at Witchekan Lake. The land allocation for the Reserve was 
based on Treaty Six that allowed 128 acres per Band member with the anticipated adhesion by 
the Witchekan Lake Band to Treaty Six. Chief Kawkaykeesick's request for a larger allocation 
of one square mile per Band member was denied. Thus, the DIA treated the Witchekan Lake 
Band as though they had signed or adhered to Treaty Six even though Chief Kawkaykeesick 
explicitly rejected treaty payments and adhesion to Treaty Six. 
One of the finer points in discussing the issue of Reserve creation is that it is the act of 
signing or adhering to Treaty Six that creates the legal right of a Band to a Reserve. In addition, 
it is Treaty Six that set out selection conditions for Reserves at Jackfish Lake and Witchekan 
Lake. Although Treaty Six does not explicitly state the moment a Reserve is officially created 
as a legal entity, the treaty sets out the process of first, signing the treaty and second, the taking 
of a census of the Band's membership. Finally, the selection of a Reserve is made by an 
appointed government surveyor, in consultation with the Band. Neither the DLA policies nor 
the Indian Act specify the process for either treaty-making or Reserve creation. Therefore these 
two processes, treaty-making and Reserve creation, are deemed to be outside of the Indian Act 
and the policies of the DIA. However, the administration of treaties and Reserves are clearly 
within the mandate of the DIA and guided by the Indian Act. 
Perhaps as a matter of policy, Bands outside of treaty by the early 1900s were regarded as 
unfinished business that the Canadian state left to the policies and bureaucracy of the DIA. 
Bands that were residing in established homesteaded areas would be left with few alternatives. 
However, such was not the case for the Witchekan Lake Band. The Band was known by the 
DIA to have resided in the Witchekan Lake area that was not surveyed and subdivided until 
early in 1913. Complicating the events around the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve is 
the existence of the DL4 within the Department of the Interior, the latter being less than 
4.1 shows changes to the Witchekan Lake Reserve boundaries between October, 19 13 to April, 19 19. 
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concerned with satisfying the best interests of the Band over its zeal to safeguard lands for 
homesteaders at ten dollars an entry. 
Another issue that arises from this chain of events is the right of the Canadian govemment 
to send surveyors to the Witchekan Lake area before either reaching a formal agreement with 
the Witchekan Lake Band or satisfying the Band's existing Aboriginal title to the lands in the 
area. The Royal Proclamation 1763 clearly states that the Crown retained the exclusive right to 
enter into agreements with Aboriginal peoples in order to obtain lands for colonization. 
Homesteading should not have been permitted in the Witchekan Lake area until the Crown had 
entered into an agreement with the Band or at the very least, until the Reserve had been selected 
and officially recognized. 
The Canadian state can hardly plead ignorance in this case as the disposition of Indian 
lands for Reserves and homesteading were contained within one department. The Canadian 
state is left with manufacturing an explanation for its intentions through the granting of a 
Reserve to the Witchekan Lake Band and then failing to recognize the existence of the size of 
the Reserve laid out by its own officials. It is reasonable to argue that in deciding to grant the 
Reserve to a Band outside of treaty, the Canadian state recognized the existing land rights of the 
Witchekan Lake Band to the lands in the area - consistent with the Crown's intent regarding the 
Royal Proclamation. 
It would also be reasonable to assume that the Witchekan Lake Band regarded this Reserve 
as their sovereign territory, fkee from control and administration by the Canadian state. The 
lands of the ORS possessed abundant haylands of value to local Settlers; the Band felt the gains 
made from the lease or sale of the hay would be for their management and benefit, not the 
Canadian state. It is evident that even with the administration of hay dues for the Band in 1921 
and 1922, the Band was not pleased with this administration, regarding it as interference in their 
affairs. In addition, it is apparent that hay dues are owed to Witchekan Lake First Nation for the 
hay that was removed by Settlers on these reduced Reserve of seven sections; at no point in 
time, since the 19 13 ORS, did the Witchekan Lake Band ever appear to be dispossessed of these 
seven sections of land. 
The actual ORS is somewhat controversial and further contributes to confusion and 
conflict. The decision of the surveyor to reduce the size of the selection from the amount set 
out by the DM Surveys Branch was based on the actual numbers of Band members who were 
resident at Witchekan Lake at the time of the survey, not Band membership. It is clear that the 
Witchekan Lake Band was aware that the ORS was done on their behalf and they also clearly 
understood where the boundaries of that selection lay. 
Mere weeks after the completion of the Witchekan Lake survey, protest was raised by 
politicians, Department of the Interior officials and well-organized Settlers from the Witchekan 
Lake area. The loss of the Band's file within the Department of the Interior in December, 1916 
contributed to the process of alienation of lands within theORS. This event occurred at a time 
when the DIA renewed its efforts to determine the membership of the Witchekan Lake Band 
and proposed an increase in Reserve lands from the reduced Reserve size, if Band membership 
warranted such action. 
Conflict between the Witchekan Lake Band and area Settlers continued to build as the 
ORS became further reduced by quarter sections. One quarter section contained seasonal 
homes for the Band but was lost despite inquiries and protests by the Band as well as efforts by 
DIA to have the Department of the Interior withdraw the land parcel fi-om homestead entry. In 
the end, the Witchekan Lake Band became displaced fi-om a seasonal base important to their 
survival. 
The DL4 appeared unable to successfully establish the actual population of the Witchekan 
Lake Band before and at the time of the 1913 ORS as well as during the years leading up to 
1917. In fact, throughout the entire time period that the Witchekan Lake Reserve was being 
created, the DIA was unable to say confidently how many people belonged to the Witchekan 
Lake Band. The migration patterns of Band members between Pelican Lake, Jackfish Lake and 
Witchekan Lake contributed to the confusion over population numbers as did the factionalized 
positions of Band members at each of these locations. After theORS, fear of conscription 
during World War One and a desire to retain Band autonomy made Band members reluctant to 
provide names of Band members for DL4 census requests. 
The 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic severely depopulated the Band and left the lands of the 
ORSmore vulnerable to processes of alienation. Political pressure on the highest levels of the 
DIA bureaucracy and continued concern with the land interests of Settlers over those of the 
Witchekan Lake Band led to nearly a seven-year delay in the formal creation of the Reserve 
from the date of its original survey. During the delay period, the Reserve was reduced to a mere 
seven sections fi-om the original thirty-two sections. 
A deeper irony to the situation is that while the Witchekan Lake Band was never entirely 
dispossessed of all of the lands in the ORS, there is a total absence of consultation with the 
Band as to which seven sections they desired. Neither was the Jackfish Lake Band ever 
informed of the decision to award the Reserve at Witchekan Lake to another Band. As both the 
Jackfish Lake Band and the Witchekan Lake Band were still outside of treaty at this time, the 
absence of Band consultations calls into question the legitimacy of the creation of the Reserve. 
Each Band, including the Sunchild Band, was recognized as a separate Band but: the creation of 
the Witchekan Lake Reserve appears to have been created to satisfy land entitlements for the 
Saulteaux Tribe in the Battlefords District. Treaty Six does not set up provisions of Reserves 
for Tribes but does sospecifically for Bands. 
Changes made to the Witchekan Lake Reserve size and boundaries after the ORS, without 
consultation with the Witchekan Lake Band, also violated any agreement that the DIA may 
have been perceived to have reached with the Witchekan Lake Band on the size of the Reserve. 
The loss of land for the Band was significant. Band members were confined to a Reserve too 
small to allow for self-sufficiency and denied access to the greatest share of benefits from the 
vast haylands. Proceeds from the sale or lease of the haylands would have helped them to 
remain self-sufficient. Treaty benefits were not available as the Band had not signed treaty; in 
order to meet basic needs of survival, Band members were readily recruited to participate in the 
local wage labour market as poorly paid, seasonal labour. In turn, their marginalized 
participation in wage labour led to changes in land use and occupancy for Witchekan Lake 
Band members. 
The forms of land use and occupancy of the lands within the Witchekan Lake area before 
and after the arrival of Settlers are the subject of the next chapter. The Witchekan Lake Band 
had an established land use and occupancy when early Settlers and later, representatives of the 
Canadian state arrived in the area. Some attempt was made to follow previous state policies of 
providing Reserves to Indian peoples in homestead areas. However, clearly established 
understandings between early ranchers who grazed the haylands within the Band's traditional 
lands were disregarded as both the Canadian state and Settlers, particularly later ranchers, cast a 
greedy eye about the vast haylands around Witchekan Lake. 
CHAPTER FIVE: WITCHEKAN LAKE AREA LAND USE AND OCCUPANCY 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the results of a study of the land use and occupancy in the Witchekan 
Lake area in north central Saskatchewan; research was undertaken with Witchekan Lake First 
Nation and with the surrounding Settler community. The time period covered is somewhat different 
for both groups with earliest recorded presence of Witchekan Lake First Nation being around the 
late 1800s and the Settlers community, the early 1900s. The study is more specifically concerned 
with events fiom 19 12 to 1930, beginning with the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve due to 
the encroachment of the Settler community and during the homesteading era before Saskatchewan 
received control of its land and resources with the passing of the Natural Resources Transfer 
Agreement (hereinafter NRTA) in 1 930. 
Witchekan Lake, as a geographical feature, was and is an important place for both the 
Witchekan Lake Band and the Settler community. Before the arrival of Settlers in the area, the lake 
served as a seasonal base for the Band; field diaries of various surveyors demonstrate that the lake 
served as a residential base in the summer and winter' - a place to camp and to gather, socially and 
culturally.2 The natural resources located in and around the lake sustained the Witchekan Lake 
Band for decades and continue to be of significance at present as shown in two maps, compiled 
through a series of interviews and map biographies as shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 
The lake and its abundant natural resources were and continue to be important to the survival 
of the Settler community. The soil yielded even more value, luring European, American and 
I SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diaries, File 1 1705, E.W. Hubbell (March 21, 1910 to January 2 1, 191 1); 
File 123 17, E.W. Hubbell (April 17 to December 30, 191 1); File 13068, R.C. Laurie (May 22 to October 
27, 19 1 1) and File 14352, R.C. Laurie (May 5,19 13 to January 19, 1914). 
SAB, E. 19.45. Canada. DIAND, Carlton Agency. This file contains photographs and text around 
the Sundance Lodge and the pile of offered gifts on the Witchekan Lake Reserve; dated March 25, 1910. 
Canadian Settlers who dreamed of owning 160 acres or more and cultivating crops.3 Early 
ranchers looked to the abundant haylands to supplement their enterprise. Settlers followed and 
continued to utilize the hay for their mixed farming operations; wild game, fish, plants, berries and 
timber contributed signiticantly to Settler surviva~.~ Settler use and occupation of lands formerly 
selected as Indian Reserve lands are shown in Figures 5.8 to 5.15. 
5.1 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE WITCHEKAN LAKE AREA 
Witchekan Lake, located in Townships 5 1 and 52, Range 11, W3M is quite large with an 
irregular shape. The lake's wide south end takes up approximately eighteen sections of Township 
5 1 and the northern half of the lake occupies about six sections of Township 52 (See Figure 1.2). 
Most of the soil in the Witchekan Lake area varies h m  moderate to severely limited in terms of 
agricultural capability.' Combined with an assortment of stony materials, some areas have excess 
water and others have problems with salinity, poor moisture retention and limited gr~wthpotential.6 
However, there are pockets of soils in the area that have good to excellent agricultural 
potential. A topographical study in 1926 by G.J. Lonergan placed farms on the west side of 
Township 5 1, Range 10 and those in Township 52, Range 12 as some of the best farmland in the 
area. Lonergan rated other lands in the region relative to these lands.7 A soil survey of the 
Witchekan Lake Reserve, carried out in 1969 by the Agriculture Rehabilitation and Development 
Act (ARDA), estimated that the Reserve had a land base of approximately 3,250 acres. The survey 
showed that eighty per cent of the Reserve was "well suited to the production of annual grain 
crops."8 The rest of the Reserve land, located along the west shore of the lake, was described as 
better suited to pasture as this area was saline and too wet to cultivate. 
D. P. Fitzgerald, "Pioneer Settlement in Northern Saskatchewan, Parts I and 11" (Ph.D. Diss., 
University of Minnesota, 1966), 1 73- 1 75. 
Ibid, 112 and 802-805. Refer also to Tapestry of Time. 
* Agricultural activity includes cultivation of soil, growing and harvesting cereal crops and hay and 
may include raising livestock. Ranching is a separate activity that involves harvesting hat, grazing 
livestock on native grass and forage; cereal supplement is not grown by the rancher but is purchased. 
Canada, Canada Land Inventory (Ottawa: Agricultural and Rural Development Act [ARDA], 1966), 
Map 73G, Shellbrook. 
7 G.J. Lonergan, Dominion Land Surveyor, Department of the Interior. "Land Classification Report 
on Saskatchewan, 1927." SAB, Rl83.1, Individual Surveyor, File 283, G.J. Lonergan (1926-27). This 
topographical survey by the Department of the Interior was undertaken to examine the feasibility of 
opening up some lands in various Forest Reserves for settlement. The result of Lonergan's study was that 
some of the boundaries of the Big River Forest Reserve were moved further north and some sections were 
opened for settlement. 
H.B. Stonehouse and J.L. Henry, "Soil Survey of the Witchekan Lake Indian Reserve No. 117 
(Saskatoon District)", ARDA, Publication S 166 (Saskatoon, Sk.: University of Saskatchewan, 
Department of Soil Science, Saskatchewan Institute of Pedagogy, 1969), 7. 
The shorelines and the shape of the lake have fluctuated since 19 13 and the lake appeared, at 
one point, to be going dry. At the time of the1 9 13 ORS, the shape of the lake was the same as 
illustrated and it is much the same shape presently. One Settler recalled that in 1922, Witchekan 
Lake was good for swimming and fishing. However, by the late 1930s, there were no fish and the 
lake reached its shallowest point in 1 947.9 The fluctuating lake size is a mystery to local residents 
but the heavy rains in the 1940s and 1950s may have contributed to its recovery.1° One reason for 
the shrinking of the water body may have been the rapid pace of settlement activity.'' The overall 
effect of the water loss was an increase of swampy land and hay around the lake.'* 
Winter climate has varied over time in the Witchekan Lake area with mild winters occurring 
before World War I and again in the mid 1950s. Outside of these time periods, winters were 
usually cold, more so than any other areas in the region.'' Heavy snows hampered the bush work 
season that Settlers relied on for winter income to support their homesteading habits.14 On the 
other hand, cold winters with less snowfall assisted in the clearing of land as well as other brush 
work. Summer climate has fluctuated over time and influenced settlement.15 Summers tended to 
be cool with high precipitation levels from May to August, putting crops at risk for water damage. 
Rainfall occurs mainly in June and July, averaging thirteen to fourteen inches, annually.16 
Fitzgerald also makes note of the presence of mosquitoes and horseflies due to the ideal habitat 
provided by plentiful slow-moving water bodies. These insects are believed to have been partly 
responsible for the death of a number of horses in the 1920s and 1930s.17 A heavier pattern of 
rainfall at the end of the summer allows for moisture retention; overall, the Witchekan Lake area is 
not usually plagued by drought.I8 This tendency proved to be an advantage in encouraging 
settlement as the area experienced rapid growth before 1930; the rate of settlement in the area 
remained stable until 1959. l9  A final climatic limitation in the area, and perhaps the most crucial to 
Tapestry of Time ,852. 
'O Fitzgerald, 63. Fitzgerald's research shows an abnormally high precipitation level for these decades 
in the Witchekan Lake area. 
I '  Ibid, 59. Fitzgerald noted that settlement seems to deplete surface water. He also noted that 
settlement in the Witchekan Lake area occurred at a relatively rapid rate when compared to other northern 
areas, 363. 
12 See Figures 3.1 and 5.7 for changes to lake boundaries and an increase in haying area, particularly at 
the north end of the lake and along its west shore on the Reserve. These areas are presently under water. 
l3 Fitzgerald, 46-50. 
l4 Ibid, 67. 
I S  Ibid, 62. 
l6 Ibid, 56. 
l7  Ibid, 106. 
l8 Ibid, 58. 
l9 See Figures 5.6 to 5.13 which show much of the land homesteaded in 1919 receiving patents during 
the next three decades. Fitzgerald, 303,3 13 and 324 shows the Witchekan Lake area to be one of an 
advancing frontier during 192 1 to 193 1, stable between 193 1 and 194 1 and no evidence of relief schemes 
agriculture, is that of frost. Frost was a constant concern to Settlers as the number of frost-free days 
in the Witchekan Lake area are estimated to be between sixty and s i ~ t ~ - s e v e n . ~ ~  Frost may occur as 
late as mid-June or as early as mid-July; the estimated frost-free period is mid-June to mid- 
~ u ~ u s t . ~ '  Frost affected the quality and quantity of grain crops, translating into less cash income 
for Settlers. 
The geography of the area provided timber resources, water, hay and grasses as well as bemes, 
plants, fish, upland game birds, fiu-bearing and large animals for food and cash. Fitzgerald noted 
that these animal resources were plentiful until settlement became established. By the 1930s and 
1940s, fur-bearing animals were endangered in the area because of overharvesting, disease and a 
lowered ~atertable.2~ Settlement during the 1930s was aided by long, dry spells that assisted land 
clearing and the presence of light brush cover on the land due to previous forest f ~ e s . 2 ~  The 
railroad arrived in the Spiritwood area in 1929 and facilitated the movement of Settlers into the 
Witchekan Lake area as we11.2~ 
5.2 SURVEY ACTIVITY IN THE WITCHEKAN LAKE AREA 
The earliest survey activity in this area is noted in surveyors' diaries in 1886 when one of the 
many trails around Witchekan Lake was laid out.25 The township boundaries and subdivision of 
Townships 51 and 52, Range 11, W3M tookplace during 1909 1910,191 1,1913 and 1 9 1 4 . ~ ~ ~ 0 r e  
specifically, Townships 51 and 52, Range 11 were surveyed by 191 There are no textual 
references to the hiring of Indian helpers as part of the survey crews in any of the surveyor's files. 
However, a close examination of an interview with a Witchekan Lake elder indicates that he 
worked for "more than ten days, perhaps even closer to a month"28 off and on, with a survey party 
which he believed was surveying the Reserve. The elder stated: 
Surveying is very slow work and there were some days we did not work. . .the surveyors 
insisted that some member of the Band accompany them as they worked. Also the old people 
in 1933 to 1934. 
20 Fitzgerald, 54. 
21 Ibid, 52. 
22 Ibid, 101-103. 
23 Ibid, 363. 
24 Tapestry of Time, 168-169. 
25 SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diary, File 4395, R.C. Laurie (June 26 to November 12, 1886). 
26 SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diaries, Files 1 1705, 123 17, 13068, and 14352. 
27 Letter, Surveyor General, Ottawa to E.W. Hubbell, Inspector of Surveys, Prince Albert, June 10, 
191 1. SAB, R183.1, Individual Surveyor, File 240, E.W. Hubbell. This document refers to the contracts 
that were awarded for the survey year of 19 1 1. 
28 Respondent #12. Interview with Harry Nicotine, June 1 1, 1976. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
of the Band asked me to be there all the time they were surveying so I would know exactly 
where the reserve lines were.29 
Two other elders confirmed that this elder worked on the survey for the Witchekan Lake ~eserve.~' 
There is little doubt that this particular elder worked on the ORS as on June 8, 1976, this elder was 
able to locate all of the markers for the ORS, except for one, located near a gravel pit excavated in 
the 1950s and used to build the highway.31 
However, from the description of the work this elder did, the length of time he worked and the 
pattern of the work is more consistent with the subdivision of a township. It is possible that the 
elder worked on the ORS set out by Steele &om the DIA in October, 1913 and with the survey party 
of R.C. Laurie, a Dominion Land Surveyor from Battleford, who worked on the subdivision of 
Townships 5 1 and 5 1, Range 1 1 in 1 9 1 1 and again in 19 13 to 19 1 4 . ~ ~  The elder may have been 
confused as to what particular survey activity resulted in the ORS. The presence of two survey 
parties in the area at the same time may have caused some confusion. 
Surveyor Steele was employed by the DIA Surveys Branch and Surveyor Laurie by the 
Dominion Land Surveys Branch of the Department of the Interior. Steele would only have needed 
to know the boundary between the two townships as all of Township 5 1, Range 1 1 was included in 
the Reserve survey except for NE 18-5 1-1 1. According to Steele, this quarter section was 
registered as a homestead in the Battlefords Dominion Land Office. As the subdivision of 
Township 52, Range 11 was already completed, Steele could easily finish marking the Reserve 
boundaries. The reason for the elder's confusion may have been due to the fact that the subdivision 
of Township 5 1, Range 1 1 was not completed until 19 13 and may have continued on into early 
19 14:~ while the ORS was completed over two to three days time in mid-October, 19 13. 
Surveyor Laurie indicated in his diary that Townships 5 1 and 52 were subdivided in 19 1 1 .34 
Laurie subdivided Township 52, Range 1 1 in 19 1 1 and returned in May and June, 19 13 to continue 
*' Ibid. 
30 Respondent #I 1. Interview with Hany Nicotine, November 24, 1975 and Respondent #13. 
Interview with Hany Nicotine, November 24, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
31 Memo, Allan Campbell, FSI to Lew Lockhart, FSI, Claims Development Coordinator, June 10, 
1976. File RE74D, FSIN Files, Regina. Several people from Witchekan Lake First Nation recalled this 
event in 1976 in the course of interviews and conversations held between 1995 and 1998. The elder led a 
group of people from the Witchekan Lake Band, the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations (FSIN) 
and other officials to each one of the steel markers for the Reserve boundaries as laid out in Steele's 
survey in 19 13. At each marker, the elder told a story, in Cree about the placing of the marker. The 
event was videotaped but the tape could not be located. At the time of the video, the elder was 
approximately 86 years old. 
32 SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diary, R.C. Laurie (May 15, 1913 to January 19, 1914), File 14352. 
33 Ibid. 
33 R183.1, Individual Surveyor, R. C. Laurie (19 10 to 1916), File 263. 
34 SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diary, R.C. Laurie (May 22 to )ctober 27, 191 l), File 13068. 
the subdivision of Township 5 1, Range 1 1. Laurie and his survey crew left the Witchekan Lake 
area for Battleford on June 22, 19 13, returning November 22 to work on the same subdivision, until 
January 8, 1914.'~ The activities described in Surveyor Laurie's 1913 diary are consistent with 
subdivision in which lines were traversed across the lake and some at one-mile intervals. Surveyor 
Steele reported that he finished the survey of the Witchekan Lake Reserve on October 18,19 13, on 
lines already run in the subdivision, completing the survey in a mere two and one-half days.36 
Surveyor Steele was not concerned with a subdivision survey of the Reserve lands as only the 
outer boundaries were required. Thus, it seems strange that a subdivision would be carried out on 
Township 5 1, Range 1 1 after it had been reserved for the Witchekan Lake Band. The occurrence of 
such a puzzling event is likely due to one of two things; either there was a lack of communication 
between the DL4 and the Department of the Interior as to the timing of each of their surveys or 
Laurie, having received his contract, was bent on fulfilling its terms. Laurie's contract was issued 
in the spring before the DL4 and the Department of the Interior settled the location of the 
Witchekan Lake ~ e s e r v e . ~ ~  Recall that an error had been made on the part of the DIA in locating 
the required townships, followed by Deputy Minister Cory's concern around the withdrawal of 
these townships until the Reserve was selected. In the meantime, survey contracts were sent out 
and in the confusion, Laurie was not notified of the changes. The evasive action the Department of 
the Interior took towards the DL4 over the Reserve selection likely contributed to this event as well. 
It is also entirely possible that the Department of the Interior counted on the DIA selecting 
another location and never truly intended to honour the DIA's request. The late survey activity by 
Laurie leads to some confusion as to whether or not Township 51, Range 11 was actually 
completely surveyed by early 19 13 when the DL4 was notified that the township had been thrown 
open to homestead entry.38 The additional subdivision of this township is further confounded by 
the fact that Laurie had already indicated its subdivision in his 19 1 1 survey ~ i a r ~ . ~ ~  The elder who 
worked on the ORS does not mention the names of people he worked with or why the surveyors 
insisted on having a Band member with them, so it is difficult to say with certainty which survey 
the elder is refemng to, or if he is refemng to both survey activities. 
35 SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diary, File 143.52. See the entry for November 22, 1913 where Surveyor 
R.C. Laurie noted that the survey crew was camped in a barn southwest of Witchekan Lake. Steele's 
survey was completed by October 18th. (Letter, Steele to Scott, January 8, 1914. NAC, RGIO, Volume 
7767, File 27107- 1 1. 
36 Letter, Steele to Scott, January 8, 1914. NAC, RGIO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
37 Letter, Surveyor General, Ottawa to E.W. Hubbell, Survey Inspector, Prince Albert, June 10, 19 11. 
SAB, R183.1 Individual Surveyor, E.W. Hubbell (191 l), File 240. 
38 Letter, N.O. Cote to McLean, June 6, 1913. NAC, RGlO, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
39 SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diary, File 13068. 
The same elder discussed the circumstances that led to the actual survey he worked on: 
The people here did not ask to have a reserve surveyed here for them. They were asked if it 
would be alright with them to send surveyors here to survey a reserve for them. Some were 
agreeable others did not want a reserve surveyed . . . [the residents of Witchekan Lake] were 
living near the town [of Spiritwood] when they were approached by white people who 
suggested they have some land surveyed for a reserve on which to live. They were camped 
near the town when the surveyors arrived and they at once got to work surveying a reserve for 
us, but they paid no heed when the Indian leaders who were there with them suggested they go 
straight, they turned this way and that way. . .our reserves should have been larger had they 
surveyed the way the Indians wanted them to.40 
The elder's account is in conflict with the documented events around the Witchekan Lake Reserve 
survey in 19 13 as Chief Kawkaykeesick petitioned in 19 12 for a Reserve to be surveyed for the 
  and.^' Perhaps Laurie's 19 1 1 survey party asked the Indian peoples in the Witchekan Lake area if 
they wanted a Reserve and took this concern back to the Department of the Interior and eventually, 
the DIA. The presence of the 191 1 survey party could explain why a request for a Reserve at 
Witchekan Lake came fkom Chief Kawkaykeesick in October, 1912 in spite of the fact that a 
decision to survey a Reserve at Witchekan Lake had already been made by February, 1912. 
There are a number of possible explanations for these conflicting accounts around the ORS at 
Witchekan Lake. There is no archival evidence to support the possibility of more than one survey 
of the Witchekan Lake Reserve. There is also no evidence to support a survey of the selection of 
the additional eight sections recommended by Steele in November, 19 13. These sections were 
already occupied by Settlers who had been in the area for some time; since some quarter sections 
were already patented, a survey would not have been carried out on this recommended selection. 
Thus it is not likely that surveyors laid out a Reserve in 191 1, for the Saulteaux Band or in any 
official capacity. The disregard for the Indian leaders' instructions may be explained by the 
subdivision activities of the survey. Perhaps the surveyors only directed an inquiry to the Indian 
peoples about a future survey and did not plan to carry out a Reserve survey at this point in time. 
Finally, it is also possible that the elder who participated in the Reserve survey did not belong 
to the Saulteaux Band, but was a member of another Band in the area. Another elder described the 
events at the time of the Reserve survey. He stated: 
That man. . .who requested the reserve. . .When land was being settled and surveyed around 
this area he wanted his own land too, to be surveyed where we could all stay. He fmally got it 
surveyed, he had many children in his family, at that time people were by a bridge in a camp 
close by the river. It was very soon afterward that he collected list of names for his own Band, 
there were lots of people with a camp, when the surveyors arrived to do survey for him here 
40 Respondent #12. Interview with Harry Nicotine, June 11, 1976. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
4 1 Letter, Chief Kawkaykeesick to McKay, October 20, 19 12. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 
11. 
were people in different groups along with the elders. We were in one group. . .all the names 
of people were listed. . .My father's name also. . . that is how we got into this reserve because 
this was the first time we got the reserve.42 
Clearly, Saulteaux Chief Osawahpisk led a distinct Band but it is not clear if he listed all of the 
Indians at Witchekan Lake as part of his Band in the interests of obtaining a Reserve large enough 
for all of the people in the area. The Chief may have been reluctant to speak for other Bands 
present at the time, especially if they had their own leaders. 
Another elder described the events around the Reserve survey that took place when he was 
about twelve years old: 
Many old men got together. When the whitemen arrived they came this side of the river and 
made camp beside the bridge, then they invited the old men to a meeting. Both Saulteaux and 
Cree were invited. . .The meeting was for the surveying of a reservation for the Indian people. 
At this meeting the Indian people were told that a reserve would be surveyed for them. All the 
lake would be taken in . . . the people were many, both young and old.43 
According to this elder, Osawahpisk retired after the Reserve survey and his son Kawkaykeesick 
became Chief. Apparently some of the people at Witchekan Lake were unhappy when Osawahpisk 
retired and they leR the ~ e s e r v e . ~ ~  
There was considerable survey activity in the Witchekan Lake area and homesteading of the 
area was also awaited with great anticipation, possibly generating enough pressure to give the ORS 
second place to the subdivision survey. The ORS was completed and marked, likely before the 
complete subdivision of Township 5 1, Range 1 1. An incomplete subdivision should not have been 
a concern for either the DIA or the Department of the Interior in surveying the Witchekan Lake 
Reserve. The fact that the Department of the Interior contracted the subdivision of this Township in 
19 13, after the 19 12 decision to survey the Reserve, calls into question the sincerity of the intent to 
grant the Witchekan Lake Reserve. Subdivision of the Reserve at this time made it easier for future 
leasing or surrender of the Witchekan Lake Reserve. 
5.3 RESULTS OF THE STUDY WITH WITCHEKAN LAKE FIRST NATION 
Elders from Witchekan Lake First Nation indicated that the Reserve was not protected once it 
had been surveyed. The residual sentiments expressed by these elders and by some Band members 
at present is that the Reserve land was taken away without Band consent or consultation. An elder 
interviewed in the mid- 1970s stated that no one ever informed the Band about the reduction to the 
42 Respondent #1l. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 24, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
43 Respondent #13. Interview with Hany Nicotine, November 13, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
44 bid. 
size of the Reserve. He stated, "No one was ever informed about it, it was like it was open for 
whitemen to settle on it and take the land.'45 According to the same elder: 
[Olur reserve is much smaller. . .It is about four times smaller than it was before, four times 
less in size. . .It was the time after the war was over when the veterans returned the epidemic 
was on that people died off, They were war veterans who were taken up lands and making 
settlement, I believe it was a war veteran who settled on that land. . .because they were the 
ones, veterans who had taken land making settlement on the land all over.46 
There is some truth to this statement with regards to the land that was selected for the Sunchild 
Reserve as a number of land entries were soldier grants. However, research of the homestead 
records showed that for the ORS in 191 3, there were no quarter sections allocated as soldier grants 
after World War I. 
The Band recognized the economic potential within the ORS as, on numerous occasions, they 
asked to cut and sell the hay for their livelihood. The Band viewed itself as able to administer the 
haylands independently. Their requests went unacknowledged or were denied by the DIA in spite 
of the fact that the Band remained outside treaty and the status of their Reserve remained 
ambiguous until April, 1919. At the same time, Settlers hoped to make use of the hay while the 
Department of the Interior saw the hay as an exploitable resource in high demand.47 
5.3.1 Alienation and Depletion of the Witchekan Lake Haylands 
Competition for the resources in the Witchekan Lake area existed between the Witchekan Lake 
Band, the Settler community and the Canadian government, particularly the Department of the 
Interior. As events unfolded, two DIA inspectors decided that the fate of the Witchekan Lake Band 
would be to do without the abundant haylands and accept a reduced Reserve size of seven sections 
because "For all the use that will be made of this land by the Indians, there will be ample for their 
In 19 14, Inspector Chisholm's report to the DL4 described the condition of the f d a n d  on the 
lands within the Original Reserve Survey as well as the extent of the haylands. He stated: 
The land surrounding Witchekan Lake . . . consists of rich hayland to a distance of from half a 
mile to a mile back from the shore and almost entirely around the lake. The possible hay 
product of the lands for which reservation was asked for would amount to about 10,000 tons 
annually; and Kahkaykeesick stated that he counted upon that to make a living from, that is, by 
sale or leasing. For some miles back from this belt of hayland the soil is of the finest quality 
45 Respondent #I 1. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 24, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
46 Ibid. 
47 SAB (R), R190.6, Surveyor Diaries, Files 1 1705, 123 17, 13068 and 14352 and Report, Crombie to 
McLean, April 14, 1917. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
48 Ibid. 
for agriculture purposes, consisting of deep, rich loam, with an abundant accumulation of 
humus. it is well wooded in places with tall, straight poplar, of good size; but there is neither 
spruce nor jackpine in the vicinity.49 
Upon settling on a Reserve, the Witchekan Lake Band planned to retain self-sufficiency by leasing 
the haylands to area Settlers or harvesting the hay for sale to the Settlers. The Chief planned to use 
the monies earned from the sale or lease of hay to replace the loss of resources from traditional 
lands with the confinement of the Band to the Reserve. Between 1913 and 1950, the status of the 
Band as a treaty Band was somewhat ambiguous, leaving the haylands vulnerable to exploitation by 
outsiders. Unfortunately, in 1914, just months after the ORS, the haylands began to be heavily 
exploited by the Canadian state and Settlers. Until the 19 19 Order-in-Council officially set out the 
lands of the Witchekan Lake Reserve, the status of all of the lands within the ORS was not clear, 
leaving lands and resources vulnerable to alienation from the Band. The haylands, alienated &om 
the control of the Witchekan Lake Band, became vulnerable to permanent depletion in some areas.50 
At the same time as the Dominion Land Agent at Battleford was making queries as to the status of 
the Reserve lands, the Witchekan Lake Band had been protesting to the DIA about the removal of 
hay by area Settlers and inquiring as to when the Band's lands would receive official Reserve 
status.51 
A letter fiom E.R. Coldiron to the DIA in 19 17 stated that he had received permits to cut hay 
in the area for the previous three years and had allowed Indian peoples in the area to cut hay for 
themselves on his permits. However, in the letter, Coldiron complained that the hay was now too 
thin to continue sharing. A number of archival files include applications to withdraw certain quarter 
sections from established Hay Reserves and open them up for cultivated homesteads as the hay was 
too poor or non-e~istent.'~ As well, vast tracts of land around Witchekan Lake were reserved for 
the Department of the Interior (Timber and Grazing Department); these lands were later opened for 
homestead entries. 
The Band would have drawn significant income from the hay crop estimated by Inspector 
Chisholm to be about 10,000 tons, annually, around the immediate area of Witchekan Lake as the 
estimated price for a ton of hay at that time was $9.3 1.53 Perusal through restricted financial 
49 Report, 1-2, Chisholm to McLean, October 30, 1914. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
Letter, Coldiron to McLean, July 2 1, 19 17. NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27 107- 1 1. 
5 1 Letter, Dominion Land Agent, Battleford to N.O. Cote, December 27, 1916. SAB, S-6.17, File 
1215019, Reel 827. 
" SAB, S-6.17, Department of the Interior, Homestead Files, File 4525724 (SW 16-52-1 1 W3) and 
AG11 .I, Department of Agriculture (Saskatchewan), Lands Branch, Post-1930 Files NW 5-5 1-1 1 W3; 
SW 35-5 1-12. These applications begin in 1926. 
'' Richard Schoney, "An Economic Analysis of Lost Use of Saskatchewan Indian Lands" Unpublished 
Report, July 19, 1990, 162. Commissioned by FSIN for internal informational purposes during the 
records show only two recorded payouts to Band members for hay leases in 1921 and 1922. 
Complete records could not be found although the Band did have a Trust Fund in place and regular 
interest payments were found for the seasons 1927-28; 1930-3 1 and 1933-34 to 1943-44, inclusive. 
The sale and lease of the vast haylands, by the Band or on their behalf, around Witchekan Lake and 
within the ORS would have contributed to the Band's recovery, providing a means of self- 
sufficiency. 
In 192 1 and 1922, thirty-three Band members received hay dues and accused the Indian agent 
of trying to trick them into accepting treaty There are no further records of the Band 
receiving any other hay dues; Band members appear to have continued with their lifestyle of 
hunting and trapping while being supervised at a distance by the DL4 who issued hay permits to 
Settlers for the reduced Reserve of seven sections. The rest of the lands from the ORS were under 
the control of the Department of the Interior who continued to issue homestead entries, patents and 
permits for grazing and hay to Settlers. Control of these lands later passed to the province in 1930 
with the passing of the NRTA , but until then, sudden depopulation left the Band vulnerable to the 
strategies being used to alienate as much of their land base as possible. 
53.2 Depopulation Of The Witchekan Lake Band 
Disease was another event that contributed to the alienation ofthe selected Reserve lands. The 
19 18 Spanish Flu Epidemic was a significant and tragic event in the history of the Witchekan Lake 
Band as this event left the Band and its lands and resources vulnerable to exploitation by outside 
interests. The timing and effects of the 19 18 epidemic negatively affected the Band's ability to 
retain all of the lands within the ORS. During interviews in the mid-1970s, elders recalled that the 
19 18 Spanish Flu epidemic ravaged the Band population, reducing their numbers to sixty; the 
population loss was estimated by elders to be just over half of the Band's members. In turn, elders 
attributed the loss of Reserve land to this sudden depopulation. In interviews, elders made the 
following statements describing the magnitude of loss and the extent of the loss: 
Very many died. Before the big sickness came there were very many people here, this would 
be the reason a very large reserve was surveyed for us. ARer the big sickness was over, very 
many people had died. Not many lived and we noticed that our reserve seemed very large, 
because so many had died and not many lived.55 
negotiations for treaty land entitlement, this number represents the dollar value in 19 14. However, Dr. 
Schoney cautions that the landlord or the Band would only have realized about a third of this dollar 
amount as the other two-thirds of the price would be the costs of harvesting the hay. 
54 See Appendix V for a detailed account of this event. 
55 Respondent #12. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 20, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Quite a number of them died . . . it is hard to give an estimate, in some families all but one or 
two died. In some cases an old man and his wife both died. There were cases where whole 
families died. The descendants of the man who was chief at the time are few.56 
[Jlust about half (died), before the sickness there were many people but after there were very 
few people, whole families died. Sickness came twice to our people. The first time many had 
died. The second time not so many died. I became very sick myself. . . 57 
[AJfter the big sickness came and many people died, only about 60 of us people had lived.58 
One elder described the effect of the epidemic on one family in particular: 
His father was in that reserve, he had a big family with many children, his family was wiped 
out except for him and his older sister who were left, they are the only ones who were alive 
fi-om that family. His uncle raised him up, his uncle was the youngest of the brothers and chief 
that we had here, the chief was his young brother.59 
Evidence of the effects of serious depopulation is indicated in a population pyramid in Figure 5.1. 
The total population of the Witchekan Lake Band in 1946 is listed at 75 people;60 individuals aged 
twenty-six years in 1946 would have been newborns at the time of the Spanish Flu epidemic in 
19 1 8. The 1946 Band population is divided at five-year intervals and separated into male and 
female categories. The graph is characterized by a broad base overall, indicative of a population 
with a high birth rate and in a state of recovery in 1946. 
In 1946, the children of 19 18 became the segment of the Band that produced children and 
carried the heavy burden of providing for their children and the elderly. The low numbers of 
persons over the age of thirty years suggests that there would be a limited number of potential 
parents in 1946 to fulfill this role. Surprisingly, they appear to have been able to do quite well, 
given the high birth rate indicated by the broadened base of the population pyramid. A greater 
proportion of individuals between the ages of fifteen and twenty-nine undoubtedly supported the 
high birth rate. 
An examination of the segment of the population that would have been part of the Band in 
19 18 shows twice as many males as females in the twenty-five to twenty-nine age group. This gap 
may be due to the marriage of women outside the Band. However, the succeeding intervals have 
significantly reduced proportions of males and females. The population pyramid is notched and 
56 Respondent #12. Interview with Harry Nicotine, June 1 1, 1976. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
57 Ibid. This respondent was the only known Band member present at the ORS. Fortunately for the 
Band, he could recall the placement of all but one of the boundary markers. The second time of sickness 
he refers to likely occurred in the early 1920s. 
" Respondent #14. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 20, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
59 Ibid. 
60 SAB, Canada, DIA, File E19.49, Carlton Agency. This file contains a census of the Witchekan lake 
Band in 1946 as reported by the Indian Agent at the Carlton Agency. 
TABLE 5 1 WlTCHEK4N LAKE BAND POPUIATION. 1946 
FEMALE 
AGE MALE MhlE%AGE FEMALE %AGE 
0-4 7 9 33 10 1333 
5-9 5 6 67 5 6 67 
TOTAL 36 47.99 39 51.97 
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Source: SAB (S), OiA, E19.49. 
Fiqure 5.1 Population of Witchekan Lake Band, 1946. The population pyramid shows an expansive population that has undergone 
POPULATION, 1946 
notching in the'male age groups of 15-19 year and 35-39 year ban; males are missing in the 60-64 year and 75 and over ban. The 
female population underwent significantly more notching, leading to an overall imbalance between males and females. The female 
gmup registers absences in the 45-49 year and the 70-74 year ban. Notching indicates the effeds of population devastation 
through events of war or disease. An examination of hinorical events points to the Spanish Flu epidemic in I918 as well as possibly 
a high rate of female deaths due to th effects of childbearing. The bmad base of the population suggests a population In reoovery 
uneven; some age groups are entirely missing representation. Overall, the population aged thirty 
years and older in 1946, is approximately twenty-eight percent of the total population in 1946 with 
slightly more males than females. This difference may be due to females leaving the Band upon 
marriage, pointing to an imbalance as a result of the epidemic. 
The relatively small proportions of male and female population over thirty years of age in 
1946, notching in the graph and intervals of absent representation are indicative of population 
devastation. The known causes of these features are warfare and di~ease.~'  There is no evidence to 
support the notion that Witchekan Lake Band members were engaged in warfare with other peoples 
in 191 8 or that they participated in World War The only other logical explanation is the 
occurrence of a disease epidemic. Oral history supports the devastation caused by the 19 18 Spanish 
Flu epidemic as do newspaper accounts and history books. All of these sources describe the 
devastating effects of this epidemic and some note particular hardship for Indian peoples in the 
Witchekan Lake area.63 
The implications of depopulation for the Witchekan Lake Band are numerous; oral history 
indicated that many elderly people died as did many young children. The loss of the Band's Chief 
in the epidemic and the loss of entire families, children and the elderly impacted on the social 
structure of the community. The loss of the elderly was a loss of wisdom, guidance and 
accumulated past knowledge. Elderly Band members provided guidance and wisdom for the Band 
as a social unit; the loss of this segment of the Band affected leadership strength and the Band's 
ability to maintain the struggle to keep their Reserve lands. 
The low proportion of elders (persons aged sixty years and older) present in the Band's 
population in 1946 is further evidence of the devastating effects of the epidemic on children in 
19 1 8. The elders of 1946 would have been aged fourteen years and older in 19 1 8; in 1946, elders 
represented just five per cent of the total population. The effects of the 1918 population on the 
Witchekan Lake Band are evident even today as there are very few elders, let alone many over 
seventy years of age, who would have been alive during the 19 18 epidemic. 
The loss of children reduced the community's ability to replace itself and later to sustain itself 
as a self-sufficient unit. As well, the unevenness of the male and female proportions would have 
caused some females to leave. The loss of entire families in a community with a network of 
extended family left gaps in genealogy and knowledge canied by individuals and families in tenns 
Loether and McTavish, 89. 
62 Report, p.2. Crombie to McLean, April 14, 19 17. NAC, RG 10, Volume 7767, File 27 107-1 1. 
Crombie noted that Chief Kawkaykeesick stated the Band stayed away entering into the war.; the Band 
was afi-aid the government would force them to go to war. 
63 The Saskatchewan Herald (Battleford), Volume XL, No. 47, Whole No. 1838,28 November 19 18, 
of oral history and oral tradition. In addition, the community suffered emotional and psychological 
devastation at the magnitude of loss over a relatively short time period. Band members who 
survived the 1918 epidemic at Witchekan Lake were lefi to reconstruct their community. The 
decade after World War I brought increased settlement pressures to the Witchekan Lake area. 
5.3.3 Agricultural Wage Labour 
In response for the demands for settlement lands, the province of Saskatchewan commissioned 
a land classification study with a view to freeing up forest reserves and evaluating the agricultural 
potential of lands in central northern areas of the province. 64 In 1931, following the 
recommendations of a topographical survey, the boundaries of the Big River Forest Reserve were 
altered so as to allow for more settlement lands, bringing an increased demand for the labour power 
of Band members to clear Settler homesteads. The Witchekan Lake Band's annual cycle of land 
use and occupancy adapted to accommodate the men and their families who worked out on farms as 
wage labourers for parts of the year65 and occasionally, all year.66 Wage labour decreased the 
amount of time spent out on the land and affected the social organization of the Band when time 
was spent on the land. Sometimes, the men did not join their families when they went picking 
berries and gathering herbs or the amount of time men spent on outings or camping out on the land 
was reduced or disappeared. One elder recalled that when he was a child, his entire family went out 
on the trapline. This pattern changed when his father was away working for fanners; the rest of the 
family continued to follow the annual cycle in the absence of his father.67 
The mechanization of farming in the years following World War Two displaced Witchekan 
Lake Band members within the local wage labour force. One elder spoke of how the coming of the 
combine to the area replaced the dependency of local farmers on Indian labour for harvesting. He 
remarked that this was the beginning of farmers forbidding Band members to camp on their land 
and labour was confined to picking stones and roots. This type of work was done on newly cleared 
and broken land; as labour-intensive as it was, the work was seasonal and paid very low wages.68 
1. SAB, Newspaper Index, Reel 257 and Idylwild Women's Institute, 227. 
64 Lonergan, "Land Classification Report on Saskatchewan, 1927." SAB, R183.1, Individual 
Surveyors, File 283. A map within this file demonstrates the activity carried out by the surveyor with a 
view to freeing up lands for settlement. 
65 AH of the elders mentioned this in their interviews which were carried out in 1997. See also 
Respondent #16 transcripts from 1975 and 1976. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
66 Respondent #7. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 18, 1997. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
67 Ibid. 
Respondent #9. Interview with Brenda McLeod, February 21, 1997. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Assistance was provided to the Witchekan Lake Band after World War Two, in the form of welfare 
payments that were introduced as a social safety net for low income people in Canada. 
5.3.4 Creation of Northern Fur Conservation Area NFCA M-61 
The NRTA of 1930 represented the transfer of control of lands and resources to the province 
and affected land use and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake area while also influencing and 
changing hunting, trapping and fishing activities as the province began to increasingly regulate 
these activities. An increase in the number of Settlers also increased competition for the resources 
on the land. Provincial records showed that in the post World War Two years, the province moved 
towards the designation of NFCAs or trapping zones for all trappers, including Treaty Indians. A 
1946 Federal-Provincial Agreement established the fur trapping blocks to avoid conflict between 
trappers and manage the conservation of the fur. The lands of NFCA M-6 1 are located outside the 
actual boundary for NFCAs but became part of the NFCA in 1 9 4 8 . ~ ~  
Witchekan Lake Band elders stated that previous to the assignment of NFCA M-61 as their 
trapping zone in 1946, people were free to trap and hunt in any area. Elders recalled that trapping 
blocks were introduced so that trappers knew their area to trap and so that the fur would not become 
depleted in one area and leave some people without fix- in their trapping area?' Elders fiom 
Witchekan Lake First Nation were interviewed in 1997 about their trapping zone, NFCA M-6 1, and 
recalled the Band being pressured into accepting the establishment of the trapping zone or risk 
having no trapping area." 
Upon being approached by DNR and DIA in 1946, the Band supplied a list of Band members 
to these agencies so they would know who was to have access to the NFCA M-61 area which 
included Witchekan Lake, Sylvander Lake to the west and Bland Lake to the east?2 Elders stated 
that NFCA M-6 1 was for the exclusive use of the Band; these lands had always been part of their 
traditional hunting, trapping and fishing area, even when these activities were not re~tricted?~ 
Elders also recalled that at the time NFCA M-6 1 became established as their trapping block, some 
69 Memo, Cheryl Crane, Saskatchewan Justice to Ruth Montgomery, Native and Indian Affairs 
Secretariat (Sk.), June 4, 1984. SERM Files. 
70 These same sentiments were expressed in Memo, Crane to Montgomery, June 4, 1984. SERM 
Files. 
7 1 Respondents #4 and #8. Elders Gathering, February 20, 1997 with Brenda McLeod and Leonard 
Tipewan. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
72 See Figure 5.6 for the location of these lakes, relative to each other. 
73 Respondents #I,  #4 and #8. Elders Gathering, February 20, 1997 with Brenda McLeod and Leonard 
Tipewan. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Band members were not in favour of accepting a trapping zone as they felt they were being too 
restricted in their trapping area.74 
The boundaries and composition of the NFCA M-6 1 trapping zone remained the same in 1948 
with the passing of the provincial F u r  Act. Only treaty Indians from Witchekan Lake were 
permitted to hold membership in NFCA M-6 1. In 1948, five Band members were issued badges 
and jackets to wear in their capacity as Deputy Game This administrative activity 
occurred just before Witchekan Lake First Nation signed the adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950 .~~  
The receipt of welfare payments meant that trappers stayed closer to the Reserve for the 
winters and made daytime or overnight forays to Sylvander Lake; trappers spent smaller amounts of 
time at the NFCA M-61 trapping block over the course of the trapping season from October to 
~ ~ r i 1 . ~ ~  By 1950, social and cultural changes had already occurred which significantly altered the 
pattern of land use and occupancy by the Witchekan Lake Band. Provincial regulation of lands and 
resources produced gradual changes to the annual land use and occupancy cycle of the Witchekan 
Lake Band. Consequently, the boundaries between the past and the present did not become apparent 
for elders until the signing of the adhesion to Treaty Six when changes happened more quickly, 
altering family and social pattern at a much faster pace. 
5.3.5 Adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950 
Historically, Witchekan Lake First Nation was a latecomer to the treaty process. After decades 
of persistent refusal to sign treaty, the Band signed an adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950. In the 
decades before the adhesion, the DIA, aware of the presence of the Band in the Witchekan Lake 
area, engaged in a minimal amount of administration for the affairs of the Band, choosing to 
supervise at arm's length. 78 An elder confirmed that prior to adhesion to Treaty Six, there was no 
government presence.79 
74 Respondents #4 and #8. Elders Gathering February 20, 1997 with Brenda McLeod and Leonard 
Tipewan. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
75 Letter, Joseph Johnson, Game Branch, Prince Albert to D. Frechette, Field Officer, Department of 
Natural Resources, Leoville, November 2, 1948. SERM Files. 
76 Letter, P.C. Naftel, Assistant Director, Fisheries and Wildflife Branch, Department of Tourism and 
Renewable Resources (DTRR, alias DNR) to Evan Lloyd, Executive Assistant to the Minister of the 
Department of Agriculture, March 3, 1977. SERM Files. 
77 Respondent #2. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday, September 12, 1996. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Report, J.P.B. Ostrander, DIA Inspector, Regina to DIA, Ottawa, December 6, 1945. Office of the 
Treaty Commissioner, Saskatoon, Sk., (1 995). A notation on the document reads "File 674130-16-1 17." 
It is possible this document may be from the Central registry files held in either at the NAC or in Hull, 
Que. 
79 Respondent #l . Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday, September 12, 1996. 
Some controversy surrounds the actual adhesion as one elder recalled the persistence of the 
DIA that the Band sign the adhe~ion.~' In a 1951 inspection report, Corporal Chester of the 
Spiritwood RCMP detachment stated that the adhesion was: [a] second important step [for the 
Witchekan Lake Band]. . .and was most gratifying. . .as it marked the culmination of 4 years of 
effort, in co-operation with Supt. N.J. McLeod of Duck Lake Agency, to assist these Indians to 
better themselves and their living  condition^.^' Chester indicated that Indian Commissioner J.P.B. 
Ostrander took the Band into treaty and remarked on the general good health of Band members at 
the time of the adhesion.82 Elders reported that Band members were motivated to sign the adhesion 
because of the promises that were made for houses, a school, horses and haying equipment.83 One 
elder specified that people were not destitute or in need of any of the promised items; people merely 
wanted what was ~ f f e r e d . ~  Yet another elder reported being told by Corporal Chester that if the 
Band did not sign the treaty adhesion, they might lose their ~ e s e r v e . ~ ~  
There was considerable discussion amongst elders in 1997 about how the lifetime Chief of the 
Band was deposed at the meeting held when the Band signed the adhesion. The lifetime Chief was 
opposed to signing the adhesion based on the teachings of elders in previous years86 and his fear 
that Band members would be under control of white people.87 The officials at the meeting persisted 
in having Band members elect a new Chief who would accept the treaty; twice during the meeting, 
Band members voted to keep their lifetime Chief. On the third round of voting, officials were 
successful at deposing the lifetime Chief after threatening not to pay out treaty money unless the 
people elected a Chief who would sign the treaty.88 Not all of the Band members took treaty that 
day; a number of families continued to refuse treaty money for several years after the adhesion. 
Several elders recalled that the treaty was signed late in the day or early evening as it was dark 
when they left the meeting with their parents. All of the stores were usually closed on that weekday 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Respondent #l. Elders Gathering. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 
20, 1997. Witchekan Lake Band Files. The elder reported that DIA officials met with individuals at their 
homes, trying to convince them to sign the treaty. 
" Report, Corporal C.J. Chester, RCMP, Spiritwood Detachment, March 27, 1951. OEce of the 
Treaty Commissioner Files (1 995). 
82 Ibid. 
83 Respondents #1 and #4. Elders Gathering. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, 
February 20, 1997. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
84 Respondent #I.  Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday, September 12, 1996. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
85 Respondent #16. Interview with Harry Nicotine. December 4, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
86 Ibid. Elders maintained that as long as not every Indian was under Treaty, white domination over 
Indian peoples would not be complete. 
87 Respondent #I. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday, September 12,1996. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Ibid. 
afternoon but storekeepers came back in the evening to open up so that Band members could spend 
their treaty money. One elder recalled that people received twelve dollars the first time they signed 
treatyg9 while another elder recalled receiving only five dollars rather than twelve dollars and was 
told that the other seven dollars was put away for future use.90 
With the signing of the treaty adhesion, the federal government presence was established 
quickly; the first changes began with the establishment of a Day School on the Reserve. The Day 
School changed the way in which the family unit followed the annual cycle of land use and 
occupancy. Only the men went out to hunt and trap as the women stayed behind to care for the 
children attending the Day ~chool .~ '  The Family Allowance cheque was a source of monthly 
income for families, provided school-aged children had regular school attendance. Once the Band 
entered into treaty, an increased government presence in their lives and enforcement of Indian Act 
truancy regulations monitored school attendance closely. More specifically, one of the women 
stated, "Trapping at M-61 changed with the school. Before the school, everyone lived an Indian 
life. After the school, people began to speak English and began to live a White life. The young 
people went to school but not the entire population."92 
The time the men were spending on the land had already become reduced, given their 
participation in the local labour force, working for area Settlers. Families continued to spend time 
out on the land without the men, until the introduction of the school, when less continuous time was 
spent on the land. However, it is evident that the Band continued to put up hay, along with all of 
these other activities; an RCMP report in 195 1 indicated that the Band had put up a total of two 
hundred tons of hay and had sold hay to Settlers for $5.00 per ton.93 However, the Band did not 
abandon traditional activities of hunting and trapping. One woman remarked that "her husband 
hunted and trapped when he could, between jobs;"94 while another woman stated that "They hunted 
and trapped as much as they could and the rest of the time, they worked for farmers."95 In spite of 
more time being spent working at seasonal labour and constrictions experienced by children's 
89 Respondent #I. Elders Gathering. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 
20, 1997. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
90 Respondent #4. Elders Gathering. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 
20, 1997. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
9' Respondent #7. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 18, 1997. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
92 Respondent #l. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday, September 12, 1996. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
93 Report, Corporal C.J. Chester, RCMP, Spiritwood Detachment, March 27, 195 1. Office of the 
Treaty Commissioner (1995). 
94 Respondent #I. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday, September 12, 1996. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
95 Respondent #3. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 19, 1997. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
school attendance, Band members still sought opportunities to participate in traditional activities of 
hunting, trapping and fishing; less time spent at NFCA M-61 also left the lands and resources 
vulnerable to alienation by outsiders. Opportunity to alienate the lands and resources from the 
Band came to some agricultural lessees on NFCA M-6 1, leading to conflict between Band members 
and some lessees. 
5.3.6 NFCA M-61 Conflicts 
Prior to establishing NFCA M-6 1, the provincial government had granted leases in 1943 and in 
1946, on some of the lands that were eventually included in NFCA M-61. It is not clear what the 
status of these leases were in 1948; they do not appear to have compromised the accessibility of 
NFCA M-61 by the Witchekan Lake Band. However, the same cannot be said for subsequent 
leases granted within NFCA M-6 1. In the 1960s, The Band was approached and consented to allow 
grazing leases on NFCA M-6 1, with the understanding that there would be no interference with 
their hunting and trapping a~tivi t ies .~~ The Witchekan Lake Band faced a formidable obstacle in 
their trapping pursuits when the northwestern area of the NFCA M-61 trapping block became 
leased to an area rancher for grazing his cattle. The first lease was issued to one rancher in 197 1 
while an additional leased area was granted to the same rancher in 1975; both leases for were 
agricultural grazing.97 
Although the leases made no provision for the Band's accessibility to NFCA M-6 1, the leases 
were not granted with the intention of removing the Band fiom the trapping area?' However, inthe 
first years of the leases, the lessee erected fencing and denied the Band access to the leased area 
around Bland Lake, closing the only access trail into the northern half of the NFCA M-6 1 trapping 
block by Bland'Lake. When Band members continued to attempt to enter the area to trap, they 
were harassed with threats, shot at, had traps stolen or found them flung into the trees?9 These 
actions on the part of the lessee and his family members clearly violated the understandings under 
which the Witchekan Lake Band had agreed to the leases on NFCA M-6 1. The size ofNFCA M-6 1 
accessible to the Witchekan Lake Band was effectively reduced by fifty per cent. Most certainly, 
members of the Witchekan Lake Band perceived the loss of half of their trapping zone and today, 
" Letter, David Knoll, Solicitor, FSIN, Saskatoon to Bob Pickering, Minister of Parks and Renewable 
Resources, Regina, June 20, 1984. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
97 Memo, Crane to Montgomery, June 4, 1984. SERM Files. 
98 Ibid. 
'' In 1989, Band trappers were interviewed and gave testimony which listed this treatment, naming the 
lessee and his family members as perpetrators. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
some are still puzzled as to how and why these lands were taken away from them."' In fact, the 
physical and administrative boundaries of NFCA M-61 have never been changed since their 
establishment in 1948. 
In the meantime, the lessee and his family continued to trap furs in the leased area in spite of 
the fact that trapper membership in NFCA M-6 1 was restricted to Band members. The lessee sold 
his harvested furs under a southern trapping license but it is not clear if the lessee obtained a 
trapping license for all of the years that he blocked the Band's access. However, at one point, 
SERM was aware that the lessee, holding only agricultural leases to the M-6 1 lands, had trapped 
upwards of 200 beaver in one season.''' The lessee, of Metis ancestry, maintained that he and his 
family had trapped the NFCA M-6 1 area from 1930 to 1945 when it was still within the Big River 
Forest Reserve. 
J.W. Clouthier investigated the NFCA M-6 1 dispute at the request of the DIA and established 
the lessee's claim to trap in M-61 as a fact. Thus, the lessee, while not issued a license to trap 
NFCA M-6 1, also felt that: 
They (the N.D.P., then C.C.F.) caused this problem by giving our trapping area to the Indians 
from under our very noses . . .We will have to fight the Riel Rebellion over again with these 
guys and the sooner the better. . .We have some Indian blood on both sides and should have 
received some consideration too. . .I tried hard to get a piece of land to trap for many years. I 
was away when the government held the first meeting to form a fur bloc . . .We trapped as 
young boys on there and I held a trapping license every year since I was young.'02 
Clearly, the lessee too, argued that trapping was a vital part of his livelihood and lifestyle with his 
entitlement to a trapping area, based on his Aboriginal ancestry. However, the lessee appears to 
have become frustrated with the process of trying to obtain a trapping area and may have either 
stopped trapping for a period of time, continued to trap without a license or trapped elsewhere. In 
the interviews, the lessee stated: 
We finally gave up and let the Indians trap until 1972 or 1973 . . . p y  which time] The beaver 
built up so much on my grazing lands that all my low lying grass and hay areas were under 
water. . .Nobody would give me some satisfaction so we took out some 200 beaver in one 
season. . .We had to do it again about 1976-77.Io3 
'0° Elders, Witchekan Lake First Nation, requested in February, 1997, that research to be done around 
this issue. 
'01 Report, J.W. Clouthier, CESO Advisor, no date. Estimated date is between 1979 and 1981. SERM 
Files. 
102 Ibid, Exhibit "C," no date. SERM Files. Excerpts of interviews held with parties in NFCA M-6 1 
dispute. 
Clouthier noted that when the lessee was asked what he wanted, the lessee replied, "Trapping rights 
and about 3 sections of area to trap in from home."'04 
The Band complained on several occasions to the local Conservation Officer and the DNR 
about their denied access, but to no avail; Band members continued to be denied access to this 
portion of NFCA M-6 1 .Io5 The lack of action appears to have been due to the question of who had 
jurisdiction over NFCA M-6 1 ; grazing leases covered about two-thirds of the area and the rest was 
shared by a PFRA pasture and vacant Crown lands. According to SERM Files, there appears to 
have been a change to the Wildlife Act in 1979 that permitted fur conservation areas to be located 
only on vacant Crown lands; thus, lands under lease for grazing, etc. were under provincial 
jurisdiction. 
To fiu-ther complicate the situation, nothing in the lease stated that the lessee had to grant the 
Band access to NFCA M-61; Saskatchewan Justice concluded that the lessee was within his rights 
to block anyone's access to his leased area.'06 The best that Crown Solicitor Cheryl Crane could do 
was to offer the Band her sympathy, "The radical changes to the rights of the trappers made in 1979 
was apparently done without any notice to them [the Witchekan Lake Band] and, perhaps, without 
any real consciousness of what was being done to their intere~ts."'~~ Access to M-6 1 was denied to 
Witchekan Lake band members from 1972 until 1992 when Saskatchewan Rural Development 
drew up a thirty-three year joint lease agreement between the Band and the lessees grazing within 
the NFCA M-6 1 trapping block. log The lease does not guarantee continued protection of the NFCA 
M-6 1 lands for the Band but it does allow restricted, shared access to valuable, traditional hunting, 
trapping and fishing lands. 
Evidence of the effects of denied access to the Bland Lake area of NFCA M-61 for the 
trapping activities of Witchekan Lake First Nation is demonstrated in a summary of fur yields 
between 1955 and 1996 in Table 5.2 and Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Records of the NFCA M-61 fur 
harvest begin approximately ten years after its assignment to the Witchekan Lake Band. Pelt 
harvests (numbers of pelts and dollar value) are summarized for the time period 1955-56 to 1995- 
96 in Table 5.2.and Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The pelt harvest for the 1956-57 season totals 4474 pelts; 
annual totals of pelt harvests until 1970-71 fluctuate between a low of 304 and a high of 3201. 
Between 197 1-72 and 1986-87, there are only four seasons where the total pelt harvest is over 1000. 
'03 hid. 
lo4 Ibid. 
lo5 Letter, David Knoll, FSIN Solicitor to Bob Pickering, Minister of Parks and Renewable Resources, 
June 20, 1984. SERM Files. 
106 Memo, Crane to Montgomery, June 4, 1984. SERM Files. 
lo7 Ibid. 
108 The lease covers the period January I, 1992 to December 3 1,2024. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
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The remaining seasons in this time period show annual pelt harvests ranging between 203 to 887. 
Prices were not particularly profitable for furs but for the Witchekan Lake Band, access was 
restricted to Witchekan and Sylvander Lakes. After the 1987-88 season, scant trapping occurred 
within NFCA M-6 1 with five seasons showing no recorded pelt harvest between 1987-88 and 1995- 
96. 
Table 5.3 provides a closer examination of the types of pelts harvested between 1955-56 and 
1995-96. Figure 5.4 shows a consistently high percentage of muskrat in the total annual pelt 
harvests of NFCA M-6 1 for the entire time period. Table 5.4 shows the total annual pelt harvests 
and Figure 5.5, their dollar value. Muskrat pelts consistently paid low returns per pelt but form the 
bulk of the pelts sold by NFCA M-6 1 trappers, all of whom are members of Witchekan Lake First 
Nation. Few f i ~ s  were taken fiom the Bland Lake area after 1971 due to the Band's blocked 
access. According to Figure 5.7, Sylvander Lake and Witchekan Lake were principal sources for 
muskrats with only a few selected sites for beaver. 
The close proximity of these lakes to the community as opposed to Bland Lake, led to a 
heavier reliance on the these two lakes for muskrat, especially in later years when the Band was 
denied access to the greater area of NFCA M-6 1 around Bland Lake. As well, the denied access of 
trappers to the Bland Lake area is also evident in the lack of any significant numbers of pelts other 
than muskrats. The Bland Lake area was known for its variety of furs and the abundance of pelts 
that could be trapped. Thus, the areas around Witchekan Lake and Sylvander Lake became the base 
for trapping and hunting activities for the Band after 197 1 but were limited in potential harvest and 
dollar yields. 
Relative to increased trapping activity in the entire province of Saskatchewan during the 
1970s, NFCA M-6 1 experienced a decline in trapping.'09 The data shows NFCA M-6 1 experiencing 
its highest revenue period at the beginning of the 1980s when beaver and muskrat pelts were 
significantly higher in price and demand. As well, it is important to note that the main type of pelts 
accessed at Sylvander and Witchekan Lakes were muskrat and beaver. There can be no doubt 
about the negative effects of the restriction on NFCA M-6 1 on the Witchekan Lake Band in terms 
of lost pelt harvest, revenues and the resource itself due to overtrapping by the lessee. Reasons for 
this decline fall into three categories. The first is that given the harassment by the lessee in the 
Bland Lake area, NFCA M-6 1 trappers were unable to pursue a trapping livelihood successfully 
with resulting lower pelt harvests and considerably lower revenues. Secondly, it is possible that 
' 09  Wayne Runge, A Century of Fur Harvesting in Saskatchewan: Wildlfe Report Number Five, 
(SERM, Wildlife Branch, Department of Environment and Resource Management, 1995), 63. 
According to Runge's research, fur revenues in the province of Saskatchewan peaked in the 1978-79 
season at $10 million. 
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because of the restrictions to trappers in accessing the Bland Lake area, they overtrapped the other 
areas in NFCA M-61 or perhaps these areas were unable to support the same number of trappers, 
leading to fewer pelts, lower revenues and less variety of higher-priced pelts. 
A third reason for the decline in trapping is the fact that Band members began to spend less 
time engaged in trapping activities on the land as lifestyles changed to accommodate wage labour 
and school attendance. Wage labour participation and school attendance altered the patterns of 
participation in trapping activities. The participation of the Witchekan Lake Band in wage labour 
had occurred long before the adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950. As well, after the adhesion, the Day 
School on the Reserve led to hrther changes as children attended school during themonths families 
would have been camped out on their traplines. Both wage labour and the introduction of the 
school would have caused the community to rely on trips to closer trapping areas to trap during day 
trips, overnight trips or weekends. 
By the mid-1 950s, the Witchekan Lake Band had attempted and abandoned a Band  arm.' lo 
One or two Band members continued to farm. on an individual basis while the rest of the Band 
survived on diminished opportunities for local seasonal labour, trapping, hunting, gathering and 
welfare payments for cash income and survival. At the end of the trapping season, wage labour 
provided cash income. Once the opportunities to work for local farmers became diminished, the 
Canadian state introduced Witchekan Lake Band members to the migratory seasonal labour of the 
Alberta sugar beet industry. 
However, in the face of significant changes and restrictions, it is important to note that the 
Witchekan Lake Band continued to spend time in the pursuit of hunting, trapping, foraging and 
fishing in spite of the pressures affecting the continued maintenance of these activities. At no time 
does it appear these land-related, traditional activities were ever entirely abandoned even when 
access to NFCA M-6 1 was restricted for approximately twenty years previous to the joint lease 
agreement signed in 1992.' 
5.3.7 Welfare Payments, Trapping and Sugar Beet Labour 
After the signing of the adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950, the introduction of welfare and the 
Band's participation in transient sugar beet labour altered their annual land use and occupancy cycle 
110 NAC, RGIO, Volume 8834, File 674115-10- 16-1 17, Part 1, Reel 9730. Various restricted files also 
provided financial records and correspondence between the Band and DIA over the establishment and 
operation of the Band Farm and its disbanding between 195 1 and 1953. 
" I  Respondent #5. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, March 3, 1997. Witchekan 
Lake Band Files. 
even further. Research conducted on sugar beet labour in Southern Alberta by Ron Laliberte 
demonstrated that recruitment of Indian labour for the Alberta sugar beet industry began as a joint 
e f f~ r t . "~  Beginning in 1953, the Alberta Sugar Beet Growers Association (hereinafter ABSBGA) 
and the National Employment Service (forerunner of Canada Manpower) joined together in the 
recruitment scheme. The DIA was also heavily involved from the beginning of the recruitment 
scheme. I "  
By 1959, the Alberta sugar beet industry relied heavily on Indian labour from ~ese rves . "~  
Recruitment and transportation was funded jointly by the federal and provincial governments and 
workers themselves.115 In his thesis about migrant labour in the Alberta sugar beet industry, Ron 
Laliberte cited a 1969 study by Herman French who stated: 
The area fi-om which the heaviest concentration of seasonal workers came [to the Alberta 
sugar beet fields] appears to be northern Saskatchewan. . . [the] Canada Manpower Centre in 
Prince Albert estimates the following percentages of these various populations became part of 
the seasonal labour movement: Witchekan Lake Reserve 95% . . . Pelican Lake Reserve 90% . 
. . . Big River Reserve 6.5% . . . Montreal Lake Reserve 25% . . . One Arrow Reserve 25% . 116 
The labour season ran from mid-May to mid-July; individuals were engaged in hard manual labour 
that paid poorly for the effort expended. However, it provided badly needed cash flow for Indian 
families. Although the work was physically demanding, it was an opportunity for families to work 
together, likely a welcome change from the segregation of workers from families when working for 
Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area. Entire families went to Alberta and worked as a unit for 
farmers there.'17 However, school-aged children suffered one drawback in participating in sugar 
beet labour; their withdrawal from school in early May, particularly for older students, interfered 
with their academic progress."8 After 1970, policy was instituted to exclude school age children 
from going to the fields, but was not always carried out.'19 
' I 2  Ronald F. Laliberte, "The Canadian State and Migrant Labour In Southern Alberta's Sugar Beet 
Industry." (Unpublished Thesis, University of Saskatchewan, 1994), 67. 
' I3  Ibid, 84. 
'I4 Ibid, 70. 
Ibid, 90. 
' I6  Herman French, A Study Conducted During May and June Regarding the Education of the 
Children of Saskatchewan Treaty Indians Who Become Transient Labourers Sugar Beet Fields of 
Alberta, (Calgary: Glenbow archives, 1969), 11-12. Quoted in Laliberte, 71-72. 
117 Respondent #7. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Leonard Tipewan, February 18,1997. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
' I 8  Respondent #18, Conversation with Brenda McLeod, February 18, 1997 and Respondent #17. 
Interview with Brenda McLeod, September 25, 1996. All in Witchekan Lake Band Files Both of these 
individuals attested to the difficulties encountered with leaving school before the end of the year; there 
was little choice in the matter as it was expected that families would go to the sugar beet fields. 
' I 9  Laliberte, 135. 
As well, in Alberta, workers were included in community events such as stampedes as a 
goodwill gesture and enticement to return the following year.120 While families were in the sugar 
beet fields, farmers provided housing and utilities for the workers and their families. Thus, some of 
the costs of living were absorbed by the employers and not by the family unit even though some of 
the facilities left a lot to be desired.I2' French's study also found that workers were threatened with 
the termination of their welfare benefits if they refused to go to the sugar beet fields.'22 
In 1969, the average worker cultivated one acre per day for a wage of seventeen dollars. 
Workers were expected to put in a six-day work week, although weather interfered as did the 
availability of crops at the right stage for the workers who did the thinning, weeding and hoeing of 
sugar beet plants.123 Sometimes, workers would have days or weeks without Before 
improvements in mechanization and chemical control, an estimated 115 hours was needed to 
produce one acre of sugar beets. This was ten times the labour needed to produce one acre of 
grain.'25 M e n  working seasonally for Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area, Band members picked 
roots and stones, equally demanding manual labour with poor pay.'26 But by 1969, eighty percent 
of the migrant workers who had tried to find work close to their Reserves were ~ n s u c c e s s l l . ' ~ ~  By 
1969, many experienced workers returned to the sugar beet fields on their own, as "fieelancer~"'~~ 
the majority of whom by 1971, had originally been recruited to work in the sugar beet fields.129 
Being a freelancer meant that a worker actively sought to return to the labour ofthe sugar beet 
fields, without being recruited to go there. Freelancing represents the incorporation of migrant 
labour into an individual's labour cycle. This action definitely affected the land use and occupancy 
patterns of the people from the Witchekan Lake Band but also allowed them to pursue hunting and 
trapping for part of the year. Just as Band members adapted to accommodate the seasonal labour 
I2O Alberta Sugar Beet Growers Association (ABSBGA), 1956 Annual Report as cited in Laliberte, 
90. 
12' Laliberte, 123 - 126. No criteria existed for housing standards and some facilities were shacks, 
granaries and even chicken coops with dirt floors, no plumbing or easy access to water and no 
refrigeration leading to a heavy reliance on canned goods for 2 to 3 months. Poor housing was justified 
by the poor treatment of the facilities by the workers. 
122 French as cited in Laliberte, 100. 
123 Ibid, 1 15. 
'24 Ibid, 1 16. 
125 Ibid, 1 12. 
126 The agricultural nature of both seasonal jobs meant that workers were not protected under 
provincial and federal labour laws; workers were exempt from the protection of 1) leaving school before 
statutory age 2) minimum age of employment 3) minimum wage legislation 4) equal pay 5) regulated 
hours of work 6) weekly rest day 7) annual paid vacation 8) public holidays 9) fair employment practices 
- discrimination 10) notice of termination of employment 11) Worker's Compensation 12) 
Unemployment Insurance benefits and 13) Labour Relations Act. 
j2' John Ferguson and Barry Lipton, as cited in Laliberte, 101. 
12' Laliberte, 71. 
129 ABSGA 1971 Annual Report, as cited in Laliberte, 72. 
needs of Settlers, Band members accommodated the needs of the sugar beet industry into their 
seasonal cycle while still engaging in some pursuit of traditional activities on the land. 
As mechanization and chemical weed control improved throughout the 1980s, the demand for 
workers declined and workers sought employment within the industry on their own.'30 French 
speculated that workers returned each year because of the opportunity to make cash and for the 
social gathering aspect. In general, according to French, having a good time was one of the main 
reasons for the return to the sugar beet fields each year. 1 3 '  French was not completely wrong in his 
assessment; the opportunity was there to make some cash as the sugar beet season followed the 
closing of the trapping season for the Witchekan Lake Band. However, the labour in the sugar beet 
fields could hardly be classed as a good time. As well, when displaced by technology, workers 
were forced to search for a new source of labour to incorporate into their seasonal cycle. At the 
same time, seasonal labour, particularly migrant labour, served to fbrther separate the Band fkom its 
traditional lands and related activities of fishing, trapping, hunting and foraging. 
Settlement in the Witchekan Lake area brought with it increased challenges for members of the 
Witchekan Lake Band in their pursuit of a livelihood of self-sufficiency fkomtheir traditional lands, 
on a full-time basis. Physical survival necessitated the accommodation of changes within the 
annual seasonal cycle of land use and occupancy. Traditional pursuits of trapping, hunting and 
gathering were not abandoned, but eventually became part-time activities. The continuation of 
these activities can be demonstrated in a series of map biographies carried out with members of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
5.3.8 Map Biographies 
Two composite maps resulted from the map biography research undertaken with Witchekan Lake 
First Nation. These maps, as research products, demonstrate the importance of land and resources to 
the well-being of Witchekan Lake First Nation and the extent of the lands required for the 
community's self-sufficiency. They also provide a visual representation of Witchekan Lake's oral 
history as the places and activities are ones that the community revisits on an annual basis, in a 
regular and predictable cycle of land use and occupancy. This regular and predictable cycle has 
been followed by the people who live there now, based on knowledge taught to them and followed 
by their ancestors who were taught by their ancestors, as taught by their ancestors and so on. Thus, 
we see in these maps, the transmission of history and of culture, not as dead historical facts but as 
I3O ABSGA 1988 Annual Report, as cited in Laliberte, 74. 
1 3 '  French, as cited in Laliberte, 76. 
living in people's memories, present activities and teachings that will continue to inform future 
generations. 
From the map biographies, an approxinlation of the Band's seasonal cycle and a variety of 
species of plants, animals and fish may be ascertained. Economic activities in these areas include 
hunting, trapping, haying, woodcutting, grazing and ranching. Other activities for subsistence 
include fishing in the river near Witchekan Lake and at Pelican Lake as well as foraging for plants 
and bemes near Witchekan Lake. Burial grounds and past settlements and camps are also evident 
as are ceremonial sites. 
The composite areal or regional map in Figure 5.6 on a scale of 1 :250,000, demonstrates the 
geographical range over which the Band carried out activities of hunting, trapping, fishing, berry 
picking, gathering herbs and plants and haying. These activities extend as far south as the northern 
boundary of Meeting Lake and north to Meadow Lake; Sylvander Lake is the most westerly edge 
while the M-6 1 trapping zone in the Bland Lake area defines the eastern boundary. This estimated 
area of the gathered data takes in approximately sixty townships; t w - s i x  sections in each 
township contain 23,040 acres of land and water mass. The encompassing sixty townships hold 
approximately 1,382,400 acres that Witchekan Lake First Nation utilized each year, during the 
course of a seasonal cycle. It is important to note that while the entire area of Witchekan Lake 
First Nation's traditional lands were accessed as needed in an annual cycle of land use and 
occupancy. The range of lands contained a variety of climatic and geographic conditions that 
produced the plants and animals necessary for the Band's survival in the past. Over time, 
government policy and outside interests produced restrictions on this area and today, Witchekan 
Lake First Nation struggles with many of the same problems and challenges that other Aboriginal 
communities face in Canada today. This utilization has continued even with imposed constraints on 
land and resources by state administration and policies. 
Intense use and occupancy of the immediate area of Witchekan Lake area is illustrated in 
Figure 5.7. This composite map was compiled on a base map at a scale of 1 :50,000 and includes 
the M-6 1 trapping zone which is composed of a six-mile square area around Bland Lake to the east 
of Witchekan Lake as well as the immediate areas around Witchekan and Sylvander Lakes. While 
most of the activities carried out in this area are the similar to those at the regional level, the degree 
to which they could be accomplished was somewhat limited by the diminished size of the Reserve, 
the climate and the geographical features of the land. This limitation is largely because the Reserve 
was surveyed and granted on a proportion of one mile for every five Band members; allocation of 

Figure 5.7 Witchekan Lake First Nation: Witchekan Lake Area Use ~ n d  O C C Y P B ~ C ~  Scale: 1 :50.000 
the Reserve was not based on its capabilities to provide the resources needed for self-sufficiency. 
Clearly, Band members had to leave the Reserve lands to forage for berries and plants as well as for 
substantial fishing and hunting activities. 
While treaties permitted Aboriginal peoples to hunt and trap anywhere on unoccupied Crown 
land, this opportunity decreased as settlement encroached on traditional lands. Hunting and 
trapping were not compatible with agriculture and the township survey system introduced land 
ownership, which stood in conflict with the need for large land tracts and fluid boundaries that 
hunting and trapping required. As well, foraging also requires large tracts of undisturbed land; the 
relatively small Reserve provided to the Witchekan Lake Band and the pressures of settlement 
caused the same problems for foraging as for hunting and trapping. 
With the arrival of Settlers to the Witchekan Lake area, it is evident that there were significant 
and immediate changes in the pattern of land use and occupancy for the Witchekan Lake Band as 
changes to the Band's annual cycle had begun before the adhesion was signed. The loss of land 
base and the haylands as well as the lack of cash fi-om treaty annuities and treaty benefits forced 
Band members to seek out their livelihood as labourers for area Settlers. The introduction of 
agricultural technology reduced Settler reliance on Indian labour for farm work.13* Later, the 
assigned trapping block and the adhesion to Treaty Six brought more restrictions on the time that 
Band members had to spend in hunting, trapping, fishing and foraging pursuits on their traditional 
lands. The entry of Band children into school changed how families worked together on the land at 
these traditional activities as women and children spent less time on the land. Men from the Band 
also spent less time on the land as they adapted to the demands of seasonal labour in the area. 
Families spent shorter periods of time on the land engaged in traditional activities while still trying 
to maintain meaningful participation and supplementing their income and food supply from the 
hunting, trapping, fishing and foraging. 
The introduction of welfare payments and the expected participation of entire families in 
migrant labour, right after the close of the trapping season, served to remove Band members from 
their traditional lands in time for the lease of Reserve lands to Settlers. However, the Band's 
continued connection to their tiny land base and the importance of such a connection ensured their 
cultural and spiritual survival amidst a society that operated a cash-based economy as the 
Witchekan Lake Band was afforded limited or no opportunities for equal participation. Map 
biographies of the Witchekan Lake Band's use and occupancy of their traditional lands do 
demonstrate their continued connection to their traditional land base as well as their participation as 
migrant labourers and wage labourers in Settler forms of land use and occupancy. 
5.4 SETTLER LAND USE AND OCCUPANCY IN THE WITCHEKAN LAKE AREA 
Homesteading in the Witchekan Lake area was by no means an easy task as Settlers faced many 
challenges. Fitzgerald's study divided the pioneer settlement of northern Saskatchewan into two 
time periods. The first stage occurred before 1900, ranching and farming occurred in small pockets 
where Settlers were a distinct minority; settlement was motivated by the stands of timber in 
northern Saskatchewan as lumber supplies were depleted in eastern Canada and ~ a n i t 0 b a . I ~ ~  
The second stage of settlement occurred between 1900 and up to the end of World War One. 
Until 19 10, a large demand for lumber encouraged the establishment of mills and lumber camps.'34 
Trails developed as an extension of the railroad, especially north and south, although some were 
better traveled only when frozen.13' Between 19 10 and 19 14, immigrants from the United Kingdom 
and the USA arrived in northern Saskatchewan. When the lumber industry faltered, these 
individuals remained in the north to fann and required surveyed land on which to settle and 
establish their farms.'36 
By 1913, the Witchekan Lake area was known to have abundant hay around its lakeshores. 
The overall effect of the drop in the lake level was an increase of swampy land and hay around the 
lake. The presence of hay, water and wood did much to attract Settlers to the area. Hay helped to 
cut the costs of feeding stock in the winter but ranching efforts were challenged in some years by 
heavy snowfall, especially during the 1930s and 1950s.'~~ Fitzgerald noted that Settlers faced 
limitations in their agricultural pursuits in the Witchekan Lake area due to poorly drained and 
swampy soil composed of stony materials left by glacial retreat.'38 However, it is Fitzgerald's 
contention that the greatest limitation Settlers faced was the climate itself. 
5.4.1 Ethnicity 
Settlers who came to the Witchekan Lake area were not a homogeneous group. Studies in race 
and ethnic relations tend to discuss relationships between ethnic groups. Ethnicity is a difficult 
concept to operationalize as it is the product of an individual's value system, connected to an 
' 3 2  Respondent #12. Interview with Brenda McLeod, February 2 1, 1997. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
'33 Fitzgerald, 132. 
'34 Ibid, 135. The winter population of northern Saskatchewan increased as a series of lumber camps 
were situated ten to twelve miles apart with 175 to 200 workers per camp. 
13' Ibid, 147. 
13' Ibid, 134. 
13' Ibid, 258. 
underlying belief system, culture, social customs, political impacts and geography. As previously 
explained, the Witchekan Lake Band is not treated as an ethnic group in this study. Furthermore, 
this project did not treat the ethnicity of Settlers in a traditional manner of cultural group but in 
terms of geographical birthplace. An examination of the homestead records reveals that Settlers, as 
a group, came from different parts of the world and different areas in North America to the 
Witchekan Lake area. 
Some Settlers were born in another location and came as adults to Witchekan Lake; others 
came as children and teenagers and remained to file homesteads in the area. As well, the Settlers 
were from such varied places and ethnic backgrounds that it was difficult to establish a common 
culture, set of social customs, belief system and political orientation amongst Settlers as a whole. 
Thus for the purposes of studying land use and occupancy in this thesis project, the ethnicity of 
each Settler was assigned according to the geographical location of birthplace in the categories of 
American, European and Canadian. 
Settlers came to the Witchekan Lake area primarily to engage in ranching, cultivation of the 
land or mixed farming. Based on information provided in the homestead entry and patent 
applications, the majority of Settlers appear to have been raised in their birthplace or a nearby area. 
The majority of Settlers appear to have moved into communities near the Witchekan Lake area, 
spending a relatively short time in these communities before filing on a homestead in the 
Witchekan Lake area. This was especially true for Settlers who came to the area fiomthe USAand 
other parts of Canada. European Settlers tended to have had a longer sojourn in other parts of 
Canada before homesteading at Witchekan Lake. 
Given the timespan between arriving in nearby communities and filing on a homestead in the 
Witchekan Lake area, there was little time for Settlers to change their orientation towards land use 
and occupancy. The understandings Settlers brought with them upon relocation would have 
informed and guided their choices and actions around their homestead activities. Settlers brought 
with them a variation of experiences in these land-based activities; a few were without previous 
farming experience while the homestead records show a majority of the Settlers stating their 
previous occupation as a farmer or farm labourer. Settlers brought to their homesteads past life 
experiences with these activities and interaction with the geographical places where they were 
raised and lived. 
Within the European group, there were differences in their immigration experiences due to a 
differential and evolving immigration policy of the Canadian state.'39 Canada's immigration 
13' Ibid, 35. 
139 Scholars have written about the degree of discrimination within Canadian immigration policy. For 
history reveals that previous to the late nineteenth century, non-British and non-French groups were 
not a significant proportion of the Canadian The dominant presence of immigrants 
with a British background reinforced Anglo-Canadian identity in terms of culture and population 
proportion. This identity was firmly in place when large numbers of other western Europeans 
settled on the prairie provinces during the 1800s. Immigration to this area began with German and 
Dutch groups followed by east and central Europeans, in particular, Ukrainians. At the same time, 
the early 1900s saw significant numbers of Americans seeking land in canada.14' 
Canada aggressively sought American immigrants and Americans regarded homestead lands 
in Canada as their last frontier in which to fulfill their manifest destiny.I4* However, all prospective 
immigrants still had to raise the means to travel to the Witchekan Lake area. Americans faced less 
stringent naturalization and immigration regulations than some of the European immigrants and 
Americans were actively encouraged to immigrate to Canada during the years that the Witchekan 
Lake area was thrown open to ranching and Canadians and Americans had a less 
demanding travel schedule and arrangements to make in terms of arriving to homestead or take up 
ranching as compared to individuals coming from Europe. However, the earliest archival 
information indicates that Americans also came in the early 1900s to the Witchekan Lake area to 
ranch, before homestead surveys were undertaken. 
5.4.2 Origins of the Settler Community at Witchekan Lake 
In examining of the ethnicity of the Settlers who immigrated to the Witchekan Lake area 
between 191 1 and 1930, homestead records show that of 145 Settlers, thirty-nine were American, 
thuty-two were European and seventy-four were Canadian. In the European group, British 
immigrants numbered fifteen, the French totaled eleven with two Scandinavians and four East 
example, see Jean R. Burnet and Howard Palmer, 'Coming Canadians': An Introduction to a History of 
Canada's Peoples (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1988). Martin N. Marger also has a detailed 
discussion about ethnic stratification and its origins withn the Canadian immigration history in Race and 
Ethnic Relations: American and Global Perspectives (Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 
2nd ed., 1991). 
140 Marger, 450. 
14' Burnet and Palmer, 27. Canadian homestead regulations were more relaxed and the cost of land 
considerably cheaper than in the USA. According to Estimates are that some one million immigrants 
came to Canada from the USA between 190 1 and 19 14. According to Burnet and Palmer, some were 
returning Canadians and some were Europeans. 
14' Wrobel, 86-87. 
143 Burnett and Palmer, 27. The area was thrown open to homesteading in the later months of 19 11 
and early in 1912. 
144 Fitzgerald, 153. The presence of Settlers before the Witchekan Lake area was opened to 
homesteading was supported by accounts in the three local history books as well as scattered references 
Europeans. The Canadian group was composed of twenty-two from eastern provinces, thirty-three 
French Canadians and nineteen from the western provinces. In terms of population proportions, it 
is fair to say while Canadians clearly compose the majority of the Settler population, their numbers 
are split in three ways in terms of geographical orientation, with neither of these three groups, 
alone, outnumbering the Americans. Americans were in a better position than the majority of the 
other Settlers as "Many of [them] brought capital; all of them brought experience in dealing with 
North American conditions and were able to provide advice and support to neighbours."'45 A 
number of American Settlers in the Witchekan Lake areas brought cattle with them for the purpose 
of ranching and were regarded as affluent as opposed to the "have-nots7' which comprised the 
majority of the area ~ett1ers.I~~ The status of affluence was attributed to the fact that a number of 
local Settlers often were employed by these ranchers, providing Settlers with much needed cash. 
In the analysis of land use and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake area, we need to consider the 
dynamic role played by the interests of the Canadian state and the concept of land tenure held by 
American Settlers that came to the Witchekan Lake area. American Settlers constituted a 
significant numerical presence, bringing with them intentions to ranch in an area known as "fine 
ranching country."'47 They also brought livestock, capital and experiential knowledge of how to 
ranch in the North American climate. At the same time, Canadian state policy supported and 
encouraged such ventures, leaving Americans in the advantageous position of establishing ranching 
in the Witchekan Lake area. American Settlers and ranchers also came with attitudes towards 
Aboriginal peoples, grounded in a history that had removed Indian peoples from their traditional 
lands in order to clear the way for settlement. 
American history was set in the ideology of manifest destiny, beginning in the 1830s and 
enjoying a revival during the homesteading period at Witchekan Lake. American Settlers brought 
this history with them to the Witchekan Lake area. American Settlers, combined with European 
Settlers, predominately of British extraction, and Canadians influenced by British colonial ideology 
of the frontier cultural complex, drew up a petition in protest to the 19 13 ORS of the Witchekan 
Lake Reserve. The petition text demonstrates the characteristics of these two related ideologies. 
The petition reads: 
We the undermentioned petitioners desire to put on record our protest against the granting by 
the Government, of all of the hay land surrounding Witchekan Lake, to the Indians of this 
District for a Reserve. We hlly believe that if the Reserve takes in the hay land that it will be 
-- - -- - -- - 
in surveyors' records. 
14' Bumet and Palmer, 27. 
146 Pioneers and Followers, 132. One Settler, describing himself and most of his cohorts as "have- 
nots" remarked on the affluence of local ranchers, many of whom came from the USA. 
147 Saskatchewan Herald (Battleford), 4 November, 19 1 1, 10. SAB, Reel 256. 
to the detriment of the settlement of this District, by keeping out Settlers who would bring in 
stock and depend on the hay. As for ourselves the majority of us would not have taken up land 
in this vicinity if we had of once thought that all of the hay land would be handed over to the 
Indians who by the way have no stock with the exception of a few ponies. We do not object to 
the granting of a Reserve to the Indians as long as it is in a block and does not take in all of the 
hay. Hoping this petition will be favorably received.I4' 
While the petitioners do not oppose the setting up of the Reserve, the petition presents an air of 
competition around the hay resource. The petition clearly assumes the superiority of Settler land 
occupation and that Settlers with stock would make better use of the hay land. These two 
assumptions reflect the attitudes and values about land use and occupancy that are associated with 
the ideology of manifest destiny. In particular, the petition refers to higher levels ofdevelopment in 
the ideology of manifest destiny - the principles of territorial utilization and political interference, 
justified by the belief that people of other races were not capable of developing resources to their 
potential. The earlier principle of cultivation, also found in manifest destiny ideology, is not 
demonstrated, likely because cultivation is not associated with ranching, an occupation for which 
Witchekan Lake was well-known. 
There is also a small echo of the attitudes of paternalism and benevolence found in the hntier 
cultural complex towards the granting of the Reserve to district Indians. Its placement in the 
petition and the relatively small reference to the Reserve depict this concern as an afterthought or 
may not have been supported by the majority of petitioners. It is possible that this clause was added 
as a concession to some petitioners in order to obtain their signatures. Noticeably absent from the 
petition signatures are the signatures of French Canadian homesteaders who were at Witchekan 
Lake in 19 13. If the petitioners primarily made their protest in the interests of fairness, the lack of 
objection to the granting of the Reserve should have been placed near the front of the petition to 
invoke the government's sympathy for the breach of fairness that had occurred in the circumstances 
of the Reserve survey. Instead petitioners were intent on retaining access to these haylands, 
reminding the government of their vital role in settlement of the lands as well as their self- 
sufficiency and independence. The tone of the petition communicates an air of political betrayal as 
it leaves the impression they were promised homesteads but not informed about the Reserve. 
However, the overwhelming attitude of the petition is not paternalism and benevolence but one of 
arrogant assumption - more reminiscent of manifest destiny. This attitude is characteristic of the 
way in which Aboriginal peoples were treated by the government and Settlers in the USA. 
The source of such an ideology being transplanted to the Witchekan Lake area lies in the group 
of American Settlers who were amongst the first to arrive in the Witchekan Lake area, most ahead 
14' Petition, Witchekan Lake area Settlers to Minister of the Interior, Ottawa, December 20, 1998. 
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of the Dominion land survey in 19 12 and the ORS in 19 13. Given the history of violent relations 
between American Settlers and Aboriginal peoples in the United States, it is safe to assume that 
Americans who came to the Witchekan Lake area carried the legacy of that history and were not 
appreciative of the presence of the Witchekan Lake Band. By this time period, Aboriginal peoples 
had been cleared off of settled lands in the midwestern United States. Thus, American Settlers to 
the Witchekan Lake area likely assumed the same fate awaited the Witchekan Lake Band and did 
not concern themselves with the Band's presence until the ORS in 1913. Petitioners clearly 
assumed a position of political interference that is characteristic of manifest destiny. 
The petition accused the Band of hoarding the haylands; there is no evidence to support this 
accusation. On the contrary, while some people did record payment to the Band for hay before the 
Township survey the Band permitted some Settlers in the area to graze on the lands without the 
collection of payment for the use of the haylands, after this survey.'49 Consideration of the rights of 
the Witchekan Lake Band to those same haylands is conspicuously absent in the wording of the 
petition. It begs the question of why should the government bother to allocate the Witchekan M e  
Band a Reserve at all? 
Previous to the 19 13 petition and the Dominion Land Survey of these townships, the Indians in 
the area had been accustomed to receiving payment for hay that ranchers took fi-om the haylands.'50 
Surveyors also noted that they used hay from the Witchekan Lake area but there is no indication if 
they paid for it.15' It is logical to assume that the Witchekan Lake Band was a likely recipient of 
any such payments, if not the only recipient. Furthermore, the DIA had knowledge that the Chief of 
the Witchekan Lake Band had stated that he was counting on the lease of the haylands or the sale of 
the hay once the Reserve had been surveyed. It is not unreasonable to assume that Settlers and 
ranchers knew of the Chief's plans to exercise economic control over the haylands. Certainly, the 
19 13 Settler petition anticipated the Band's economic control over the haylands; both the Band and 
Settlers recognized the economic value of the haylands. 
The wording of the petition ignores the tradition of the Royal Proclamation and the treaties, 
both of which recognize the inherent right of Aboriginal title, based on the first occupancy of lands 
by Aboriginal peoples. The petition assumed that Settlers and ranchers had rights to the haylands 
NAC, RG10, Volume 7767, File 27107-1 1. 
'49 Respondent #12. Interview with Hany Nicotine, June 11, 1976. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Is0 Pioneers and Followers, 74. This passage gives an account of a pre-survey rancher by the name of 
Hany Diehl who came from Marcelin to graze cattle and put up hay in the Witchekan Lake area. Mr. 
Diehl is reported to be one of the earliest ranchers and white men in the area and paid the Indians twenty- 
five cents per ton of hay in 1908. He remained in the area until the Spring, 1913 when he burned off the 
meadows in the Witchekan Lake area; the fire spread to Big River and surveyors moved into survey the 
area. 
Is' SAB, R190.6, Surveyor Diary, File 123 17, E.W. Hubbell, December 4, 191 1. 
without due compensation or consideration of the rights of the Witchekan Lake Band to those same 
haylands. The basis of these assumptions more closely resembles the principles within manifest 
destiny than the paternalism and benevolence of its Canadian counterpart, the frontier cultural 
complex; manifest destiny was part of the historical and geographic experiences of American 
Settlers alone. While clearly not the majority ethnic group in the Witchekan Lake area, Americans 
were the early arrivals that combined with their the experience of a similar climate and land as well 
as the capital andfor livestock they brought, placed them in a position of socio-economic 
prominence. 
This set of circumstances led to the establishment of a particular type of land tenure in that the 
Canadian state appears to have adopted a reluctant attitude towards the land rights of Aboriginal 
peoples in the witchelcan ~ a k e  area.I5* Given the turn of events in the Witchekan Lake area during 
the homesteading era that ignored the existence of Aboriginal land rights, it is possible to assert that 
the ideology of manifest destiny that informs American land tenure became established first. The 
prolonged period of Reserve creation and its official recognition as well as the absent pursuit of 
treaty adherence portrays the Canadian state as disregarding Aboriginal land tenure, basing its 
assertion on economic advantages for the Settlers and not on paternalism or benevolence towards 
Aboriginal peoples. 
Furthermore, based on geographical location before arrival in the Witchekan Lake area, 
American Settlers from the midwestern USA were numerically a majority over any other group of 
Canadians or Europeans as a whole. The timing of the arrival of American Settlers in the 
Witchekan Lake area allowed for the predominance of midwestern American attitudes towards land 
use and occupancy during the homestead era. Armed with experiences around ranching in similar 
social and geographic conditions, Americans in the Witchekan Lake area were in a position to 
significantly influence their fellow Settlers as to how the Reserve and the haylands should be 
treated. 
5.4.3 Institutional Completeness 
The presence of a pluralist Settler group was due to the fact that homesteading did not occur in 
the Witchekan Lake area until after 191 1, a time when the immigration policy of Canada had 
allowed for a wide variety of immigrant groups to enter the country. The multicultural composition 
Sharon Venne, "Understanding Treaty Six: An Aboriginal Perspective." In Aboriginal and Treaty 
Rights in Canada: Essavs on Law, Equiw and Respect for D~flerence ed. Michael Asch: 173-207 
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997), 185. The right of Aboriginal peoples to land in Canada was first 
recognized in The Roval Proclamation ( I  763). 
of the Settler group posed some problems for group unity. Canada's immigration policy set up a 
hierarchy of Settler groups based on the desire to keep a British influence in Canada. Settlers to the 
Witchekan Lake area brought this imposed hierarchy with them, creating a source of division rather 
than unity. As well, a number of the countries from which these Settlers came had experienced 
conflict and disruption to national identity that the Settlers brought over with their baggage. Out of 
a variety of cultural backgrounds and mixed identities, Settlers also had to establish an identity of 
time and place with the land in their new location. For the Settler group, social supports and 
institutions to maintain identity were all conspicuously absent and needed to be recreated. 
The strength of a group's identity is indicated by the degree of completeness of societal 
institutions, and affects perceptions about and reactions to other groups. The Settler community 
regarded the Witchekan Lake Band as a threat to the establishment of Settler society and placed 
their rights to the lands and resources in the Witchekan Lake area ahead of the Band. However, the 
Settler community arrived within the Witchekan Lake Band's traditional land area with incomplete 
societal institutions to support their assumed dominance. At the time of their arrival, there were no 
schools, churches or community centres, and neither was there the supportive network of family 
and fiends to provide the sense of identity and shared values for Settlers. The differences in 
perceptions and experiences Settlers had as immigrants to the Witchekan Lake area contributed to 
the formation of a group held together by loose associations with each other; communities and 
social institutions had to be reconstructed out of these loose associations.'" Economic 
commonalities united the Settler group; collectively they formed a common value system towards 
the use and occupancy of the land, including the Reserve selections in the Witchekan Lake area. 
In direct contrast, the Witchekan Lake Band, in its homeland, was supported by complete 
societal institutions and by extended kinship networks. Witchekan Lake First Nation, as a group, 
was strongly united in its value system towards land use and occupancy within its traditional lands 
in the Witchekan Lake area. These institutions were tied directly to the land base itself while only 
the economic and political institutions were tied to the land for the Settler group. The language 
spoken amongst members of the Witchekan Lake Band was virtually the same and their sense of 
identity, in relation to each other, was not an issue. As well, Witchekan Lake First Nation had not 
experienced the same threats to its identity or sense of unity as a group although basic individual 
differences existed as they did in the Settler group. The breadth of individual differences was 
significantly less for the Witchekan Lake Band because of extended family networks and its low 
degree of pluralist composition. The strength of that unity was due to the presence of social, 
political, economic, cultural and spiritual institutions (SPECS). As a complete society, Witchekan 
Lake First Nation possessed a strong base for group autonomy, expressed in terms of land use and 
occupancy according to a distinct and different value system from the newly emerging Settler 
community. 
The lack of Settler families with which to reconstruct a community lifestyle affected the 
relations between Settlers and the Witchekan Lake Band. Both groups viewed each other as 
competition but the basis of reaction differed. The stance of the Settler group was defensive and 
reactive to the perceived competition of the Witchekan Lake Band for control over the resources of 
the land. In contrast, Witchekan Lake First Nation reacted to perceived changes to resource access 
that would affect their survival; their stance was proactive and one of accommodation, arising 
largely out of a difference in land tenure. Each Settler intensely used and occupied a mere 160 
acres to meet basic needs while Witchekan Lake First Nation used and occupied a territory of 
thousands of acres to meet its needs. Settlers were legally limited in their access to resources in the 
area needed for survival while before restrictions, the Witchekan Lake Band was able to access a 
larger territory, rich in the quality and abundance of its resources. 
The marital status of incoming Settlers is an important consideration when examining land use 
and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake area. A good number of the Settlers were single men; only a 
small number of married homesteaders had young families. The lack of a significant number of 
families further delayed the construction of societal institutions to nurture and support a sense of 
common identity amongst Settlers. The presence of families in newly settled areas was important 
in establishing communities and building societal institutions in these communities. Settlers with 
families required schools to educate children, churches for spiritual and social support as well as 
halls or community associations where people could gather socially, politically and culturally. 
Settlers were united in political action in having school districts established as well as the building 
of roads and inhstructure to support their access to these institutions. 
Table 5.5 illustrates a breakdown of the marital status of Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area, 
by their ethnicity, as defined within this project. Of the total entries between 191 1 and 1930, 
twenty-six percent were American, twenty-one percent were European and forty-nine percent were 
Canadian. In terms of marital status, single homesteaders comprised sixty-four percent of the 
entries, the greatest percentage of which were Canadian. Only twenty-five percent of Canadian 
entrants were married while fifty-one percent of American entrants were married. The majority of 
the Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area were single, with little need for and few resources to 
construct institutions or even establish a permanent sense of community. 
'53 Palmer, vi. 
Table 5.5 Marital Status of Witchekan Lake area Settlers, 191 1 to 1939, by ethnicity. 
Marital Status Ethnicity* 
American European Canadian 
Single 19 22 52 
Married 20 9 19 
Source: SAB. S-6.17, Homestead Files. 
* Ethnicity is determined by place of birth of each Settler. Marital Status was available for 141 out 
of 145 Settlers as declared at the time of Homestead Entry. 
Many of the Settlers declared themselves as single at the time of entry on their homesteads, only to 
declare themselves married with one or more children by the time they applied for patent on their 
homesteads. Given the low number of families in the area, single Settlers likely had to leave their 
homesteads to find marriage partners which meant that Settlers spent less time in the Witchekan 
Lake area than they would have, had they been married and raising The predominance 
of single Settlers hampered the establishment of communities and the recreation of societal 
institutions for the establishment of Settler society. 
5.4.4 Residency and Occupancy 
Actual residency on homesteads is also an important point in examining land use and 
occupancy conflict between Settlers and the Witchekan Lake Band. In the Witchekan Lake area, a 
number of Settlers left and returned at regular intervals; some Settlers also left their homesteads for 
extended periods of time on a regular and frequent basis. In order to meet the requirement of six 
months annual residency on the homestead, some Settlers stayed on their homesteads for the winter 
months and left after spring seeding, returning for harvest or later in the fall. Without a community 
base fi-om which to operate, single Settlers frequently left their homesteads for extended periods of 
time to find wage work to be able to continue to improve their homesteads but, also to renew ties 
with family and friends who lived in the communities Settlers left to relocate at Witchekan Lake. 
154 Local history books recount many instances of young single men leaving to be married in other 
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Table 5.6 lists the various types of residency and the average number of months single and 
married Settlers spent on their homesteads, between the date of entry and the date ofapplication for 
patent. In order to apply for patent on their homesteads, Settlers were required to cultivate fifty 
acres of their allotted 160 acres and to live on their homestead for six months out of every twelve 
months for a period of three years (thirty-six months).'55 Government regulations were initially set 
up to allow three years or thirty-six months between entry and patent application. 
Table 5.6 Settler Residency on homesteads in the Witchekan Lake area, 19 1 1 to 1939, by marital 
status. 
Marital Status Type of Residency (Average Number of Months) 
Continuous Seasonal Vicinity Absent 
Single 116 32 116 82 
Married 173 85 110 55 
Source: SAB, S-6.17, Homestead Files. 
Continuous = Homesteaders who resided on their homestead without any absence fiom time 
of Entry to date of application for patent. 
Seasonal = Homesteaders who left their homesteads for regular and frequent intervals fiom 
the date of entry to the date of application for patent. 
Vicinity = Homesteaders who never resided on their homestead but lived in the area with 
relatives during the entire period between entry and date of application for patent. 
Absent = Average number of months homesteaders were absent from their homesteads 
from entry to date of application for patent. 
These averages are based on residency data given by 52 Settlers on their Applications for Patent. 
Many Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area exceeded the expected three years to qualie for 
patent by nearly double during the period of 191 1 to 1939. Married Settlers with continuous 
residency on their homesteads resided on their homesteads an average of 173 months before being 
granted patent to their homestead; single continuous residents spent an average of 116 months 
before receiving patent. Those Settlers taking the least amount of time to receive patent were single 
communities and sometimes, outside Canada. The absence of local clergy likely contributed to this trend. 
Kirk N. Lambrecht, The Ad,ninistuation of Dominion Lands, 1870-1930 (Ftegina: Canadian Plains 
and married Settlers with seasonal residency, requiring thirty-two and eighty-five months, 
respectively before receiving patent. Overall, married Settlers tended to spend time on their 
homesteads continuously and were less likely to abandon their homesteads. Although both married 
and single homesteaders left to look for wage labour, the families of married Settlers stayed at the 
homestead, thereby fulfilling residency requirements. 
Settlers took possession of quarter sections and failed to use and occupy those lands to the 
fullest potential for significant time periods when the Witchekan Lake Band could have made use of 
those same lands and resources. Furthermore, Settlers tended to be absent during the summer 
months when Band members moved around on the lands and could have harvested resources and 
occupied the lands under homestead. Settlers entered on quarter sections only to be absent from 
homesteads, on average fiom fifty-five to eighty-two months, before qualifying for property 
ownership. Thus, Settlers were not using the lands and resources of their homesteads for survival 
or self-sufficiency for approximately four and one-half to over six and one-half years, in total. 
Clearly, many Settlers took considerably longer than three years to fulfill residency requirements 
and did so without threat of loss to their use and occupancy from the Witchekan Lake Band or 
government officials. 
In contrast, members of the Witchekan Lake Band used the resources these lands provided for 
their survival and self-sufficiency and had undisputed occupancy and ownership of the lands and 
resources until the arrival of Settlers. As long as Settlers had registered entry on these lands, the 
Witchekan Lake Band was denied access to these resources for their own use or to sell for cash. 
Settlers without livestock and those with prolonged absences fi-om their homesteads had no use for 
the resources, particularly the hay, but had the support of the state in denying Band members access 
to the lands and resources for survival and self-sufficiency. 
Homestead regulations were modified many times in the ensuing decades so that Settlers 
would have less physical and financial stress in qualifying for patent.156 One modification to 
homestead policy that figured significantly in the Witchekan Lake area occurred in 19 12 when the 
newly elected Conservative government announced its intention to boost the ailing Canadian cattle 
industry by revising grazing leases through changes to the Dominion Lands A C ~ . ' ~ ~  This policy 
revision also helped to encouraged more settlement in areas to which it was otherwise difficult to 
attract Settlers. Particularly in the Witchekan Lake area, there was little available to offer to 
Settlers except for open homesteads as the climate, growing conditions and lack of infrastructure 
Research Center, 199 I), 1 18. 
'" Larnbrecht, 22-24. 
157 The Saskatchewun Herald (Battleford), Volume XXXIV, No. 2, Whole No. 1521, 1 1 September 
19 12, 1. SAB, Newspaper Index, Reel 256. 
did not make the area attractive to established Settlers in the southern parts ofthe province and the 
USA. 
However, a shortage of available homesteads and the high costs of purchasing land in these 
established areas contributed to the migration of Settlers to the Witchekan Lake area. As well, 
policy revisions to the Dominion Lands Act made ranching homesteads an attractive option in the 
Witchekan Lake area; those Settlers with capital to pursue ranching found abundant haylands to 
support their venture. Terms for acquiring a patent on a homestead using stock were relatively easy 
compared to the Settler who was attempting to acquire patent on a homestead through cultivation 
and residency. 15' By April, 1 9 14, an amendment was made to the Dominion Lank Act which made 
the policy official.lS9 Unfortunately, the timing of the new legislation coincided with the protest 
and investigation over the boundaries to the newly surveyed Indian Reserve at Witchekan Lake. 
American Settlers were arriving in Canada in droves during this time period and those arriving in 
the Witchekan Lake area took advantage of the change in policy that allowed ranching to hlfill 
patent regulations on homesteads. The reputation of the Witchekan Lake area as good ranching 
country likely did much to encourage Settlers to relocate there. 
The process of applying for patent had three stages; first, a Settler had to enter on a homestead, 
fulfill the requirements of residency, cultivation and erect a house of minimum specified value. 
Once these conditions were met, an application for patent was filed by the Settler and supported by 
sworn statements by two neighbours who lived within a specified range of the applicant. The 
application was submitted to the Lands Patent Branch of the Department of the Interior for 
consideration and if successfil, the applicant received title to the homesteaded quarter section. An 
examination of Table 5.7 shows that the average length oftime it took Settlers to file for patent after 
homestead entry increased over time as did the time between the Settlers' entry date and receipt of 
patent or title to homesteads in the Witchekan Lake area. The date of homestead entry was selected 
as this was the point at which lands became occupied Crown lands and were not available for use 
and occupancy by the Witchekan Lake Band. 
Is' Lambrecht, 1 18-1 19. In 19 14, the cultivating homesteader was required to 1) pay a $10.00 fee 
upon entry 2) pay for any improvements upon entry if taking over a previous homestead 3) reside on his 
homestead six months per year for three years 4) cultivate fifty acres in three years and 5) erect a house 
worth at least $300.00 in order to apply for patent. By contrast, a homesteader using the option of raising 
stock, had to own the stock he kept on his homestead; the first year, a minimum of five head of stock, the 
second year, ten head, the third year, sixteen head, twenty in the fourth year and twenty-four in the fifth 
year. Stock could be cattle, horses, sheep and hogs; one head of cattle or one horse equaled ten hogs or 
sheep. The stock had to be kept on the homestead for summer grazing or winter feeding and buildings 
erected to accommodate the number of stock kept. 
The Saskatchewan Herald (Battleford), Volume XXXVI,  No. 14, Whole No. 1595,3 April 1914,7. 
SAB, Newspaper Index, Reel 257. 
IG0 Bumett and Palmer, 27. 
Table 5.7 Time lapses for patented lands in Witchekan Lake area, 191 1 to 1949. 
Decade Time lapses (Average Number of Months) 
Entry to Application Entry to 
Application to Issue Issue 
Source: SAB, S-6.17, Homestead Files. 
Time lapses are calculated in average number of months from dates declared at the time of Entry 
and Applications for Patent on homesteads. Calculations are based on data from Patent 
Applications of 52 Settlers. 
Entry = date homestead application filed 
Application = date of application for patent 
Issue = date patent or grant was issued 
A substantial increase in time lapse is noted after 1930 when the province began to administer the 
lands, particularly in the time between the application and the date of issue of the patent/grant. 
During the 1940s, leasing became more popular and likely contributed to the long period of time 
between entry and application. With the arrival of homesteaders and ranchers to the Witchekan 
Lake area, members of the Witchekan Lake Band faced immense changes to their access to lands 
and resources in the Witchekan Lake area. Sharing these lands and resources was inevitable with 
arrival of the newcomers and there is little evidence to support any notion that the Band was 
prepared to prevent or even interfere with Settlers. 
However, the Band did demonstrate some duress over the coming of Settlers as the Chief 
stated in his 19 12 letter to McKay that the Band required a Reserve at this point, with the increased 
presence of ranchers and Settlers to the area. Until Settlers anived, the Witchekan Lake Band 
made its living by hunting; settlement of the lands diminished the land base available for hunting. 
Both the Band and Settlers recognized the value of the vast haylands around the lake; the Band, as a 
means to supplement their loss of hunting lands and Settlers, as a subsidy for raising livestock on 
homesteads with poor crop returns. Needless to say, lands and resources, desired by both parties as 
the means to shore up lagging livelihoods, resulted in an atmosphere ofcompetition and eventually, 
conflict. Subsequent developments in government land policy encouraged the continuation of 
conflict between Settlers and Band members, some of which was inherent in the differences in the 
approaches and values the Band and Settlers applied to the use and occupancy of the lands in the 
Witchekan Lake area. Conflict was enhanced by the fact that government land policy, under the 
jurisdiction of the federal government, tended to favour the requests and needs of Settlers over 
Aboriginal peoples. This bias occurred within the Department of the Interior that administered 
lands for Indian peoples and Settlers. 
5.5 ALIENATION OF SELECTED LANDS FOR RESERVES 
Surveying first began in the Witchekan Lake area in 191 1 and was completed by 1914. 
Homesteads registered before the ORS of October, 19 13 were located at NE 10-5 1 - 1 1, NW 1 8-5 1 - 
11, SW 36-51-1 1, NE 16-52-1 1 and NE 20-52-1 1.16' All of the Reserve selections, including the 
ORS for the Witchekan Lake Band compose the study area that was examined to determine what 
happened to these selected lands upon their alienation as Reserve lands. The study area, as shown 
in Figure 1.1, consists of 3 19 quarter-sections of land, concentrated in Townships 5 1 and 52, Range 
11, with portions of the same townships in Ranges 10 and 12. Specifically, the land under study 
consistsofSections6,7,18,19,30and31-51-10; Sections6and7-52-10;Allof51-11; Sections 1 
to 12,16 to 20, SW21, South half29 and 30-52-1 1; Sections 13, 14,23 to 26,36 and 36-51-12 and 
Sections 1,2, 12,13, 14,23 to 26-52-12, all West of the Third Meridian (W3M). 
Alienation of the selected Reserve lands began in the immediate area of the lake and is 
presented in a series of eight maps in Figures 5.8 to 5.15, inclusive. These maps show the 
alienation of the quarter sections within the various Reserve selections and depict land use by the 
Settler community in the study area. Each map contains information for a specific time period; the 
first is for a time period of nine years with the other time periods for ten years each. Mapping 
intervals begin in 191 1 as Settlers were already squatting on these lands before the completed 
township survey in 19 13. The first time period, illustrated in Figure 5.8, shows mainly grazing and 
homesteads on the newly surveyed lands with only seven patented quarters of land although sixty 
quarters were under homestead entry and two quarters were leased. Homesteads were 
predominately located on the east side ofthe lake; there were no homesteads at the south end of the 
16' Intradepartmental Memo, M.B. Sheppard to J. Johnston, Lands Patent Branch, Department of the 
Interior, October 11, 1913. SAB, S-6.17, File 1215019, Reel 827. 
lake. Grazing lands were concentrated at the south end of the lake and extended north along the 
west side of the lake, to the boundary between Townships 5 1 and 52. 
Land use during the 1920s, as shown in Figure 5.9, demonstrates thirty-seven quarters under 
homestead entry with patents to eighty-three quarters and approximately the same amount of land 
reserved for grazing as in the previous time period. Six quarters were leased, two of which gained 
patent in this time period. Grazing remained concentrated in much the same area but Settlers 
managed to homestead twenty-five quarters at the south end of Township 5 1, Range 11. 
Approximately half of the homesteads entered on in the 1920s received patent in this same time 
period. 
The 1930s yielded nine homestead entries with four land grants issued for these entries; 
additional patents were issued for thirty-nine quarters. Figure 5.10 emphasizes that grazing lands 
were still a significant land use as additional quarters were allocated for grazing as well. There 
were fourteen quarter sections under lease and while leasing was a not a new form of land use, it is 
significantly increased during this time period, likely a reflection of the poor economic times. By 
contrast, Figure 5.1 1 indicates a significant decline in grazing area in the 1940s, particularly in 
Township 5 1, Range 12; two quarters were under homestead and were issued grants while fourteen 
other quarters were issued land grants. There were twelve leases with all but two acquiring land 
grants. 
The 1950s marked the end of the homesteading period. Further policy development is shown 
in Figure 5.12 with the creation of the Bapaume Community Pasture was established out of former 
grazing lands in 52- 12 and 5 1 - 1 1. The rest of the grazing lands from the 1940s remained and 
thirteen quarters received land grants for title. Overall, in Figure 5.12, there was a significant 
reduction in Settler ownership of lands. Most of the lands formerly patented came under lease from 
the Crown with only four under time-sale agreements. During the 1960s, time-sales with land 
grants increased to seventeen with four quarters committed to an irrigation project at the south end 
of Witchekan Lake. The location of these quarters in Figure 5.13 suggests that this project was 
undertaken to assist the Bapaume Community Pasture and grazing lands in general as all are located 
at the southwest end of Witchekan Lake. Leases increased very slightly to 119 with land grants 
awarded to seventeen quarters. Seven quarters of grazing lands at the south end of the lake were 
leased by the end of the time period. 
A large wetlands project was proposed with Ducks Unlimited in the 1970s; the extent of the 
project is illustrated in Figure 5.14 and for the most part, involved the lake itself and marshy lands 
in Township 5 1, Ranges 1 1 and 12 and Township 52, Ranges 1 1 and 12. Out of the rest of the 
quarters, twenty-one quarters were listed as additional land grants. During this decade, the local 
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Figure 5.8 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 191 1 to 1919 
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Figure 5.9 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1920 to 1929 
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Figure 5.10 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1930 to 1939 
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Figure 5.1 1 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1940 to 1949 
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Figure 5.12 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1950 to 1959 
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town of Spiritwood had a sewage system located on SW 1 i -5 1-1 1, at the south end of Witchekan 
Lake. There was a slight increase in the acreage for the Bapaume Community Pasture. During the 
1980s, lands continued to be leased or purchased under time agTeements and twelve land grants 
were issued. Figure 5.15 illustrates an increase in the acreage of the Bapaume Community Pasture 
the early 1990s. 
The climate and physical geogragraphy demanded a mixed farming response in the Witchekan 
Lake area. As haylands became depleted, land and homestead policy of the Canadian government 
supported and encouraged farmers to engage in mixed farming in order to become self-sufficient 
and successful in agriculture.'62 By the end of the 1930s, ranching and mixed farming were firmly 
established in the Witchekan Lake area, supported by cheap, long-term government leases for 
grazing and hay.'63 Fitzgerald's research demonstrated that the success of ranching had the effect of 
slowing the rate of cultivation in the area until the arrival of Settlers during the early 1930s under 
the Relief Settlement Plan and the Land Settlement AC~,'@ aided by the coming of the railroad to 
the Spiritwood area in 1929. '~~ 
The rate at which lands were alienated fi-om the Witchekan Lake Band's ORS between 191 3 
and 1949 is demonstrated in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. Homestead entries were most intense during 
19 14 on 2560 acres of the lands in the ORS; similar acreages are indicated for the years 1923 and 
1924. The total number of acres with homestead entries for this time period totalled 21,770. By the 
1930s, homestead activity had tapered off. Fitzgerald noted that between 1931 and 1940, 
cancellations in northern Saskatchewan exceeded entries, mainly due to poor growing conditions.' 66 
Research of the homestead files, Township Registers and R.M. of Spiritwood files indicated that 
this trend did not occur in the Witchekan Lake area until the 1950s when approximately one-half of 
the lands previously patented came under leases and time-sales. The bulk of the leases during this 
time period appear to be through the Veteran 's Land Act, occurring in conjunction with the return 
of World War I1 veterans to the area. 
In contrast, patented acres did not occur with the same intensity as homesteaded acres between 
19 1 1 and 1949. Patented acres did not peak until 1928 and 1929 with most patents issued between 
'62 Lambrecht, 1 18-1 19. 
'63 Fitzgerald, 258. Ten year grazing leases cost six cents and two cents for School Lands and Forest 
Reserve Lands, respectively. 
Ibid, 306. Both schemes were concerned with to relocate southern farmers in northern areas. 
However, only the latter scheme provided start-up capital for relocating fanners. 
165 Tapestry of Time, 73; Links With the Past: Belbutte-Bapaume (Spiritwood, Sk.: Belbutte-Bapaume 
History Committee, 1980), 228. The railroad was built through the town of Spiritwood in 1929. One of 
the main contractors for the venture was a local rancher, Albert C. Cadieu who later became the local 
Member of Parliament from 1958 to 1979. 
I" Fitzgerald, 338. 
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Figure 5.13 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1960 to 1969 
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Figure 5.14 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1970 to 1979 
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Figure 5.1 5 Settler Land Use and Occupancy in Witchekan Lake Area, 1980 to 1989 
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192 1 and 1934. The total patented acres were around 1 1,100 between the years 19 1 1 and 1949. 
There were no patents issued between 19 13 and 19 18 that covers the period between the actual 
ORS and a few months short of the passing of the Order-in-Council to create the Witchekan Lake 
Reserve. There were approximately 1 1,700 acres reserved for hay and grazing, most of which were 
under lease to ranchers. 
Ranching continued to be a mainstay of the Settler community in the Witchekan Lake area, 
supported by the provincial government with the establishment of cooperative and community 
pastures. In 1935, the federal government passed the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act ( P F R A ) ,  as 
an aid to the lagging farm economy of the 1930s.'~~ The PFRA pasture program acquired lands that 
were ".droughty, erodable land together with unalienated provincial land transferred free of charge 
until 1944 and thereafter leased to the Dominion for community grazing purposes."'68 Later, 
smaller blocks of land became established as cooperative and association or community pastures; an 
emphasis was placed on establishing these types of pastures in the "northern wooded area of the 
province."169 The first community pasture appeared in Saskatchewan in 1940.170 Community 
pastures tended to be formed out of marginal lands that were considered to be of little value for 
cultivation; these lands were oRen Crown lands. 
5.6 BAPAUME COMMUNITY PASTURE 
Community pastures tended to be formed out of marginal lands that were considered to be of 
little value for cultivation; these lands were oRen Crown lands. However, other circumstances led 
to the creation of the Bapaurne Community Pasture in 1958. This pasture was established out of 
privately owned lands purchased fiom a large scale ranching operation owned and operated by one- 
time local Reeve and MLA, Donald McDonald and his brother.17' Since its inception, the pasture 
has increased in acreage; it is considered by its patrons to be vital to their cattle operations and fann 
livelihood. '* 
167 Fitzgerald, 483. 
Government of Saskatchewan. Department of Agriculture, Annual Report, 1959, L.2. 
Ibid. 
Fitzgerald, 426. 
"' Idylwild Women's Institute, 253-254. The brothers operated the 0x0 Ranch under a provincial 
grazing lease since 1932; Don MacDonald was also a member of the Saskatchewan Legislative 
Assembly from 1934 to 1944. 
Notes, Joint Meeting with Bapaume Pasture Patrons, Witchekan Lake Band and Saskatchewan 
Justice Mediators, August 8, 1995. FSIN Files. 
The lands within the Bapaurne Community Pasture are of historical importance to Witchekan 
Lake First Nation. The land use and occupancy study in this thesis project showed that the lands 
around Witchekan Lake are important to Witchekan Lake First Nation for social, political, 
economic, cultural and spiritual reasons. Part of the pasture is within the boundaries of the ORS of 
19 13 and the rest forms the bulk of the 19 15 Reserve selection for the Sunchild Band. Figure 1.1 
shows the study area that consists of the various Reserve selections in the area and Figure 5.10 
illustrates the original Bapaume Pasture acreage upon the pasture's formation in 1958. The 
Witchekan Lake Band selected the pasture under the Saskatchewan Formula in an attempt to settle 
their claim under TLE. A successful vote by pasture patrons in 198 1 approved a resolution to 
transfer the pasture to the  and.'^^ The results of the vote were not unanimous, but the required 
favourable fifty percent was attained. 
However, the transfer became stalled as the province entered an election campaign. By the 
time of the provincial election in 1982, the transfa of the pasture to the Band had become a hot 
political issue in the local community with the local provincial Progressive Conservative candidate 
campaigning against the transfer; he won his seat and the transfer was not completed. Other 
locations in the province were also experiencing opposition to the transfer of c o m r n ~ t y  pastures to 
TLE Bands and the newly elected Progressive Conservative provincial government wanted time to 
study the issue.'74 
At their Annual Meeting in 1982, Bapaume Community Pasture patrons were told by Bob 
Donald, Pasture Program Coordinator, that the "Transfer of the pasture [to the Witchekan Lake 
Band] would mean that a small group [of patrons] would lose part of their livelihood in settlement 
of the claim."'75 The issue of loss to some patrons is doubtful as there were not a large number of 
ranchers amongst the members of the Witchekan Lake Band at this time nor did those Band 
members with cattle have large herds. As became the case in the 1990s, the success of the 
Witchekan Lake Band with the pasture likely depended upon all of the patrons remaining. 
Undoubtly influenced by Donald's comments about anticipated losses, the thirteen patrons who 
attended this meeting endorsed a motion which overturned their 1981 decision to transfer the 
Bapaume Community Pasture to the Witchekan Lake Band. 
In the years following 1982, the provincial government continued to tinker with pasture patron 
173 Minutes, Bapaume Pasture Meeting, March 24, 198 1. Witchekan Lake Band Files. This meeting 
was attended by twenty-four Bapaume Community Pasture patrons, three Band members, provincial and 
federal government officials. 
'74 Pitsula, 18. 
17' Minutes, Bapaume Community Pasture, 1982 Annual Meeting. December 2, 1982. Witchekan 
Lake Band Files. The minutes indicate this passage as part of a report given by Bob Donald, Westerly 
Pasture Program Co-ordinator, Lands Branch, Saskatchewan Agriculture. Donald reported that third 
policy and by 1989, managed to extend lifetime membership to patrons rather than an annual 
renewal of their allocations as had been the practice since the establishment of community pastures. 
The reason for the change in policy was "to provide patrons with the improved security of a supply 
of grazing space in their community pastures and also to consider longer range f m  development 
plans."176 By 1992, the province stated that its goals and objectives with regards to Crown Lands 
were "operate provincial community pastures in a manner which assists producers with their 
grazing needs, provide for rejuvenation of exhausted forage stands and generates a fair rate of 
revenue for the province."177 Increasingly, pasture patrons, through their Advisory Boards, were 
given more power to make decisions about issues of membership, improvements and allocations. 
After the signing of the TLEFA, the Witchekan Lake Band approached the Bapaume Pasture 
patrons with another proposal for the transfer of the pasture to their jurisdiction under TLE. This 
time, the Band faced a very different climate than it had encountered in 198 1; the pasture patron 
body was now enlarged to thnty-two, with only eight patrons carried over fiom 198 1. 17' AS well, 
there was considerable open hostility towards Band members as they made their request. The 
minutes of the Annual Meeting read: 
A presentation was given to the patron body by the Witchekan Lake Band on Treaty 
Land Entitlement as the Band would like to negotiate for the Bapaume Pasture. Much 
discussion followed along with numerous questions. After the presentation the 
members left . . . There was considerable discussion on the TLE issue . . . motion [was 
made] that the community pasture be owned and administered the way it has in the 
past, that is by the provincial government. Seconded . . . Carried ( ~ n a n i m o u s l ~ ) . ' ~ ~  
Only seventeen of the thirty-two patrons attended the meeting; both individuals involved in making 
the motion were on the Advisory Board. Band members who attended the meeting likened their 
experience to being "as welcome as a skunk at a garden party."'80 
Following this meeting, a joint committee of six Band members and six pasture patrons was 
formed to discuss concerns and try to reach amicable resolution. The province was absent fi-om this 
process that involved intense negotiations and numerous rewordings of a proposal which was put to 
a mail-in vote on April 2 1,1994. All but one patron voted with only four out of the thirty in favour 
of the proposal; all six of the patrons who participated in drawing up the proposal voted against it. 
These results fell well short of the required seventy-five percent favourable vote requiredunder the 
party interests and other ways of settling Indian land claims were now a concern. 
176 Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan Rural Development. Annual Report, 1989-90,9. 
'77 Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan Rural Development. Annual Report, 1992-93, 1 1 .  
178 Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, Northwest Regional Office, Allocation Lists, 1993 and 1994 
and Minutes, Bapaume Pasture Patron Meeting, March 24, 198 1. Witchekan Lake Band Files. Both of 
these sources provided lists of pasture patrons for the respective years. 
'79 Minutes, Bapaume Pasture Annual Meeting, November 10, 1993. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
I8O Ron Fineday. Interview with Brenda McLeod. October 3 1, 1994. 
terms of the 1992 F~~amework Agreement, in order to transfer the pasture to the Band's 
administration.lS1 Understandably, Band members were shocked and "felt the whole process was a 
sham and an act of bad faith."Is2 
In the fall, 1993, two Witchekan Lake Band members applied for allocations in the Bapaume 
Community Pasture but were denied as patrons.'83 The only explanation given for the refusal was 
that the pasture was not accepting new allocations for the upcoming 1994 season. The refusal of 
the Advisory Board to grant allocations to local applicants such as Band members contradicts the 
original intent of comn~unity pastures. The Bapaume Community Pasture is one of the smaller 
community pastures which, at the time it was established, was judged to have a lower carrying 
capacity for grazing as well as a poor quality of forage, necessitating improvements by seeding with 
tame forage to ensure their economic viability.lg4 The emphasis in the establishment of community 
pastures was on economic development for local communities. 
This founding principle flies in the face of the composition of patron bodies for pastures in the 
North-West Region of Saskatchewan during the 1980s and up to 1992. An examination of the 
pasture patron lists of the Northwest Region in Saskatchewan listed a total of eighteen community 
pastures.'85 Ten of these pastures were placed under selection by various TLE Bands under the 
Saskatchewan Formula and all were renewed as selections following the signing of the TLEFA.'~~ 
Some of the region's pastures show significant numbers of patrons hmoutside the communities in 
which these pastures are located; of interest are those fiom southern parts of Saskatchewan and 
outside rural rnuni~i~alit ies. '~~ 
Southern patrons were admitted to northern pastures during the 1980s when southern areas of 
the province experienced extreme drought. The practice continued after grazing conditions 
improved in the south; spaces created in the south during the drought became available for other 
southern patrons, thereby increasing the utilization of community pastures around the province. 
During 1993 and 1994, the Bapaume Community Pasture had a total of thirty-two and thirty-one 
patrons, respectively, with four southern patrons. Twenty patrons were non-resident to the R.M. of 
18' 1992 Framework Agreement for Saskatchewan Treaty Land Entitlement, Article 4.08, (b)(i), 39. 
Is2  Memo, David Knoll, Solicitor for Witchekan Lake Band to Winston McLean and Brad Michael, 
FSIN, April 245, 1994. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Letter, Gary Cortus, Community Pasture Agrologist, Northwest Region, North Battleford to Mike 
Fineday and Ron Fineday, Witchekan Lake Band, January 27, 1994. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
Is4 Saskatchewan. Department of Agriculture, Annual Report, 1959, L.22. 
Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, Northwest Region, North Battleford, Pasture Patron Lists. 
ls6 Cliff Wright, Treaty Commissioner, Report and Recommendations on Treaty Land Entitlement 
(Saskatoon, Sk.: Office of the Treaty Commissioner, 1990), 69-76. 
187 Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, Community Pastures, Patron Allocation Lists, 1993 and 1994. 
Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, Northwest Regional Office Files, North Battleford. 
Spiritwood, with the majority from neighbouring R.M.S. '~~ The presence of numerous small 
grazing cooperative pastures and a large P.F.R.A. Pasture in the area calls into question the need to 
have non-residents in the Bapaume Community Pasture. The practices of accepting non-residents 
and having southern patrons continuing to occupy allocations in northern pastures raise a few 
issues. 
First of all, both practices prevented current local patrons from expanding their cattle 
operations and effectively prevents the acceptance of any new local patrons. Secondly, non- 
resident and southern patrons faced increased transportation costs to bring their cattle to the 
Bapaume Community Pasture; the economic viability of hauling cattle from southern locations to 
northern pastures is particularly questionable. As well, the policy used to assess pasture patron 
applicants is based on a point system; more points are awarded to younger applicants, applicants 
with a lower assessment of resource base and applicants who are in close proximity to the 
community pasture. Proximity to the pasture comprises twenty of the one hundred points on the 
application assessment. A total of fifty points are assigned to resource base and age makes up the 
remaining thuty points.'89 No points were awarded for patrons over eighty miles from the pasture; 
a deduction of one-half point per mile was applied to patrons over forty miles away from the 
pasture. It is doubtful that non-resident and especially, southern applicants would be able to score 
higher than local applicants.'90 
As a matter of policy, the Advisory Board of the Bapaume Community Pasture patrons had 
considerable input into the running of the affairs of the Bapaume Community Pasture. The 
Advisory Board considered applications of prospective patrons and advised the patron body of their 
recommendations for improvements, the number of cattle to be allocated for the pasture annually as 
well as the allocations per patron. The Advisory Board also made recommendations to the patron 
body about the proposals made by the Witchekan Lake Band for the transfer of the pasture. 
Thus, the absence of reasons for the refusal of pasture allocations to Band members begs for 
explanation. In giving the patron body and the Advisory Board the benefit of the doubt, 
anticipation of poor pasture conditions for 1994 may be one possible reason. However, the minutes 
of the Bapaume Pasture Annual Meeting for 1993 reported a cool wet summer in 1993 that would 
leave the pasture in good grazing condition for the next season. As well, the total allocation for the 
pasture was below the listed carrying capacity of the Bapaume Community Pasture with ample 
room for at least two more patrons at the maximum allocation of fifty head of cattle each. As 
Is' Ibid. 
Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, Provincial Community Pastures Livestock Allocation, 
Management and Fee Schedule Policy, December 1, 1993. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
I9O %id. 
patrons were averaging twenty-eight to twenty-nine head each, there was room for even more new 
patrons.'9' 
In light of the absence of expressed concerns about the condition of the pasture and the deficit 
in allocation, it is reasonable to conclude that other reasons were responsible for the rehsed 
applications of the two Witchekan Lake Band members, likely reasons based on hostility and 
grounded in racial discrimination. A meeting in August 1995 between Band members and patrons, 
confirmed the presence of these attitudes. Those people attending the meeting witnessed 
discriminatory and racist behaviour on the part of pasture patrons towards Band members.192 
Following the negative vote to transfer the Bapaume Community Pasture to their jurisdiction, 
the Witchekan Lake Band sought the assistance of the provincial government in their acquisition 
efforts. According to the TLEFA, the next stage was to consult with a mediator to try and resolve 
the issue. The Band appealed to the local MLA from the new Democratic Party, who in turn, wrote 
to the Minister of Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food to approve the sale of the pasture to the 
Band. Saskatchewan Indian and Metis Affairs Secretariat (hereinafter SIMAS) was brought in to 
assist the Band in November, 1994.'~~ The DIA was also brought in to take a more assertive role in 
moving the province towards the transfer of the pasture. Both the federal and provincial levels of 
government are obligated under the TLEFA to assist TLE Bands with the acquisition of shortfall 
acres. The Bapaume Community Pasture was still under selection by the Witchekan Lake Band as 
fulfillment of their shortfall acres. 
A meeting was convened in August, 1995 in an attempt to get the mediation process under 
way. Mediators hired by Saskatchewan Justice called Bapaume Pasture patrons, the Chief and 
representatives from Witchekan Lake First Nation as well as government officials and resource 
persons to the meeting.194 The past history of conflict carried over into the meeting. Witchekan 
Lake First Nation was the target of suspicion, ridicule and exploitation. Comments were made with 
regard to the Chiefs ability to be a leader while sneers were aimed at Band Councilors and 
representatives as to whether or not Witchekan Lake First Nation could take its place among the 
19' Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, Community Pastures, Patron Allocation Lists, 1993 and 1994. 
Based on these lists, an average allocation per patron can be calculated. Carrying capacity of this pasture 
is listed as 1000; total allocations for 1993 and 1994 were 929 and 865, respectively. 
1 92 Notes, Joint Meeting with Bapaume Pasture Patrons, Witchekan Lake Band and Saskatchewan 
Justice Mediators, August 8, 1995. I was invited as a resource person to present the historical 
circumstances of the Witchekan Lake Reserve and pasture lands. 
'93 SIMAS gathered information for Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food about pasture policy, 
allocation records, lists of patrons and forwarded this information to the Band. 
194 Notes, Joint Meeting with Bapaume Pasture Patrons, Witchekan Lake Band and Saskatchewan 
Justice Mediators, August 8, 1995. 
business world. Some racist comments were even been made about "red cows" being in the same 
area as the rest of the cows within the Bapaume Community ~asture.'~' 
While the meeting atmosphere was one of hostility and distrust, some patrons were interested 
in the pasture as an economic support to their farm. These patrons were clearly willing to consider 
whatever the Band had to offer by way of economic incentives. Some patrons became remorsehi 
upon learning the historical background of the pasture lands. Others still remained firm in their 
prejudices and stereotypical notions about the Band while challenging the Band's leadership and 
abilities to manage the pasture as a viable operation. Band members fielded challenges to their 
leadership with a united front while assuring patrons that the Band relied on their continued 
patronage to keep the pasture a viable operation. Band representatives continued to point out the 
economic incentives they could offer patrons under their management. The Band repeatedly stated 
that they were willing to enter into a co-management agreement with the province in order to train 
their members to effectively manage the pasture. It took considerable effort and time to make 
pasture patrons realize that the purpose of the meeting was to try and settle their interests as third 
parties. The province, as owner of the pasture land, was willing to sell to the Band and was not 
seeking the permission of patrons to do so. 
The TLEFA requires that TLE lands be sold on the basis of willing seller-willing buyer. This 
condition prohibits the Band from soliciting landowners for their property. In addition, the sale of 
Crown lands such as the pasture could not be completed until third party interests were satisfied and 
seventy-five percent of the patrons consented to the sale.'96 The province owned the Bapaume 
Community Pasture and was willing to sell it to the Band. All that remained was to garner the 
required percentage of consent and satisfy the interests of all of the third parties. The TLEFA does 
not specify exactly how third party interests are to be satisfied. Thus, any creative solution may be 
proposed. 
Pasture patrons are essentially holders of third party interests in that they receive a permit to 
graze a specified number of their cattle in the pasture for an annual fee. As third parties, they have 
no vested interest in the land as such and no legal interest in the ownership of the pasture lands. 
Community pastures are Crown lands with their titles held by the province. Thus, it is the province 
that has jurisdiction over the sale or lease of these lands. The nature of third party interests is not 
specified in the TLEFA. However, the appropriate section states that Bands must "fairly 
'95 Ibid. 
196 I992 Framework Agreement, Articles 4.07 and 4.08,38-40. 
compensate all of the occupants for the value of their interest or, alternatively, to enter into a 
binding agreement . . . with such Occupants . . . to honour their  interest^."'^^ 
Pasture patrons, upon realizing that they were going to continue meeting to satisfy their third 
party interests until a deal was struck, asked the Band to submit another proposal for their vote. 
Two patrons asked the Band to "sweeten the pot"'98 when they made their proposal. Other requests 
included lowered breeding fees, a supply of bulls for a five to ten year period and even a suggestion 
of a shared leasing of the pasture area with a separately leased and administered area for patrons. 
Two patrons were bold enough to suggest that the Band could purchase a parcel of land for each 
patron. Patrons were also concerned that Band members not be allowed to graze their cattle in the 
pasture for free. 
By the end of the meeting, patrons were at a loss as to what position they would take towards 
the Band. A hastily convened gathering of pasture patrons at the meeting yielded a divided group, 
leading one patron to remark that the patrons, at that time, were unable to reach agreement amongst 
themselves. Both the Witchekan Lake Band and patrons agreed to continue to meet after harvest 
and entertain any Band proposals in the meantime. Both sides agreed to refrain fiom speaking to 
the media as public comment could be harmful to any future discussions. 
The Band chose to attain the seventy-five percent favorable vote by determining what the 
patrons wanted in order to satisfy their interests in the pasture. The Band spent the better part of the 
next two years in meetings with legal counsel and provincial and federal representatives to draft a 
co-management deal. They also spent a great deal of time meeting with individual pasture patrons, 
one-on-one, in their homes, in order to come to a satisfactory settlement of third party interests. 
Distrust on the part of pasture patrons led to more time being spent on finding out exactly what 
could be done to address their concerns so that civil relations were maintained. The patrons wanted 
assurances and guarantees that their risks will be covered if the pasture failed to operate 
successfully. This kind of positioning by some of the pasture patrons caused problems with the 
acquisition of the Bapaume Community Pasture as shortfall acres for Witchekan Lake First Nation, 
under TLE. 
The acquisition of the Bapaume Community Pasture held considerable resources of the Band 
hostage as the community and families did without the presence of some Band members as they 
traveled to endless meetings. The Band spent significant amounts of financial and human resources 
to accomplish the onerous task of satisfying almost thirty patrons and reaching a consensual deal. It 
will be some time before the Band actually realizes any gain out of their efforts. 
19' 1992 Framework Agreement, Article 4.08 (b)(ii), 39. 
19' Notes, Joint Meeting with Bapaume Pasture Patrons, Witchekan Lake Band and Saskatchewan 
In addition, the province wanted assurance that it could get its money out of the deal as soon as 
possible while DIA officials concerned themselves with maintaining their administrative interests. 
Any plans that Witchekan Lake First Nation had for its own development and advancement were 
continually being put on hold while all of the legal and procedural steps were executed. '99 Some 
brilliant strategy moves were utilized by the Band to address outside concerns while trying to gain 
and hang on to a larger degree of their autonomy. An agreement was finally reached in late 1997 
and a mail-in vote attained an eighty percent favourable vote with four patrons still withholding 
their consent to transfer the pasture. 
On May 15, 1998, the entire Bapaume Community Pasture was finally turned into Reserve 
land and marked the achievement of shortfall acres for Witchekan Lake First Nation under the 1992 
Framework Agreement. In the end, Bapaurne Pasture patrons came away fi-om the deal with 
compensation for their third party interests, representation on the Advisory Board, solid economic 
futures as pasture patrons for the next twenty-five years and assurances of membership for their 
de~cendants.~'' The province got their guarantees while government officials, particularly those 
fi-om DL4, could continue with their administrative existence. 
SUMMARY 
As a self-defined hunting and trapping Band of Indians, independent of treaty or scrip, the 
Witchekan Lake Band occupied traditional lands in and around the geographical area of Witchekan 
Lake as well as a considerable area north, south, east and west of the lake itself. The lake itself 
served as a seasonal base during winter and in summer. Archival documents do not show the 
Witchekan Lake Band leaving the surrounding area around Witchekan Lake, except on a seasonal 
basis. The Band resided on both sides of the river that fed into the north end of Witchekan Lake, 
before Settlers came to the area. According to elders, settlement forced the Band away from the 
mouth of the river and confined them to one side of the lake, based on the Reserve allocation. 
The size and location of the Witchekan Lake Reserve is largely due to the influence of area 
- 
Justice Mediators, August 8, 1995. 
'99 Notes, Joint Meeting with the Witchekan Lake Band, Legal Counsels, FSIN representatives, 
provincial and federal officials including the DIA, January 30, 1996. I attended this meeting as an 
observer and was privileged to be sitting between DIA officials and FSIN representatives. The DIA held 
their own meeting with whispered consultations during almost the entire meeting, catching the attention 
of all who attended. They were very concerned about the form the lands would take as they were 
responsible for the administration of the lands. 
200 Some details of the agreement were kept out of the public eye. All parties to the agreement 
consented to this condition in the interests of building good working relationships with each other. 
However, these details were released in local newspapers and by some patrons in surrounding local 
Settlers and state officials; the Reserve, as granted in 1919, is a small fraction of the Band's 
entitlement under the provisions of Treaty Six. Protest by area Settlers, political interference and 
conflict between the Department of the Interior and the DIA led to the alienation of all but seven of 
the original thirty-two sections of the Reserve surveyed in 19 13 for the Witchekan Lake Band. 
Together, policy, the presence of eager ranchers and incoming Settlers were contributing factors to 
the alienation of the much of the Reserve selections in the Witchekan Lake area. 
Homestead settlement in the Witchekan Lake area occurred at a much later time than the 
southern parts of the province and can be correlated with policy and action of the Canadian 
government. Ranchers moved into the area before survey activity began and appear to have shared 
hay and grazing areas with the local Indian residents. On some occasions, before the homestead 
survey, ranchers made payment to the Indians for what they used. After settlement, hay and grazing 
lands continued to be of value to those Settlers who ranched, but payment was not so readily 
offered to the state or the Witchekan Lake Band with the removal of hay from lands within the 19 13 
ORS. 
The Settler community struggled to establish itself in a new land without the support of 
institutions, community, family and friends. Settlers laboured against a climate and geographical 
location that demanded a mixed farming base of activity; rewards were often meager for the efforts 
expended. However, the state sought to provide opportunities for Settlers to own land and establish 
themselves in an agricultural mode. These opportunities, in the form of land and resources, 
provided Settlers with a degree of participation in the larger Canadian society. The promotion of 
Settler interests over those of the Witchekan Lake band were supported by the ideologies of 
manifest destiny and the frontier cultural complex. These ideologies were grounded in the belief 
that Aboriginal peoples were inferior to other human races, especially in their capacity to 
effectively exploit lands and resources. 
In the Witchekan Lake area, haylands were valuable to the survival and establishment of 
mixed farming and ranching in the area. The fact that the Witchekan Lake Band had some degree 
of proprietorship over these lands and resources by right of first occupation was ignored by agents 
of the Canadian state and the Settler community. In his initial request for a Reserve, the Chief at 
Witchekan Lake acknowledged the need to share the land and resources. In the face of being 
pushed out of the area and left with nothing, the Chief made the first move towards a conciliatory 
solution to the problem of competition over scarce and valuable resources. For his efforts, the 
Chief received a meager Reserve for his Band, not according to his wishes or the Band's best 
interests, but likely the best offer that was available. 
communities at later dates. 
Through protests and bureaucratic bungling, even this Reserve was bandied about for an 
extended period of Reserve creation while Settlers were permitted access to the haylands for hay 
and grazing. By the time the Reserve was finally created, some of the haylands were being turned 
over to cultivation due to sparseness and, sometimes, the depletion of hay. In addition, Settlers 
were given access to the haylands on the tiny Reserve held by the Witchekan Lake Band. 
According to oral interviews, one American rancher was able to pay for hay he harvested from the 
tiny Reserve by purchasing cheap food rations to give to the Band as payment. With the significant 
reduction to their traditional lands and resources required for self-sufficiency and autonomy, Band 
members began to participate in wage labour. Wage labour was largely manual, seasonal and paid 
poorly for the expended efforts, but provided cash to supplement subsistence activities of hunting, 
trapping, fishing and foraging. For a time, settlers relied heavily on the labour of Band members to 
support their agricultural endeavours. However, as farm mechanization increased, Band members 
found fewer opportunities, close to the Reserve, for their labour. Farmers also began to restrict the 
camping of Band members on their lands, further restricting the Band's access to land and resources 
for survival. 
However, Band members continued to engage in traditional activities of trapping and hunting 
when and where they could. As settlement increased, lands and resources in the Witchekan Lake 
area came under pressure. Understandably, conflicts arose within the Settler community as well as 
between the Settler community and Witchekan Lake First Nation. The Band's resistance to the 
imposed land tenure of Settlers led to conflicts over the lands and resources. At first, conflict 
centered around the haylands but soon spread to other lands and resources as they came under 
demand. In 1946, the Witchekan Lake Band, through its own efforts and in conjunction with the 
DIA and other state officials, managed to secure NFCA M-6 1 for its trapping block. Unbeknownst 
to Band members, a Metis trapper had trapped in this area while it was still part of the Big River 
Forest Reserve. To &her complicate the land use and occupancy of NFCA M-6 1, the province 
was not long in bringing a good portion of the lands within the trapping block under agricultural 
grazing leases. In 1950, the Witchekan Lake Band was somewhat coerced into adhering to Treaty 
Six while the state introduced welfare payments and seasonal migrant labour in the sugar fields of 
Alberta to supplement traditional land-based subsistence. Increased state administration, welfare 
payments and migrant labour represented a significant loss of self-sufficiency and autonomy for the 
Witchekan Lake Band. 
By the 1970s, the northeastern corner of the Band's assigned trapping block was leased as a 
PFRA pasture; a private lessee was issued a grazing lease located near the northwesterly access 
point to the trapping block. The province's disregard for the lessee's previous trapping activity lay 
beneath the conflict that arose over the Band's access to the trapping block as the lessee blocked 
the Band's access to the trapping area and harvested the furs himself. The Band was continually 
harassed and denied access forjust over twenty years; the Witchekan Lake Band suffered severely 
decreased trapping revenue and a depletion of the furs in NFCA M-61 overall. In spite of this 
repression and hardship, the Witchekan Lake Band members continued to trap where and when they 
could. In addition, they initiated action to have NFCA M-6 1 recognized as part of their traditional 
lands. The Band was successful in negotiating a joint lease with the private lessee for a thlrty-three 
year period in 1992. The lease does not guarantee continued protection of the NFCA M-61 lands 
for the Band but it does allow them restricted, shared access to valuable, traditional hunting, 
trapping and fishing lands. As merely a temporary solution to the conflict, it does not resolve the 
issue of traditional land rights for the Band or trapping rights for the Metis trapper. 
Some conflicts, seated in the beginnings of settlement in the area, have persisted over time, 
affecting the negotiations to settle TLE as well as the implementation of the TLEFA. One 
contemporary example of the conflict over land and resources is the acquisition of the Bapaume 
Community Pasture by Witchekan Lake First Nation. Since its establishment in 1955, the Bapaume 
Community pasture in the Witchekan Lake area has been a source of conflict. An examination of 
this pasture is an effective example of how conflicting value systems have operated within TLE to 
impede the negotiations to settle TLE and delay the implementation of the TLEFA. Much of the 
conflict stems from a difference in forms of land use and occupancy and the accompanying value 
systems as well as a general lack of understanding of each other. These conflicts can be traced back 
to the strength of each group's identity and the basis of that identity which arises out of the type and 
degree of land use and occupancy. 
Together, archival sources, map biographies, oral history and interviews allowed for the study, 
over time, of land use and occupancy of Witchekan Lake First Nation and the Settler community. 
A practical outcome of this thesis project was the production of a document of benefit to Witchekan 
Lake First Nation; interviews and resulting map biographies formed the basis of a claims research 
project undertaken before this thesis. The creation of land use and occupancy maps allows 
members of Witchekan Lake First Nation and the Settler community to understand the extent to 
which the Band's self-sufficiency was undermined when traditional lands and resources were lost. 
Mapping also demonstrates the form and intensity of Settlers land use and occupancy. It is easier to 
see where conflicts arose and how easily the conflicts could have been avoided. 
CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
Witchekan Lake First Nation is located within a geographical territory it regards as its 
traditional lands. In the past, these lands provided a variety of resources to meet the political, 
social, economic, cultural and spiritual needs of its society. The presence of the Band in the area 
of Witchekan Lake is noted in Surveyors' notebooks as early as September, 191 1. Records of the 
HBC place the Band in the area in 1890. The arrival of Settlers brought changes to the life of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation as the Chief indicated in his letter to the @IA) in his request for a 
Reserve. The Chiefs letter speaks to changes in the availability of land and resources; the 
struggle for land and resources becomes more apparent after the Original Reserve Survey in 
1913. The Dominion Lands Surveyor arrived at Battleford to contact the Indian Agent about the 
survey. It is not known if the Indian Agent or the Surveyor made the decision that led to a change 
in the Original Reserve Survey &om forty-four to thirty-two sections, based on the number of 
residents at Witchekan Lake rather than actual Band membership. Together, the Surveyor and 
Band members selected the Reserve lands with some adjustments to the Band's selection to 
exclude quarter sections already under homestead, before the actual survey was done. The survey 
took only a few days to complete in October, 1913. Mere weeks passed before area Settlers 
registered a petition with the Minister of the Interior in Ottawa. 
The Settler's protest arose out of a differing system of land use and occupancy that was 
informed by ideologies around the racial inferiority of Band members. These ideologies led 
Settlers to believe that the Witchekan Lake Band was not capable of exploiting the haylands to 
their fullest potential; decisions made by the Canadian state supported these beliefs as the state 
assumed administrative control of the haylands and placed Settler interests above those of the 
Band. It is clear from the tone of the petition that certain expectations surrounding land use and 
occupancy were being applied to the Witchekan Lake Band in order to justify access to the 
haylands. The Chief, the Settlers, the DL4 and the state all saw the hay as an exploitable 
commodity; the difference lay in who wanted to have control over the resource. The Chief 
planned to sell or lease the haylands to Settlers as a means a means of maintaining self- 
sufficiency through the communal sharing of benefits for the Band. Times were changing for the 
people of the Witchekan Lake Band; changes that required adaptation and accommodation in 
order to survive. 
However, the Band did not embrace agnculture as did other First Nations in the area. The 
location of the Reserve on some of the best lands for agnculture would set them at odds with the 
Settlers who moved to the area for the expressed purpose of exploiting the land. There are likely 
persuable explanations for why the Indians at Witchekan Lake drew the line at farming. First of 
all, agriculture was not necessarily a familiar occupation to them. HBC records showed that 
Band members hunted, trapped and traded furs; fur trade continued to be an important part of the 
Band's subsistence economy until the 1970s when they were denied access to their assigned 
trapping block. 
Secondly, the accompanying settlement was not compatible with the tenure system that was 
in place before Settlers arrived.' As McNeil suggested, a system of land tenure and management 
of the resources was in existence before the arrival of Settlers in areas where Aboriginal peoples 
were already living. The township survey system was imposed on the Band's traditional lands 
that threatened the Band's sense of political autonomy, lands and resources. In the face of 
obvious loss of traditional lands with the encroachment of settlement, the Witchekan Lake Band 
sought to preserve its economic self-sufficiency by controlling access to the vast haylands around 
Witchekan Lake. Control of these lands also provided for the protection of areas that had social, 
spiritual and cultural significance to the Band. 
Finally, the annual cycle that the Band followed centered around the lake. As hunting was 
the Band's primary occupation, it required them to be mobile as opposed to sedentary as were 
Settlers. Archival records and oral history indicated intense use and occupancy of the Witchekan 
Lake area and identified the lake area as a seasonal camping location for Witchekan Lake First 
Nation. A winter camp was identified at the north end while mention was made of summer camps 
at the south end of the lake for haying season. Surveyors also encountered houses and a ploughed 
garden area close to the river at the north end of the lake, which they identified as belonging to 
the Band. Clearly Witchekan Lake was a geographical base vital to the survival of the Band. 
The haylands around Witchekan Lake were the subject of much controversy between 
Witchekan Lake First Nation and the surrounding Settler community as this area contained vast 
haylands, valued by Settlers and the Witchekan Lake Band. The Band clearly indicated to the 
state that it intended to maintain control of the haylands. If the ORS had been recognized as it 
was surveyed, the Band would have relinquished control to the DL4 but at least would have 
1 Kent McNeil, Common Law, Aboriginal Title (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), pp. 1-2. 
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benefited from the sale and/or lease as all proceeds were to be deposited to the Band's Trust 
Fund. Being denied recognition of the ORS ensured that the Witchekan Lake Band received 
neither control of proceeds from the sale or lease of the hay or the lands. 
The haylands were part of the traditional lands of the Band. Pre-survey ranchers had an 
established tradition of paying the Band for the use of the haylands. In the absence of treaty or 
any other formal agreement, the Canadian state unilaterally assumed control of these haylands 
fi-om the Band and exploited them for its own profit and gain. With blatant disregard for the 
Aboriginal rights of the Witchekan Lake Band, competition arose between the DIA and the 
Department of the Interior for administrative control of the haylands. The DIA administered 
Settler leases for the small Reserve's hay and crop lands while enforcing the repressive policies of 
its bureaucracy. The Department of the Interior assumed its authority over all of the lands within 
the ORS except the approximate seven sections that were designated in 1919 as the Witchekan 
Lake Reserve. The state gained at the expense of the Band's self-sufficiency and economic 
security. There is no evidence to support the position that the Band was ever compensated for 
this loss or that the state attempted to provide alternative means to replace the Band's lost 
income. The steadfast refusal of the Witchekan Lake Band to accept treaty halted any attempts 
by the state to share profits with the Band or provide any financial security. 
Such reprehensible arrogance on the part of state officials, both the DIA and the Department 
of the Interior, was enabled and abetted by the attitudes and protests of Settlers. In all of the 
archival documentation, not one voice is raised from Settlers to encourage officials to consider 
the rights and position of the Witchekan Lake Band. Although a number of Settlers at Witchekan 
Lake did not sign the 1913 petition against the ORS, many remained silent at the injustices 
occurring before their very eyes - silence formed consent for those actions. 
The creation of a Reserve was important to the Band as a guarantee of a land tract of their 
own with resources to supplement other traditional activities. The selection of this relatively 
small portion of land in the midst of the approximate 1.4 million acres of the Band's traditional 
lands was significant as the lands in the immediate area of Witchekan Lake were the centre of the 
social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual (SPECS) aspects of the Band's values towards 
land use and occupancy and a different moral economy. 
In the Witchekan Lake area, two different moral economies operated and continue to operate 
in the Settler community and Witchekan Lake First Nation. The moral economy of Witchekan 
Lake First Nation is based on use value, where all members contribute to the economy, regardless 
of their degree of participation in the labour market. The Settler community tended to employ a 
moral economy based on exchange value where a member's value is allotted according to the type 
and degree of participation in the economy. Although Settlers brought individual life experiences 
to the Witchekan Lake area, the majority of them utilized an economic and political orientation 
towards land, resources and Aboriginal peoples. The Settler community around Witchekan Lake 
regarded land as an economic and political base that embodied the means for survival. Survival 
was attained through a system of exploitation that ensured participation in the power structure of 
Canadian society. For Settlers, land was important economically and politically, but less so or 
not at all in social, cultural and spiritual terms, largely due to the lack of historical ties to the land. 
The creation of a "Reserve" had a different meaning within the moral economy of Settlers 
and the state as this term implied certain characteristics about the residents of the Reserve and 
their identity, placing the members of the Witchekan Lake Band at the margins of social 
interaction and justifing the alienation of traditional lands and resources from the Band. The loss 
of land for the Witchekan Lake Band was significant. Band members were confined to a Reserve 
too small to allow them to be self-sufficient; being denied access to haylands as a resource that 
would have helped them to remain self-sufficient meant entering the local labour market to meet 
basic needs. Seasonal labour and poorly paid employment changed the economic status of the 
band; treaty benefits were not available as the Band had not signed treaty. 
For Witchekan Lake First Nation, the absence of treaty afforded them a "hands-off' attitude 
fiom the state, once the Band's lands and resources were successfully and unilaterally alienated 
by the Department of the Interior. Until the adhesion to Treaty Six in 1950, Witchekan Lake First 
Nation had somewhat fleeting encounters with the DIA. The absence of a resident Indian Agent, 
church officials and a school allowed the Band to exist at the margins of society, but nonetheless, 
with a greater degree of independence than was enjoyed by many of their counterparts. These 
conditions likely worked in the Band's favour towards maintaining some degree of traditional life 
style, community structure and their value system towards land use and occupancy. 
In spite of their marginalized position, Band members continued to insist that their Reserve 
lands had been compromised; even during the 1930s when it was illegal to advance land claims, 
they continued to make their circumstances known to officials. In addition, the Witchekan Lake 
Band steadfastly resisted adhesion to treaty in spite of attempts by state officials to draw them in. 
By the late 1940s, the Band faced restriction for trapping and hunting as the province sought to 
enforce its authority over these resources. In 1946, the Witchekan Lake Band actively sought and 
won a designated trapping area to be able to continue subsistence activities in between periods of 
seasonal wage labour for local farmers. Shortly after the Band's assignment of M-61 as a 
trapping zone, officials from the DIA and local RCMP began to put pressure on some Band 
members to adhere to treaty. 
In the face of steadfast resistance, government officials intimated that Band members could 
lose its Reserve if they failed to adhere to treaty. Band members attended a meeting with these 
officials to discuss treaty adhesion. With calculated and persistent attack on the Band's 
traditional leadership, officials convinced some Witchekan Lake Band members to adhere to 
treaty. Elders indicated that those people who took treaty were not destitute but wanted access to 
promised agricultural resources, medical benefits, houses as well as schooling for their children. 
A dependency relationship with the state began for the Band with the adhesion to treaty in 1950 
when DIA officials and a school amved to change basic patterns of economic and social 
interaction in the community. 
DIA officials in cooperation with Canada Employment and Immigration as well as the 
Alberta government, influenced the wage labour patterns of Band members, beginning in the 
1950s with the recruitment of migrant labour for Alberta sugar beet farmers. At the end of 
trapping season, children leR school prematurely to travel with their families to Alberta; there 
was little choice as everyone was expected to go. Band members had mixed experiences with 
migrant labour as some continued this pattern for a number of years while others found year- 
round employment with Witchekan Lake area farmers. In between trapping, migrant labour and 
local seasonal labour, some Band members began to rely on welfare payments to subsist. 
Although the use and occupancy of the Band's traditional lands faced some regulations and 
restrictions with the NRTA as unoccupied Crown lands became settled or designated for specific 
use, trapping and hunting remained an integral part of the lives of Band members. In between 
wage labour activities, Band members continued to utilize the areas of M-61 and the immediate 
Witchekan Lake area to continue traditional activities of hunting, trapping, fishing and foraging. 
During the 1970s, the Band faced restricted access to the M-61 trapping block as they 
became embroiled in a dispute with a lessee who had obtained a grazing permit to part of M-6 1. 
The effect on the Band's ability to maintain their subsistence economy was severe. Band 
members were physically prevented from entering M-6 1 lands through the only access road. For 
approximately twenty years, government officials from the province and the DIA tossed about 
legal questions as to who had rights to the lands and how best to resolve the issue. A joint lease, 
set to expire in 2024, currently protects access rights for the Band and a group of private lessees 
as long as both parties strictly abide by the terms of the agreement. 
The question that arises is what will happen to M-61 at the end of that agreement? These 
lands, understood by Band members to be part of their entitlement as Aboriginal people, are 
essentially outside the administration and protection of the DIA, even though they were assigned 
on the basis of time immemorial occupancy by the Witchekan Lake Band. Perhaps one way in 
which Witchekan Lake First Nation can now ensure that it will not lose M-61 lands is to attempt 
to purchase the lands under the TLEFA. However, they are faced with settling third party 
interests once again but having received Shortfall Acres, the province is not committed to 
assisting with the acquisition of these lands at the same level as for the Bapaume Community 
Pasture. 
In spite of repeated attempts to have their land claim recognized, it was approximately 
twenty-five years after the Witchekan Lake Band's adhesion to Treaty Six before the state 
acknowledged a TLE for Witchekan Lake First Nation, based on the creation of the Reserve in 
1913. However, with the settlement of the Band's TLE in 1992, the Band's entitlement is only 
recognized from 1950 when the adhesion to Treaty Six was signed. The time period before 1950 
is not covered, including the time period leading up to the 1913 survey as the first surveying of 
baselines was carried out in 1886. Research leading up to the ORS did not allow Witchekan Lake 
First Nation to make a claim based on its population before the 1950 date nor does the agreement 
contain a mechanism to recognize the alienation of lands included in the ORS of 1913. 
Events around the creation of the Reserve between 19 13 and 191 9 and the pre-treaty time 
period before 1950, clearly demonstrate that Witchekan Lake First Nation was not adequately 
consulted or compensated before the loss of lands incurred with the Reserve reduction. In 
addition, these lost lands were traditional lands that encompassed valuable haylands and other 
resources that were alienated fi-om the Band. The intervening six and one-half years between the 
ORS and the Order-in-Council allowed time for the alienation of almost eighty percent of the 
lands in the surveyed Reserve. Control over a significant land base as well as established 
seasonal dwellings and property were also lost in this time period. In addition, because of 
administrative errors at the time of the ORS, the Band was entitled to thirty percent more land 
than was surveyed in 1913. The ability of the Band to carry out the range of activities 
encompassed within a SPECS framework was restricted as loss of lands displaced these activities. 
The Band became marginalized, relative to the surrounding Settler community and the rest 
of Canadian society. The situation of TLE for Witchekan Lake First Nation originates with 
conflicts in concepts of land use and occupancy. The Chief of the Witchekan Lake Band 
requested a Reserve size with future generations in mind. His request was for one square mile for 
every Band member and recognized the needs of Band members for self-sufficiency within the 
geography of the Band's traditional lands. 
The position of the state, the Surveyor and Settlers towards land use and occupancy was 
based on the immediate use and occupancy of land according to their own system of land tenure, 
imposed on the Band and overlaid upon an existing land tenure system of different nature and 
appearance. It is important to consider land use and occupancy in the context of TLE not only to 
ensure settlement of claims by First Nations but also to ensure that future use and occupancy of 
lands and resources reflects the value system that accompanies their land tenure systems and 
rights. By rights of first occupancy and in the absence of and adhesion to any treaty, the 
Witchekan Lake Band held autonomy and administrative control of those haylands. In keeping 
with past administrative action, before the Canadian state obtained administrative control over the 
lands and resources, a formal agreement should have been struck with the Witchekan Lake Band. 
Such an agreement would have had to include the surrender of the haylands by the Band and the 
awarding of compensation by the state to the Band. 
There is also the unanswered question as to whether or not the Aboriginal title of the Band 
was intact until the Treaty Six adhesion in 1950, thereby denying Surveyors and Settlers the legal 
right to intrude on or alienate these lands from the Band before 1950. This important, complex 
legal question remains unresolved in Canada and outside the main task of this thesis. The state 
has not been clear about the point at which it officially recognizes a Reserve - at the time of 
survey on the ground or at the time of the passing of the Order-in-Council. For Witchekan Lake 
First Nation, a clear position on this issue is crucial in determining the status of their Reserve 
lands before 1950 and the true extent of their TLE, because of their late adhesion to Treaty Six 
and the creation of their Reserve prior to the adhesion. 
Some legal scholars have begun to raise questions around the specific nature of the Crown's 
rights to lands in its colonies, particularly how these rights pertained to lands occupied by 
Aboriginal peoples. These scholars look at this issue in the context of the Royal Proclamation and 
explore the nature of Aboriginal title, advocating for its recognition within British Common 
~ a w . ~  The importance of Aboriginal title is not dismissed here, but it was not possible to give this 
topic the depth it requires within the focus of this thesis and remains an outstanding issue in this 
situation. 
The legacy of the colonization process and their experiences within colonization affects the 
land use and occupancy orientation of Witchekan Lake First Nation. Members of the Witchekan 
Lake Band made a living off of the lands that they inhabited through activites of hunting, 
trapping, fishing and gathering as well as trading furs until the coming of Settlers to the 
Witchekan Lake area. Settlement was an incursion into the traditional hunting lands of the 
2 B. Slattery, " The Hidden Constitution: Aboriginal Rights in Canada" in The Quest for Justice: 
Aboriginal Peoples and Aboriginal Rights, eds. Menno Boldt et al., (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1985) and J. Borrows, "Constitutional Law From a First Nation Perspective: Self-Government and the 
Royal Proclamation," Universig~ of British Columbia Law Review 28, no. 1 (1994) These are two sources 
for discussion on the topics about the source, nature and definition of Aboriginal title. 
Witchekan Lake Band and the Saulteaux Tribe that the Band belonged to and was the start of the 
Band's struggle to retain access and control over their lands and resources. Settlement also 
introduced a different conception of land use and occupancy that did not recognize the 
entitlement of Witchekan Lake Band to the use of lands and resources through hunting, trapping, 
fishing and gathering. 
The treatment of the Saulteaux people as a collective for Reserve allocation while 
administering to them as separate Bands is an attack on the social and cultural structures of the 
Saulteaux people. The Canadian state, represented here by the Department of the Interior chose 
to ignore these structures in their dealings with these peoples which led to a great deal of 
frustration for state officials and the Band. State officials often resorted to making decisions that 
ignored the best interests of the Band due to a lack of knowledge and sometimes, ignorant 
pettiness. Decisions were usually informed by the underlying ideologies of colonials that viewed 
Aborigml peoples as racially inferior; resistance to conformity by the Witchekan Lake Band 
appears to have added to this perception. 
The Dominion Land Survey occurred before the ORS in 1913; both surveys represent 
external political control of the Band and its lands and resources by colonizers. The DIA was 
thwarted in its attempt to turn the Reserve into an internal colony because of the Band's steadfast 
refusal to sign Treaty. Repeated delays in officially recognizing the Witchekan Lake Reserve and 
the unilateral reduction of the size of the Reserve represent attempts to break down the political 
structures of the Band and the Saulteaux Tribe. The drastically reduced size of the Reserve 
excluded all but a tiny portion of the haylands the Band counted on for self-sufficiency and 
retention of political autonomy. Economic dependency became their future as the haylands 
became the property of the Canadian state who reaped financial benefits from leases and permit 
sales to incoming Settlers. 
However, the lack of treaty did not provide the Witchekan Lake Band with any assurances of 
autonomy or safeguards for survival as they were forced to turn to seasonal wage labour provided 
by the very Settlers who displaced them from their traditional lands. Combined with hunting, 
trapping, fishing and gathering, Band members eked out a living as best they could while Settlers 
benefited from the fruits of Indian labour in clearing the land for cultivation and assisting with the 
seeding and harvesting of crops. As lands became less available for Settlers and the province 
assumed control over the lands and resources, Band members found themselves confined to a 
designated area for trapping and hunting activities, subject to provincial regulation. Under threat 
of loss of their tiny Reserve and implied threats to their trapping block, some members of the 
Witchekan Lake Band signed treaty. Upon signing treaty, a school was introduced into the 
community that had the effect of separating some family members from land and resource 
activities. Soon after, welfare payments were introduced along with migrant labour in Alberta's 
sugar beet fields; these events served to hrther separate Band members from their traditional 
lands and resources. 
The loss of access to and control over the haylands plunged the Witchekan Lake Band into 
poverty, relative to the Settler community around them. The lack of treaty monies and benefits 
forced Band members to be constantly working to meet basic needs and to survive. Increasingly, 
the separation from lands and resources and marginalization in the labour market contributed to a 
greater degree of poverty amongst Band members as less and less time was left to supplement 
seasonal and poorly paid labour with food and income from the land. Increasing poverty and 
limited opportunities forced Band members into the realm of social services available to the rest 
of the status Indian population in Canada. 
In terms of Witchekan Lake First Nation's experiences with the colonization, their 
experience mirrors parts of Stevenson's theoretical model but some effects are less because of the 
uniqueness of their situation. As part of the fur trade exchange, Band members did not 
experience any immediate threat to their lands and resources, although the Band was unable to 
escape the ravages of disease epidemics. The Band escaped the incursion of settlement mainly 
because of their distance &om the southern homestead lands; their north-central location led to 
delayed demand. However, the timing of Settler arrival led to intense competition for a resource 
that both Settlers and the Band valued for the purposes of self-sufficiency. Settlers arrived on the 
Band's traditional lands where a particular type of land use and occupancy was being practiced. 
The imposition of the Dominion Land Survey system forever changed how the Band would enjoy 
occupancy of their traditional lands and access their resources. 
Due to the perception that the Band was too racially inferior to develop the potential of the 
resource, they were stripped of control over and access to the resource. In a climate of declining 
fur trade and heightened development of agriculture, Band members experienced a loss of 
economic and political autonomy. Marginalized participation in the local economy resulted in 
poverty and an economic struggle for daily existence. The Band was not under treaty so was not 
subjected to intense administration from the DIA; missionaries and schools do not appear to have 
been part of the community at this time. The lack of these two colonizing institutions may have 
assisted the Band in retaining social, cultural and spiritual autonomy until they adhered to Treaty 
Six. However, not all members adhered at the same time, providing a place for the retention of 
social, cultural and spiritual autonomy. 
With an increased DIA administration, eventually everyone adhered to treaty and Band 
members experienced tutelage and interference in their efforts to remain apart from the effects of 
colonization. This interference came in the form of forced school attendance for children, the 
introduction of the welfare scheme and the Band's participation in migrant labour. By this time, 
Band members experienced the many effects of colonization, leading them to where they are 
currently. The present situation of Witchekan Lake First Nation is summarized in a letter written 
by Mike Fineday, the Band's elected Chef at the time: 
We know that many non-aboriginal people don't understand us. They don't understand the 
tragic web of historic events that have placed Indian people in the circumstances we find 
ourselves today. If they did they would know that: 
at one time we didn't need hand outs from anyone, that we were self-sustaining and 
had our own economy and intertribal market system 
our old way of life was intruded on and snatched away from us by people less caring 
and understanding than you; people that were hell bent on exploiting us and the 
natural resources with no thought to the human element 
by the time our people realized the old way was gone that they were essentially 
destitute 
the Government of Canada of the day was mostly interested in "getting us out of the 
way" by taking our livelihood, by isolating us on the Reserves under a set of rules, 
administered by often mean-minded Indian Agents, that we were robbed of our most 
important possession---our pride. The pride that comes from being able to make 
one's own living 
we weren't allowed to leave our own reserve or to sell our produce or livestock 
without permission 
the Indian Agents perpetuated the myth that we were to be treated as children and 
spread the story in the community at large 
many people in society then obtained and harboured the negative and racist views 
it was very difficult for us to get employment as many people had these views 
the welfare system was put into place to sustain us, coupled with the systemic 
barriers to entry in the work world, robbed our people of their inherent work ethic.3 
In the course of events that led to the alienation of the traditional lands and resources of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation, many details point to repeated attempts to take advantage of the 
Band. In some instances, basic human rights as well as the Band's Aboriginal rights were 
purposefully ignored or repressed, in spite of Band attempts to assert those rights. Such actions 
on the part of the state and Settlers offend the very morals and principles held dear by those 
persons. The protection of rights was a principle that drew many immigrant Settlers to Canada. 
Violations of this promised protection resulted in a loss of dignity and humanity for the Canadian 
state. The restoration of this loss begins with making amends for past wrongs. 
The settlement of outstanding claims by Aboriginal peoples is necessary to restore not only 
' Letter, Chief Mike Fineday, Witchekan Lake Band to Bapaume Pasture Patrons, March 15, 1994. 
Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
the dignity and loss of humanity suffered by Aboriginal peoples but also the loss of dignity and 
humanity experienced by the state and Settlers. Legal and political confusion about the most 
appropriate and advantageous manner to both register and settle the outstanding claim has left 
Witchekan Lake First Nation in limbo. Such ambiguity, as created in these circumstances has 
clearly disadvantaged Witchekan Lake First Nation. In the interests of preserving the honour of 
the Crown, this ambiguity needs to be settled. 
Conflict over land use and occupancy between First Nations and Settler communities had its 
beginnings in the late 1870s; an era of treaty-making that resulted in the alienation of traditional 
lands from First Nations. The conflict between Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers that 
manifested itself in the negotiations of the TLEFA and the early implementation attempts has its 
genesis in the early period of homesteading when conflict arose primarily over access to land and 
resources. Explanation for the existence and persistence of conflict over land use and occupancy 
between Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers must consider the degree of completeness of 
societal institutions for each group and its contribution to past conflict and how it sustains conflict 
in the present. The multicultural composition and incompleteness of the societal institutions 
within Settler society at its arrival to the Witchekan Lake area led to the absence of a dominant 
ethnic group. 
In the present, the Settler community in the Witchekan Lake area remains united by 
economic interests but the group remains too pluralist to compete effectively for dominance over 
Witchekan Lake First Nation. In contrast to this is the strong identity of Witchekan Lake First 
Nation, who, in spite of the same problems that most Aboriginal Reserve communities presently 
face, have remained secure in their history. The community is focused on a quest to regain 
control over traditional lands by utilizing the TLEFA in spite of continued conflict with the 
Settler community. The identity of Witchekan Lake First Nation has remained strong throughout 
time, largely due to the completeness of their societal institutions at the time Settlers arrived on 
their traditional lands. As well, conflict between the two communities continues in the present in 
the implementation of the detailed TLEFA. 
The conflict between Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers that manifested itself in the 
negotiations of the TLEFA and the early implementation attempt has its genesis in the early 
period of homesteading. Conflict arose primarily over shared interests in the land and resources 
due to differences in how the land and resources were to be managed and accessed. Closely tied 
to these conflicts were differing interpretations about the nature of Aboriginal title to land. These 
differences and conflicts impinge on how Witchekan Lake First Nation will manage their 
acquired lands amidst the continued difference in values towards land use and occupancy. 
Although considerable time has passed since the first Settlers amved in the area, little has 
changed in the attitudes and behaviours of the Settler community, in general, although some 
individuals do not assume defensive and racist stances. The slow pace of change is due to the 
maintenance of the ideologies that Settlers brought with them to Witchekan lake. These 
ideologies inform their descendants in their social relations with Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
The overall effect on Witchekan Lake First Nation has been hrther delays to its plans to gain 
econonxic footing, particularly with land management. 
The creation of the OTC in 1989 and its 1990 recommendations for negotiating a settlement 
to outstanding TLE claims in Saskatchewan brought a change in negotiating position of 
Saskatchewan First Nations. The "political will" existed to have negotiations to reach a 
settlement; this created better chances for success for the negotiating Bands. A sign of this 
success is the signed TLEFA between the two levels of government and twenty-five entitled 
Bands. However, the long-term success of the TLEFA remains to be measured as its 
implementation has not been without its problems for Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
In resuming the acquisition process for the Bapaume Community Pasture, Witchekan Lake 
has had to deal with an increase in the conditions to be met; the satisfaction of third party interests 
determine the success or failure of these efforts and were the focus of considerable time and effort 
on the part of mediators and Band members. The Band must satisfy third party interests in a 
higher percentage than under the 1976 Formula; legally, unregistered third parties have no 
property rights as a collective. However, third parties are assigned rights that are protected within 
the TLEFA. 
The settlement of TLE in Saskatchewan culminated in the TLEFA. Previous to the signing 
of this document, research was conducted to determine each entitlement Band's population as of 
1955 and determinations were made as to the number, size and locations of Reserve surveys for 
each Band. However, little time was given to the detailed histories of the Reserve creation of 
each of the twenty-six Bands. The research was driven by the needs of negotiators to reach an 
expedient settlement to TLE, based on the Equity Formula. Overall, the process was designed to 
take an economic, mechanical and monetary approach to the settlement of TLE. 
The appropriateness of this approach is questionable as Bands tended to be treated as 
homogenous in becoming part of treaty; no distinction was made between signatory Bands to 
treaties and later adherents. For instance, no attention was paid to time differences between 
Bands who signed or adhered to treaties. Traditional forms of land use and occupancy differed 
amongst the Bands that were spread throughout the province of Saskatchewan. Geographical 
differences between northern and southern Bands are significant to the sizes of reserves that 
Bands negotiated for at the time of making treaties. In addition, some Bands emphasized hunting 
and trapping over agriculture, primarily due to climate and topographical conditions of land areas. 
The original treaty-making process led to land entitlements for some Bands as a direct result 
of inadequate Reserve surveys. Inadequacies were due to a number of reasons including 
inaccurate and incomplete censuses of Band members, survey errors and administrative errors. 
For other Bands, such as the Witchekan Lake Band, Reserves were granted before adhesion to 
treaty. Late adhesion to treaty constitutes a unique circumstance within and an interesting 
challenge to the interpretation of TLE. 
Witchekan Lake First Nation was not only a late adherent to Treaty Six but also received a 
Reserve before treaty adhesion. However, Bands in this category constituted a minority group, 
overall, within the twenty-five entitlement Bands, so their circumstances became lost in the desire 
to settIe TLE in Saskatchewan in a timely fashion. The political situation around the negotiations 
provided a limited time frame for research. In addition, political expediency was the motto of the 
day with looming provincial and federal elections. More time and resources were needed to do 
thorough and detailed research that would have revealed unique issues for Bands who received 
Reserves before adhering to treaty. 
Differential experiences in treaty-making and adhesion as well as differential land use and 
occupancy due to geographical differences amongst the twenty-six Bands led to the 
underestimation of the extent of some entitlements, in terms of equity. For instance, until the 
early 1920s, the Witchekan Lake Band was canvassed aggressively to sign Treaty Six. The 
Reserve was allocated on the basis of the provisions in Treaty Six. In addition, the Band was 
provided with medical attention on a regular basis between 1928 and 1932 and received sporadic 
rations. Medical care is a specific treaty benefit under Treaty Six as is the receipt of rations in 
times of need. 
These events were not recognized during the research process as important to determining 
population figures or determining starting dates of entitlement that resulted in the TLEFA. The 
agreement does not clearly state the date fiom which TLE is taken but implies it with the stated 
date of first survey. Unfortunately, signatory Bands to the TLEFA are no longer able to make 
claims under TLE and so must seek other means of having outstanding claims addre~sed.~ 
Researching the historical aspects of Reserve creation in greater detail as well as mapping 
patterns of land use and occupancy may have prevented these omissions and assisted First 
Nations in claiming further outstanding inequity. 
Articles 15 and 16 of the TLEFA prevents signatory First Nations from making further treaty land 
entitlement claims on the federal and Saskatchewan governments. 
The TLEFA was negotiated in an atmosphere of political expediency. Both the federal and 
Saskatchewan governments were facing elections in 1992 and had been under some pressure 
from FSIN to settle outstanding TLE claims. The OTC spent considerable time and effort in 
trying to find common ground on which the entitled Bands and both levels of government could 
negotiate a settlement. However, the timing of upcoming elections left little time for in-depth 
research that would recognize the differences amongst the various Bands. Instead, the entitled 
Bands were all treated as a homogenous group with no allowances made for the time into which 
each Band entered treaty or the differences between land use and occupancy by southern and 
northern Bands. For northern Bands, the issues around access to Community Pastures were 
important to their mixed farming economy as was the settlement of third party interests for 
traplines. In addition, First Nations must now deal with increased demands and liabilities of 
Third parties whose rights are protected and their satisfaction ensured within the TLEFA. 
The signing of treaties began a relationship between the state and First Nations in which the 
state assumed a fiduciary obligation for the best interests of First Nations based on a relationship 
of trust, not exploitation, created dependency or benevolence. In signing treaties, First Nations 
understood the state was agreeing to share the land; consultation with First Nations about future 
concerns about land and resources were implied. Violation of the true meaning of fiduciary 
obligation began immediately after the signing of treaties as state policy developed around the 
implementation of policy to administer the Indian Act while the principle of fiduciary obligation 
set up at treaty negotiations became lost. That principle consisted of acting in the best interests of 
First Nations as intended by treaties and original Indian Act legislation. As a continuation of the 
treaty process, fiduciary obligation was implicit in the negotiations to settle TLE in the 1990s. 
The political atmosphere of those negotiations that led to some of the omissions in research and 
the resulting agreement do not uphold that principle.5 
The fundamental objective of this thesis project has been to demonstrate how differences in 
land use and occupancy between Settlers and Witchekan Lake First Nation contributed to a TLE 
for the latter. The study of land use and occupancy by both groups demonstrated conflict over 
lands and resources in the Witchekan Lake area.A second objective has been to point out how the 
implementation of the TLEFA is affected by the persistent relationship of conflict between these 
two groups. The limitations of the agreement, the conditions under which settlement was reached 
and the time constraints of the research to determine the shortfall and equity acres of each 
A recent determination by the Indian CIairns Commission in the appeal of the Long Plain First Nation 
of Manitoba refers to the legitimacy of this First Nations' claim that the failure of Canada to provide the 
entire land entitlement amounted to a breach of fiduciary treaty. Furthermore, in matters involving Indian 
title, Canada is also guilty of a breach of fiduciary duty. 
entitlement Band all contribute to an atmosphere of unresolved conflicts. 
A secondary question is whether or not the TLEFA represents an effective means of 
returning to self-sufficiency for Witchekan Lake First Nation. The TLEFA provides Witchekan 
Lake First Nation with a chance to build a land base from which it may develop opportunities for 
its members or collect revenues from leasing or permits to non-members. A land base has been 
long advocated as the means to self-determination and autonomy for First ~ a t i o n s . ~  One way to 
determine if self-sufficiency is possible is to examine the historical record of land use and 
occupancy. The nature of land use and occupancy by Witchekan Lake First Nation has been 
influenced by the interdependence of social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual values in 
the context of a lengthy period of resistance. Diversity in the use and occupancy of land and 
resources within the Settler community and Witchekan Lake First Nation has left its mark upon 
the land. In the past, both groups have been limited in land use and occupancy by geography and 
climate. 
The process to settle outstanding TLE failed to use an holistic approach to evaluating the 
meaning of land and resources to both groups. Rather, the process and the negotiators concerned 
themselves with defining issues as economic and political, as is evident in the Eiquity Formula to 
settle compensation. Resulting solutions to the problems were then easily settled in political and 
economic terms and are consistent with the moral economy found within an operational value 
system of individualism. The folly of such an approach is apparent in the extent to which the 
implementation of the TLEFA has been carried out. For instance, approximately half of the 
signatory Bands have achieved Shortfall Acres. Of those Bands, only Witchekan Lake First 
Nation has acquired the community pasture it selected previous to the agreement; the other nine 
pastures have not been acquired, in spite of renewed selection after the signing of the TLEFA. ' 
Little has changed since the first Settlers arrived to homestead on the traditional lands of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation. The Settler community remains highly pluralist, united only by 
their economic concerns. Although societal institutions have been established by Settlers, 
integration between both groups has been within local schools; for the most part, the two 
communities remain socially separate. The willingness of Witchekan Lake First Nation to share 
the land and resources has been a constant over time, supported by archival documentation and 
Richard H. Bartlett, "Making Land Available for Native Land Claims in Australia: An Example for 
Canada" in Manitoba Law Journal 13 (1983), no. 1, p. 1 10. 
' Saskatchewan. Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs, Aboriginal Affairs Division. Susan 
Shalapata Carani, Personal communication, 16 June, 2000. In addition to the twenty-six signatories to the 
1992 Framework Agreement, two other First Nations had their treaty land entitlements recognized in 1996 
and one is in the process of having official recognition. These additions bring the number of entitlement 
Bands in Saskatchewan to twenty-nine; to date, only thirteen have achieved Shortfall Acres. 
again in the recent negotiations for the Bapaume Community Pasture. Witchekan Lake First 
Nation hosted the public celebrations for the transfer of the pasture in Spiritwood, sharing food, 
ceremonies and dancing. Few people from the larger community attended the celebrations. 
Attitudes of the past will need to change in order for the implementation of the TLEFA to 
succeed. As limited as the agreement is in its recognition of unquantifiable losses for entitlement 
Bands, First Nations are no longer waiting to take their place in Canadian society - they are 
making inroads now. Old stereotypes and colonial attitudes no longer have a place in today's 
Canadian society. The reality is that the settlement of TLE has placed enough resources in the 
hands of signatory First Nations to allow them to participate in the economic sector of Canadian 
society. It remains to be seen what the nature of that participation will be; within the context of 
mutual cooperation and respect or through battles to gain the same. Changing attitudes requires 
action on the part of both the Settler community and Witchekan Lake First Nation. In negotiating 
the .transfer of the Bapaume Community Pasture, members of Witchekan Lake First Nation had to 
learn to utilize skills of negotiation and mediation. These skills will assist them with other issues 
around their TLE implementation. 
The difference in the moral economy of Settlers and Witchekan Lake First Nation is the 
underlying cause of TLE for Witchekan Lake First Nation. Furthermore, these moral economies 
consist of opposing value systems that continue to operate and have an effect on the 
implementation of the TLEFA that was established to resolve outstanding treaty land 
entitlements. Although the complex story around the creation of a TLE for the Witchekan Lake 
Band was not gathered and told before the signing of the TLEFA, it may assist in relieving some 
of the problems encountered in implementing the TLEFA. Furthermore, hearing the story may 
help the Settler community and Witchekan Lake First Nation to understand the source of their 
differences that led to conflict. One way to understand those differences could lie in 
conceptualizing the value systems that were behind the ideologies that informed each type of land 
use and occupancy. The most effective way to define the orientations of Settlers and Witchekan 
Lake First Nation is to present a graphic illustration of each group's value system. This subject 
is offered as consideration for future research while two models are presented to begin that 
process. 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
Historic events demonstrate that Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers had and continue 
to have differing and distinct orientations towards land use and occupancy that form the basis of 
the conflict that arises in the jockey for space and competition for resources. These models 
attempt to demonstrate the nature and existence of two separate operational value systems within 
the communities of Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers. Moral economy affects the form 
and nature of the SPECS units of influence in every operational value system. 
The basic construction of any value system can be defined as a system that consists of five 
units of influence; social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual units of influence or SPECS, 
operate within any value system. SPECS affects decision-making and social behaviour within 
groups and societies. Each value system utilizes these units of influence in a different manner. 
Operational Value System of Individualism 
The operational value system of Individualism in the Settler community has two main 
components with social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual (hereinafter SPECS) units of 
influence arranged in a hierarchical form. The first component is the Foundation Value Area that 
contains the economic and political units of influence. The economic unit of influence is of 
primary importance as it underpins an "exchange value" orientation to land and resources; the 
political unit of influence rests on economic unit. The second component is the Upper Value 
Area, composed of the social, cultural and spiritual units of influence. Within the value system of 
individualism, the SPECS units of influence are arranged in a hierarchical form where 
relationships are linear and separated by categories. This value system is ties to a moral economy 
based on exchange value. 
A graphic representation of this structural model is seen below in Figure 6.1. The graphic 
shape of this hierarchical form is an inverted pyramid; a three-dimensional structure containing 
the SPECS units of influence. The depth of the structure accomodates two value areas; the 
Foundation Value Area contains the economic and political units of influence which form the 
base for the society's values; the existence of the entire structure rests on exploitation. The Upper 
Value Area consists of the social, cultural and political value units and rests on the foundation 
value area and is not necessarily integral to decision-making by the society. Within this structural 
model, it is possible to make decisions based on the Foundation Value Area and incorporate the 
influences of the Upper Value Area after the fact or as dilemmas threaten the stability of the 
Foundation Value Area. 
The nature of this community operates to ensure that the structural shape of the value system 
of Individualism remains constant. A small segment of the society determines the economic unit 
of influence while a slightly higher percentage of the society determines the political unit of 
political unit of influence. These two units of influence form the basis on which the remaining 
three units of influence rest. The Upper Value Area allows for greater participation of societal 
members in determining influence and decision-making, but the structure of this model restricts 
access to the greater portion of a society. All of the excluded societal members are exploited 
while some members are marginalized and excluded from the social structure. Exploitation and 
exclusion are necessary attributes for this structure to exist, reflecting a society with differential 





Figure 6.1 Graphic Representation of an Operational Value System of Individualism 
Relationships are linear and separated. 
This structure is maintained by exploitation through class relations and social stratification 
within and between individuals and groups. In order to exist and survive, the society is based on 
exploitation of itself - the largest percentage of its people as well as their land and resources. 
Exploitation is especially apparent with the land and resources of individuals or groups who are 
excluded fiom or marginalized to the structure. This exploitation takes place at the level of the 
Foundation Value Area and requires that the Upper Value Area be given less emphasis or 
ignored. The effects of exploitation as exerted by the Foundation Value Area ensure that change 
initiated in the units of influence in the Foundation Value Area causes significant change in the 
units of influence in the Upper Value Areas. However, change in the Upper Value Area causes 
little or no change in the Foundation Value Area. A small amount of change effected by the 
Upper Value Area can be accommodated in the Foundation Value Area but large change is not 
tolerated. 
The rigidity of the structure does not allow for any significant degree of change in size or 
shape of the structure; thus the system is easily jeopardized. While only a limited number of 
individuals of the society can participate within the Foundation Value Area, too few or too many 
at any level leads to significant restructuring and instability. Therefore, the participating 
individuals have little choice but to give limited accommodation to changes or differences. They 
must try to maintain the status quo as the risks of being too accommodating would jeopardize 
their existing exploitation level and position of privilege. 
Differential power amongst individuals and groups leads to differential access to the units of 
influence in the Foundation Value Area of the society resulting in the exclusion of some 
individuals and groups from participation in the Foundation Value Area. Thus, those who are 
excluded or marginalized have little or no chance to represent their interests unless they gain 
participation in the economic and political units of influence. The unequal role attributed to the 
Foundation Value Area in decision-making and restricted access to this area causes an absence of 
balance within the entire hierarchical structure. As well, significant changes to the Foundation 
Value Area results in the instability of the structure. The absence of balance and the instability of 
the structure leave it vulnerable to collapse. 
Quite simply, not all members of society are permitted to have access to the structure that 
determines the operational value system. Those individuals outside the system are exploited as 
they are without capital or adequate income to sustain themselves so they rely on employment * 
Participation within the operational value system of Individualism can be at any one of the value 
levels or more than one level. However, those with the significant influence in the group's 
operational value system are found in the economic unit of influence. Few members in this unit 
are exploited themselves; individuals at the economic level become the exploiters and force 
individuals in the ascending levels to become exploited. The exploited then must engage in 
exploitation themselves in order to continue to participate in the operational value structure. 
Participation levels are maintained by the exclusion of a majority of individuals who have limited 
or no ability to contribute to or exploit others. These individuals remain secluded and their 
participation in this operational value system is in the role of the exploited. Exploitation 
underpins this operational value system of Individualism and is carried out solely for purposes of 
- -  - 
Fitzgerald, 173-174 and 246. According to Fitzgerald, at least one member of every family engaged in 
trapping although most Settlers were not enthusiastic trappers. Few Settlers earned more than $300.00 per 
year at trapping. However, the need for cash was ever-present as farm income by 1926 was not sufficient 
to support Settlers. The main sources of cash income in the Witchekan Lake area appear to be lumber- 
related jobs, harvest help and working for local ranchers; individuals outside the system included the 
majority of Witchekan Lake area Settlers. Without capital or adequate farm income to sustain themselves, 
Settlers relied on seasonal employment with fellow Settlers who were in a position to hire help. 
individual benefit, often disguised as political will, democratic process or in the best interests of 
the whole society. Exclusivity ensures that competition exists and becomes agitated over 
resources and benefits; this leads to conflict within the system and between others operating in a 
different system. 
Operational Value System of Holistic Collectivity 
An opposite and distinct operational value system towards land use and occupancy takes an 
holistic approach towards land use and occupancy. This holistic approach reflects an historical 
pattern of an annual cycle within the community. This pattern has adapted over time, in response 
to influences created by the change in land tenure but continues to exist presently as an internal 
regulating mechanism for the community. The operational value system of Holistic Collectivity 
is a reflection of the importance of land and its resources to the community, demonstrating the 
community's respect for the land and resources to which it owes its existence. The graphic 
representation of the orientation of the operational value system, of Holistic Collectivity is a 
sphere, as represented in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Graphic Model of an Operational Value System of Holistic Collectivity. This drawing 
is intended to represent a three-dimensional sphere composed of a web-like inner structure with 
layers of relationships. 
The depth of the sphere contains the SPECS units of influence, held together by a web-like 
structure of relationships; these compose the Inner Value Area, the basis of the group's values. 
This sphere is a constant size and must retain its shape to maintain a balanced system. The Outer 
Value Area contains the spiritual unit of influence that encases the sphere of the Inner Value 
Area. The Outer Value Area is attached to the Inner Value Area, structured like a covering, a 
semi-permeable membrane that acts as a filter to allow ideas and influences to pass in and out of 
the sphere. At the same time, the membrane holds the sphere together so that the web-like 
structure of relationships is constantly maintained; it is resilient enough to accomodate change but 
strong enough to resist being broken. 
The depth of the sphere contains the SPECS units of influence, held together by a web-like 
structure of relationships; these compose the Inner Value Area, the basis of the group's values. 
This sphere is a constant size and must retain its shape to maintain a balanced system. The Outer 
Value Area contains the spiritual unit of influence that encases the sphere of the Inner Value 
Area. The Outer Value Area is attached to the Inner Value Area, structured like a covering, a 
semi-permeable membrane that acts as a filter to allow ideas and influences to pass in and out of 
the sphere. At the same time, the membrane holds the sphere together so that the web-like 
structure of relationships is constantly maintained; it is resilient enough to accommodate change 
but strong enough to resist being broken. 
This structure ensures an holistic and collective orientation to thoughts and actions of the 
community that ensures that all of the units of influence are part of the decisions, even though the 
decision may be based predominantly on one of the SPECS units of influence. At the same time, 
some decisions will employ a combination of SPECS; the shape of the sphere needs to remain 
constant in order to retain a balanced society. Disruptions in the shape are caused by the 
influence and overexpansion of one of the units of influence. Decision-making which fails to 
incorporate all of the units of influence will cause the sphere to change shape, resulting in an 
unbalanced system and a weakened society. 
Exploitation does occur within the operational value system of Holistic Collectivity but not 
in the same way as the operational value system of Individualism. Individuals who operate in the 
system of Holistic Collectivity may emphasize one or more of the units of influence, but not to 
the rigid exclusion of other individuals. Within the system of Holistic collectivity, exploitation of 
resources is carried out so that it is of benefit to the collective and individuals in the present and 
several generations into the future. Some individuals may choose to exempt themselves from 
participation but for the most part, participation is shared, not based on exclusivity. Hence there 
is scant competition for resources and minimal conflict within the system. 
Although the conditions of competition and conflict arise out of the dynamics of individual 
interaction, the overall structure of the operational value system of Holistic Collectivity does not 
encourage either. The overall structure ensures that competition and conflict are mediated in such 
a manner that the form and nature of the operational value system is maintained. Essentially, 
what sets the operational value system of Holistic Collectivity apart from that of Individualism is 
the motivation and intensity of exploitation. Both systems have a sense of future orientation but 
the value system of Individualism has a somewhat more limited orientation towards the future 
than the system of Holistic Collectivity. 
The difference in range of future orientation has much to do with historical ties to a 
geographical place. Individuals immigrating to a new area have to establish ties those places 
which often occur with the first burials in the new place.g As well, a sense of community had to 
be recreated out of the many different peoples that relocated to new areas. Furthermore the 
recreation of community occurred in the absence of supportive institutions, family and friends. In 
contrast, communities with lengthy historical ties to the land have a sense of time and space in a 
particular place with an accompanying long and enduring history.'0 These differing 
circumstances around community lead to a differing future orientation towards land use and 
occupancy. The difference in range of future orientation is also tied to attitudes towards how land 
is to be used and occupied. The value system of Individualism views land and resources as 
commodities for exploitation to assist individuals in becoming established and accumulating 
capital to advance their individual interests. For the value system of Holistic Collectivity, land 
use and occupancy is directed towards the use and exploitation of resources for self-sufficiency 
and survival but not purely for the accumulation of capital and the advancement of individual 
interests. 
One of the first institutions to be recreated in homesteaded areas was that of the spiritual and religious. 
Land for churches and cemeteries was often donated out of a homestead as the state only provided land 
grants for schools. 
10 The Witchekan Lake Band became a mixed cultural group during the time of early settlement as they 
are today. It is evident from documents already cited that Saulteaux people had migrated from the east at 
least forty years previous. In addition, the presence of Cree people is also noted and as a group had been in 
the area considerably longer than the Saulteaux. Hence, at least some of the members of the Witchekan 
Lake Band could claim time immemorial occupation. When M-6 1 was assigned as a trapping block in the 
late 1940s to the Band, the basis was on the Band's time immemorial occupation of those lands and not the 
occupation of the neighbouring Pelican Lake or Big River Bands. 
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APPENDIX I 
RESPONDENT PROFILES 
MAP BIOGRAPHIES (1995-1997): 
Respondent 1: 
Female; Widow in her 60s. She was born at Whitefish in 1935 and moved with her 
parents at age 7 years to Witchekan Lake. She was present, as a child, when meetings 
were held about M-61 and the adhesion to Treaty Six. She married a man who later 
joined the Witchekan Lake Band and raised her family there with him. Her father was 
instrumental in accessing M-61 trapping zone for the Band. Active in subsistence 
activities. 
Respondent 2: 
Female; Widow in her 70s. Born at Pelican Lake in 1912. She was raised at Whitefish; 
married a man fiom Witchekan Lake and moved there after her marriage in 1936. Active 
in subsistence activities. 
Respondent 3: 
Female; in her 60s(?); daughter of Respondent 2. She was born at Pelican Lake; came to 
Witchekan Lake as an infant and was raised there. She raised her family at Witchekan 
Lake with a man from there. Active in subsistence activities. 
Respondent 4: 
Male; born in 1934 at either Witchekan Lake or Pelican Lake and was raised mainly in 
Pelican Lake. His wife came from Whitefish. Active in subsistence activities. 
Respondent 5: 
Male; born in 1939; husband of respondent 3. Born and raised on Witchekan Lake 
Reserve. Active in subsistence activities. Concerned with problems around M-6 1 
blocked access. 
Respondent 6: 
Male; Born 1928 at Prince Albert. Raised by his grandfather at Witchekan Lake after age 
of 6 or 7 years. Stopped trapping at M-6 1 in late 1960s. 
Respondent 7: 
Male; born 1938 at Witchekan Lake; mother was from Saulteaux Reserve. Spent his 
childhood at Witchekan Lake and later lived with his mother at Saulteaux. Father 
worked for local farmers; worked as migrant labour for sugar beet farms in Alberta. Was 
present at meeting for Treaty Adhesion as a small child. Active in subsistence activities 
until recently. 
Respondent 8: 
Male; born 1929 at Witchekan Lake; father was from Witchekan Lake; mother was from 
Birch Lake. Recalled when M-61 was first used; was present at meeting for Treaty 
Adhesion. 
Respondent 9: 
Male; born 1942 in the Laventure area. Raised in Laventure and Pascal areas. Was not 
raised on the Reserve because his mother was married to a non-Band member but moved 
back to Witchekan Lake Reserve in 1977. Spent time with mother's relatives, back and 
forth, as a child. Now has status with Witchekan Lake Band. Has worked for farmers 
and DNR. Recalled that he enjoyed school up to Grade Eight; high school was too costly 
for his parents so he went out to work. Only went once to do sugar beet labour- that was 
enough. Active in subsistence activities. 
Respondent 19: 
Female; born in 1928 at Witchekan Lake and lived there all her life, married and raised 
her family there. Quit trapping in 1994. 
Respondent 10: 
Male; moved to Witchekan Lake at age 15 years. He was elected chief of the Band at the 
meeting for Treaty Adhesion and remained as chief for 25 years. He was instrumental in 
getting other Band members to adhere to treaty. He was also part of the interviews 
carried out in the 1970s by Harry Nicotine, researcher for FSIN and the Witchekan Lake 
Band. He was a trapper but is not now. 
HARRY NICOTINE INTERVIEWS (1975-76): 
Respondent 11 : 
Male; aged 78 years; deceased. Involved with the setting up of M-61. He could recall the 
Original Reserve Survey. 
Respondent 12: 
Male; aged 86 years; deceased. He worked with the survey party at Jackfish Lake 
Reserve and Witchekan Lake Reserve. He may also have worked on surveys which 
subdivided the townships in the Witchekan Lake area. He was able to take a group Of 
people from the Band and FSIN around the boundaries of the Original Reserve Survey 
and located all of the Reserve survey markers except one that had been displaced in a 
gravel pit used to build the local highway. 
Respondent 13: 
Male; aged 78 years; deceased. Was child at the time of the Original Reserve Survey. 
Respondent 14: 
Male; aged 76 years; deceased. He could recall the Original Reserve Survey and the 
early years of the Reserve and the people there. 
Respondent 15: 
Female; age unknown; resident of Saulteaux Reserve. Could recall oral history about the 
signing of Treaty six at Fort Carlton, as told to her by her grandfather; raised by her 
grandparents. 
Respondent 16: 
Same person as Respondent 10 above. In these interviews, gave some oral history about 
the signing of Treaty Six at Fort Carlton. 
Respondent 17: 
Male; born in 1957; born and raised at Witchekan Lake. Active in subsistence activities. 
Worked in Alberta sugar beet fields as a child; trapped at M-61 and involved with treaty 
land entitlement for 15 years or more. 
Respondent 18: 
Male; in his 30s(?); born and raised at Witchekan Lake. Worked in Alberta sugar beet 
fields as a child. 
APPENDIX I1 
CONSENT FORM 
The purpose of this research project is to determine the nature and extent of land use and 
occupancy within the traditional lands of Witchekan Lake First Nation. This information is being 
collected for the purposes of developing a land claim for Witchekan lake First Nation and as 
research as part of a Master's Thesis. 
This research is being undertaken by Brenda McLeod, a Graduate Student with the Department of 
Native Studies at the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. The research is being done for 
the Chief and Council of Witchekan Lake First Nation, in conjunction with the Federation of 
Saskatchewan Indian Nations (FSIN). The research will form the basis of a report to be used for 
the submission of a land claim as well as Brenda McLeod's Master's Thesis. The thesis is 
academic learning that is used to fkther her education. 
The project is being financed by FSIN, Witchekan Lake First Nation and Brenda McLeod. The 
research will involve one initial interview and may lead to follow-up interview(s) within a few 
days or two weeks. The interviews will be done to gather specific information about how lands 
were used and to create a map biography. A tape recorder may be used, if you consent to this. 
You may withdraw from the research project at any time. 
It is not anticipated that your participation in this research will cause you any harm. The answers 
you provide will be kept confidential; your anonymity is assured. However, legal counsel and 
persons involved with the land claim will have access to the research and results. As a 
participant, a summary of the research results can be made available to you. 
Your signature is needed on this form, which indicates that you understand how you are being 
asked to participate in this research project. As well, it indicates that you agree to the access and 
use of the information you provide and that you consent to participating in this project. 
I have read or have had read to me, this consent 
form and I agree to participate in the research project as described. I agree to allow the 
information I provide to be used by Witchekan Lake First Nation and by Brenda McLeod. 
Signature Date 
Witness Name 
Witness Signature Date 
Researcher's Signature Date 
APPENDIX 111 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
WITCHEKAN LAKE FIRST NATION 
CLAIMS RESEARCH PROJECT ELDERS QUESTIONNAIRE 






DATE OF INTERVIEW: 




SECTION II: RESIDENCY AND DISPLACEMENT: 
1. Do you currently live within Witchekan Lake's traditional lands? 
2. Specifically where do you live? Could you show where you live on a map? 
3. Have you always lived at this place? How long have you lived here? 
4. Where else have you lived? For how long? 
SECTION III: DEFINITION OF WITCHEKAN LAKE TRADITIONAL LANDS 
1. How would you define the areatboundaries of the traditional lands of Witchekan 
Lake First Nation? 
2. Did Witchekan Lake First Nation ever share this territory with anyone else? 
3. Were there any other Bandslgroups of Indian peoples living in the area? Where 
were they located? Which lands did they occupy and use? 
4. What were the names of the families or individuals who shared Witchekan Lake 
First Nation's territory? Who belonged to the Band and shared this territory/? 
5. When did your family first begin to share in the use and occupancy of the 
traditional lands of Witchekan Lake First Nation? 
SECTION IV: PRESENT USE AND OCCUPANCY 
1. Can you tell me about the kinds of activities you participate in that involve 
Witchekan Lake's traditional lands? 
2. Which activities do you participate in? (List each activity and the species taken) 
3. Which years did you do this in? 
4. Were there any significant changes in the way you did these activities? 
(snowmobiles, changes in traps, regulations, etc.) 
5. Where did you participate in each of these activities? 
5. Could you describe a typical yearly cycle to show the kinds of activities and the 
length of time you do these activities? 
SECTION V: PAST USE AND OCCUPANCY 
1. Could you tell me about the kinds of activities you participated in that involved 
Witchekan Lake's traditional lands? 
2. In the past, which activities do you participate in? 
(List each activity and the species taken) 
3. Which years did you do this in? 
4. Were there any significant changes in the way you did these activities? 
(snowmobiles, changes in traps, regulations, etc.) 
5. Where did you participate in each of these activities? 
6. Could you describe a typical yearly cycle to show the kinds of activities and the 
length of time you do these activities? 
SECTION VI: OTHER SITES 
1. Are there any other special places in Witchekan Lake's traditional lands that you 
know of? (burial sites, ceremonial sites or gathering places) 
2. Where are these sites located? 
3. What are these placed used for? 
4. Are these sites restricted to men or women or certain members of the Band? 
5. Are these used now? Were they used in the past? 
Are there any other comments or information that you would like to tell about at this 
time? 
APPENDIX IV 
LIST OF CHARACTERS 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR: 
W.W. Cory Deputy Minister 
J.A. Cote Assistant Deputy Minister 
N.O. Cote Controller, Lands Patent Branch 
Dr. E. Deville Surveyor General 
E.W. Hubbell Inspector of Surveys, Prince Albert 
J. Johnston Lands Patent Branch 
P.G. Keyes Secretary 
R.C. Laurie Dominion Land Surveyor, North Battleford 
L. Pereira Assistant Secretary 
Dr. W.J. Roche Minister 
M.B. Sheppard Lands Patent Branch 
















Inspector for North Saskatchewan Inspectorate, Prince Albert; 
Fired in 19 15 for horse trading with Indian at Moosewoods. 
Replaced W.J. Chisholm in 19 16. 
Battleford Indian Agent; fired for campaigning for election of 
1911(?) 
Surveyor (1 9 1 3) 
Indian Commissioner, Regina 
Leask Indian Agent, 19 16 
Assistant Deputy Minister and Secretary 
Superintendent, Duck Lake Agency; believed to be present at 
Treaty Adhesion at Witchekan Lake, 1950 
Battleford Indian Agent; replaced J.G.P. Day; fired for 
incompetence in 19 1 8 
Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs (D.S.G.I.A.) 
Surveyor at Witchekan Lake 
Assistant Secretary 
Leask Indian Agent; involved in Hay Dues scandal with 
Witchekan Lake Band in 192 1 
WITCHEKAN LAKE BAND: 
Ohsawapisk Also known as "Old Brass;" believed to have come on 
horseback with his family from the East - Saulteaux leader who 
advocated for Witchekan Lake Reserve in 19 12. 
Chief Kawkaykeesick Son of Ohsawapisk; became Chief after the Original Reserve 
Survey in 1913. 
Chief Tepowewe Became Band Chief after death of Kawkaykeesick during the 
19 18 Spanish Flu Epidemic 
OTHERS: 
E.R. Coldiron American rancher who lived north of the Reserve before the 
19 1 3 survey; led the Settler protest to 19 13 Original Reserve 
Survey. In 19 14, he received the first haying permit on these 
lands and later received permits to cut hay on the reduced 
Reserve sections - paid with food rations. 
M.J. Howell 
James McKay 
Land Broker, North Battleford; forwarded the 19 13 Settler 
Petition to protest the Original Reserve Survey. 
Member of Parliament, Prince Albert; received Kawkaykeesick's 
letter requesting a Reserve in 1912; intervened on behalf of 
petitioning Settlers to Minister of Interior and D.C. Scott. 
Lawyer from Prince Albert fm of McKay and Adam who were 
involved with scrip specualtion; later appointed a judge. 
APPENDIX V 
TREATY LAND ENTITLEMENT IN SASKATCHEWAN 
Treaty land entitlement (TLE) is simply a recognition that a debt of land is owed to a Band 
that has signed a treaty or an adhesion to a treaty. There are six treaties that cover the land mass 
of Saskatchewan; only five of these treaties stipulate the conditions for Reserve selection.' The 
land quantum for an entitlement Band arises out of specific terms of a signed treaty that allowed 
Bands to choose a Reserve composed of a specified number of acres, proportional to the Band's 
membership. Any shortfall of this land quantum qualifies a Band as having a TLE. The 
shortfall arises fi-om a shortage between the number of acres the band was entitled to at the time 
it signed treaty and the number of acres of land it actually received at the time of the survey of 
its Reserve. Outstanding TLE in Saskatchewan began for some Bands in the mid-1870s with 
the signing of treaties. 
Treaties signed in the mid-1 870s specified the number of acres to be allocated per family 
of five Band members. Upon signing or adhering to treaty, a census of the Band's membership 
was recorded to determine the size of the Reserve to be surveyed. A Surveyor, in consultation 
with the Band, set aside Reserve lands, based on Band membership, as determined by the DIA. 
The first time a Reserve was surveyed for a Band is referred to as the Ori@ Reserve Survey 
(ORS) or Date of First Survey (DOFS). Sometimes, there were errors in the census used to 
determine Band membership or in the way in which a survey allocated Reserve land. Bands 
whose Reserve surveys were affected by these errors received less than the number of acres that 
they should have received, according to the terms of treaty. Shortfalls at DOFS occurred 
amongst Bands to varying degrees and led to entitlements that were not settled until 1992. 
1 Brizinski, 161 and 167. Saskatchewan is covered by Treaties Two, Four, Five, Six, Eight and Ten. 
Treaty Eight contains no provisions for Reserves because Indian peoples in that area did not want to be 
settled on Reserves. Treaty Two covers a minute area in southeastern Saskatchewan. 
From the years that followed the first Reserve surveys, Bands and government officials 
recognized that shortfalls for entitled lands under treaties existed for some Bands. In order to 
correct these errors, parcels of land were sometimes added to ~ese rves .~  However, the process 
of hlly satisfying entitlements was not completed by 1930, at which time the NRTA passed the 
administration of Saskatchewan lands and resources to the provincial government. The NRTA 
contained a provision that the province would assume this federal debt and satisfy outstanding 
claims of First Nations in Saskatchewan out of unoccupied Crown lands.3 Some Bands had 
outstanding claims that were not recogmzed at this point while other were prevented from 
pursuing their claims. Due to a repressive amendment to the Indian Act in 1927, land claims 
could not be effectively pursued until after 195 1 when this amendment was repealed.4 
By 1976, fifteen Bands in Saskatchewan had their claims to TLE recognized. An attempt 
was made to settle these claims using the Saskatchewan   or mu la.^ This formula was based on 
each Band's fixed population as of December 31, 1976 and the acres allocated per Band 
member in the appropriate treaty. Although accepted by entitlement Bands as a valid settlement 
of their claims, the formula soon fell victim to criticism as problems arose with its 
implementation. Land selections were limited under the Saskatchewan Formula to unoccupied 
Crown lands, close to the Reserves of entitlement Rands. The shortage of available lands 
became apparent when ten of the thirty entitled Bands selected pastures for the settlement of 
their claims.6 
Both the federal and provincial governments began to argue over responsibility for the 
costs of providing lands. The federal government saw the province as wholly responsible as it 
had promised to settle Indian land claims under the terms of the ARTA in 1930.~ The province 
argued that the federal govemment was responsible as it had signed the treaties and failed in its 
responsibilities under the terms of those treaties. Federal PITA and provincial community 
pastures formed the bulk of Crown lands selected by Bands to satisfy their claims. In spite of 
assurances to settle their third party interests in the pastures, patrons voiced widespread 
Pitsula, 1-2. 
"ee Pitsula, 2 and Lambrecht, 8. 
4 Canada. DIAND. Treaties and Historical Research Centre, Corporate Policy, Indian Acts and 
Amendments, 1868-1950, 169. Section 141 of the Indic~n Act declared that the solicitation, receipt of 
hnds or the promise of payment from any Indian person for the prosecution of Indian land claims, 
without the permission of the DIA, would result a fine or a fine and up to two months imprisonment. 
' Cliff Wright, Report nndRecommendations on Treaty Lund Entitlement, (Saskatoon, Sk.: Office of 
the Treaty Commissioner, 1990), 10. 
Wright, 10- 12. 
' Ibid. 
objection to the transfer of their pastures to entitlement ~ands.' Rural municipalities added 
their objections, based on the loss of tax base on lands once they became Reserves. In turn, 
members of the Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation joined the dissenters, adding environmental 
and concerns over hunting rights to the growing heap of discordm9 
A change in provincial government in 1982 added to the growing uncertainty of the 
settlement of TLE in Saskatchewan. While provincial politicians studied the issue of treaty land 
entitlement, debates arose amongst the province, entitlement Bands and federal officials over 
the validity of treaties, the status of third party interests and even over the formula itself. The 
end result was a halt in negotiations. After the launch of a court case by two Bands in 1989," 
efforts were renewed to try to bring all of the parties to the negotiating table to settle the claims 
of entitlement Bands. The Office of the Treaty Commissioner (OTC) was established in 1989 
as an "independent office ...[ mandated to direct] the process of resolution of issues and 
[make] ... recommendations to the Minister [of INAC] and the Treaty ~ndians."" In 1990, after 
consultation with entitlement Bands, federal oficials and the province of Saskatchewan, Treaty 
Commissioner Cliff Wright issued the Report and Recommendations on Treaty Land 
Entitlement. The Commissioner proposed the adoption of the Equity Formula to settle the 
outstanding debt of land to entitlement Bands. 
THE EQUITY FORMULA 
The Equity Formula attempted to address the issue of fairness in settling the land quantum 
of entitlement claims. By the time of Wright's report, the courts had determined six principles 
of Treaty interpretation. The Equity Formula was designed to reflect these principles that 
included fair and liberal interpretation of Treaties, in favour of Indian peoples as well as the 
interpretation of Treaty texts as they were understood by Indian peoples and supported by their 
conduct, rather than literal interpretation of the words. In addition, ambiguities in the 
interpretation of treaties were to be settled in favour of Indian peoples while the honour of the 
Crown was to be upheld, avoiding all appearances of "sharp dealing."'* Finally, the courts had 
indicated that treaties were made equally with individual Indian persons, not Indian Bands. 
Wright, 12-14. 
wright, 12-20 
l o  Wright, 20. The Starblanket and Canoe Lake Bands filed a Statement of Claim in Federal Tax 
Court in March, 1989 against Canada and Saskatchewan. 
I I Wright, 1. 
I' Wright, 24. These principles have their basis in judgments arising out of case law beginning in 
1981. 
Bands with recognized entitlements were party to the research and negotiations that 
determined their outstanding Shortfall Acres. Annuity Paylists provided the basis of calculating 
each Band's historical population at the DOFS. Establishing the DOFS population was 
important in determining if a Band had an outstanding TLE. Entitled Acres, which represent 
the total number of acres a Band was entitled to at the DOFS, were calculated by multiplying 
the DOFS population by the number of acres allocated to each Band member, according to the 
appropriate treaty. The number of acres actually received at DOFS was subtracted from the 
total number of Entitled Acres. The outstanding balance determined a Band's Shortfall Acres. 
According to the terms of the agreement, each entitlement Band is required to purchase its 
Shortfall Acres in actual land acreage; these acres must be designated as Reserve lands.I3 
At the heart of the formula is the establishment of Band populations at three crucial times 
in order to determine the Equity Acres that each Band was entitled to, according to the Equity 
Formula. These population figures included the historical population, DOFS population, an 
Adjusted Date of First Survey (ADOFS) population figure and the Current Band population. 
The ADOFS represents the historical population of a Band at DOFS as well as individuals who 
married into the Band, moved in or took treaty with the Band up to 1955. This population 
figure accommodated the historical increase in Band population while 1955 represented the 
completion of treaty adhesions by Bands in  aska at chew an.'^ The ADOFS was used to 
determine Shortfall Percentage for entitlement Bands in the TLEFA that was carried through in 
the calculation of Equity Acres. 
Current Band population was another component of the Equity Formula. It consisted of 
Band population after 1955 and up to March 3 1, 199 1. Current Band population included all of 
those individuals listed with the DIA as belonging to the Band. Due to the passing of 
memberships codes with Bill C-31 in 1985, some individuals may be listed with the DIA but 
may not be Band  member^.'^ However, treaty rights, one of which is the right to land, are not 
affected by membership codes; thus, the DIA list was used to determine Current Band 
population. This population figure provided for the increase in population since the ADOFS 
population, given the lengthy time period between DOFS and the settlement of TLE. In 
addition to Shortfall Acres, Equity Acres were awarded to entitlement Bands to make allowance 
for the shortfall percentage of Band members who received no land allocation at DOFS. Equity 
l 3  1992 Framework Agreement, Article 1 1 .O1 .b), 85. 
14 Peggy Max-tin-McGuire, Personal Communication, 1999. 
I S  As of the passing of Bill C-3 1 in 1985, it was possible for Bands with membership codes to have 
two lists; one with Band members and another with a list of all of the persons originating with the Band 
who were registered with the DIA but did not necessarily meet membership criteria as determined by the 
Acres were also intended to compensate Bands for lost use and occupancy of lands they were 
entitled to since the DOFS.'~ Based on the Equity Formula in the TLEFA, Equity Acres were 
awarded as compensation for these losses, while considering the Band's current population. 
The determination of Equity Acres required the calculation of a Shortfall Percentage by 
dividing the number of entitled acres into the number of acres received at DOFS, for each Band 
and expressing the calculation as a percentage. Equity Acres were then determined by 
multiplying the Current Band population by the number of acres allotted to each Band member, 
by the applicable treaty, and multiplying by the Shortfall Percentage. 
Studies were carried out to determine the dollar value of an acre of land; multiplying 
Equity Acres by a set value of $262.19 per acre converted Equity Acres into an Equity Payment 
to each Band. This conversion was carried out so that Bands could use the monies to purchase 
Shortfall Acres, additional lands or use the funds for Band development projects.'7 By the time 
the negotiations took place to settle TLE in Saskatchewan, there were few Crown lands left for 
Bands to choose for their Reserves. Equity Payments permitted Bands to purchase desired 
lands rather than being forced to accept marginal Crown lands unsuited to the plans and needs 
of entitlement Bands. Lands are purchased on the principle of willing seller-willing buyer in 
order to quell previous fears of Bands displacing present landowners as a number of 
complications plagued previous attempts to settle TLE. l8  
The situation of Witchekan Lake First Nation as a TLE Band is unique as the survey of 
Reserve land preceded adherence to Treaty Six in 1950. Usually, Bands signed or adhered to 
treaty before receiving Reserve lands because that is when a Band's entitlement to a Reserve 
occurs.19 The reversal of these events in the case of Witchekan Lake First Nation leads to some 
some complex questions with respect to the appropriate date to use for calculating their 
entitlement, their status as an entitlement Band before 1950 and the status of their Reserve 
lands, particularly between the years of 1913 and 1919. The Indian Claims Commission 
(hereinafter ICC), has adjudicated a small number of TLE claims that were rejected by the 
Department of Justice. The ICC has made rulings around the issues of DOFS, selection of 
Reserves, official recognition of Reserves and fiduciary obligation around TLE that will be used 
here to try to sort out some of the complexity around Witchekan Lake First Nation's situation. 
code. 
l 6  Wright, 45-46. The Equity Formula was designed to reconcile shortfall while considering current 
population of each Band and ensured that Bands did not receive more acres than they were originally 
entitled to under the provisions of the treaties. 
TLEFA, Schedule 5,23. 
18 TLEFA, Article 4.05(a), 36. 
19 Indian Claims Commission (hereinafter ICC), "Gamblers First Nation Inquiry: Treaty Land 
However, it must be remembered that the ICC is an advisory body only and cannot require 
Canada to implement its recommendations and decisions. As well, to date, the ICC has not 
ruled on any TLE case involving a First Nation who received a Reserve before signing or 
adhering to treaty. 
ISSUES IN DETERMINING LAND ENTITLEMENT 
One recurring issue in settling TLE was that of accommodating increased Band 
populations. Particularly where surveys were done to supplement an ORS, it was difficult to try 
to settle a Band's land entitlement without an accurate historical population at the DOFS; 
Current Band population figures did not accurately reflect the historical population. In turn, 
another dilemma arose as to whether new lands should be allocated for the increased population 
of a Band. The TLEFA attempted to address these issues by establishing three population 
numbers for each entitlement Band. These numbers included the historical population or DOFS 
population as determined through Annuity Paylists, an Adjusted Date of First Survey (ADOFS) 
population figure and the Current Band population, as discussed earlier. 
Some problems arise with the tendency of OTC researchers to rely heavily on these 
documents to determine historical population of entitlement Bands. In addition, there is also the 
suggestion that some Bands disputed the numbers researchers arrived at for their historical 
population due to the effects of disease and starvation. Complicating this issue is the inability 
of Bands to produce documentation as proof of their population numbers; the weight given to 
oral history, one of the principles upheld in the creation of the Equity formula, may also be 
questionable. Another issue that was not accounted for in the case of the Witchekan Lake Band 
was the loss of members the 19 18 Spanish Flu epidemic. Given the well-documented effects of 
disease epidemics on Indian populations during the years of treaty-making, disease epidemics 
should have been given more consideration in the case of the Witchekan Lake Band. 
Annuity Paylists 
The establishment of entitlement Band populations at DOFS and ADOFS relied heavily on 
Annuity Paylists. These lists were consulted for a number of years around the actual year of the 
DOFS to account for missed individuals and new adherents to treaties. A concern was raised in 
the 1970s by Kenneth Tyler as to the suitability of Annuity Paylists as a source of information 
Entitlement Claim," ICC Report, October, 1998,64. 
209 
about historical Band populations. Tyler stated that "these pay sheets were not designed to keep 
track of the number of Indians. They were designed to keep track of the amount of money the 
Agent had doled Annuity Paylists recorded only those Band members who accepted 
treaty annuities in a given year; because some people missed these payments, they were paid 
their arrears in the next year they appeared to collect them - varied numbers of years could pass 
between collection times. Although a poor source of census information, perhaps researchers 
regarded the paylists as the most convenient and easily accessible for the majority of entitlement 
Bands. In order to assist researchers in determining the Band's historical population and as a 
check on the Annuity Paylists, federal government Census Records would have been an 
appropriate tool to utilize in this research. 
The advantage of using decennial Census records to cross-check Annuity Paylists is that 
individuals were recorded in five year intervals, often in their place of residence. Individuals 
listed outside of their normal place of residence could have been cross-referenced with Annuity 
Paylists to determine which Band they belonged to. The downside of using Census Records is 
that they appear only in the years which end with the number one and an interim census is taken 
in the years that end with six. In setting the limits for the ADOFS, researchers would have had 
to choose 1956 rather than 1955, in the interests of consistency. A problem exists with access 
to Census Records aRer 1906 as restrictive legislation prevents accessiblity to researchers and 
the public. Researchers at the OTC missed a rare opportunity to have this restriction set aside 
by demonstrating an effective and necessary use of these records. However, in the unique 
circumstances of Witchekan Lake First Nation, appropriate justification may be raised for the 
need to provide access to Census records that are nearly 100 years old. These records represent 
significant support for the Band's claim and are likely the only documented proof of the Band's 
historical population. 
For the Witchekan Lake Band, the use of Annuity Paylists is especially problematic due to 
their late adhesion to Treaty Six. Annuity Paylists do not begin until 1950 for the Band but the 
first survey of their Reserve occurred in 19 13. The 1913 population of the Band is open to 
some speculation but based on the amount of land the surveyor set out in the ORS, it may have 
been as high a 160 people or higher as he recommended an additional block of land for forty 
people in his post-survey report. As the DIA set out the Reserve allocation according to the 
191 1 Census, this record is extremely important in terms of determining how many people 
belonged to the Witchekan Lake Band when the 1913 ORS was camed out. This survey was 
20 Kenneth Tyler, transcript of "Land Entitlement Meeting", Federation of Saskatchewan Indians, 
Indian Rights & Treaties Research and Office of Native Claims, June 27, 1978,26. I received a copy of 
also the only survey of the Reserve; no other survey was ever camed out, not even when the 
Reserve was subsequently reduced. 
Historical population was a key ingredient in the Equity Formula that was used to 
determine TLE in Saskatchewan. Research camed out by the OTC to determine the extent of 
Witchekan Lake First Nation's TLE missed the factionalization of the Saulteawt Band of the 
Battleford District and the relationship between the Jackfish Lake, Pelican Lake and Witchekan 
Lake Bands, all of whom were signatories to the TLEFA. Factionalization of these Bands was 
quite evident from the files of the Department of the Interior, available at the NAC and the OTC 
in Saskatoon. Information about the adhesions of each of these Bands was also available within 
these files, Pelican Lake in the 1920s and the other two Bands in the 1950s.~' The TLEFA 
granted TLE based on the date of adhesion and the ADOFS to 1955. There is no evidence to 
suggest that the 1913 population that existed at the time when the Witchekan Lake Band 
received its Reserve before adhesion to treaty was included in the ADOFS. 
Recommendations from the ICC maintain that according to research guidelines for TLE 
from the Office of Native Claims, legal advice from the Department of Justice suggested that 
the population base to determine land entitlement for a Band be no later than the date of the first 
survey of the land.22 The ICC has followed this advice in other TLE rulings, although all of 
these instances have occurred with Bands in treaty before the receipt of Reserve lands.23 If this 
ruling is applied to the situation of the Witchekan Lake Band, then the population at 1913 
should be used to determine their entitlement, not 1950. With respect to the issue of the Band 
being outside treaty, the ICC has not addressed this issue but has also stated that "subject to 
exceptions being made in unusual circumstances, which would otherwise result in manifest 
unfairness, the general rule is that the population on the date of first survey shall be used to 
calculate a band's treaty land entitlement."24 It is possible to argue here that manifest unfairness 
has resulted in ignoring the 1 9 13 date of first survey of the Witchekan Lake Reserve. 
When Bands signed the TLEFA, they signed off on any further claims to treaty land 
entitlement. The only way signatory entitlement Bands can make any further claim to land 
entitlement is to increase their historical population up to 1955. Some records of the Witchekan 
this transcript from Peggy Martin-McGuire in August, 2000. 
2 1  Statement of Treuty Issues: Treaties As A Bridge to the Fzrture (Saskatoon.: Office of the Treaty 
Commissioner, 1998), 115-1 16. 
22 Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, "Office of Native Claims Historical 
Research Guidelines for Treaty Land Entitlement Claims," (May, 1983) in ICC, "Gambler First Nation 
Inquiry Report," 66. 
U ICC, "Gambler First Nation Inquiry Report," 68. 
2"bid. 
Lake Band's population appear in Indian Agency Records during the late 1940s but they are 
infrequent and their validity is somewhat questionable.25 
The use of oral history is conspicuously absent in the research of historical Band 
population of the Witchekan Lake Band. In the clear absence of documented support for Band 
assertions of historical population, oral history was a necessary tool to determine accurate 
accounts of past members; oral history contains, among other things, the genealogy of 
individual communities and the nations to which they belong. Oral history is of particular 
importance in the absence of Annuity Paylists as was the case for the Witchekan Lake  and.*^ 
Another issue that was not accounted for in the case of the Witchekan Lake Band was the 
loss of members the 191 8 Spanish Flu epidemic. The consideration of this particular disease 
epidemic is important as it played an important role in the reduction of the Reserve size. Given 
the well-documented effects of disease epidemics on Indian populations during the years of 
treaty-making, disease epidemics should have been given more consideration in the case of the 
Witchekan Lake Band. 
Effect of Disease Epidemics on Determining Band Population 
Reserves were not created and authorized until months, sometimes years after treaties were 
signed. For the Witchekan Lake Band, the survey of a Reserve in 1913 predated an adhesion to 
Treaty Six; it took another six and one-half years for the state to officially recognize the Reserve 
that had had been surveyed for the Band, albeit one of a significantly reduced size from the 
19 13 survey. By the time the Witchekan Lake Reserve was officially recognized in 19 19, the 
Witchekan Lake Band had experienced a number of disease epidemics. Of particular notice 
was a severe influenza epidemic that significantly reduced their membership and disease 
epidemics played a significant role in the creation of a reduced Reserve size for the Witchekan 
Lake Band. 
Disease epidemics increase the complexity of the issue of determining Witchekan Lake 
Band population as the occurrence of disease epidemics significantly depopulated Indian Bands. 
An influenza epidemic in 1890 swept across the Prairies in which the Duck Lake Agency in 
25 These informal census lists are the results of Indian Agents in the Duck Lake Agency and contain 
omissions as well as errors in recording ages of some Band members. 
2h Beth H. Johnson, "Witchekan Lake Membership," prepared for the Federation of Saskatchewan 
Indian Nations, September, 1990. Witchekan Lake Band Files. This document establishes the Band's 
historical population at 95; this number remained unchanged in spite of some questions raised by the 
Band about it being too low. 
Saskatchewan had a reported death rate of 99 per 1 0 0 0 . ~ ~  Another influenza epidemic that had 
devastating effects on the Indian population in the Prairies was the 19 18 Spanish Flu Epidemic. 
In the Battleford Agency, the death rate was especially high and continued to remain high until 
early in 1920 when the local Indian Agent recorded deaths almost four times greater than the 
rest of  aska at chew an." While the epidemic killed significant numbers of Indian peoples, 
particular segments of Band populations, such as the very young and the elderly were more 
vulnerable than other population segments, as was the case for the Witchekan Lake Band. 
The 1890 influenza epidemic does not appear to have significantly affected the Witchekan 
Lake Band. The considerable distance fiom the Witchekan Lake Reserve to the rest of the 
Duck Lake Agency likely kept the Band relatively safe from the epidemic. With regards to 
epidemics, one elder noted that " Sickness came twice to our people.' The first time many had 
died. The second time not so many died."29 This elder stated his age as 86 years in 1976. Thus 
he would have been born in 1890 and would not have recalled the details about the 1890 
epidemic. The first sickness, in his experience, would have been the initial epidemic of 191 8. 
The second sickness the elder is referring to is likely the renewed bouts of influenza that 
occurred from until 1 9 1 9 to 1920, as previously discussed. 
Historical sources and oral testimony attest to the severity and degree of depopulation of 
the Witchekan Lake Band. The historical population of the Witchekan Lake Band, due to 
unique circumstances of the selection of the Witchekan Lake Reserve, was affected by the 19 18 
Spanish Flu Epidemic. As part of the Battleford Agency at this time, the Witchekan Lake Band 
was in an area of reported exceptionally high death rates from influenza. The failure to account 
for the depopulation of the Witchekan Lake Band in 1918 definitely created an undercount of 
the Band's historical population. This undercount remained constant within the ADOFS used in 
the calculation of the Witchekan Lake Band's Shortfall Acres and Equity Acres in the TLEFA. 
The 1918 Spanish Flu epidemic significantly depleted the Band's population and affected 
the Band's historical population and ADOFS population. By 1955, the Witchekan Lake Band 
was still in a state of recovery from the epidemic but had not yet reached its population size at 
the time of the 19 13 survey.30 Further detailed and careful research would have to be done on 
behalf of Pelican Lake and Jackfish Lake in order to determine if they have been affected in a 
similar way with regards to their TLE. 
*' Maureen Lux, "Prairie Indians and the 191 8 Influenza Epidemic," Native Studies Review 8, no. 1 
(1 992), 24. 
Ibid, 25. 
29 Respondent #12. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 30, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
30 See Chapter Five for a discussion of Witchekan Lake Band population in 1946 and Elder testimony 
Researchers at the OTC ignored the impact of the 191 8 epidemic and other disease 
epidemics because of time constraints on research. These time constraints existed because of 
political pressure from the negotiating parties to bring the negotiations to closure while 
conditions existed for the political will to settle TLE in Saskatchewan. The possible effect of 
the epidemic on historical populations was considered and dismissed because it did not appear 
to affect the majority of the Bands with recognized  entitlement^.^' 
Some epidemics were well documented but less documented cycles of disease are not 
regarded as having the same degree of devastation. However, Band members may have become 
depleted to the same extent by cycles of disease that returned on a regular or annual basis. 
Because of their endemic nature, the degree of devastation from other disease cycles needs to be 
investigated more fully with regards to determining the historical populations of treaty land 
entitlement Bands. Hand-in-hand with this problem is the issue of determining the status of 
Reserve surveys before their confirmation by Order-in-Council. 
Status of Reserve Surveys 
The question of the status of Reserve lands at the time of survey and the time period until 
the passing of the Order-in-Council is a significant issue in TLE, particularly for late adherent 
Bands or Bands with a long period of time between the ORS and the Order-in-Council to 
confirm the Reserve. The position of the DIA, as a matter of policy, was that Reserves were 
not formally set aside until the passing of the order-in-council.32 The unanswered legal 
question is whether a Reserve is created at the time of the survey on the ground or when the 
Order-in-Council is passed. Hence, it is necessary to consider the understandings of the Indian 
people for whom the Reserve was surveyed. In the context of a society where words and 
actions govern understandings, formal parliamentary procedure and documentation have little 
relevance. Understandings were based on the actions and events at the time of interaction; 
Bands would have understood the actual survey on the ground to be the creation of their 
Reserves. 
Some of the confusion about the status of these lands is due to the lack of consistency 
between treaties, the Indian Act and policy administration by the DIA. Treaties set out the 
conditions for the survey of a Reserve while the Indian Act governs the administration of 
Reserves after their creation. The status of Reserve lands between their actual survey and 
about the size of the Band population after the epidemics in 19 18- 1920. 
3' Martin-McGuire, Personal communication, December, 1999. 
confirmation by Order-in-Council is not covered either by the treaties or the Indian Act. The 
DIA is left to cover this ambiguous state through the administration of its policy which is 
guided by the Indian Act but is not protected by legislation nor is it accountable for changes or 
differential treatment to various Indian Bands. 
The point at which the land and resources under the survey become Reserve lands is 
unclear and a point of conflict when the spirit and intent of the survey is considered. Under the 
provisions of the treaties in Saskatchewan, Bands were to be consulted on the selection of 
suitable lands to be set apart for their ~eserves.3~ However, as noted by Treaty Commissioner 
Cliff Wright in his 1990 report, after 1893, the Department of the Interior confiied Reserves 
through orders-in-~ouncil.3~ As the DL4 was ultimately under the authority of the Minister of 
the Interior, the DIA lost its right as sole authority for the setting apart of Reserves. The 
subservient position of the DIA to the Department of the Interior translated into losses for 
Indian Bands as the main objective of the Department of the Interior was the settlement of lands 
by "actual settlers" and not the best interests if Indian Bands. 
The ICC has made some recommendations with regards to the significance of an Order-in- 
Council in the official recognition bf surveyed Reserves. Quoting an official of the Department 
of Justice, the ICC has taken the position that an Order-in-Council is not necessary once the 
survey is done as: 
the survey and setting out of the reserve having been done with the express consent & 
approval of the Indians & having since been acquiesced by them, no Order in council is 
necessary . . . [it] is a more formal record of the proceedings the undersigned recommends, 
for the avoidance of doubts, that one be passed approving of & confjrming the reserve as 
already set apart.35 
The official was responding to a request for a legal opinion regarding trespass on a Reserve and 
the requirements that led to its proper creation. For the Witchekan Lake Band, this legal 
opinion is significant as the 19 13 ORS was requested by the Band and agreed to by the DL4 and 
Canada. Once the survey was complete and the Band continued to occupy the lands of the 
Reserve, the Order-in-CounciI was a mere formality rather than the determining factor of when 
the Reserve became recognized. 
After the completion of the ORS, the Witchekan Lake Band continued to reside on the 
lands as it had always done, patiently waiting for recognition of the Reserve lands by the DL4 
32 Chief Sweetgrass as told to W.J. Christie, 1871. Quoted in Treaties As a Bridge to the Future, 23. 
33 Morris, 353. 
34 Wright, 42-43. Since the Indian Act makes no mention of using Orders-in-Council to confirm 
Reserves, it is assumed this practice was a matter of policy and not law. 
.'.' Z.A. Lash, Department of Justice to Department of the Interior, August 12, 1876. NAC, RG10, 
and Settlers. In response to the Band's repeated inquiries regarding the status of the lands they 
understood to be their Reserve, they received evasive responses for six and on-half years. The 
decision to reduce the size of the Reserve took place without their consultation or consent. 
According to the above legal opinion, these actions were illegal as were the subsequent issuing 
of hay permits to Settlers by the Department of the Interior. Only the DIA had that authority 
under the Indian Act. Monies that accrued from the sale of permits to Settlers are thereby owed 
to the Band and a case could be made for compensation for the illegal taking of lands and 
resources from the Band's Reserve. All of this, of course, hinges on the acceptance that the 
Witchekan Lake Band, even though not in treaty, had an entitlement to the said Reserve. 
Status of Bands and Reserves Granted Prior to Adherence to Treaty 
Confusion over the status of surveyed, unconfirmed Reserve lands contributes to a third 
issue which arises where Reserves were granted to entitlement Bands before their actual 
adhesion to a treaty. Some Bands received Reserve lands before their adhesion to treaty. The 
status of both the Bands and surveyed Reserve lands prior to adhesion are somewhat 
ambiguous. The position of the state is not clear on the status of non-treaty Bands and the 
Reserve lands received before adhesion which leads to questions of entitlement for non-Treaty 
Bands. 
This event raises questions around the status of entitlement Bands, particularly their 
entitlement to treaty benefits upon receipt of Reserve lands outside of signing treaty. The 
question is whether or not a Band that has received a Reserve is considered to have had their 
Aboriginal title satisfied and thereby qualifies to be regarded as a treaty Band upon receipt of 
Reserve lands? The lack of clarity of a Band's status leads to ambiguity about the status of 
surveyed Reserve lands from the time of survey until the passing of the Order-in-Council. This 
ambiguity leaves the rights of Bands vulnerable to alienation, resulting in a loss of autonomy for 
Bands as their rights remain in a state of confusion. 
Reserves were part of the terms of Treaty Six; the receipt of a Reserve, like annuities, may 
extinguish Aboriginal land rights.s6 If the receipt of Reserve lands constitutes the 
extinguishment of a Band's land rights, then non-treaty Bands with Reserves before adhesion 
Volume 3637, File 6853 as quoted in ICC, "Gambler First Nation Inquiry Report," 63. 
36 Brizinski, 238. The Temagami Indians of Bear Island, Ont. accepted annuities after 1883 without 
signing a treaty. Their Reserve selection was never surveyed or granted and when they tried to advance a 
land claim in a logging area, the acceptance of annuities was considered by the Supreme Court, in 1991, 
to have "extinguished" their Aboriginal land rights. 
are entitled to all of the benefits under treaty. Bands refusing to accept annuities could have 
these funds held in their trust accounts until the date of adherence. Remaining treaty benefits 
includes all income from the Reserve lands and the resources; the Department of the Interior is 
not entitled to such income from lands selected as Reserves until the Order-in-Council confms 
the Reserve. As well, under the terms of some of the treaties and the Indian Act, no changes 
could be made to Reserve surveys or Reserve boundaries without the consent of the ~ a n d s . ~ ~  
Lands originally surveyed as Reserves could only be changed with the consent of Bands for 
whom they were surveyed. 
On the other hand, if the receipt of Reserve lands by non-Treaty Bands does not extinguish 
their land rights, then non-treaty Bands are still in possession of Aboriginal title to their 
traditional lands. As such, these non-treaty Bands are entitled to revenues from their lands and 
resources, as autonomous entities or within the guidelines of the Indian Act. Compensation is 
due to these entitlement Bands for the illegal taking of lands and resources by the state. This 
situation could apply to Witchekan Lake First Nation. 
Status of the Witchekan Lake Band, 1913 to 1950 
The Chief from the Witchekan Lake Band stated in 1912 that he wanted a Reserve of 
specific proportions outside the guidelines of Treaty Six while expressly refusing to take treaty. 
Thus, it is expected that the state would treat the Witchekan Lake Band as a non-treaty Band; 
administratively, the state appears to have done so. Sporadic entries in the Band's Consolidated 
Fund Ledgers indicate the receipt of treaty benefits such as hay dues, medical aid and rations.38 
These entries complicate the assessment of the state's position towards the Witchekan Lake 
Band. Were Band members the beneficiaries of the DIAYs largesse or were these benefits 
extended out of administrative duty? Medical expenses, in particular, were paid on a monthly 
basis between 1928 and 1932 to attending physicians. 
Three elders recalled receiving food rations for the hay that was taken from the reduced 
Reserve after 19 19. None of the elders recalled ever receiving money for the lease of the 
37 Moms, 333 (Treaty Four), 345 (Treaty Five) and 353 (Treaty Six) set out specific Reserves but 
make no mention of the conditions of alienating those lands from the signatory Bands. As well, the 
Indian Act, since its inception, has contained conditions for the surrender of Reserve lands which 
consistently require the consent of the Band. 
38 NAC, RG10, Consolidated Funds Ledgers, Volumes 1 1684, 1 1685, 1 1686 and 1 1687. Some 
records were too fragile to be accessed for research. 
haylands within the 1913 ORS aside from those within the reduced Reserve. The following 
statements were made by elders: 
Occasionally, when the need was apparent the Indian Agent would give us food, flour 
(Koo Kooswe'in), bacon, but this food did not come from the government. In those days 
we had much hay on our land and many white people came in and cut this hay. The Indian 
Agent collected money from these people for cutting hay on our land, with this money 
food was bought to be given to us.39 
Cold Iron ...g ot a permit for the big slough to cut hay he cut lots of hay because he had a big 
herd of cattle ... When he paid we were given flour, half a pork, a big pig. This was for one 
family, this is how we got paid when he was haying. He gave us food instead, we never 
received any cash or money from him.40 
The land was surveyed, white people borrowed the hay land - the people fi-om Witchekan 
Lake were given 1 lb. of tea, 5 lbs. lard, baking powder, 5 lbs. sugar, one 100 lb. sack flour 
and a slab of bacon (12" x 24") by the white man. (Mr.) Coldiron was a rich man, he had a 
lot of cattle. He gave no money for the hay, he paid in food. This was given in the 
spring ... When (Mr.) Coldiron passed away, no rations or money was given to the 
Witchekan Lake people?1 
Archival files did not record expenditures for rations in lieu of hay dues. However, Band 
members were paid hay dues in 1920 and 1921 ?2 
The 192 1 payment was finally made after considerable conflict between the Band and the 
Indian Agent. The Chief accused the Agent of trying to force the Band to accept treaty 
payments against their wishes and provide a list of their members. Support for the Chief's 
accusation lies in the financial record of the transaction for this occasion. Money was offered to 
Band members as hay dues but exceeded the amounts that were owing. The Band was owed 
$264.00 in hay dues for 1921 but the DIA issued a cheque for $464.03 for this purpose. If the 
hay dues are subtracted fi-om the DIA cheque; the remaining money amounts to $200.03. 
Allowing $25.00 for the Chief and $15.00 each for two Councilors leaves a balance of $150.03; 
the remaining thirty members would have each received $5.00.~~ 
The Chief refused all payment, even the hay dues and promptly wrote to the DL4, 
declining treaty money and asking that only hay dues be paid to the  and.^^ When confronted 
" Respondent #14. Interview with Harry Nicotine, November 20, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
40 Respondent # 1 1. Interview with Harry Nicotine. November 24, 1975. Witchekan Lake Band Files. 
4 1  Respondent #2. Interview with Brenda McLeod and Karen Fineday. September 12, 1996. 
According to correspondence found in his Grant file, Mr. Coldiron died on February 16, 1946. Letter, 
H.E. Clements, DNR (Sk.) to Diefenbaker and Cuelenaere, Prince Albert, April 8, 1946. SAB, AG11.1, 
Box 1046, Grant File 3 1 194. 
42 NAC, RG 10, Volumes 17 14 and 9108. Restricted Files for Witchekan Lake Band. 
43 NAC, RG 10, Volume 9108. Restricted File for Witchekan Lake Band. 
44 Letter, Chief Tepowewe to Controller, DIA, Ottawa, March 17, 1920. NAC, RG I 0, Volume 16 19. 
by his superiors, the Indian Agent denied discussing treaty with the Band but did admit to trying 
to procure a Band List. The Agent admitted to DIA officials that he refused to pay any dues to 
Band members until they gave a list of their members.45 Obviously, the Indian Agent did not 
act alone in attempting to trick the Band into taking treaty payments; the cheque was issued on 
the authority of his superiors. This action on the part of DIA personnel indicates their 
knowledge of the Band's rights to the lands and resources through remaining Aboriginal title. 
Payment of annuities, even outside of treaty would have been considered as adhering to treaty.46 
The granting of a Reserve to the Witchekan Lake Band was motivated by the Band's 
anticipated adhesion to Treaty Six. However, after the Original Reserve Survey and the 
subsequent refusal of the Band to adhere to Treaty Six, the DL4 administered the Band at a 
distance; scant references are made in official ledgers and records regarding the provision of 
medical aid and rations. Other benefits such as housing, annuities, agricultural aid and 
education do not appear to have been extended to members of either Band until adhesion to 
Treaty Six in 1950 and 1954, respectively. However, the Bands had an established Trust Fund 
with the DIA that collected all of the revenues owed for the lease or sale of lands and resources 
of Reserve lands as recognized in 19 19. The Department of the Interior received the proceeds 
from permits on the rest of Original Reserve Survey lands &om 1914 and on. 
Hence, the question arises as to whether or not the Witchekan Lake Band, labeled by the 
DIA as non-treaty, did in fact receive some treaty benefits such as land, medical and rations. 
The DIA also appears to have administered leases and the collection of fees for Reserve lands 
and resources for the Witchekan Lake Band How is it then that the DIA had the authority to 
choose which treaty benefits to extend to this non-treaty Band? The Witchekan Lake Band, as a 
non-treaty Band, retained the autonomous right to administer its traditional lands and resources, 
including those within the allocated Reserve. Logically, it appears that the DIA considered the 
Witchekan Lake Band to be a treaty Band in terms of land rights as the DIA rehsed to 
acknowledge or grant the Chiefs repeated requests to be allowed to have administrative control 
over the haylands. 
The issues of Band depopulation due to disease, the ambiguous status of surveys and the 
unknown status of Bands with Reserves before adhesion to treaties existed before the signing 
the TLEFA. Unfortunately, these issues were not resolved in the agreement. As a signatory to 
the agreement, Witchekan Lake First Nation is left with no compensation or settlement for the 
45 Letter, J. Weir, Indian Agent, Carlton Agency, Leask to McLean, April 6, 1920. 
46 Brizinski, 238. The Temagami Nation of Bear Island, Ontario did not formally adhere to treaty but 
accepted annuities. The Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the acceptance of annuities extinguished 
Aboriginal rights to land. 
years of 191 3 to 1950 as the agreement does not accommodate their unique situation. Due to 
time constraints within the negotiations to settle Saskatchewan TLE, there was little time, 
resources and support to flesh out the story of the creation of the Witchekan Lake Reserve. 
However, the TLEFA did manage to address the concerns of outside parties who were 
represented by Saskatchewan at the negotiation table. As in the treaty negotiations of the 
1870s, outside interests intruded on the settlement of land claims of Indian peoples, at the 
expense of their best interests. 
THE TLEFA 
In particular, the issue of third party interests on Crown lands plagued past efforts to settle 
TLE under the Saskatchewan Formula. It is the issue of third party interests that has engaged 
the public interest in treaty land entitlement more than any other issue. The dissenters to 
settling TLE under the failed Saskatchewan Formula and into the 1980s included pasture 
patrons, rural municipalities and the Wildlife ~ede ra t ion .~~  These parties worked together in the 
1980s to prevent the transfer of Crown lands to entitlement Bands. However, each of the 
dissenting parties had their concerns heard at the negotiations in the 1990s and addressed in the 
TLEFA. 
Third party interests constitute "outside interests" to the TLE process as did the interests of 
land speculators, the HBC, the railroads, settlers and government officials in the making of the 
treaties in the 1870s. The representations made on behalf of non-Native trappers and pasture 
patrons were not effectively placed outside the process of land entitlement negotiations. Third 
party interests were given a voice in the negotiations and influenced the outcome of negotiations 
to the jeopardy of satisfying the treaty rights of First Nations. 
Debate around how to satisfy these interests were played out between entitlement Bands 
and Community Pasture patrons in the 1980s and continued after the signing of the TLEFA. 
As third parties, patrons hold no legal ownership rights for the Crown lands that they lease. 
However, after 1982, lifetime membership was extended by the province to pasture patrons. 
Patrons became increasingly agitated over the selection of pastures as entitlement land. The 
pasture patrons' concerns were represented at the TLE negotiations by the province and led to 
an increase in the percentage of favourable patron votes to transfer pastures to entitlement 
Bands. Under the Saskatchewan Formula, Bands had to secure a favourable vote from fifty 
percent of a pasture's patrons. Under the TLEFA, seventy-five percent of patrons must agree to 
the transfer of the pasture lands to a  and.^^ The increase in favourable vote presented a 
proportionally increased hardship for entitlement Bands in the face of a highly polarized issue. 
The provision for satisfying third party interests on Saskatchewan Crown lands had the 
greatest effect on entitlement Bands who selected pasture lands. This provision raised third 
party interests on these Crown lands to a legal status not previously enjoyed by lessees. The 
negotiations around Crown lands, the status of third party interests and the selection and 
purchase of these lands, as TLE acres, nearly caused a breakdown of negotiations.49 The main 
source of controversy was over the percentage of favourable vote required fiom patrons before 
pastures could be transferred to Bands. Presentations made on behalf of pasture patrons by 
Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food, included a demand for a favourable vote of 100 percent 
from pasture patrons. Indian leadership was successful at having that percentage reduced to 
seventy-five percent but still represented a hefty increase f?om the fifty percent required under 
the Saskatchewan Formula and the fifty-one percent proposed by FSIN negotiators. 
The irony of the situation is that the federal and provincial governments as well as First 
Nations leadership were all complicit in the process of settling third party interests. The transfer 
of community pasture lands had long been a contentious issue. In examining the negotiations 
process in the early 1990s, consideration needs to be given to the role of geography and its 
influence on economic orientation of the entitlement Bands. The issue of selection of 
community pastures was more important for northern Bands than it was for southern Bands. Of 
the ten pastures under selection by entitlement Bands in 1990, only one was selected by a 
southern Band and two by centrally located ~ands?' 
Entitlement Bands varied in their economic opportunities; no difference is more apparent 
than the differences between those who rely on urban-related economic activities and those who 
still rely on subsistence economic activities as part of a mixed economy. FSIN negotiators may 
not have appreciated this difference and thus may have regarded the increase for a favourable 
patron vote as a compromise necessary to reach a timely settlement to entitlements overall. 
Perhaps what should have been proposed was the removal or lessening of the percentage of 
favourable vote, given that third party interests do not have legal status in terms of land 
ownership. While it was the intent of First Nations leadership to negotiate a block settlement to 
facilitate a quick settlement, they lost perspective on the diversity of historical and geographical 
p- - -  
47 Pitsula as cited in Wright, 16. 
48 1992 Framework Agreement, Article 4.08(b)(i), 38.  
49 Ron Fineday, TLE Coordinator, Witchekan Lake First Nation. Personal Communication, 25 June 
1997. 
50 Wright, Chart 1,69-76. 
experiences of the First Nations on whose behalf they were negotiating. 
The agreement clearly states that third party interests must be satisfied before these lands 
may be purchased by Bands, but it does not state how interests are to be satisfied. A lack of 
clarity may provide for creative settlement of interests using cash, gifts, alternative leases, etc. 
but entitlement Bands and their TLE monies and resources are left vulnerable to exploitation. 
The satisfaction of third party interests is done at the level of individual pasture patrons, who as 
lessees, pay for the privilege of grazing their cattle on an annual basis. The gains realized from 
exploiting entitlement Bands go to a selected few individuals who have no legal entitlement to 
have their interests paid out on any other Crown lands. Essentially, third parties stand to make 
personal gains out of the transfer of control of community pastures, having merely established 
their rights to such gains through the payment of annual fees for the privilege of grazing their 
cattle on Crown lands. 
Other parties have also made gains in the TLEFA. School divisions and rural 
municipalities are able to draw from a tax loss f h d  for lands converted to Reserves under the 
agree~nent.~' This fund is paid into by Canada and Saskatchewan at a ratio of seventy percent 
and t w  percent, respectively. In return, entitlement Bands are protected from additional 
compensation to these institutions. The lands of the Wildlife Habitat, Heritage Property, Parks, 
Ecological Reserves, Planning and Development Acts and paved or divided provincial highways 
also enjoy protection from selection and purchase under the agreement except under exceptional 
cir~umstances.~~ 
Third party interests in the transfer of the Bapaume Community Pasture experienced a 
continuation of the largesse to which they were accustomed. Patrons have lifetime, transferable 
rights to continue to graze their cattle in the pasture, a cash settlement in their pockets and tax 
savings as their grazingluser fees are invested back into the upkeep and improving of the 
pasture. Where in Canada or the rest of Saskatchewan do people see such direct action taken 
for tax dollars or user fees? 
In addition, monies paid to Bands in their Equity Funds offer business gain for consultants, 
lawyers, service agencies and financial institutions as entitlement Bands seek to purchase lands 
and engage in use of their funds under the implementation of the agreement. Countless 
meetings, research and consultation go into the acquisition of lands, resources and economic 
development; public and private sectors participate actively in these activities. Agencies and 
institutions benefit from these transactions and the business of implementation of the 
'' I992 Framework Agreement, Article 12,97-99. 
52 I992 Fromework Agreement, Article 4.07,38. 
agreement. Landowners also stand to benefit from this agreement as land sales to Bands 
translate into cash for land that was suffering from a depressed market in the decade preceding 
the TLEFA. 
Lands that are purchased as Shortfall acres must be converted into Reserve lands. 
However, depending upon the terms of each Band Specific ~ ~ r e e r n e n t , ' ~  some entitlement 
Bands may be able to purchase additional lands as fee simple title lands. Bands with fee simple 
title lands can enter into agreements with financial institutions to borrow monies for economic 
development and investment. While this arrangement frees Bands from restrictions that 
accompany Reserve lands, it also leaves their lands vulnerable to alienation, should the Band 
fail to meet its obligations to the lending institution. In examining the experience in the USA, 
Walter Rudnicki suggests that fee simple title to Indian lands opens up their alienation from 
Indian peoples as lands then fall under the jurisdiction of the province.54 Bands must continue 
to meet their obligations as landowners or risk losing fee simple lands under provincial rules 
and regulations. These lands can then be sold to outside interests. 
With regard to the purchase of entitlement lands, Bands have some gains but also face 
limitations and constrictions within the provisions of the TLEFA. The agreement determined a 
maximum price per acre for the purchase of entitlement lands.'' As well, entitlement monies 
are paid to Bands in a series of payments, spread over a period of twelve years. These two 
conditions limit the amount of lands that can be purchased at one time, the rate at which lands 
can be purchased and may interfere with the type of lands that Bands are able to purchase. 
Entitlement Bands got a better deal out of the TLEFA than the Saskatchewan Formula in that 
they could select and purchase lands other than Crown lands. However, Crown lands may be 
easier to access because the province sets the price. 
In the case of the Bapaume Pasture, the province kept the purchase price per acre low in 
order to compensate for the high costs of satisfying third party  interest^.'^ Private land owners 
are not likely to be so accommodating and may still command a high price for their lands. Land 
parcels may be a good fit economically and locationally for Bands but high prices or a lack of 
knds at the time may mean the Band has to pass on these deals and opt for cheaper and poorer 
53 After signing the 1992 Framework Agreement, each Band was required to contact their entire 
membership to ratify a Band Specific Agreement which stated whether or not all lands purchased by the 
Band had to be converted into Reserve lands or a combination of reserve lands and fee simple title lands. 
54 Walter Rudnicki, "The Politics of Aggression: Indian Termination in the 1980s," Native Studies 
Review, 3, no. 1, 1987: 84. 
55 1992 Framework Agreement, Article 4.03,35-36. 
56 Shirley Albert, FSIN. Personal Communication, 26 March 1996. Assistance was requested by 
quality lands that may not be as ideally located or in large enough tracts for more efficient 
administration and use. 
The TLEFA provides no frame of reference for traditional land use and occupancy which 
was an important component of the treaty negotiations in the 1870s and the subsequent 
adhesions to treaties. Implementation of the agreement has made no allowance for or of the 
unquantifiable losses suffered aside from economic losses within traditional land use and 
occupancy. The agreement has no power to ensure respect for traditional land use and 
occupancy but is bound to uphold the laws and regulations currently in place for hunting, 
fishing, trapping and foraging. In spite of regulations restricting these activities, traditional 
subsistence activities continue but the rights to maintain them are not supported or protected 
within the agreement. 
Finally, the TLEFA also fails to support Band acquisition of traditional lands. For the 
Witchekan Lake Band, the lake was centrally located within their traditional territory. The 
Band engaged in a protracted struggle to acquire the lands of the Bapaume Community Pasture, 
made more difficult under the agreement. For their success, the Band has been rewarded with a 
five-year co-management agreement with the province before they can assume control over 
their own newly created Reserve lands. Thus the province, for a short time, is partnered with 
the Band and the federal government in controlling the destiny of Indian Reserve lands. 
As for the rest of the lands within the Band's traditional territory, there are no provisions 
within the agreement to ensure that the Band will be able to acquire these lands, over time. Of 
particular value to the Bands are the once vast haylands, the former settlement near the river at 
the north end of Witchekan Lake and the M-61 trapping block. All of these lands will have to 
be acquired through the principle of willing seller-willing buyer. A portion of the lands of the 
M-61 trapping block are under the jurisdiction of a PFRA pasture and the rest are under a 
provincial shared lease agreement between Witchekan Lake First Nation and a group of private 
lessees. Acquisition of these lands could become as long an arduous journey as it was to obtain 
the Bapaume Community Pasture; lands within M-61 are important to Witchekan Lake First 
Nation holistically as were the pasture lands. 
The people of Witchekan Lake First Nation felt they got the best deal they could get under 
the political administration of the Progressive Conservative governments, provincially and 
federally. There was a lot of relief at the rejection of the Saskatchewan Formula as the Band 
benefited better financially and could select lands other than Crown lands under the TLEFA. 
However, elders have been critical over why the Band must purchase land that was owed to 
Witchekan Lake First Nation to meet patron demands of a buyout which pushed up the cost per acre. 
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them as a treaty entitlement." Band officials were left to explain the advantages of being able 
to purchase more productive land than what was available on most Crown lands. As well, 
economic development is included in the current agreement. 
In general, there is a positive feeling within the community as Band members feel they are 
getting what has always righthlly belonged to them so they can build an economic base. Band 
members felt that they should at least have gotten what they negotiated for which was not to 
surrender but to share the land with the newcomers. Instead, Band members felt as though the 
process of dividing up the land for specific purposes, especially after the NRTA, left them at the 
bottom of the scale where even animals in parks had more rights than Indian peoples did." 
SUMMARY 
TLE took a mechanical approach to a very complex issue; concerned with satisfying land 
quotas, the social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual aspects of land use were not 
considered as a whole. This approach is clearly evident in the failure of the TLEFA to provide 
clear and supported access to traditional lands. For the people of Witchekan Lake First Nation, 
the Bapaume Community Pasture represents all of these aspects as a part of their traditional 
lands. By contrast, third party interests, legally, unregistered interests on Crown lands, enjoy 
enhanced legal status and protection within an agreement designed to settle the outstanding 
interests of First Nations, dating back to the Treaties signed in the 1870s. The treatment of third 
party interests is significant for First Nations trying to acquire community pasture lands. 
Negotiating parties of the 1990s focused on the here and now - the removal of the 
"problem" of TLE the closure of "unfinished business," the payment of "an outstanding debt" - 
rather than on the opportunities being created for entitlement Bands. All three of the 
negotiating parties - the federal government, provincial government and FSIN - faced upcoming 
elections during the negotiation period. The motivation to settle TLE lay in potential election 
pressures that each side could exert. Given the many years this outstanding debt remained 
unresolved, its settlement would be somewhat of a political coup for those seeking re-election. 
The preoccupation with the creation of a political coup as an outcome of these negotiations was 
high. Negotiating parties lacked the future oriented visioning of Aboriginal ancestors who 
negotiated treaties in the late 1800s. The timing of the federal, provincial and FSIN elections 
left little time for in-depth research that would have pointed to the differences amongst the 
57 Ron Fineday, TLE Coordinator, Witchekan Lake First Nation. Personal Communication, 25 June 
1997. 
various entitlement Bands. In particular, the differences in economic orientation and the effects 
of disease on historical populations are important issues. 
There is no evidence to suggest that the TLE researchers and the negotiators took the 
effects of disease epidemics into account when they determined the population of the 
Witchekan Lake Band. Other Bands may have had similar experiences, especially where 
Reserves were granted prior to adherence to treaty. These Bands would face similar difficulties 
in determining population in the absence of Annuity paylists. The calculations of numbers of 
deceased individuals could have been accomplished not only through subsequent Annuity 
Paylists but by researching other records such as Census records. The pursuit of genealogies 
would have required considerable resources and time - neither of which negotiators or 
researchers were willing or able to invest. An agreement-in-principle could have been reached 
with each Band signing and ratifying an individual agreement as their research was completed 
to mutual satisfaction. However, it is likely that creators of the TLEFA were so accustomed to 
rejection in the land claims process that they barely considered this option. 
All of the entitlement Bands were treated as a homogenous group in the pursuit of a 
settlement to outstanding entitlements. No consideration was made for the time into which each 
Band entered into treaty or the differences between land use and occupancy for southern and 
northern Bands. For northern Bands, the issues around access to community pastures was 
important to their mixed economy as was the settlement of third party interests for traplines. 
Satisfaction of third party interests remained a heavier burden on northern Bands than it did on 
southern Bands. 
The balance of power between Witchekan Lake First Nation and the state is not equal. 
Although the TLEFA provides Witchekan Lake First Nation with more decision-making power 
in terms of lands and resources, considerable restrictions and state control exist around their 
acquisition and administration. Thus opportunity has been created for Witchekan Lake First 
Nation to participate in the Canadian and global economy with no clear paths to self- 
determination, self-sufficiency and eventual self-government. It remains to be seen whether the 
provision of the means for land acquisition through the TLEFA will provide meaningfbl 
opportunities for Witchekan Lake First Nation to participate in the Canadian economy. 
'' Ibid. 
APPENDIX VI 
ABORIGINAL LAND TENURE, VALUES AND MORAL ECONOMY 
The circumstances surrounding TLE for Witchekan Lake First Nation are complex and 
unique, making the search for an applicable theoretical framework a challenge in this thesis 
project. While no single framework of theoretical explanation exists to make sense of and 
explain the persistence of conflict over land use and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake area, a 
combination of perspectives may be applied to the Witchekan Lake situation. First of all, 
political economy, with the added dimensions of an holistic perspective and moral economy, 
allows for the analysis of historic events around land use and occupancy in the Witchekan Lake 
area by both groups of peoples. Second, theories of colonization can be used to measure the 
effects of the experience of Witchekan Lake First Nation and to discuss how TLE may or may 
not be a move towards decolonization. As well, the process of colonization in North America 
was informed by the ideologies of manifest destiny and the frontier cultural complex, both of 
which viewed Aboriginal peoples as racially inferior to Settlers. In addition, the immigration 
history of Canada and in particular, its pluralist effect in the Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area 
plays an important role in the formation of early conflict. 
The legacy of Canadian immigration policy is Settler communities that are highly pluralist 
in nature. Various groups of competing interests came together to build communities and 
recreate the societal institutions they left behind. The composition of Witchekan Lake First 
Nation became somewhat pluralist during the early years of the homestead period but only two 
cultural groups had to try to find common ground. Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area, as a 
collection of ethnic groups, was and is more or less reflective of Canadian society as a whole; 
Witchekan Lake First Nation was and is unique unto itself, consisting of Cree and Saulteaux 
peoples, who share a similar language and culture. Their task was somewhat easier because the 
two groups were closely related and they were not immigrants to the land they now inhabited. 
The degree to which each group is pluralist directly affects each one's orientation to land use 
and occupancy as does the immigration experience. 
The focus of this thesis project is primarily on land. Land is important directly and 
indirectly to Saskatchewan residents; agriculture and natural resource-based industries are the 
substance of the Saskatchewan economy. However, there are differences in the ways in which 
various peoples in Saskatchewan regard land. This assertion is based on research carried out 
with Witchekan Lake First Nation as well as a land use and occupancy study of the Settler 
community surrounding the Witchekan Lake Reserve. 
The cosmopolitan mix of Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area and the independent and 
individualistic economic practices of ranching and horticulture led Settlers to see themselves as 
capable of influencing and shaping land use and occupancy values in the Witchekan Lake area. 
Thus in the homesteading era, Settlers and ranchers did not view themselves as outside the 
power structure of Canadian society but rather as a formative and determinate part of it. This 
perception was supported by the ideologies of manifest destiny and the frontier cultural 
complex that Settlers brought with them and state officials demonstrated in their unilateral 
reduction of the ORS and repeated delays to create the Witchekan Lake Reserve. These official 
actions were responses to the petition that protested the ORS as well as the issue of hay permits 
before the Reserve boundaries were settled. As well, some Settlers removed hay from the lands 
without seeking a government permit. 
Canadian society has a history of treating land as a commodity that may be easily 
exchanged for a price that the market holds at the time. Land itself has and continues to be 
exploited for economic and political gain; the cultural, social and spiritual significance of land 
are virtually non-existent or totally absent. This value system, with an emphasis on 
individualism, was accepted without question by the Settler community and for the most part, 
this orientation is maintained today. 
These two systems are relatively incompatible with each other, contributing to the 
continued resistance on the part of Witchekan Lake First Nation in order to ensure its very 
survival. These two systems are relatively incompatible with each other. Persistent conflict 
arises from the application of these differing systems to the same geographical area; resulting 
models of operational value systems and the theoretical perspectives attempt to explain how the 
construction of two differing land use and occupancy value systems interacted to produce a TLE 
for Witchekan Lake First Nation. An examination of the Aborignal land tenure systems that 
were in existence when Settlers arrived illustrates the beginnings of the conflict between 
Witchekan Lake First Nation and Settlers in the Witchekan Lake area. 
ABORIGINAL LAND TENURE SYSTEMS 
Aboriginal peoples are not homogenous in composition nor do they live in identical 
geographic surroundings. Diversity within Aboriginal groups is found on global, national and 
regional levels. Differences in physical geography necessitate adaptations to specific 
conditions, imprinting on the social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual form of 
Aboriginal societies. It follows that it is reasonable to expect that the way in which differing 
Aboriginal groups manage traditional lands and resources will vary even though the underlying 
approach to land and its resources may be shared or similar. 
Bodley noted that before European contact and during the earliest stages of contact, 
Aboriginal cultures controlled access to land and resources through kinship relationships with 
well-defined boundaries that were defended against encroachment. "Ownership" was communal 
with access open to members of the group for whom the territory was defined,' while 
maintaining a balance between resources and population. Thus, land allocations were flexible 
and adaptive with no comparable European concepts of private ownership or unoccupied/waste 
land. Land, to Aboriginal peoples, had economic significance but also symbolic and spiritual 
meaning in terms of burial sites, legends, origins and ceremonial  feature^.^ Land was connected 
not only to their economic institution but also the political, social, cultural and spiritual 
institutions of Aboriginal societies. 
In his 1990 study of three Dene First Nations in the Athabaska region of Saskatchewan, 
Usher described occupancy as "the group's collective sense of its own territory in relation to 
that of others . . . known to and used by several generations, as widely understood by the 
contemporary generation."3 He describes camps and burial grounds as " the tangible evidence 
of long-term habitation and occupancy. The stories and history of the people are tied to these 
places.'4 
Usher, Tough and Galois discuss Aboriginal land tenure in Canada as being socially 
organized tribal territories with communal ownership and access open to the local harvesting 
group. The social boundaries of these tribal territories were defended rather than the physical 
parameters.5 These authors describe Aboriginal tenure systems as "incorporat[ing] two 
' John H. Bodley, Victims of Progress, 3rd ed. (California: Mayfield Publishing Company, 1990), 77. 
Ibid. 
' Peter J. Usher, Recent and Current Land Use and Occupancy in the Northwest Territories by 
Chipweyan-Denesuline Bands (Suskatchewan Athabaska Region), Research Report No. I .  (Prince 
Albert, Sask.: Office of the Prince Albert Tribal Council, November, 1990), 3. 
Usher, November, 1990,7. 
Peter J. Usher, Frank J. Tough and Robert M. Galois, "Reclaiming the Land: Aboriginal Title, Treaty 
seemingly contradictory principles: permission must be sought to use another's territory, but no 
one can be denied sustenance. The key is acceptance of the obligations that go with the right."6 
The authors noted that the rights to sell the land to outsiders, deplete the resources or 
appropriate lands for private gain were not included in the bundle of rights that came with use 
and occupancy. However, the right to include or exclude others and the right to permit use of 
the land and resources by others were incl~ded.~ 
Aboriginal land tenure and management of land and resources rested on an entrusted 
responsibility for them. Usher described Aboriginal management and production as related 
functions based on "knowledge, experience and effective use . . . accumulated historical 
experience . . . oral culture, in the form of stories and myths . . . coded and organised by 
paradigms for interpreting information and guiding action."' Thus, for the Witchekan Lake 
Band, land and resources could be shared with others, but not to the exclusion of themselves. 
For the Band, land tenure meant not only rights to the land and resources but also 
responsibility for their well-being, a sense of guardianship. Given this perspective and their 
long-term relationship with the land and its resources, it should be clear as to why the 
Witchekan Lake Band resisted being disregarded in the takeover and exploitation of the 
haylands around Witchekan Lake. Not only were the haylands of economic significance to the 
Band, but also of social, political, cultural and spritual importance. The haylands had long been 
an area to which the Band was drawn to camp, gather socially, harvest and even to bury their 
dead. Retention of control of the haylands was important politically as loss of control meant a 
loss of self-sufficiency and autonomy as well as a change in the moral economy that determined 
the use and occupancy of the Band's lands and resources. 
MORAL ECONOMY AND VALUE SYSTEMS 
An examination of the land use and occupancy value systems of Settlers and Witchekan 
Lake First Nation is assisted by the approaches of political and moral economy. Moral 
economy refers to ''the shared assumptions underlying norms of reciprocity in which an 
economic system is grounded."9 Thus, while political economy helps to determine the position 
Rights and Land Claims in Canada," Applied Geography (1992),12, 1 1  1 - 1  12. 
"sher, Tough and Galois, 112. 
' Ibid. 
' Peter J. Usher, "Aboriginal Property Systems in Land and Resources" in Indigenous Land Rights in 
Commonwealth Countries: Dispossession, Negotiation and Cornmunip Action, G.  Cant et al., eds. (New 
Zealand: University of Canterbury, 1993), 40. 
Meredith Minkler and Carroll L. Estes, Critical Perspectives on Aging: The Political and Moral 
of individuals and groups within Canadian society, moral economy can assist in understanding 
why this positioning occurs and its effects on individuals and groups. Shared assumptions by 
autonomous individuals and groups lead to justifications used to keep people in their position, 
be it a position of privilege or marginalization. 
Norms of reciprocity define the degree of interdependence between individuals of each 
group and between groups in a society. These norms determine the degree to which individuals 
and groups are required to act in the best interests of others. Different types of moral economy 
may operate within individuals and groups within Canadian society. The type of moral 
economy shared by individuals or groups determines the type of action taken, as influenced by 
the value system of those individuals or groups. Value systems may differ and hence, the moral 
economy of some individuals or groups may justify the takeover of lands and resources of 
others to fulfill norms and expectations of land use and occupancy while disregarding others 
who do not share the same norms or expectations. 
The Witchekan Lake Band had a different and opposite approach to land value. As a 
group, the Band regarded land and resources to be of value politically and economically but 
equally of value, culturally, spiritually and socially. Within this holistic approach, the SPECS 
units of influence occur at once and with equal importance. At times, the political and 
economic units appear at the forefront but at the same time, spiritual, cultural and social units 
are also present, informing and supporting the political and economic influences of land and 
resources. 
SUMMARY 
Differing perceptions between two ideal types of moral economy, that of use value and 
exchange value, illustrate the existence of opposing value systems, much like those operating 
within and around the people of Witchekan Lake. The Settler community, backed by the 
Department of the Interior and the DIA tended to favour a moral economy based on exchange 
value. Such a position left no question as to the rights of Settlers and even the state to the land 
and resources in the Witchekan Lake area. Since the members of the Witchekan Lake Band 
were not fill participants in the labour market, their rights to the land and resources were 
discounted. The participation of Band members in the local economy was as subsistence 
Economy of Growing Old (Amityville, New York: Baywood Publishing Company, Inc., 1991), xi. 
Although the authors examine the distribution of resources in populations, particularly the elderly, their 
analysis contributes to this thesis project in how it is concerned with the distribution of resources, 
utilizing a moral economy perspective. 
trappers, hunters and foragers as well as their employment as seasonal manual labour. The role 
of Band members as seasonal manual labourers ensured the success and participation of Settlers 
in the Canadian economy. However, due to the nature of their work, Band members were 
deemed to have little or no exchange value and quickly became marginalized in their 
participation in the labour market. 
The marginalized position of members of the Witchekan Lake Band permitted the 
alienation of their lands and resources. Beginning with the 19 13 ORS, lands that the Band was 
entitled to keep under the provisions of Treaty Six were illegally withheld. Along with lands, 
resources were withheld and taken over by state officials even before the survey of the 
Witchekan Lake Reserve was finalized. These events, along with an excessively long time 
period before the Band's claim was recognized, all contributed to a settlement of lands and 
funds for the Witchekan Lake Band under the TLEFA. In evaluating the fairness of the 
compensation awarded to Witchekan Lake First Nation, an examination of the processes of 
negotiation and research as well as the contents of the TLEFA are necessary. 
APPENDIX VII 
Spreadsheet, Raw Data.ID Number 
This appendix contains raw data for analysis of Settler land use and occupancy. It was 
compiled and produced on computer software, Excel 5.0. For ease of use it has been left 
in pagination format of that software. 
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06511C-M Hedqe 1931-10 1932-18 Wlre 1929-1 1932-7 
1 Z 4 - 6 1  1 9 4 - 6  
1925-76 1925-6 
~ X Z S B S ~  10x12 1925 5 i m - m  i m - 9  
OK11C-1 1 Granary 1 9 a - 3 0  1927.35 AU 1927-30 1927-19 
l l f Z 4 - N  lYL4-2 1 9 4 - 4  ,- wh = --- - . ---- 
1923-20 1925-25 1925-2 1925-4 
Z3x30Bam 14x16 1924-5 1926-30 1925-2 1926-4 
07511C-2-1 Granary - 1925-5 1927-30 _ 80a~re r_1927~2-  1 W - 4  - 
Two Log Slables 26 x 1926-8 1926-5 
26and l6x16  14x16 1925-5 1928-10 
0751103.2 cogGranary_Well_ -1927-5 1523: z_- - 
1m11~-2-1 - - - 
Z3x30LogSlable 1922-12 1923-12 
T w o l 2 x l 2  Log 1923- 16 1924-Z9 
- - -- --i - -..- 
M xZ4 Log Stable 1926 30 1927 30 
16xlGLogGrmay 1927 15 192a 45 
195llGP4 11 fi CnDbed Well 1929 15 1923 45 All Wire 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
305110-14 NW 30 51 10 NEIL GeoreeEchvurard 0"s Hams rk 25 S Farmer [)2-Au(y21 
30511a2-l NE 30 51 10 
305110-2-2 NE 30 51 10 PEASLEY ChaderGlenleU Sheilbrook Sk FAM F m e r  WSeplS 
305110-24 NE 30 51 10 McCOMAS Ornl Ssrk Shellbrook Sk XI S F m e r  21Mv23 
30511&Pl SE 30 51 10 
30511W-2 SE 30 51 10 W O U R Y  Pelcr )USA Maurachurem USA &hem Sk ' - FAM Farmer ZZ,ocem 
30511041 SW 30 51 10 
1 
015111-2-1 NE 1 51 11 
01511131 SE 1 51 1 1  BRISBOURNE Wtll~sm 
01511132 SE 1 51 11 LAPPlNG RerlonM 
015111-53 SE 1 51 11 LAPPlNG Robert 
01511144 SE 1 51 1 1  HARPER Alec PnnceAlbelt Sk 
015111 bl SW 1 51 11 C O E  w e d  
01511142 SW 1 51 1 1  LAFLEUR Chader 
MAU\RTHuWM 
FAM Rancher7 1 9 m  
025111-1 1 NW 2 51 11 cARTHUR JohnA 
025111 2-1 NE 2 51 11 MARIN Marcelm Sk FAM 
025lllPl SE 2 51 11 MANSEAU Charles 
Mnnerola USA Leark Sk 
SON h e 1  
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WlTCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
NOTES FROM ARWIVAL NOTES FROM SECONDARY lulr or PA n 
ID NUMBER SOURCE 
Rerldence by M t I w  
c l c r s l t n  am s a B w ot 
Me CNR durlnp absencer. 
30511U1-3 h a  hornernad 
5 m  Aug 191410 
2 l - A u ~ X  Z 2 N o r Z €  4190211 5 -617  Ma/ 1919 
305110-2-1 HAY RESERVE TAG 
SOLDIER GRANT ,4855 
Two Rea 
30511C-2-2 ABANDONED 4190209 S-617 
Waked lor la,-. 8" 
Shllbrmi area durmg Mm81 
305110-2-3 absences 
10eo27to l a 0 2 8  Lumber bull 
S e b 3 0  1 4 4 ~ 3 0  4190209 S-617 =rto 10e-29 lgn 
30511W1 HAY RESERVE TbG Two Reg 
-l ls..rm m m Y r n d d  
mmedrnL*rFa* MI'- *ad,, 
,as ,f,r a m '  * r,rr a -7 Conbnuour smea Hours bull 
305110-32 Nalur31*ed25Nov29 L - n n n r t r o n E M a n m I D  15N-28 &Au@l 4281759 S-617 10M- knl 1% 
30511061 HAY RESERVE TbG 
vm* rend- wnh 
B m n m ~ ~ n  l921*r Faher (Peter 
~ h e d m 5 m l o n  W O U R Y j  nna, 
z a m m d s ,  W B M 2 9  608524 27May-25 on 
3053042 _Nahl(a~rcd z b b m  . % ~ l r o d a r c p  19JI 1Wov-28 27-Aug30- 4931784 _ S - 6  17 _ SE W51-10_W3- -q  - _ _  
SoUOU-YdYlle~l 5 w * I  






















25Mayto 31Dsol4 14 
W n l l d  on l9Jm-(R as Jul la 310ec-15 I-' 
SUBSTITUTEGWNTEE 
LMd W 14218 
Jul to 3lDe-16 I 
31511012 _ N a l u r a p z c d ~ 1 2 ~ ~ 0 8  . 
- .-, _11*er~m-~ Wd.2!+Jl S-6  17 Rerldedon 10W3du"_"mab~cer ,  E l R  3141-I bullMay 16xmLog 1914 
SOd7*hcmWUm SC"iPl0 
nO~sr , . ru .d  L a e n  .I*& 
T----- 
31511IJ+l - - D I E O Z ~ 1 1 e l l p r W  I 1 - - - - ! - --El-__ _ $2617- . - -. . -- 
I 1 J M  1030JUh.15 16 b 
A m n W  on 1-09 as I 17 1- b 3 0 6 1 8  
SUBSTITUTE GRANTEE 
 and ten a2006 w e e d l  
315110.24 l 2 ~ a a - -  _- 
Samllhron"o*i-lSmrPP 
IO*PPS UUC~ m ~ e n  r s
4 8 ~ 5 ~ ~ - a ~ ~ ~ ~  - 
l--- 
?Jan lo3Wurcl5 16 / Wnlcdonl-Was &I7 l . l an lo30b  
SUBSTITUTEGMEE 
I and Cen 8mOB b l u r a ~ e d  
, 18 Readad on W1R 31- 
51-lOwtrn'.de k bds 24x30Log. 
"I?!?? --2---- L 
S M - M I M S C T U P b r  





s u a s n m e m w ~ ~  
Len( Cat .@,a 
3 1 5 1 1 0 6 ~ ~  b h l r @ ~ d ! l w  
01% 11-1-1 
v.,,u-. -= vv=,eu , m J u W  ! 7Mily-W : - 823 
Rcw hL*I unlmted 
Waf- Rqhb R W  h 813 
0151112 1 AM 
B a n , , & r n 3 , ~  
01511131 ABMIDONEO E N D U N O M &  617692 Twp Reg 
01511132 AEANDONED 6Z6lE3 Twp Reg 
01511133 ABI\NDONED 647103 Two Raq 
&m lo a, 0, ", *orb.,y 
Shshwm FNGUINDIbmDIbrnM 
a+mm l, n ,9,9 Pud,M 
01511134 
~~cmcm'y- 1 9 m ~ d s ~  Grant 
r m h  w r94, 31 Aua-36 a10379 Port 1930 
015111 el Ec,t,y W O , , , ~  607173 Pon 1930 
Joseph RENVILLE m 
01511102 
659158 resvdence rtnce 
11 Sew35 Wac35 GranlXOmG Post lgjO Ql-23 
m 7 i n  AGI BOX 
bull7 m 1922 
025111 1 1 ABINDONEO 6885068 823 
m 1 1 1 2  1 
AGl l  Box 
2(U~l-27 7 4 ~ 2 9  4879547 823 
607171 
0x111 S l  
5132318 ACl l  Box 
11JanZS 1 K e b W  4613958 823 
607172 
OX11141 u~ltzrdmzd c l s fuy l ,  F , " ~ ,  
5132346 AGl l  Box 
1War28 24JuI-28 4886070 823 
035111-1-1 PIBANDONED 23 w z s  610171 T~ Po9 1930 Reg
m 1 1 1  1 2  ABANDONED Twp Reg 613Ya Po.1 1930 
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A I W I x I l z I m I n e 1  AC I A O I A E (  AF I AG I A H [  Al 
MU@\ U-tar5 ~ n t ?  OTHER FILE 





21 Sddn Grant 
30511c-13 1926 30 En@ SW b52 
1 0 M  
30511c-2 1 
30511a2 2 
1 x 4 - 0  IJL4-3 
1924-15 1325.15 1925-10 1925 7 
1925 30 1926-45 1926 15 192% 9 
1927-41 1927 45 1927-2U 1927 11 
19~29LogBam 1928 15 1928-86 1928-X) 1928 13 




Xx40LogSlable 192%-15 1926.15 1926-15 1926-7 
18xlSLogGrananl 1927-15 1927-30 15rnle$ 1927-15 1927.7 1 
30511032 181 Well 1928-a3 1929.45 
-Wire 1928-15 1928-7 
. W k S ,  - - --- 
30511M-1 r -- 
- - ---  _ / -  _ _  
1925 15 




30511M-2 1928-10 1928-40 1 5 mules r ----;---T.---- 
3151151 1 
- - - 
Averaged 
28xdOLogSlsble 75 1919.14 1319.14 






- --,.,..-<- - - - - C -  - 
1915-2 
3 * 5 1 1 w 1 - -  ._. 
Warehouse Two 
01511162 Barnr Conarl Well 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
Scmdl Paddlmg Lake M & 
Psddl~ng Lake 
Mona . . - _. - - 
065111&2 SE 6 51 11 
06511133 SE 6 51 11 LENDVAY Slwe 
065111-4-1 SW 6 51 11 
a65111-b2 SW 6 51 11 
a65111 4 3  SW 6 51 11 GABOURY RoblL &Leo0 
07511111 MN 7 51 11 
075111 2 1 NE 7 51 11 
07511131 SE 7 51 11 
07511131 SE 7 51 11 
07511141 SW 7 51 11 
085111-11 NW 8 51 11 
085111 1-2 MN 8 51 11 UUllEU AlbedC 
085111 2-1 NE 8 51 11 CADIEU AlbmdC 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
DATE 
NOTES FROM ARCHlVAL NOTES FROM SECONDIIRY Imlk lo, V ~ r r r r l  PI\TENT FlLE FlLE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES * W I I U T I O N  ISSUED NUMBEA SOURCE RESIDENCY 
613500 Twp Reg 
12Nw-X G W  Post 1930 
HAY RESERVE Ranch 
Gd,aqm'vlk"ol 
035111-2-2 Y 1047 14 OIC I OM157 
Granl 
035111-23 SmE WBDI 18Sep69 133925 Twp Rep 
T&G 6m398 
I r l a i n P a l ~ ~ i r  i i R l i 6  
arrer*igWa+srrbll'4la 5132348 




6948475 5 - 6 1 7  
kbme~fdddon NEI6@7Z 
came .+mMarmh n 7928 
Fhrmdw b u l M  sohfImdb 612414 
LmM&ovemn 7SCW3 31-0rr29 4 W 7 5  S-617  
10May.29 13.MW-33 h * l = o .  - - - 
6m395 Twp Reg 
4750990 S - 6 1 7  
613329 Twp Reg 
l W r - 2 9  4750990 ST617  
W l 4  Twp Reg 
3o/\or-28 4757124 S - 6  17 
602431 Twp Reg 
- - 
-47571 8 T&- ;eH -- - - - .-- - - - 6C9821 
*l>l_U,_P"d_.S3~0 ~ C n ~ r ~ m r n r n t J ~  
RESERVED T&G 
- - - -  - - '-O*292947?71 ---- S:L17 -- - - - 
- 1 -  RMd11111849 
-1 6r&ss PatmW dl0 CNR 
- .  - 610784-T-F.Re[l_- -- - - - -_ - 
8 I6 aoes Qhl4  r a y  Plan 5132348 
111-1-2,- - -37440 - 
- - - -  A- =*@P- l rml  T w ~ ~ E - _  _- - 
Ganl-- - 
-. - - - w = - = _ . r z s 2 4 1  r y - ~ e g  --_ - - _- - 
610784.- Tw-Re. -. 
5132348 
SOWIER (IFVATXI4138 
W a r - 2 4  EW21 T w  Rap 
055111-3.2 106- 
8W6820 
l W r - 5 8  ARD5X T w  Rep 
06511133 Sale 051765 
Grant 
SLH,<A was ,"Wvlohr M a r - l 2  134736 Twp Rep 
#bM, " F ~ D I . L D " C ~ U * ~ ~  
W w  24 265021 T w  Rep 
8W68m 
l&&r 58 WID525 T w  Reg 
0651 11-4-3 Sale G52599 
Grant 
ZSNov-68 133M5 Twp Rep 
RESERYEDTLG 
075111 1 1 Ra!m#182.33 
RESERVEDTIC 
624086 Twp Req 
075111 2 1 R 8ncflrl8383 
RESERVEDTLG 
624086 Twp Rep 
075111 b l  Rlrrt$ #!am3 624086 Twp Re(l 
6 lbloes P.d~#t(nl lo CNR 
07511 1-$1 Aon 37aaO 
5132348 
W S e M  Grant 12331 T w  Reg 
RESERVED TLG 
07511161 R U , ~ ~ ~ # I B Y ~ S  
RESERYEDTLG 
624086 T w  Rep 
08511111 RIYx)1,18)83 624086 T w  Rep 
0851 11 1-2 SALE 052769 
Grant 
1Nec-74 135960 T w  Re0 
0851 11 2 1 SIILE X52113 
Grant 
1Warr75 136016 T w  Rep 
085111 P1  ABANDONED77 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
Semnd 
. - . . . . . .  .. 
...... ... . . .  SW 5 4 9 8  W3. 0541487 M 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  
. . . .  
. . . . .  -- ................... . -  -- .. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  .-- -  
='?.la!, . . . .  1=:20 r- .  I ~- .. ............ 
. . . . . . . . .  
. , .  
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
03511142 SW 9 51 11 CADIEU AlbsrtC , 
. . .  
095111-1-1 W 9 51 1 1  CADIEU AlbsnC. 
095111-1-1 NW 9 51 1 1  
095111-2-1 NE 9 51 1 1  
095111-2-2 NE 9 51 1 1  
. . .  
095111-2-3 NE 9 51 11 
095111-2-4 NE 9 51 1 1  CADIEU . AIbenC. 
. . .  
09511141, SW 9 5 1  1 1  
. . . . . .  
09511142. SW 9 51 . 1 1  C4DIEU . AlberlC. . 
105111-1-1 NW 10, 51 11 
105111-1-2 W ,  10, 51 11 COTE . 
.................. .- . 
. .. .................. 105111-1-3, W .  10. 51. 11 DUR~EUX OS==E: 
Souilangsr County. 
. . . .  .....-........ .. 1051 11-2-1. NE I?. 5! 11 B O W  - _ P_aul Q"e. ?MB.?r_MN. .!? t M~F! ?So... 
105111-3!. SE . 10. 51 . l! . BOUFFORD .... h'o?iq .... - ............. ?Yn%Ke>skA- .. -. . L L W  
125111-14, NW , 12, 51 , 11 
1'25111-2-1 NE , 1 2  51 1 1  
125111-2-2, NE , 12 51 11 
125111-2-3 NE 12 51 11 
1'25111-51 SE 12 51 1 1  
125111-22 SE 12 51 11 MARKOWSKI Mike Joseph 
12511133 SE 12 51 1 1  DENIS Jean Baptitle 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
0 I P I Q I R I S I T I  U I " 
13Jarr71 135306 T w p R e p  
Grant 
31De~-74 135960 Tw.Ren  , 
l aec -74  135960 , T u p  Reg. 
7Nw-29 4982833 S-  6.17 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SURVEYOR DEUAMTION 
105111-2-1 oCT9,101! . . 
105111-2-2' TSlsJ7  . ~ . 
A@+W~NED aJuh27 
10511145 . , 1312303 . 
PO*OW** R q l l 7 l - B W I I 5  
m P I . 5  Aant*SZll5llr 705 
627452 Twp Rep , 
T w .  Reg. 
TWC Rea. 
627452 Twp Rep 
644263 
52%506 Two Reg 
651076 T w  Rsw 
./l.,... /.,. ..L...l/.//.. ... 
, ........... 11 .........,..... 
Two. Rep 
627452 TwpRen 
,..-.... " .~.~,.'~-*....NT..-.... . 
Y,. ..e.e.zp . . . r ~ . - ~ * . .  v. 633927. 
441 1967 Twp Reg 
644839 T w  Rep 
17-Oci.35 ZBNov35 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
A C W S  *CFLI *1mIs O T H E R  FILE 
I O N U M B E R  BUILDINGS PROMN C D G ~ O  MY S w a  c n n r E  n o n s t s  woos SHEEP GRI\LINO HOMESTEAD NUMBER O# 
. .. . 
. . . . . . . . 
. - . - - - . . . - . . . . - . - . . -. . . - 
-. . 
- . - . . . . . - . . .. . - . .- ..- . .. 




115111-473: - ... - --.. :-- --:-- - . . 4 i 
125111:l:lj - - -  . . . . -- -I-. + i ' 
I 
I !  : ---  - - - ------ LC 
7 -. 
142 125111-1-3 . , . 1 -  t 1 . .  I /  
1 . . - ,  
1 I i y ;---- - 143 125111-14 
144 125111-2-1 
145 125111-2-2 











WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
135111-1-3 NW 1 3  51 11 
135111-2-1 NE 13 51 1 1  
135111-2-2 NE 13 51 . 11 THOM4S Earl&" 
13511131 SE , 1 3  51 11, 
. .  . 
13511132 SE , 1 3 5 1  11 
135111-33 SE 13 51 11 THOMAS EadAhnn 
. .. . 
13511141 S W  13 51 1 1  
13511142 SW 13 51 11 
. .  . 
14511111-2 W .  14. 51 . 1 1  . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
- - . ~  ... . . - -  . 
165111-14 N W ,  16, 51 11 
. .  . 
165111-15 MN 16 51 11 
165111-2-1 NE . 16 51 11 
165111-2-2 NE , 16 51 11 
165111-2-3 NE 16 51 1 1  
16511131 SE 16 51 11 
16511132 SE 16 51 1 1  
165111-53 SE 16 51 1 1  
16511134 SE 16 51 1 1  CADlEU /UbenC 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
DATE 
NOTES FROM ARCHIVAL NOTES FROM SECONDARY Dr lc  or P A T t N I  PI\TENT FlLE FlLE 
N'RICATIUN ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
W ~ D e b r n l ~ l e ' ~ - 3 R ~ ~ ~ ~  
D1~I,I1*an.pdWoacilqhr 
T w .  Re9 
627452 T w  Reg 
Grant 
6J-44 122198 Tw.Rep 
627452 T w .  Rep 
627452 T w .  Rep 
i i W A ' r  Reg I A S ? l t l * F 0 4 6 7  
non*L%Ln I11  orre. * s g m -  
. . .  . . Tw.Reg . .  . 
W*bislaia*aW."adme".  
DYCLI UdmIOd WaAt Rlphn 
rw11-1-2 _.~:"my"ly " 
1 * ~ : 2 - r  . -..  . wnrcn - - . 




, 624067 : 7.W. ROE. .. . . . ... .. . . . .- 
mniM L O ~ W = B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C O  
TWP Rep 
Twp Rep 
.vir , .Lol .LnirCl l ladh"r , l  
II,X.. lhU*2d U",., t r * r l  
165111-2-3 r , ~ , ~ ~ ~ r r ~ , ~  fit rw Twp Rep 
RESERVEDTLG 
16511131 %1%d~fl8ZDbl7 628917 T w  Rep. 
P,c,ed llilgllm 5 d n s r  
165111.32 w.dcr rwtvh. m,,r~ Twp Reg 
Nar PI.>#? likd b IL1*.lO. 
165111->3 h f r w l x x , % m  T w .  Reg. 
m n  rr, NWI r d "  echanw 
n msx"a* uar 7orrl 
h - u r  S-ESlt ,on ,924 
h a d m n n n u n n h u r u f i d a  
,MJ am.2wd YCwYCwZb 
XaMhbhfln I93Zllrma m- 
165111-$4 GS.2769 
" I < h . l n r i r l . * n l n , ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ %  
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
W R I S  ACll tS  ACRES OTHER FllE 
ID NUMBER BUILDINGS UnDLFN C n O I W D  11*V FtNFt CATTLE HORSES HOGS SHEEP GRMING HOMESTEA0 NUMBER DI 
. . 
. .  . 




14571.14) - . _~ . . .. . . --- . --- 
! 
Is0 155'1'3-2 -. - - - -- . -. 
'8' ?%!'"l-?; 
22 1551!1+2 ... ~ . - ~ . - .  
1 / la3 165111-1-1 . - .  . i -  . -.I L - - . i  
_C_ .- 













. . I , - i -  --  --- + --+- -.& 
165111-13 
. . 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
. .  . 
1651114 SW 16, 51 11 
175111-2-1. NE , 17 51 11 
175111-2-2 NE 17 51 11 
175111;Ll SE 17 51 , 11 
17511141, SW 17 51 11 
. .  . 
17511162 SW , 17 51 11 CADIEU AlbertC. 
17511143 SW 17 51 11 
- . , . . .. -. . 
m5111-2-2, NE a, 5 1  11, 
. .  . 
X111-3-1 SE , 2 0 5 1  11 
. .  . 
m 5 i i i w 2  SE m n 11 
m 5 i i i - ~ i  sw m 51 11 
2U51114-2 SW 20 51 11 
215111-1-1 NW 21 51 11 
215111-1-2 NW , 21 51 11 
215111-2-1 NE 21 51 11 
215111-2-2 NE , 21 51 11 
215111-3.1 SE , 21 51 11 
215111-+2 SE 21 51 11 
21511141, S W ,  21 51 11 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
DD.TE 
NOTES FROM ARCHIVAL NOTES FROM SECOND,%AI DIII 01 IXIPNI PhTENT FllE FILE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES N"RIIAII%>N ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCI 
Granl 
HOUSE 
130ec-74 135960 T w  Reg 
WlmPianlalew.IUldn*,m 
D " ~ ~ " ~ " " s * , ~ I  
T w  Rep 
Twp Reg. 
T w .  Reg. 
%5W: Twp Reg.. 
E-Ser-28 4291866 S-617 
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.... ........... ........ . ._ .- - 
. .  . . . . . . . .  -: -; ..T~LR.~L_ _ _._ _ ---. 
. . . . . . . .  ... . . . .  -.......... Es-. Tw.Reg. _ -. 
. . .  --. 
. . . . . .  . ..... .... .......... .... - - 6-!... .-?? %I . . ~  - 
T w .  Reg. 
. .  . . .  .. . - -...... ._ 
. . . . . .  
. . 
Twp Rea 










t - r s ~  ,~*%~+,,\.",~,,,.~. 
215111-52 ~ ~ . w ~ z ~ ~ w . u ~  S ~ M  Twp. Req 
215111d1 WATER Twp Rsa 
0 0  II1_LY// "/~~"",.,# ,,w,, 
I u, I. rillr, C#*\ 
.. .. ZlSlll42 ......i%m. 8-4 Twp Req 
WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
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1 
197 
A I w 1 x I Y 1 z 1 ~ a I  A B I  AC I A D I A E I  AF I AG I AH I AI 
A O i t  S A<HCS ACnP 5 OTHER FILE 










. . . . .  
206 17511144 
..... -. . ... -. .- - -- - -- 
207 175177-1-1 
. . .  . . -  . -- . ... - - - ... .. 
. . . . .  . - .  . 
209 185111-1-1 . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . -  . . . .  . . ~ .- .- - -+--- 
210 185111-1-2 






. . .  . . . -  - . - - .. . -  L.-  
215 1,111-1-1 . . . . . .  - . . . . .  I 1 
i 
I i i 
. - ...- - -- 7,-- 
- .- ----i---, i -. 
..*-- 
2'8 !95"1-2:? ._ . ... .- . - ....... .- --. I I 
, 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -  -. .- - . 
! 
220 1953113.1. - . ~. ~ . . - -. . - . . . . . . .  . - - .- 
: / i  
n7 205111-2-1 


















. . .  . .  - . - .,.-. ! I 
, , 1951!!32. . .  . _ _ _... . , . - . .- . --. . - -- : i  
--r 
I 
. . .  4 I 
! ' 
-. . 25 1951!!41._ - . . .  .. - --__- t . .  <. I j j ;  i ! I 
224 1%1!1-4% -- - 1 - I 
. . . . . . .  . 
. .  
.- L--.-L.- 
225 205111-I-!. -~ . . .  
: i 
. . .  - ... - -  - 
, $ .  .-?- + ! 
i 1 
WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
225111 1 3  NW 22 51 11 
225111-2-1 NE 27 51 11 
2251112-2 NE 27 51 11 
22511131 SE 27 51 11 
22511132 SE 27 51 11 
22511141 SW 27 51 11 
235111-1-1 NW 23 51 11 
235111-1-2 NW 23 51 11 
235111-2-1 NE 23 51 11 _ 
235111-2-2 NE 25_ 51 11 . . 
- --- -_- _- - 
23511131 SE q 51 11 - . -- - - - -- ---- - - -- - 
23511132 SE 23 51 11 
23511141 SW 23.51 11 
- -- . -. - 
23511142 SW 23 51 11 
- -- -.- - - 
245111-1-1- N W 2 4  2 11 -- 
245111-1-2 NW 24 51 11 _ BOUTlN Joseph Arne 
245111-2-1- YE 24- 51 11 
255111-2-1 NE 25 51 11 
2551 11-2-2 NE 25 51 11 SUTEAU Lauren1 Lour Jr Frendr FRPiNCE 
25511131 SE 25 51 11 
25511132 SE 25 51 11 MATET Hsnn French Awunon FWNCZ Rorhem Sk 25 S Farm Hand 01-Aupl4 
2511133  SE X 51 11 
25511lbl SW X 51 11 
265111 1 1 MN 26 51 11 DACEWS JorephAntame Laventure Sk 
2651 11 2 1 NE 26 51 11 TAnOR Rev Donald 
265111-22 NE X 51 11 8OlmN Jorephkrne Boumn Sk 
265111 5 1  SE X 51 11 
265111 5 2  SE X 51 11 OULLmE Rosarre 
26511141 SW 26 51 11 
26511142 SW 26 51 11 
27511111 NW 27 51 11 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
1 1 1 - 1 1  Rash118713 , 626249 , T w .  Reg. . 
225111-1-2 WATER , 
WlthalmiLeWsldndRwO. 
kI 1 Un-.OW.IP, *14& 
225111-1-3 R q a 0 m a n 8 1 1 ~  
M h e L m L o I e  WSIwdRDPO 
h r i s  l'NmOWal.iRi@i 
225111-2-2 n w m a n a l , n u  
- lala* .WlandRqe" 
b C i , " n h w @ W e , * q M  
22511132 R o l ~ o n a n a l l * u  
WATER , 
W e k a  M e W c l w R 0 w -  
m s  Un(!mUd Wael R.*r 
WATER . 
\YImeko~L&s WeImdRotem. 
D u n * u m . w w o u , ~ g ~  
ns111,z-2 - ,  RDIe:_R~aI?*U 
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JWPReg: 
. .. m!t!+,L WATE? - . . .  ' w .  Reg.-- ...... -- .. .- .. 
W e k m L O k e W a S a m R e ~ I -  
Ducks U*nled We3Ei IIPPPP 
235!!% . R?ea!-matlu* - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Twq Reg:._ .......... _ 
23511L"-! %F! ~ . -  ... . . 
- -. -- -.............. - T-Y?R%l&..-.--. 
W M L a n L a i e  WeMdR4cm. 
Dudis U n W W D T l  iiigh8s 
235'1142 .. hO!E!"?3!'W . . 
1 H A Y  REsERvE .. - 
GS 112947 $24- 00 W m 
lull fa 1% 4 aoa lMudmg 
245111-1-2 swb PI NW 
245!11-2-1 HAY RESERVE -,LC. 
I W A V I \ P D I 6 7 I R s 9  
2 9 1 1 ~ 2 - 2 . - ~ _ - ? 6 ~ 7 2 I  Ma-ps ~~ 
G W l N G  PERMIT t6028. 
3221396 T w  Re0 
I84EVLCCe W I Y D I Y I O I S ~ ~ ~ U I  
ryr"ir*lra" i,,, 8, 
i l U C W t  .l:Ulrl ni,ch.'ruli,ru 
"I.rSdel.rr-1 F,.nrhn:m 
nn14u'c."Yticny"sl,'r"", 
25511132 r n ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ . * ~ h ~ u r i ~ o  522336. S - 6 17. 1 6 0 6 2 7  12-Nov-27 3221396 Twp Reg 
m a y  R q  1172 B 00159 
255111-33 la 852 ~ f r .  
RESERVEDTLG 
T w  Reg 
KS11131  Rmd1120915 
HAY PERM47 to RdC 
629742 Twp Rep 
265111-1-1 BUTLER la IOlor>,ul h.v 
Twp Reg 
31-Aup34 17-Sew34 SmJS9 Pos11930 
579511 T w  Reg 
62(3392: 
Granl 
1Web-31 31Mw-32 UG1490 Porl lm 
RESERVED TbG 
265111-31 R~rxn .re323 624528 TWD Reg 
X511132  SALE I(S.2351 
Grant 
RESERVED TLG 
12-Feb-87 X38475 Twp Rap 
529742 Twp Reg 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
275111-13 NW 27 51 11 
275111-2-2 NE 27 51 11 OUlLETE Rosaire 
275111-23 NE 27 51 11 
27511131, SE 27. 51 11 
27511132 SE , 27 51 11 
275111a. SE 27 51 11 , 
. .  . 
27511141, SW.27 51 11 
27511142, SW 27, 51 11 . 
275!11+3, SW 27, 51 , 11 
285111-1-1, N W  Z E .  51 , 11 
305111-1-1 MN. 30, 51 11 , 
305111-2-1 NE 30 51 , 11 , 
305111-2-2-2 NE 30 51 11 
3051113.1 SE 30 51 11 NORTH E 
305111-32 SE 30 51 11 
305111-83 SE 30 51 11 
305111-4-1 SW 30 51 11 
305111-62 SW 30 51 11 
305111-&3 SW 30 51 11 
315111-1-1 NW 31 51 11 
315111-2-1 NE 31 51 11 
31511131 SE 331 51 11 
ldyhvlldl 
315111-$2 SE 31 51 11 TAMOR Rov Donad Bwaume. Sk 
APPENDIX VII Page 22 of 54 
WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
OATE 
IU+,IUTON ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
V * * t h u , u e w n n l " . ~ , r t I  
f75111-2-2 SALE KS e2151 . 
WThehanlBLIWsMnil*DI"o- 
DV+I UN.llrlWa*rT1mgNr 
275111.23 Rowoaaai,rw , 
RESERVED T I C  - R a m  
011202 
RESERVED T6G - R b  
27511132 
.m, u 
626249 . Two. Reg. , . 
R+. DxA5 Lklrmlhd 
Wshr Rqhtb R W  Ran 8f3 
27511141 RanchlllM2 , . . . .  
DVtt U n W d W w  Rqm 
zaslll,l-< R!TRrn"l" 
489637 Two.Reg. 
621881 T w .  Reg. 
wDLMLMr\.-Rn,.rrt, 
T w  Rea. 




I*'-,, kn.<.nihl*" i,. W 
121Y)19 Two Re* 
~ 'LUUI I 'ESEUIF  , , I ,  
1215019 Twp. Re.. 
RESERVEDTLO 
616753 Twp Rea 
Grant Twp Reg.. 
SOce35 22-0641 #I9097 , Por11930 
, , . ~ L ~ S L ~ , L " , . \ , , ~ ~ , " , ~ .  ,,,,.. z 
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1 
285 
A I vv I x I Y I Z I A A I  A B I  AC 1 A D I A E I  AF I AG I AH I AI 
ACUIS M H S  A N S  OTHER FILE 
IDNUUBER BUllDlNGS ROL)IEH - M O  M Y  PENU CATTLE HORSES HOGS SHEEP GRIUING HOYESTEAD NUMBER DATE 
275111-13 . . 
286 275111-14 
287 mill-2-1 . , 




. . . . . . . . . . . .  . - 
- ,  . 
. . . . .  ................ . . . . .  , , 
294 27511!42._ _ ................. , .. 
. .  ,. . . . . . . . - . .  .- ........... 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
296 28511!-1:1 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,-- ..... 
297 285111-1-2, . . 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . - .c 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ....... ---d ... -. ... , ...... 
............ ...... 299 2851E131;- I -1. L ' 






. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . - .  ...... 303 28511!+2.. ; . . ,  i i_-. 
... 
..... 
.... ..... . . .... ........ + ... 
. . . . .. . .. . i :  
, . 313 3O511lI2-1; _ _  . 











I " .IYICIII,,, .,*I 
' U  L *  ,,, $ 1  ,,,, 
324 31511132 I , , , , .  1 3  
325 315111-b3 
326 31511141 
WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
3351112-1 NE 3 51 11 
335111-2-2 NE 33 51 11 
335111-51 SE 33 51 1 1  
33511132 SE 33 51 1 1  
3=1141_ SW_ 33 51 11 
33511142 SW 33 51 11 
I-  ---- - 7 
Shay Sk I 
36511112 NW 36 51 11 
365111-2-1 NE 36 51 11 MARION AndreJareoh French FRANCE17l 
365111-22 NE SS 51 1 1  BOUDREAULT Georoe Oue ShellRwerSk 18 S Farmer WuL19 
Shell Rwer Sk 19 S F m r  ZZJurrlS 
135112-1 1 NW 13 51 12 
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DATE 
NOTES FROM IIRCHIVAL NOTES FROM SECONDARV Dllt or m l t ~ I  PATENT FILE F L E  
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES rWUCAnON 155UED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
RESERVED T*G 
315111-4-2 R a m  21,551 
3151114 WLE PL.98711 Il-AW* a22688 Two Re(] 
WnTER RESERVED at- 
325111-1-1 m n l s  h n r  
WRTER RESERVED atwm 
325111-2-1 pantan!- 
WATER. RESERVED atsome 
3251 1131 pant n lvna 
WATER RESERVED sfsanx 
32511141 p m t m  l m r  
WATER RESERVED at- 
335111-1-1 pntlnllme 
...,"G-, -= 
WATER RESERVED at- 
335111.2-1 canton hm 
. . . - . - . . . . .  . 
m h e l o n , * e x n a l d r m c o  
uunu".m.rdwa%+ 
335111-2-2 CrwoFIsn8llM 
. . . . . . .  . ?T RW. . -. ..... -- .... :..- - ... .- 
WATER RESERVED at 5- 
3351 1131 mnt in bm. 
. . . . . .  Two, ..-........... ... .... -. .. -- 






2% 3951113! _ R e t l l Z D Z  ... .-. .. 
... .. 25  345!1132: ..~dlE_X512~1L 
RESERVED T&O 
346 34511141 _ R ~ ~ ! l 2 0 2  . . .  . . . . . . .  
- 
w~rneien~a~awnsnahl~o- 
i Du&~Unmn~Wan*ig*l. 1 
J47 345!!1ar .R:m?*'!Y- _. ... 
4 RESERVED at - pant m 
348 355111-1-11 an?e 
.. ..... 
' RESERVED at- d n l m  
349 3551 1 1~12, _ _ -- -_ _- 2% - 
350.*!?!;. . ..-F.~ T w .  Rea. 
I WWCELLEDs303743 soslso: Twp.Re~: 
.... -7+16_ ._ .... . . . .  .._ 

























3~151~1-2-31 . - 3 - 2 8  . . .  __ . . . .  ........ _-- 
355Ll172+ , - - - ~  r--..---.-. 
."'I,: "Reg: 
1 W e d  Web311GmlP4979 Pod1930 
RESERVED nl ume p m t  in 8 
T- --- ---- 
' 
355~131  i . .-_. ... -._.____- TWO. R ~ Q .  I 
35511132/. ... _. ... .- ... _ _ _. . _ 
355111331 - -. - - 
RESERVED al urn pant m 
35511141, n m  .. 
35511142 
. .. 
W O N  52M10: Twp.Reg: 
365111-1-1 ESTATE 
57mAPED,:iV 1880Ulil 
261-22 . 3194655 , Pod1930 
A'q,",- r.l~.,G>a&~l<,, t5  
365111-1-2 "..+ 
Fin , .  . r11,r r_*Ur-"*,.J,,.ll, 
Two. Reg. 
r:.-rc Vmll: Twp.Reg.: 
365111-2-1 ,AS,  h..?. z.r .: 3194657 S-6.17 
580556. Twp. Reg.: ' 
3651 11-2-2 C&NCELLED s25BOO3 
MWLCL. 
319457 S-617 , 
L _:L'c Mnaloa Vmll' Twp Reg.. 
36511 1.2-3 & h i  .l,-,Wt, .... ..a.l,.. . i#ill  3 M Z I  3194657 5-6.17 
r l i L % L , L I  I.. ...... ,.*, .,^ ,. 
365111-2.4 . ! I<, '  ..... K&<VI, . 
+I/, , ,,.*.I 
Twg Reg 
................
_.,", ^ ..... , ./..li., ..  
365111-2-5 . .  Two Reg 
580408: Twp Reg. 
365111-P1 2 5 A u ~ 2 3  4207744 5 -6.17 
I -//,,/,.,.. ... L.,Y. 
.,,,-~ .,,,," ............. k,,. . 
365111.32 irn*. ..,...;I. L. 
J W N E  
MAnlON 586128. Twp Rag. 
365111-4.1 ESTATE 1 8 d a ~ n  4383433 5-617 
RESERVED llG 
135112-1-1 R . U , C ~  819a~d i 874%) 588758 Two Reg 
RESERVED TLG 
135112-2-1 Rancl. at9416 ( r / d M )  588758 Twp Reg 
WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
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1 
327 
A I  w I  x I r ( z I W . I  A B I  AC A O I A E I  AF I  AG I  AH I  AI 
ACntS A<*,, s A a l b s  OTHER FILE 










. . .  . .  
335 3351 11-2-1 
. . .  . 
. . . .. .~ ... . . 
336 3351 11-2-2 
. . .  .. . , . .... 
- 7 -  - - - -  
2 
. . . . . -. . .. .. . . . . . . 
33511132. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. , . . .. - . .  . 
.r-- 
339 =5311.3- .-... . . . . .  . . . .- .-. ... .. - . 
. - ; ! i 
1 
540 33511142.. - - . . .- . - .... .. -. 

















WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
Wllham and 
13511251 SE 13 51 12 MacDONAW Donald Bapaurne Sk 
13511232 SE 13 51 12 
13511241 SW 13 51 12 
1451121-1 NW 14 51 12 ANDERSON JesssCsorge WSA NorhDakolaUSA BelbMeSh m S Student 2350p.14 
145112-1-1 NW 14 51 12 
145112-2-1 NE 14 51 12 
14511231 SE 14 51 12 
- - .  
14511241 SW 14 51 12 KENNEDY WllllamJohn WSA 
14511242 SW -14 51 12 
235112-1-1 Mhl- 23 51 12- 
235112-12 NW 23 51 12 
235112-2-1 NE ' 23 51 ,L -- _ - _- _ .- . . _ _  -_ _. - _-- 
- 
245112M SE 24 51 12 
245112.41 SW 24 51 12 
25511241 SW 25 51 12 
25511242 SW 25 51 12 
255212 1 1 NW 25 51 12 
255212-1 2 NW 25 51 12 EMERSON Olarlor S~dnev St John N B  Bebuts Sk 39 M Farmer 1Wul-19 
2552121 3 NW 25 51 12 
255212 14 NW 25 51 12 
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DATE 
NOTES FROM ARCHIVIL NOTES FRDMSEMNDARY L U T E  Or PATEN1 PATENT FILE FtLE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES M l l V I T l M l  ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
. msnrml"garr Wrrl lo lnr lh  re. 
,,*ale,. ill,, ~ ' ~ r m l s m P * . l a ' P  
21 ~ m t  GR4ZING LEASE i a ~ . l & n n s r 8 a a r , ,  w , h  
&wxh t71d Ex&.- e m p ~ n b c e ~ >  Dm ULA I & ~ v ~ L ~ ~ # J  
Patent S E X  23 3 W3 1o1 SE l l l r r l  1 9 5 i - k h W  Llclone 
135112-31 1151 12W1 
sL.~~-*~".c"".,.. # h 
~aua~m. i ~ n n l r ~ a ' . ~ ~  18Mav35 lMuu-35 8101 Po31 1% 
i l . 4  un**,nim-o:,- 
:ii,+- n sr \n-r:irosenrod, 
RESERVEDTLG 
13511241 Ranch.19.(161 17a581 588758 T w .  Rep. 
ee*MiaMlough,*41414141 
w*wlhnhmmrqz$ im,-:i .u Nov. l911M Sep. 191% ZZx24Logr 
X " W ~  m-9 lrtloa\ a#.-s 529m4. Twp Reg.: Conbinucur lmce Lumbec bui 
145112-1-1 mb~-ar.-~m.rr.e 254.4~-20 31Mar-21 3246062 , 8-6.17 , h r .  1916 Nw. 1-91? 
PtA Mma,ak m OW 
145112-1-1 LTbAYJO 
RESERVED T&G 
145112-2-1 Aanch~l0416( 17458) 
RESERVED T6G 
145112-51 ~ a ~ # ( ~ l b (  874581 
MW ha= pad $20 h 




RCMWA, Reg 6 0  &Di l5 t r%i  
EPASEOF€NOLNC?TE -.Aomleo 
EWWEMRWTE -'- 
mblOUlLlb F U  
1868XW?. W S E M D I I G  
245112-1-1 amnW!61nns) , 
EPASEOF€NIXNVIE - " W " & C  
a-wmm-16 
,15911Vli. R E S E M U T I ' .  
245112-2-1 ~ P I W ~ & I ~ > + % ,  
EWEUTtICI I1<,TL ' W b 1 0  
Xxb,CIL%m_\r i . 8 -  
'11111<,5.511',' C l c E i . i i  -;. 
245112.31 &a,.t!,,,w~t,,.~t, 
L I . A 2 L L . l t O l l + .  i! -..; -. 
10,1*1.1; a. ., i.i 
, ~b.B," ,- ;.s:,t& 5 :  -<  
24511241 ka..hrl :r-+,- 
.., ! i ' , i . , * . .  
4382711 Two. Reg. 
I I A,.,.-. l . .  ,. . . . 
. , , 1 .  . -. . 
608306 Twp.Reu. . 
07-FebK BMNK 4088151 5-6.17 
. ..,+l.l:..UIC,. i _. . 
!,, i..,, ,,,,, W l l , "  ... . . 
TWO Rep 
..,.,.. ,",,,*, .... ,,., . . 
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A ~ I I S  *mars *ow+ OTHER F l lP  
IONUMBER BUILDINGS BUOlEI i  CIIOI'RO ILK" FEN- CATTLE HORSES HOGS SHEEP GRAZING, HOMESTEAD WUUBER DATE 
W a s  , . , -~.  . - 
. . ~ .  - . -. 
14511262 
2lx40&22x24Log I l . '  UI h ,*I1 * 
B-r. 21 x 24 Garage. )*. i 1 I,#.; * It, Znwler- ,%. .d , ,
255212-1-2 Well 19Z-10 wre #?:,\c# 8 7 . 5 '  
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
2552122 2 NE 25 51 12 
255212-3-1 YE 25 51 12 
266112-1 1 NW X 51 12 
ldyhnld Sk 
M l d  Sk 
- 7 
1 - .-- - 
- -- - - -- 
35511234 SEL35,51 12 
35611261 SW 35, 51 12 
35511242 SW 35 51 12 
355112-4-3 M 35 51 12 HARE C S M l d  Sk 
35511246 SW 35 51 12 
35511267 SW 35 51 12 HARE C S  ldyhvlld Sk 
35511268 SW 35 51 12 HARE C S  ldyhvlld Sk 
365112-11 W 36 51 12 
365112-1-2 NW 36 51 12 
Wnchekm Lske 
355112-1 3 N W  36 51 12 FERRON Thomrr Flacevlllt Oue Sk 22 
365112-14 MN 35 51 12 LAWGNE Honoro 
365112-14 W 36 51 12 
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NOTES FROM ARCHIVAL 
ID NUMBER SWRCE 




NOTES FROM SECONDARY Iwlf (lf &?Art Nl PATENT FlLE FlLE 
SOURCES - 3 U I I O W  ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE 
27Jwr42 T w  Rep. . 
Two Rep. 
Tm, Rea 
Granl Twp Reg. 
27-Apr-42 119905 Port1930 
Ban OI k t 8 9 8  at W r  Tnas 
RESIDENCY HOUSE 
Barnlard Sk an OLAW 22 wsn, 00 
cam h- horn lhc M L W d  5 m 1  Twp Reg 
ABrnOONED a61194 M l O  M Barnetad 4186673 S -617  
M l u M  b Sarah WhlR m ,912 lslso 
b-h) CanrloMedstsad m ,919 
ran ldyhld P 0 Marrd rn Ell2 21 52 W l  Twp Rag Conbnuous sonar 16x 28 L q  
12 m 1 s  1M 8ob P a e r  -1 2bJrd-I 295ep-25 4186673 5 -  6 17 70620 - bun) 7 0 6 2 0  
Ouch% Mn*LdWmw Re- 
T w  Rep 
RESERVED T6G 
- 
- - -. . -- . -. - 1 ~  Rep -- - - - -- -- -- - 
I 
. . . .  ... -- . . .  .........- 
' 6 2 W  Tw.Rep. ! 
... - ______--i___-_- 
I r-+- 
... . . . . .  - -  .. T w .  Reg. 
-U*nrawan- i 
35511234; aonnmansl lnu 
3551124-l! RESERVED TLG , 
35511242 wdbrblw 
Gliulng L e a .  HAY TOO 
35511243  IN 
35511265 HAY RESERVE b Sethis 
1" ca*LE&"I ulh LI.,o.<~:VI:I 
35511247 ( r ~ i a r , ,  w.25rn.., 
IUll ',.li as5.m ima ill 
355112-44 nL... c ~ l l ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ,  
3651 12-1-1 RESERVED TLG 
3651 12-1-2 log rbl o i l  
SOLDIER ORANT a6281 
3651 12-1-3 ABliNWNDED a285400 
P u l  n 5  lol IIII"II7mIIIEIII. 
3651 12-14 CANCELLED 8301146 
r,,~,\,~,.r.,~.,"<,.",t.,. ,,* 
.......... 365112-1-5 nba#.,.nlr, I W . ~ , .  
' . ~~ .4 , . ,~ ,>~z .v*w" , *  ,.,".,, 
,I..... ..l.C.IIII*..i",. * 
365112-1-6 b~.~,rcm.,s! 8 w 
T w  Rep 1 
62- T w  Rep 
T w  Rep 
62- Twp Reg 
T w  Reg 
Port 1930 
Gruinl Twp Reg 
W e b - 4 3  r m  Pos11930 
TWD Rea 
Twp Reg 
42879799 S 6 17 
M18265 Twp Reg 
42879799 S - 6 1 7  
TWO Rep 
Twp Rog 
624088 S - 6 1 7  
T w  Reg 
582464 Twp Reg 
42mSSO 5 - 6 1 7  
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A *OLL\ ACHE, OTHER FlLE 
1DNUYBER BUkLDINGS ROUILN CRM"FO %4> F E I I C I  CATTLE HORSES HOG5 SHEEP GRAZING HOMESTEAD NUMBEA Db1 
I 
IYLZ-15 1 W - 3  
1923-5 1923-18 1923-3 
Lop Stable Log 1924 - 10 SOacts% 1924-18 1 W - 5  
265112-2-2 Grmarv 1s t  Well 1925- 10 ww 1925-n Igz5-$ - - ,-'"kS -7----- C_ I i-- ' 
I 1 
- --- - - - 
I - - - - --- * - - +  - - i-  
+----I-- -- 
- A- 
- - - - - . . -- 
26511243 _ _ - 
v - -- --- 
%!1a1,1 - - - _ . - 
- .- .. 
--- ..- T- - -- 
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36511224 NE 36 51 12 KELLUM WlllamlBllllel USA Kansas USA GalahadAb 28 M Farmer m ~ a r - m  
365112-81 SE 36 51 12 
36511232 SE 36 51 12 
365112-3-3 SE 36 51 12 TAYLOR John Carton 
365112-3-4 SE 35 51 12 RAE Thomarwan Onl SaskaIoon Sk 32 FAM R d m ~  Master i2CSep-19 
36511235 SE 36 51 12 KEUUM Json !USA 
36511241 SW 36 51 12 
36511242 SW 36 51 12 
36511243 SW 36, 51 12 DEUSLE h a n d  _ 
\NlcheCanms M h  
07521032 SE 7 52 10 GAUrHIER Embls Oue M a d m  Sk 33 ' S Farmer : Wet-19 
Wflcheh Me 
07521033 SE 7 52 10 CLAN- JamsrHawlock Nova Smba SC 25 S Farmer DgSep-21 
WMekan Lake 
O7521W4 SE 7 52 10 COOKSON AlbW Sk 18 S labourer l W u ( ~ Z 5  
07521C-Cl SW 7 52 10 CARDINAL Slanrrlar M Farmer 2Mvlay-15 
015211 1-1 W 1 52 11 TREMBLAY Mcr Leonlds S NSA 
015211 1 2 NW 1 52 11 CWTSON Jules Bslqlan BELGIUM FAM Farmer 15Dec-20 
Wnchekm Lake 
015211 2 1 NE 1 52 11 W U M N  Joseph O w  Sk m S Farmer 15Deo-20 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
DATE 
NOTES FROY ARMWAL NOTES FROM SECONDARY M T E  0s PATINT PATENT FILE FILE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SWRCES N P ~ K A T N ~ Y ~  ISSUED NUMBER sauna RES~DENCI 
Came h a W m d W  ldaho USA 584779: 
Nabrahzcd 16 Jul-27 M m a r - h  Oo.lr 6 Nche 4276690 I l u n n l ~ 8 p : o  l-.llml 
r1818325. Twp. R w  . sa.r 
2 7 4 a n 3  ZgSep27 PLAN 33753 S - 6 17 
36511231 C . m ~ d l a b , D ~ ~  , 624088 , T w .  Rep. . 
36511232, R E S E R M D T G  
Rl.dD, .rnRWDma*IT* 
36511233, ~ m i a ~ l a r ~ ~  loar ls  , 35716m S-6.17 
582831: Twp Reg.. . 
36511224' ABANWNED 1255135 , 35716m , S-6.17 
F m n n h a m .  DIED 
*~.onhom.rrod u 4 2 1 o  
a t h O m e r w 2 b M - U .  . 
. . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  624088. - T w :  Re$, . ..- 
. . . . . .  - . ..Tw:.Rek!: ....... ..?- ....... 
1 U a ~ , 5 h i d r I & b a n U S A ) h l 2  : 
~ I c t v n b r i n M  I / "-&% d4 & - 
-. Dauphkmramame6 ; 
I(Jmml->6on S E M t .  
I0 t -Wts%Jn6 
36717U3 5-6:17 , 
Rerldenaon Fa- land - 
sE 2 x 5 ~ ~  l ~3 (A- A 611369, 
07521W-4 C0015ONl . I l - S e p B  . 2 6 N o ~ B .  36717(13 S-6.17 
DIED Z 5 M a y  20 Palm! 
Awpl~lu~ made b ~ d n c  Conbnuour since 
CARDINAL Isca1 e51ale 541430: Aug. 191510 M x  24Log 
07521M1 almmlraator 12Jul-M 29De-M 3402047 5 - 6 17 M a y - M  buln July 1915 
WXKO. Twp Reg.. 
015211-1-1 lRlNDONED1261029 4218742 S - 6  17 
589469. Twp. Reg. Conhnuour rmce 19x47Log 
15JuhZI! met-X 4218742 S - 6 17 15SepZ2 budl 1-Aup22 
,',.I . 8 8 , .  : I  I", .. 
F w " ~  at WLvlv L a b  dlr,,", 
01521 1-2-1 rtlxrrrr hull  lamesled 
TILSON 516367. Twp Reg. 
30JanZZ 3139216 5-6.17 
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AWLS l ~ ~ l t ~  ~ m t s  OTHER FILE 
IDNUMBER BUILDINGS HRO-N CRUPPZD MI RNC1 U n L E  HORSES HOGS SHEEP GRAZING HOMESTEAD NUMBER DATE 
x 16 Log Granary. 10 x 1924 - 9 25rmles 3 p t r  
365112-24 12Hen Howe:Well 1925- 16 wire year Spsryear 
1923-5 
1924-5 
1925-15 2 miles - 1921 - 2 1921-3 
36511235 Barn. HenHouse 1%- 15 . . wire 1922-4 
. . . . . . . . .  
16- 12 1916-16 
14x m Lag Stable: 24 
x X1 Cow Shed: 1918-1.5 1918-50 1916- 15 
BladumimShop: 1916-1.5 1919-7.5 
3U5112-+ . Slarshoure 1918- 6 1920-7.5.- , . 
16xl6LogShacL- 
new: M x  24 Log 




1919-5 1919-1 ; 
1 m - m :  1 m - 8  ,50 rues i 
. 1921-lo: 1921- rn. t wre 
-*_21=2-l1.-.-._ -- - 
, 
4580652_1E1 ................ L ............ ......... . 
065-211161 --+- 
. .  , . .  _ .  ................................. _ , 
. , 
1925-5 ! 







465 07521031, . . 
456 OKZl0bZ. 











1926-15 1928-15 mllel - 
07521044 
NE1352!1 W3 
1929-35 1929-15 Wlre I\bandoned 
1915-5 1915-11 1915-7 1915-7 
19196-5 1916- 13 1916-9 1916- 7 
1917-5 1915-5 1917- 16 1917-17 1917-7 
1918-5 1916-10 1918-16 1918-7 1918.7 
16~32Stable Two 1919-5 1917- 15 6Oacrer 1919-16 1919-7 1919.7 
07521041 Cmbbed Wells 1920- 16 1920- 217 Rabl 19M-9  1920-8 19M-10 
015211-1-1 
1YZZ- IU IYCd-1U IYL-J-ZM 1YCJ-tl 
1923-8 1924-18 1924-24 1924-7 
Log Slrble. Log 1924 - 6 1925 - 24 All - 2 19K-41  1 9 8 - 6  
015211-1-2 Granary 481( Well 19K-20  1926.44 
IYLL- I" 
W8rer 1 9 X - K  1 9 X - 7  
I W -  I 
l m - 1 0  1923-10 1923-4 
1924-5 1924-10 1924- 4 
Log Slable. Lag 1 9 5 -  15 1 9 K -  15 1925.5 




WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
01521143 5W 1 52 11 CASAVANT Joseph 
N m a s  Korkoho Nerh BdUelwd 
025211-1-1 W 2 52 11 KOWlSH Jose* Rurrlan RUSSIA 
025211-1-2 W 2 52 11 MARCHILDON Joseph 
025211 1-3 NW 2 52 11 MARCHILDON RalphJoreph 
025211 2-1 NE 2 52 11 GIBUN Pmck lnrh 
W11-2-2 NE 2 52 11 MARCHWON Rudol~ lRud l  
W 1 1 3 1  SE 2 52 11 
02521141 -5W. 2 17 __BO_WMA- - Lesler 
06521131 SE 4 52 11 
04521132 SE 4 52 11 
M5211-Pl SW 4 52 11 
045211 b 2  SW 4 52 11 
05521111 NW 5 52 11 
05521112 NW 5 52 11 
055211 2-1 NE 5 52 11 
055211 2 2  NE 5 52 11 
055211 9 1  SE 5 52 11 
055211 P2 SE 5 52 11 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATAAD NUMBER 
llPTE 
NOTES FROM aRCHIVI\L NOTES FROMSECONDIRY M T E  O I  Phlwl PnTENT FlLE FlLE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES * W I I W T I O N  155UED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
F&Arr~rrCsnbanLa 
Uncn air n I 9 l l W -  
h.,.zshadncaUNsh '%el0 
~ l b o p n m 7 i h / n b n  
607495: Twp. Reg.. Conbnuoul since 19x 20 Log: 
16+.4~+28 , lbAus-28, U01173 , 5-6.17 1Na-24 , bu* lNm-24 
mmw01:4rs* ,-no m: Twp.Reg.: T a  Reg - b n D s r a a a w .  
02521 1-1-1 O U ~ ~ ~ V I C M ~ ~ . A O = ~ ~ ~  191;- 3K6ZW , 5-6.17 ; 
PESEFI%@ ruiy*h 
ULlbnl lC+*~So" ( 8 ~ s  046 
025211-1-2 r uu-ii 3205238 S - 6 . 1 7 5  
' 56m7.  Twp. Reg.: 
sari I ~ D O ~ I R ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ u c  , 1 2 4 ~ 2 1  14Dec-21. 3x15238 238 S-6.17 
550678. Twp. Reg : ' 
UXZ11-2-1 ABANWNEO 8242761 3Y8S19 , S-6.17 , 
BD.nI+lrplBQFi-Our I*.*. 
r u a . U k r d a n - d n * a M  
I 9 I - * w R  I*HI*lW-m# 
ENTRY by wwb.m M-#rrodrW*n**r 
hlARCHILWN(Fattmr1 Wl r*lt.rUU UandQL%e4ds& 
lynnc-on I W a 2 3 s M 1 2 .  
WATER . 
T w  Reg 
urLw.FEri".c r i > i  
llna", . n r **r. l', 
1215019 T w  Reg 
V*DIiDl _ ..-I. cL" .,:, ,.,-, l 
Tw. Req 
T w  Reg 
Twp Reg 
1215019 T w  Ren 
n,,b.ll,..UI I...~.lil< %..l 
,*..,"*..-,,.>"*,&,<", 
T w  Ren 
1215019 T w .  Reg 
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A w I x I Y 1 z I A ~ \ A A B I  AC I A D I A E I  AF 1 AG [ AH I AI 
ACmLs L C ~ S  A(U15 OTHER FILE 
ID NUMBER BUILDINGS RPOLLW )*I flN(1 CATTLE MORSE5 MOOS SHEEP GRAZING HOMESTEAD NUMBER DATE 
1925-5 
Lag Stable. Log 19% - 8 1926 - 8 1925-7 1926-5 
granay: Ice House:= 1926- 8 1927- 16 All-1 1926-9 1927-5 NE747?W3 







. . . . . .  . .  - ....... .............. 
02521131 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0252'132. - . . . . . .  ! . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ &. - + 4. 1924.21 
All-2 
I somcrlon 
l b x ~ l o g B l a e  1 6 x i l l o g  1121-a I926 I 3 P I - L  3325 .omma 1 
W b S  
-11a. . DO"M,~!~-VP: ... . 26. 1926::. .... .-.em:_. .. _ .................. -. ...... L... --.-' r- 
1915-5 ' 
1916-5 
19170 , 1916-5 
1920-a; 1921- 15 
WlTCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
055211+2 sw 5 52 11 
065211-1-1 NW 6 52 11 
06521121 NE 6 52 11 
W 1 1 3 1  SE 6 52 11 
07521111 NW 7 52 11 
075211 2-1 NE 7 52 11 
07521131 SE 7 52 11 
07521141 SW 7 52 11 
085211-1-1 W 8 52 11 
085211-1-2 NW 8 52 11 
W11-2-1 NE 8 52 11 
085211-2-2 NE 8 52 11 
08521131 SE 8 52 11 
US521141 SW 8 52 11 
-11-1-1 NW 9 -52- 11 F I G A N  M _Juloen _ 
El% NE->-V_!l LAPPING- - John__ _ -- - 
095211-2-2 NE -9-52- 11 W I G A N  M Julleo 
E521*, NE 9 >? - 11 
92_1132  SE ) -52 - 11 BOWE - -- - -  
Cs521'41- s.4 __s -52 _ 11- . - - -- - - -  + 
1m2ll=l~_NW_+ lO_.52211 - BUlJER _ Re-Emert  _ _ 
105211:2* NE _ 10 52 '  11 BUTLER RalphEmen 
Edmund Man" 
115211 1 1 NW 11 52 11 HEELER John 
La torporahon Eplrcopale 
C&ollque Romrlne de Pnnce 
11521121 NE 11 52 11 Alber( 
Regenl S D 
11521122 NE 11 52 11 15161 
115211 2 3  NE 11 52 11 
115211-24 NE 11 52 11 WVENTURE Emlle 
115211 2-5 NE 11 52 11 LAVENTURE Emtle 
115211-2-6 NE 11 52 11 GORHAM Ma*C 
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DATE 
NOTES FROM ARCHIVaL NOTES FROM SECONDARY D * I L  Of PArEWT PATENT FlLE FlLE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES *WLIC*rlON ISSUED NUMBEt? SOURCE RESIDENCY 
U * I ~ i ~ ~ , ~ i " l c * ~ . , i , , ~ ~ ,  
itn'l;l*rm*,iroT.n,~Ih.~ 
055211-4.2 G I ~ S C I L ? ~ ~ . ~  
I , I I 1 W J * L S L * ~ ~  . I , -  ,,**la. 
065211-1-1 ri* 1"-se. lamu, l us, 20 1215019 , T w  Reg., 
L I I C U I I C S E W t  SIP: Nnlmrn- 
06V11-2-1 rv: lo asplaao.r >-ual m 
~ I * I Z F I ) ~ . > I :  **on 
05521131 LM- ? O - L W B M ~  I-MWTO , 1215019 TW Reg., 
,,,"1LII*LStPM llli NDUIOO- 
075211-1-1 *K la sarlaam ~ - u ~ ~ - ? o  1215019 Trp.  Reg. , 
IN"WtUESL*M , I , -  
075211-2-1 ir lo-sewtam ,urnpro . 1215019 Trp. Reg 
1215019 Tw.Rsg.  . 
597597. Twp. Reg.: Continuwr since 18 x 24 Lo 
ZBJuP25 . lad-25 . 3564952 5-6.17 lad-22 ,bulAug 1. 
Grml 
27Mav-74 1135769 T w .  Reg. 
AG 11 1. 
SCHWL LANDS SALE lot Grant Box lm8.  
115211-2-1 12 15anes BAua-41 U l 8 W  . Slack25 
AG 11.1. 
Grant Box l m ,  
115211-2-2 S L SALE FOR3-?> mc\u@l 118863 Stack25 
,.A'*,. ,f3..4,,, >,: 
I /Ol/ l , . l""l , lrn4U.j(_ 'I ",., . 
11521 1-2-3 * ~ . . . ~ ~ . ~ r , ~ d . r u . ~  Twp Req 
AG 11 I. 
Box 1 m8. 
Slack K 
AG 11 I. 
Box 1 m .  
Slack K 
AGl11. 
VETERAN LEASE ! U S  lrn BOX lm8 .  
115211-2-6 13338&~cr  Slack 25 
e n  n * C " * C ~  -d
W Tu S l.WT M m - M  l6 
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OTWEA FILE 
. .  . 
. . . - - -- - - . . . . . .. . . . ,. .. . . . . . . . 











l O V l l d l  
1 9 p - 5  ' 'IYLZ-11 1 W - 6  . ' 
1923-7 1923-5 1.5mcler 1923-22 1923-5 NE U-61-26 
L0gSlabIs:Log 1924-3 1924 - 12 Barbed 1924-23 1924-7 
10V1142 Ganw 7 9 2 . 4  192 .15  
W4 









WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
La Corporaaon Ep~scopale 
Camol~que Romme de Pnnce 
La Coporahon Eprmpale 
16521142 SW 16 52 11 LABELLE Romeo 
175211-1-1 NW 17 52 11 
1752112-1 NE 17 52 11 
175211 2 2  NE 17 52 11 
175211 5 1  SE 17 52 11 
175211-52 SE 17 52 11 
175211-4-1 SW 17 52 11 
175211-4-2 SW 17 52 11 
185211 1 1  NW 18 52 11 
18521121 NE 18 52 11 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
DATE 
NOTES FROM ARCHIVAL NOTES FROM SECONDARY DATE 0. P6II.T PATENT FILE F I E  
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES m I U I I O I 4  ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
*OLDNA. em uwn 
G m 2 l $ 4 l o r . * ' r ~ l a I l e a . , " l  
115211.24 ~ - I K , , : P . ~ c ,  b ~ t ~ ~ . , ,  
"Vwvwwr nrg . r ,  rr,urrn 
W O O L  LANDS SALE Im 1 8 W :  Sla& 5. 
11521131 623- 
VRERAN SALE1403 lor 
15739d3eTM 
DIED 9 % 66 for lolal AG 11.1. 
BSSIGNED loE- 28968 ' B o x l m S .  
11521132 GDRHAM man-7 acres Sla& 25 
ROADWAY R q  614077 Plan 
11521161 H l270ar4mcs 
11521162 SaLEVS.566 
12G411-1-1 WI SOLDIER 
125211-2-1 ABANWNEDRZW369 . 
125211-2-2 -2 ~.  .. . . . . . - .- . ~ -  ... . 
12521141 ABeNWNEDD27.S807 . . 
W a D L  - 2 " M r l t  
R- lor h n m  TIME 
SALE D123B @UlWe la 
. 
Ban1889 - RwMk hr .I%-- 
maed 1.3 lron R a n g  !Ann USA I 
W L - m-C J.P YiU SLahs* j 
RESERMDThG i 
R.~uUII .Urn.. IX am.* 
*el* nO"b.weh..Cm 
omrnndCd7-b~,d.,C",7 
rn"0"C Labor lmop*dlor  
i r a * r - M o - u a r a * ~  
! a # e Y  I O T & G L & . I L ~ ~ ~ ( ~  
16521162 Dw, i l o t ~ u a n w  
*U1WRESEWE#III Nw-; 
1215019 : T w .  Reg. 
;r:E*M I ,  I- 
t,*s,,<c.s:., ",COFS,,~L,F 
.$, < . . z . : ,  ,,,+,#4,s,.,b 
'..*..,..,.5L5 1 
..iiiri:- . i .  :ii_lp l a w  .-. 
175211-2-1 .. -.,?30 1215019 T w . R e p  
,.r..r., .; ..,.? l d i , . . ~ ~ .  
: .,., . . -,,,. *.,.,*,. 
175211-2-2 . .. qp > #  Two. Flea 
T w  Rea 
Twp Reg 
.. :,-....:,!:... ,/l a:... 
4 , ,  .>a ~ ,,.,, 
," .., % % .  ,- , t', *%., 
'., Ia.s...l.,.r" I*  .,,:.. 
1K2114.1 trS,r-ris 8,  n r.r, 1215019 T w  Rep. . 
.n..l'*CLIGl,/,r./ 
! ",.,L,,,*..e ,J",*,&,,,M, 
17521142 ... ,,. ~ . + ~ . e k $ s & ~  
. .... +... :-/. .! , I / :  ,.""L,, 
185211-1-1 ,. .a. , .  I, r -%, 1215019 T w  Rep 
!>,.,":..,: ,:. ' 5  r , , .  ,4,,, ,, 
185211-2-1 , , i . i , , x  i , , ' , c b  
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ACRES ACWS ACRLI OTHER RLE 
IDNUMBER BUILDINOS RSOLEN m O W t O  >*I FEN- CATTLE HORSES H00S SHEEP GRAZING HOMESTEAD NUMBER, DATE 
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WlTCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
- - .  
0 1 m 2  1 1 NW 1 52 12 WOOD ElnedJeUerron NSA Iowa USA Galahad Ab 43 FAM Farmer m a r - 2 0  
lippecanos Counly 
Lalorene lndlana 
0152122-1 NE 1 52 12 PAmSON Mtlon NSA USA Toho Sk €4 M Farmer 26JuC19 
Woodland ldaho 
015212-2-2 NE 1 52 12 WOOD W!llleArhbuw !USA USA 41 FAM Farmer 274ce20 
015212-23 NE 1 52 12 WOOD Lauren0 NSA Idaho USA Belbrnte Sk 23 S Farmer w o u - 2 1  
WilchebnLahe M b  
015212-Pl SE 1 52 12 ADAMS Geotae Roland NSA Krnra, USA Sk 33 FAM Farmer OM&-15 
01521232 SE 1 52 12 EASTON EdeYarrow Onl Belbme Sk 24 S Rancher mbr 19 
015212%3 SE 1 52 12 KELLUM tharler NSA Kansas USA Galahad Ab 
01521241 SW 1 52 12 LAVIGNE Baromme 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
DATE 
NOTES FROU ARCHIVAL NOTES FROU SECONDARY LUlt 06 l'alf t l r  PATENT FILE FlLE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES *4?WIll l t l  ISSUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
!,,UW,,S'tSE%'Vt , > I 7  !A,.,+ ., 
1 W 1 1 4 1  , C  Y * Y  tf P 1111 121M19 T w .  Rep 
, 1215019 Two.Rep 
1215019 . Twp Rep. . 
1215019 . T w  Rep.. 
1215019 T w  Rep , 
1215019 Tw.Rep. , 
459664. T w .  Reg.. 
. 2696842 . 5-6.17 , 
5447923 Twp. Reg.: 
R w d  at JMcM Sk 
. - . -. . . . 
PROXY ENTRY bl 
. . . . . . . . 
51- Twp. Reg.: 
I ~ f E S f R " E , I I I  -m 
3aYtl4-1 OK X-PrPIP PCSl9O 
CMx f r m  WmdlaM ldaM USA D 
rn Bto* "7 !a+% -he b blII. 
Kellum Gazr A h  n l c  l 6 Ldr hcd 
015212-1-1 ~alu,dc& 22 ~ e b z 6  8" 1924 07Feb.25 iUJuL27 4204958 5 - 6.17 
Famelh of Smll SL 
015212-2-1 liBnNWNED 4204956 5 -617  
L i i i * ,  rr.,b,,.,* tlnrl .e.r :. 
\%. *<, t<,,,,,** - 6  
015212-2-2 UWN. .id i, 4204955 5.617 
8,Nlrrl M.,l,"., G L r h  *. I....,," 111 
*e,l,,*dnnd,,l,,,, ," ,a" i 
'octb  &l l i i r . l i r r l  1.1 1929 WIII*I.LI 1111 
IeLillM""?, 15: I., 
F*nnh/",C,n,,.l, Id'd", Vlchx,.*l.",,,E,,rr.*x,i,i<.,,, a,,* 
015212-23 ~ * a ~ n d ~ z c d  25 5rv 27 i l R.,cILI.,-. 26Mar28 28Sew28 4204956 S - 6  17 
Fu,lnt,,,i",l Uar,,rl 
015212-31 ABANDONED 3537191 S - 6  17 
, ,.,, l.,*l,,l,i,li*l U. ,..I..I 
-nl.rn,ln' -.a, ...)*,.I. 
t. ,,,w. 11" ,,,,, ,... L., ..,., - . 
015212-3-2 rn,i.i,..rn~ir. rwr...h: 3537191 S - 6 17 
... ".,\I l,".. l"l' s*. .,I.',^ . , 
.?..., , ...,. .-, , ,,,.,. , ,,, ..,., 
P."*$iO l., c,>,y,.* ,I1. <...am, .>', , :, ,. , :, ,,,. ~, \
IIIIP-"rIII~.nrlsbrru - ..-n..mnrll.rl.n~,,,,%,..~.>,,",,,..I 
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ncnes MYLS ~ F E  
ID NUMBER BUILDINGS LIIIOLTN OlOr*t0 MAY StNLr CATTLE HORSES 
OTHER FllE 
HOGS SHEEP GRlUlNG HOMESTEAD NUMBER 
x 20 Log Granary. Log 1'322 - 20 1923 - 39 2mllar 1923-8 1923.2 
wbra 1924-9 1924.2 
1ym-11 1ym-1 
W & S  
20 x 24 Log Sbble. 24 1921 - 1 1921 - 16 1921 - 1 
x 40 Frame C a ~ e  1922- 1 110 i\urr. 1 9 Z - 1 7  1927.2 
1920.1 1923-1 wllr 1923-15 1923-2, w h s  
587 205211-2-2 
. .  I - ... .. -. 
588 XLY11-2-3 
-- - .. -- ..-.. 
589 205211-2-4 
NW 2447.27 ' 





.... . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
i0521132 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
593 20521141 . . . . .  . - .. 
-- - - - --- !- 
j I 
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595 










? ! s r r l a l  . .  .. -. - .. ....... ,---- - - -- - 
-! 
(NE 10.5%-I 
I 1  ==!EL . . .  . .  - . I i 
1 - 
29521 1 3 2  




. . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  -- . .- 
, . I 
FJs2113-P. - . .  _ 3-+- 
1 1 1  
.. ....... .... 2952!1*.. - - . . .  I -- I I 
i I 
... Z952'136 . . . . . . . . . . .  
-11-C!._ - -. ... - 
. . . .  .. -1%. _ . _ - --..- 
. . .  i03-'!-b3,~ - -  :.~ 
. 
295?4-! 
-1-1-1, _ ~ ......... 
335211-2:1, . . 
33521131. 
. . .  
iO8 
109 




..... Z 1 x ~ ~ o g a a m : a x ' l ~ m - 1 . 5 '  iwm-1.3 . . . . .  
32LogBam.10~20 1921-95 1921-11 
Log Granary. Well: 1922- 9 t 9 Z - 2 0  
Plgpen. Chicken 1923- 7 1923.27 2.5rniler Average Average 




1924- 12 1 9 5 -  19 1924-5 1525-4 
19%-7 1926. 19 Al l -2 1 9 2 5 9  1926-9 
015212-2-3 26R Well 1926 -K  1927- 44 W$re 1926-22 1927-11 W & S  
WlTCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
025212-2-2 NE 2 52 12 
UE2122-1 SE 2 52 12 
mV12-4.1 SW 2 52 12 
125212-1-1 NW 12 52 12 PARKER Samuel Smlm NSA ldaho USA Belblme Sk 23 M F m e r  mun-20 
125212-2-1 NE 12 52 12 WOOD Omlle C BelbMe Sk 
125212-2-2 NE 12 52 12 
&bet3 E d w d  
125212-2-3 NE 12 52 12 MWCiILDON (Joseph) 
14521242 SW 14 52 12 W O E  Leo NSA Idaho USA Belbuae Sk 19 S F m e r  23OcCZZ 
14521243 SW 14 52 12 U R K  
235212 12 NW 23 52 12 LEnnMOVTH AndrewSydney Denholm Sk 
235212-2 2 NE 23 52 12 BIACK Robe0 James Douglas Mb 
North Bameford 
235212 2 3 NE 23 52 12 COOLEY w,aam 
235212-2-4 NE ?3 52 12 W G  OlwerEdward Rookhaven Sk 
23521242 SW 23 52 12 PARKER M a n  Mtner 
d Vallw Onl Asoulm Y 23 S F m e r  24.1~1- 
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DATE 
bn>.b+lsPlolPo.l.I Wh. "sa < m e  
aeebmenmtal.bad *a Ce"l.muL 
Connuour st- 2Ux a Log 
10OcCZ4 ZDe&5 4ZMSi3 S - 6  17 1SSewZl b4lS.p l m  
WYFZ-l. S S  
P Y U E I  IITon. U s  GW 
FHUiW arm, 0 WOOD 18 
Ta _ - - - - -  
, Rmdnosnvum*, 16xZ8Log 
4 Z W 4  S - 6 1 1  ' 
ysmsd wv snis horn WM* 
1927 Horlamhcame horn% 
Dh"a.landlandmI9tJ she&& 
E m -  Pard? 4m4W S 6 17 
I .,U 1" ,",. 
CPR em- at Mm Jar  
*r,,x) sksrnas !horn 
KJurr28 MAuw29 4ZK940 S 6 17 
12Mar 31 50~3-31 M9 Port1930 
Porl1530 
Port 1930 
Wuli *. w i". ir  I "  k r 
&Ssp31 21Milr 33 1524 Port 1930 
4204W 5 - 6 1 7  
Bars> 23 IUw IW M aurr-ll la 0 I 
, b a r -  * tern N O  US*, I. 
Edmu~la~wsM/ \p l  17 Un8trxr.l 
lurly. l lrrnmr?WL .ua. 26Mavy.28 BAul~28 4m4968 S 617 
m -4 ~*"*"8L~" . - . I# lh"  731 
r u c z m . r ~ z t  r u e  "v* .,, Rerddencr m h e  vlunny 
X I ~ ~ I _ ~ $ . I I I  q l C ~  L I  '.I on NE 32 52 11 %once 
n. uttnu* i k . r - , l  ns N * r U  Z~UI-24  ZZ-Deo-24 3M7485 5 - 6 17 h e  1921 
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1921 10 1921-10 1921 10 1921 5 
1922 10 1922-20 1922-14 1922-17 
1924- i s n - m  2 2 5 m , ~ ~  1923-14 1923-17 
W e  1924-14 1924-17 




1923-20 1 mole 
- - - . - -- 
- - --I-- - -- -- 
1922-3 192-6 
1925-10 
Well Barn Ice House 1926- 5 19% lo 1926 2 1926-7 
1927 4 1927 8 
1928 10 1928-9 W L S  5 ~ 4 5 5 2 0 ~ 3  426089 I W o r m  
1925 15 1925 20 1925 16 1925 2 
LogSlable Log 1925 15 1926- 14 1926 15 1926-14 19X 7 
1927 12 1927-10 I927 11 
1922 IS 
Zrnhler 1923 15 
W6re 1924-M 
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WITCHEKAN LAKE RESERVE SELECTIONS SETTLER.RAW DATA.ID NUMBER 
245212 2 2 NE 24 52 12 BEATTY John Slewan 
245212-2 3 NE 24 52 12 WRIGHT Jmar 
245212 2-4 NE 24 52 12 WLKIE Thoma* Ernart 
24521225 NE 24 52 12 DANYLUK John 
245212.24 NE 24 52 12 BEATTY JohnStewan 
Wm&shtre Wachekan M a  
245212-2-7 NE 24 52 12 WRIGHT Jame* Bnbsh ENGLAND 
245212+2 SE 24 52 12 PARKER W v m ~ M l n w  
2452123 SE 24 52 12 McGOWAN MurNodwen 
2 W 1 2 4 1  SW 24 52 12 
24521242 SW 24 52 12 PARKER W y m ~ M n e r  - - 
Niiw Sa& WalK - - - 
255212-1-2 NW 25 52 12 McMArnR hfuld., 
255212-1-3 NW 25 52 12 WEIDEMX)RF, _ NMmm- 
. , 
255212-1-4 NW 25 52 12 DlEHL Geor~eNbert -- _ .- _ Sark-. --_ - - _  
George Wilhed 
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DATE 
NOTES FROM ARCHIVAL NOTES FROM SECONDARY D * T r  Or PAWN, PATENT FILE FILE 
ID NUMBER SOURCE SOURCES rPRlVITlON 15SUED NUMBER SOURCE RESIDENCY 
b n * o a w , ~ ~ w ~ r  n r  
L F U i U  L i n  <e.r."rY L C -  
245212-2-2 v a . r ~ * r r +  .ma- .em, Port 1930 
S s l U n M U L S T E W  
-0IIEU & X v W  
245212 2 3  Fa l4 l , * l a l~ar r  -IN Port 1930 
port 1930 
lYeb40 1SAupdO 17MO Port1930 
4 E d W  5 - 6 7 ?  
4204950 5 - 6 1 ?  
IKluw34 1 W u U G  10154 Pod1930 
-- - -. 
- -- - -- - 
SOLDIER G M  
- - . .  3 --- 
L 41CQ407 : 5.. 6 17  __ 
-- 
- - - -- - -- - - - - - 
w o f f u n d a  sowxi&@ 
Mace&, aa1- h a  lo.5 
n m h m  1925 r-mt 
p e  pz-ww,",~, 
emuwuLlmbGWH 
k-h," ,944 %Id -*ad m 
- 
I \ w L c d f a ~ s h u r m n  22 
Nw 22 Nahral=dlO Barn m I 8 8 8  SEOMlD WMESPEAO 
673 m 5 2 1 2 3 2  Dso27 onSWZT52 12 
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